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Preface
Spin- and Pin-structures on vector bundles have long played an important role in differential geome-
try. Since the mid-1990s, they have also been central to the open and real sectors of Gromov-Witten
theory, mirror symmetry, and enumerative geometry. Spin- and Pin-structures in the classical per-
spective are (equivalence classes of) principal Spin- and Pin-bundles that doubly cover the oriented
orthonormal frame bundles of oriented vector bundles and the orthonormal frame bundles of vector
bundles, respectively, over paracompact (and usually locally contractible) topological spaces; this
perspective motivates the terminology. In the standard modern perspective of symplectic topology,
Spin- and Pin-structures are homotopy classes of trivializations of vector bundles over 2-skeleta of
CW complexes. In the perspective more recently introduced in [11], Spin- and Pin-structures are
collections of homotopy classes of trivializations of vector bundles over loops that respect cobor-
disms between the loops. This last perspective applies over any topological space, is completely
intrinsic, and connects directly with the usage of Spin- and Pin-structures in symplectic topology.
The present monograph provides an accessible introduction to Spin- and Pin-structures in general,
indicates their role in the orientability considerations in symplectic topology, and exhibits their
applications in enumerative geometry.
Chapter 1 contains a systematic treatment of Spin- and Pin-structures in all three perspectives.
We in particular verify that these structures satisfy a collection of succinctly formulated properties
and describe natural correspondences between the three perspectives. We also recall the notions
of relative Spin- and Pin-structures originating in the early versions of [6] in a CW perspective
and introduce an alternative perspective on them in the spirit of the perspective of [11] on Spin-
and Pin-structures. In the latter perspective, relative Spin- and Pin-structures are collections of
homotopy classes of trivializations over boundaries of compact bordered surfaces that respect cer-
tain cobordisms. We conclude Chapter 1 by verifying that the relative Spin- and Pin-structures
in both perspectives satisfy a collection of succinctly formulated properties and describe a natural
correspondence between the two perspectives.
Real Cauchy-Riemann operators are first-order elliptic operators that arise in symplectic topology
as linearizations of the pseudoholomorphic map equation; the latter has been central to the field
since Gromov’s seminal work [18]. Spin- and Pin-structures and their relative counterparts induce
orientations of the determinants of such operators on vector bundle pairs over bordered surfaces
and on real bundle pairs over symmetric surfaces. We detail constructions of these orientations,
which are central to the open and real sectors of Gromov-Witten theory, in Chapter 2. We also
verify that these orientations satisfy a collection of succinctly formulated properties, many of which
are associated with the properties of relative Spin- and Pin-structures established in Chapter 1.
The intrinsic perspective on these structures introduced in Chapter 1 fits perfectly with all consid-
erations in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 applies some of the key results of Chapters 1 and 2 to real enumerative geometry.
Welschinger’s invariants [33] are signed counts of real (involution-invariant) holomorphic curves
on complex surfaces with anti-holomorphic involutions and more generally of pseudoholomorphic
curves in symplectic fourfolds with anti-symplectic involutions. The interpretation of these in-
variants, up to a topological sign, in [29] as signed counts of pseudoholomorphic maps from disks
brought the potential of applying the machinery of (complex) Gromov-Witten theory to study
Welschinger’s invariants. In Chapter 3, we describe the first author’s further re-interpretation of
these invariants in [3] as the degrees of relatively orientable pseudocycles from moduli spaces of
real pseudoholomorphic maps with signed marked points introduced in [9]. We also determine the
topological signs relating the three versions of Welschinger’s invariants precisely, using the clas-
sical perspective on the Spin- and Pin-structures in addition to the properties of orientations of
real Cauchy-Riemann operators established in Chapter 2. The first author’s re-interpretation of
Welschinger’s invariants underpins her proof in [3] of Solomon’s relations [30] for these invariants
envisioned almost 12 years earlier and has led in [5] to similar relations for Welschinger’s invariants
of some real symplectic sixfolds defined in [34]. As illustrated in [4], these relations provide an
effective way of computing the invariants of [33] for many real symplectic fourfolds.
We include two appendices containing standard statements to simplify the presentation in the
main body of this monograph. Appendix A recalls some relations between the Cˇech cohomology
of sheaves over paracompact spaces, singular cohomology, vector bundles, and their characteristic
classes. Appendix B relates the algebra and topology of covering projections that are Lie group
homomorphisms.
Many statements appearing in this monograph are well-known, either available somewhere in the
literature in some form or believed to be true. Some of them are gathered among the properties
of Spin- and Pin-structures, relative Spin- and Pin-structures, and the orientations of the determi-
nants of real Cauchy-Riemann operators in Sections 1.2, 6.2, 7.2, and 7.3, ready for immediate use
and fully established in later sections. The more delicate and technical statements are new and
motivated by modern developments in symplectic topology and real enumerative geometry; they
come with complete proofs as well. We hope this monograph overall will facilitate access to and
will further progress in these interrelated fields.
The authors were partially supported by the NSF grant DMS 1500875 and the Simons Collabora-
tion grant 587036.
Department of Mathematics, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY 11794
xujia@math.stonybrook.edu, azinger@math.stonybrook.edu
May 28, 2019
Chapter 1
Spin- and Pin-Structures
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive introduction to Spin- and Pin-structures
in the classical perspective, based on the Lie groups Spinpnq and Pin˘pnq, and in the two modern
perspectives of symplectic topology, based on trivializations of vector bundles. Section 1 formally
presents Spin- and Pin-structures in the three perspectives, collects their properties in a ready-
to-use format, and gives several explicit examples of these structures that are used in Chapters 2
and 3. This section also contains one of the two theorems of the chapter, Theorem 1.4, identifying
the three perspectives on Spin- and Pin-structures.
We review the definitions and key properties of the Lie groups Spinpnq and Pin˘pnq in Section 2
from purely topological considerations. Explicit constructions of these Lie groups in terms of Clif-
ford algebras appear in [1, §3], in the first part of [21, Section 1], and in [22, Sections I.1,I.2]; in the
notation of [22], Pin`pnq and Pin´pnq are Pinn,0 and Pin0,n, respectively. However, these explicit
constructions are not necessary for many purposes. Section 2 is needed for the classical perspective
on Spin- and Pin-structures, but is irrelevant for the other two perspectives of Section 1 and for
formulating key properties of these structures.
Section 3 details the classical perspective on Spin- and Pin-structures, provides further examples of
these structures, and relates them to Cˇech cohomology. It also establishes the properties of Spin-
and Pin-structures listed in Section 1 in the classical perspective. Section 4 establishes the same
properties in the two modern perspectives of symplectic topology. In Section 5, we show that the
three perspectives on Spin- and Pin-structures are equivalent, when restricted to the appropriate
categories of topological spaces, by constructing natural correspondences between these structures
in the classical perspective and in each of the two modern perspectives; these correspondences
respect the properties listed in Section 1. Section 5 thus establishes Theorem 1.4.
Relative Spin- and Pin-structures trace their origins to the early versions of [6], where they ap-
peared as natural topological data for orienting the determinants of real Cauchy-Riemann operators
on vector bundle pairs over the unit disk D2`ĂC. In Section 6, we recall the original perspective
on relative Spin- and Pin-structures, which involves an auxiliary choice of a CW structure on the
underlying pair of topological spaces Y ĂX, introduce completely intrinsic perspective on them,
which fits directly with how these structures are used to orient real Cauchy-Riemann operators,
and collect important properties of relative Spin- and Pin-structures in a ready-to-use format. We
also verify these properties in both perspectives and describe a natural correspondence between
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the two perspectives which respects the stated properties of relative Spin- and Pin-structures. This
establishes the other theorem of this chapter, Theorem 6.4, that the two perspectives on relative
Spin- and Pin-structures are equivalent when restricted to CW complexes (or topological spaces
homeomorphic to a CW complex).
In retrospect, the CW perspectives on Spin- and Pin-structures and their relative counterparts are
rather artificial, in terms of both their formulations and the intended applications. The former
is immediately apparent from the need to choose a CW structure on a topological space and is
further reflected in the verification of some of the properties of these structures. The latter is
demonstrated by the need in the construction of orientations of the determinants of real Cauchy-
Riemann operators in [6, Section 8.1] to first choose a CW structure on the topological spaces
Y ĂX involved, a vector bundle over the 3-skeleton X3 ĂX, and a homotopy between a given
continuous map from pD2`, S
1q to pX,Y q and a continuous map to pX3, Y2q and then to show that
the induced orientation does not depend on all these choices. We bypass these complications in
Chapter 2 by using the intrinsic perspective on relative Spin- and Pin-structures introduced in
Section 6.
1 Introduction
We define Spin- and Pin-structures in three perspectives and state the first theorem of this chapter,
that these perspectives are essentially equivalent, in Section 1.1. The properties of these structures
described in Section 1.2 include the obstructions to the existence of these structures and compat-
ibility with short exact sequences of vector bundles. Basic examples of Spin- and Pin-structures
appear in Section 1.3; additional examples with more nuanced considerations appear in Section 1.4.
1.1 Definitions and main theorem
For a topological space Y , let
τY ” Y ˆR ÝÑ Y
be the trivial line bundle over Y and oY be its standard orientation. For a vector bundle V over Y ,
we denote by
λpV q”Λtop
R
V ÝÑ Y
its top exterior power and by OpV q the set of the orientations on V . For each oPOpV q, we denote
by λpV, oq the real vector bundle λpV q with the orientation λpoq induced by o and by
StpV, oq ”
`
τY ‘V,StV poq
˘
(1.1)
the real vector bundle τY ‘V with the induced orientation. We make the canonical identifications
λpτY ‘V q”τY bλpV q “ λpV q, λ
`
StpV, oq
˘
”pτY , oY qbλpV, oq “ λpV, oq . (1.2)
For n P Z`, the Lie groups Spinpnq and Pin˘pnq are double covers of the n-th special orthogonal
group SOpnq and the n-th orthogonal group Opnq,
qn : Spinpnq ÝÑ SOpnq and q
˘
n : Pin
˘pnq ÝÑ Opnq; (1.3)
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see Section 2. For ně2, qn is the unique connected double cover of SOpnq. The double covers q
˘
n
restrict to qn over SOpnq; they are the same topologically, but have different group structures.
The preimages of an order 2 element of Opnq under q˘n generate a subgroup of Pin
˘pnq of order 4.
The subgroup generated by the preimages of an order 2 element of Opnq with precisely one p´1q-
eigenvalue is Z 22 in the case of Pin
`pnq and Z4 in the case of Pin
´pnq.
A rank n vector bundle V over a paracompact space Y determines a principal Opnq-bundle OpV q of
orthonormal frames; see Section 3.1. Each orientation o on V , determines a principal SOpnq-bundle
SOpV, oq of oriented orthonormal frames. In the classical perspective, Pin˘- and Spin-structures
are liftings of these frame bundles over the projection maps q˘n and qn.
Definition 1.1. Let Y be a paracompact space and V be a rank n real vector bundle over Y .
(a) A Pin˘-structure p on V is a principal Pin˘pnq-bundle Pin˘pV q over Y with a 2:1 covering map
qV : Pin
˘pV q ÝÑ OpV q
which commutes with the projections to Y and is equivariant with respect to the group
homomorphism q˘n .
(b) If oPOpV q, a Spin-structure s on pV, oq is a principal Spinpnq-bundle SpinpV, oq over Y with a
2:1 covering map
qV : SpinpV, oq ÝÑ SOpV, oq
which commutes with the projections to Y and is equivariant with respect to the group
homomorphism qn.
We call a pair os”po, sq consisting of an orientation o on a vector bundle V and a Spin-structure s
on pV, oq an OSpin-structure on V . Two Spin-structures
qV : SpinpV, oq ÝÑ SOpV, oq and q
1
V : Spin
1pV, oq ÝÑ SOpV, oq (1.4)
are equivalent if there exists a Spinpnq-equivariant isomorphism
rΨ: SpinpV, oq ÝÑ Spin1pV, oq s.t. qV “ q1V ˝rΨ.
The analogous notions of equivalence apply to Pin˘ and OSpin-structures. When there is no am-
biguity, we will not distinguish between the Spin- and Pin-structures of Definition 1.1 and their
equivalence classes.
An OSpin-structure on the trivial rank n vector bundle
nτY ” Y ˆR
n ÝÑ Y
with its canonical orientation is given
qV “ idY ˆqn : Spin
`
nτY , noY
˘
”Y ˆSpinpnq ÝÑ Y ˆSpinpnq”SOpnτY , noY
˘
. (1.5)
An orientation o on a line bundle V over a paracompact space Y determines a homotopy class
of isomorphisms pV, oq « pτY , oY q. A split of an oriented vector bundle pV, oq into n oriented line
3
bundles thus determines a homotopy class of trivializations of the principal SOpnq-bundle SOpV, oq
and thus an OSpin-structure os0pV, oq on V . In general, os0pV, oq depends on the choice of the split.
Once its summands are chosen, the induced orientation on V depends on their ordering and on
the orientations of the individual summands. However, the Spin-structures induced by orderings
giving rise to different orientations are identified under the natural correspondence (1.14).
For typical applications in symplectic topology, it is more convenient to view these structures in
terms of trivializations of vector bundles. The standard variation of this perspective, captured
by Definition 1.2 below, goes back at least to the mid-1990s. The second variation, captured by
Definition 1.3, appears in [11, Section 5.1]. It is completely intrinsic and connects directly with its
usage in symplectic topology.
Definition 1.2. Let pV, oq be an oriented vector bundle over a CW complex Y with rkRV ě3. A
Spin-structure s on pV, oq is a homotopy class of trivializations of pV, oq over the 2-skeleton Y2 of Y .
A loop in a topological space Y is a continuous map α : S1 ÝÑ Y . We denote the collection
of all loops in Y by LpY q. We call a compact two-dimensional topological manifold Σ with the
boundary BΣ possibly nonempty a bordered surface. A closed surface is a bordered surface Σ with
BΣ“H.
Definition 1.3. Let pV, oq be an oriented vector bundle over a topological space Y with rkRV ě3.
A Spin-structure s on pV, oq is a collection psαqαPLpY q of homotopy classes sα of trivializations of
α˚pV, oq such that for every continuous map F : ΣÝÑY from a bordered surface the vector bundle
F p˚V, oq over Σ admits a trivialization whose restriction to each component BrΣ of BΣ lies in su|BrΣ
under any identification of BrΣ with S
1.
The existence of a Spin-structure s in the sense of Definition 1.3 on an oriented vector bundle
pV, oq with rkRV ě3 explicitly requires the bundle F
˚V to be trivializable for every continuous
map F : ΣÝÑY from a closed surface.
In both variations of the trivializations perspective, a Spin structure s on an oriented vector bun-
dle pV, oq over Y with rkRV “1, 2 is a Spin-structure on the vector bundle 2τY‘V with the induced
orientation in the first case and on τY ‘V in the second. A Pin
˘-structure p on a real vector
bundle V over Y is a Spin-structure on the canonically oriented vector bundle
V˘ ” V ‘p2˘1qλpV q ; (1.6)
see the paragraph containing (1.18). An OSpin-structure on V is again a pair os”po, sq consisting
of an orientation o on V and a Spin-structure s on pV, oq. Analogously to the perspective of Def-
inition 1.1, a split of an oriented vector bundle pV, oq into n oriented line bundles determines an
OSpin-structure os0pV, oq on V .
For a vector bundle V over a topological space Y satisfying the appropriate conditions, we denote
by P˘pV q and OSppV q the sets of Pin˘-structures and OSpin-structures, respectively, on V in
any given of the three perspectives (up to equivalence in the perspective of Definition 1.1). For
oPOpV q, we denote by SppV, oq the set of Spin-structures on pV, oq. We identity SppV, oq with a
subset of OSppV q in the obvious way.
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By Theorem 1.4 below, there is no fundamental ambiguity in the definitions of the sets P˘pV q,
OSppV q, and OSppV, oq when Y is a CW complex (and so the perspectives of Definitions 1.1, 1.2,
and 1.3 apply) or more generally Y is a paracompact locally contractible space (and the perspectives
of Definitions 1.1 and 1.3 apply). The local contractability restriction can in fact be weakened to
the local H2p¨;Z2q-simplicity of Definition 3.2.
Theorem 1.4. Let Y be a topological space and V be a vector bundle over Y .
(1) The OSpin- and Pin-structures on V in the perspectives of Definitions 1.1 if Y is paracompact
and locally contractible, 1.2 if Y is a CW complex, and 1.3 satisfy all properties of Section 1.2.
(2) If Y is a paracompact locally contractible space, there are canonical identifications of the sets
OSppV q in the perspectives of Definitions 1.1 and 1.3 and of the sets P˘pV q in the two per-
spectives for every vector bundle V over Y . These identifications associate the distinguished
elements s0pV, oq in the two perspectives with each other for all oriented vector bundles pV, oq
split into oriented line bundles and respect all structures and correspondences of Section 1.2.
(3) If Y is a CW complex, the same statements apply to the OSpin- and Pin-structures on V in
the perspectives of Definitions 1.1 and 1.2.
This theorem is fundamentally a consequence ofˇˇ
π0
`
SOpnq
˘ˇˇ
,
ˇˇ
π2
`
SOpnq
˘ˇˇ
“ 1,
ˇˇ
π1
`
SOpnq
˘ˇˇ
“ 2, (1.7)ˇˇ
π0
`
Spinpnq
˘ˇˇ
,
ˇˇ
π1
`
Spinpnq
˘ˇˇ
,
ˇˇ
π2
`
Spinpnq
˘ˇˇ
“ 1 (1.8)
for ně 3 for the following reasons. Suppose Y is a CW complex of dimension at most 2 and V
is an oriented vector bundle over Y of rank ně 3. By (1.8), every bundle SpinpV, oq as in Defini-
tion 1.1(b) is trivializable as a principal bundle and thus admits a section rs; any two such sections
are homotopic. The section qV˝rs of SOpV, oq then determines a trivialization of the vector bundle V
over Y ; the trivializations of V determined by different sections of SpinpV, oq are homotopic.
The above implies that a Spin-structure in the sense of Definition 1.1 determines a Spin-structure
in the sense of Definition 1.2 and a Spin-structure in the sense of Definition 1.3, under appropriate
topological conditions on the underlying topological space Y . It is immediate that equivalent Spin-
structures in the sense of Definition 1.1 determine the same Spin-structures in the perspectives of
Definitions 1.2 and 1.3 in the above construction. The next observation ensures that this leads to
a correspondence between the three notions of Spin-structure.
Lemma 1.5. Let pV, oq be an oriented vector bundle over S1 with rkV ě3. The homotopy classes
of trivializations of V determined by different equivalence classes of Spin-structures on pV, oq in the
sense of Definition 1.1 are different.
Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 1.5 are proved in Section 5.
1.2 Properties of Spin- and Pin-structures
Let Y be a topological space. An isomorphism Ψ : V 1 ÝÑ V of vector bundles over Y induces
bijections
Ψ˚ : OSppV q ÝÑ OSppV 1q and Ψ˚ : P˘pV q ÝÑ P˘pV 1q (1.9)
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between the OSpin-structures on V and V 1 and the Pin˘-structures on V and V 1 in the perspectives
of Definitions 1.1 if Y is paracompact, 1.2 if Y is a CW complex, and 1.3. If the ranks of V and V 1
are at least 3, the OSpin- and Pin˘-structures on V 1 in the last two perspectives are obtained from
the same types of structures on V by pre-composing the relevant trivializations with Ψ. If Y is
paracompact, Ψ induces an isomorphism
OpΨq : OpV 1q ÝÑ OpV q
of principal OprkV q-bundles over Y . If qV is a Pin
˘-structure on V in the sense of Definition 1.1(a),
then
OpΨq˚qV : OpΨq
˚PinpV q ÝÑ OpV 1q,
`
p1, rp˘ ÝÑ p1,
is a Pin˘-structure on V 1. If in addition oPOpV q and Ψ˚o is the orientation on V 1 induced by o
via Ψ, then Ψ also induces an isomorphism
SOpΨ, oq : SO
`
V 1,Ψ˚o
˘
ÝÑ SOpV, oq
of principal SOprkV q-bundles over Y . If qV is a Spin-structure on pV, oq in the sense of Defini-
tion 1.1(b), then
SOpΨ, oq˚qV : SOpΨ, oq
˚SpinpV, oq ÝÑ SO
`
V 1,Ψ˚o
˘
,
`
p1, rp˘ ÝÑ p1,
is a Spin-structure on pV 1,Ψ˚oq.
Let V be a vector bundle over a topological space Y and Y 1 be another topological space. A
continuous map f : Y 1ÝÑY induces maps
f˚ : OSppV q ÝÑ OSppf˚V q and f˚ : P˘pV q ÝÑ P˘pf˚V q (1.10)
in the perspectives of Definitions 1.1 if Y and Y 1 are paracompact, 1.2 if f is a map of CW
complexes, and 1.3. In the last two perspectives, the OSpin- and Pin˘-structures on f˚V are
obtained from the same types of structures on V by pre-composing the relevant trivializations with
the map rfV : f˚V ÝÑ V, py1, vq ÝÑ v, (1.11)
covering f . If Y is paracompact, this map induces an OprkV q-equivariant map
Op rfV q : Opf˚V q ÝÑ OpV q
covering f . If qV is a Pin
˘-structure on V in the sense of Definition 1.1(a), then
Op rfV q˚qV : Op rfV q˚PinpV q ÝÑ Opf˚V q, `p1, rp˘ ÝÑ p1,
is a Pin˘-structure on f˚V . If in addition o POpV q and f˚o is the orientation on f˚V induced
by o via rfV , then rfV also induces an SOprkV q-equivariant map
SOp rfV , oq : SO`f˚V, f˚o˘ ÝÑ SOpV, oq
covering f . If qV is a Spin-structure on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 1.1(b), then
SO
` rfV , o˘˚qV : SO` rfV , o˘˚SpinpV, oq ÝÑ SO`f˚V, f˚o˘, `p1, rp˘ ÝÑ p1,
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is a Spin-structure on pf˚V 1, f˚oq.
If an oriented vector bundle pV, oq is split as a direct sum of oriented line bundles, we take the in-
duced splitting of pV, oq to be the splitting obtained from the splitting of pV, oq by negating the last
component. We take the induced splitting of StV pV, oq to be the splitting obtained by combining
the canonical trivialization of τY as the first component with the splitting of pV, oq.
The SpinPin properties below apply in any of the three perspectives of Definitions 1.1-1.3 on
Pin˘-, Spin-, and OSpin-structures, provided the topological space Y appearing in these statements
satisfies the appropriate restrictions:
‚ Y is a paracompact locally contractible space for the perspective of Definition 1.1;
‚ Y is a CW complex for the perspective of Definition 1.2.
The naturality properties of the group actions and correspondences below refer to the commuta-
tivity with the pullbacks (1.9) induced by isomorphisms of vector bundles over Y and the pull-
backs (1.10) induced by the admissible continuous maps, as appropriate.
SpinPin 1 (Obstruction to Existence). (a) A real vector bundle V over Y admits a Pin´-structure
(resp. Pin`-structure) if and only if w2pV q“w
2
1pV q (resp. w2pV q“0).
(b) An oriented vector bundle pV, oq over Y admits a Spin-structure if and only if w2pV q“0.
SpinPin 2 (Affine Structure). Let V be a real vector bundle over Y .
(a) If V admits a Pin˘-structure, then the group H1pY ;Z2q acts naturally, freely, and transitively
on the set P˘pV q.
(b) If oPOpV q and pV, oq admits a Spin-structure, then the group H1pY ;Z2q acts naturally, freely,
and transitively on the set SppV, oq.
If V 1 and V 2 are vector bundles over Y , with at least one of them of positive rank, then the action
of the automorphism
Ψ: V 1‘V 2 ÝÑ V 1‘V 2, Ψpv1, v2q “ p´v1, v2q, (1.12)
on P˘pV 1‘V 2q is given by
Ψ˚p “
`
prk V 1´1qw1pV
1q`prkV 1qw1pV
2q
˘
¨p @ pPP˘pV 1‘V 2q. (1.13)
SpinPin 3 (Orientation Reversal). Let V be a real vector bundle over Y . There is a natural
H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant involution
OSppV q ÝÑ OSppV q, os ÝÑ os, (1.14)
which maps SppV, oq bijectively onto SppV, oq for every o POpV q and sends os0pV, oq to os0pV, oq
for every oriented vector bundle pV, oq split as a direct sum of oriented line bundles.
SpinPin 4 (Reduction). Let V be a real vector bundle over Y . For every o P OpV q, there are
natural H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant bijections
R˘o : P
˘pV q ÝÑ SppV, oq (1.15)
so that R˘o p¨q“R
˘
o p¨q.
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SpinPin 5 (Stability). Let V be a real vector bundle over Y . There are natural H1pY ;Z2q-
equivariant bijections
StV : OSppV q ÝÑ OSp
`
τY ‘V
˘
, St˘V : P
˘pV q ÝÑ P˘
`
τY ‘V
˘
(1.16)
so that StV pos0pV, oqq“os0pStV pV, oqq for every oriented vector bundle pV, oq split as a direct sum
of oriented line bundles,
StV posq “ StV posq @ osPOSppV q, StV ˝R
˘
o “R
˘
StV poq
˝St˘V @ oPOpV q. (1.17)
If V is a real vector bundle over Y , then the real vector bundles (1.6) over Y have canonical
orientations, which we denote by o´V and o
`
V . They are described as follows. The orientations on
these bundles canonically correspond to the orientations on the real line bundles
λpV´q “ λpV qbλpV q and λpV`q “ λpV qbλpV qbλpV qbλpV q, (1.18)
respectively. We orient the fiber of the first line bundle over a point yPY by choosing an orientation
on the first factor λpVyq and using the same orientation on the second factor. The resulting
orientation on the product does not depend on the choice of the orientation on the first factor.
We thus obtain an orientation on λpV´q. The same reasoning applies to λpV`q as well. The
identifications (1.2) induce identifications`
pτY ‘V q˘, o
˘
τY ‘V
˘
“
`
τY ‘V˘,StV˘po
˘
V q
˘
” St
`
V˘, o
˘
V
˘
. (1.19)
SpinPin 6 (Correspondences). Let V be a real vector bundle over Y . There are natural H1pY ;Z2q-
equivariant bijections
Co˘V : P
˘pV q ÝÑ Sp` V˘, o
˘
V
˘
(1.20)
so that Co˘τY ‘V ˝St
˘
V “StV˘˝Co
˘
V .
Suppose
0 ÝÑ V 1
ι
ÝÑ V
j
ÝÑ V 2 ÝÑ 0 (1.21)
is a short exact sequence of vector bundles over Y . Orientations o1 on V 1 and o2 on V 2 determine
an orientation o1eo
2 on V as follows. If yPY and v11, . . . , v
1
m is an oriented basis for pV
1
y , o
1q, then
ιpv11q, . . . , ιpv
1
mq, vm`1, . . . , vn P Vy
is an oriented basis for pVy, o
1
eo
2q if and only if jpvm`1q, . . . , jpvnq is an oriented basis for pV
2
y , o
2q.
Whenever the vector bundle V 1 and V 2 are specified, we denote the canonical, direct short exact
sequence
0 ÝÑ V 1
ι
ÝÑ V 1‘V 2
j
ÝÑ V 2 ÝÑ 0 (1.22)
by ‘. If o1 and o2 are orientations on V 1 and o2 on V 2, respectively, we denote by o1o2 the induced
orientations on V .
If e is the short exact sequence (1.21) and o1 is an orientation on V 1, we denote by e˘o1 any short
exact sequence
0 ÝÑ V 1
pι,0q
ÝÑ V˘
j˘
o1ÝÑ V 2˘ ÝÑ 0 (1.23)
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obtained by combining (1.21) with the isomorphism
λpV q « λpV 1qbλpV 2q « λpV 2q
induced by an orientation-preserving trivialization of pV 1, o1q. If Y is paracompact (as in the
perspectives of Definitions 1.1 and 1.2), o1 determines a homotopy class of trivializations of V 1
and thus a homotopy class of short exact sequences e˘o1 of vector bundles (1.23) over Y . For the
purposes of Definition 1.3, it is most natural to define a short exact sequence of vector bundles
V 1, V, V 2 over Y as a collection of homotopy classes of short exact sequences
0 ÝÑ α˚V 1
ιαÝÑ α˚V
jαÝÑ α˚V 2 ÝÑ 0
over S1 in the usual sense, one homotopy class for each loop α in Y , which extend to short exact
sequences
0 ÝÑ F ˚V 1
ιFÝÑ F ˚V
jFÝÑ F ˚V 2 ÝÑ 0
over bordered surfaces Σ in the usual sense for each continuous map F : ΣÝÑY as in Definition 1.3.
An orientation o1 on V 1 then still determines a short exact sequence e˘o1 of vector bundles (1.23).
SpinPin 7 (Short Exact Sequences). Every short exact sequence e of vector bundles over Y as
in (1.21) determines natural H1pY ;Z2q-biequivariant maps
xx¨, ¨yye : OSppV
1qˆOSppV 2q ÝÑ OSppV q,
xx¨, ¨yye : OSppV
1qˆP˘pV 2q ÝÑ P˘pV q
(1.24)
so that the following properties hold.
(ses1) If oriented vector bundles pV 1, o1q and pV 2, o2q over Y are split as direct sums of oriented
line bundles, then
xxos0pV
1, o1q, os0pV
2, o2qyy‘ “ os0
`
pV 1, o1q‘pV 2, o2 q˘ .
(ses2) If e is as in (1.21), o1 POpV 1q, and o2 POpV 2q, then
xxos1, os2yye P SppV, o
1
eo
2q @ os1PSppV 1, o1q, os2 PSppV 2, o2q, (1.25)
R˘o1eo2
`
xxos1, p2yye
˘
“
@@
os1,R˘o2pp
2q
DD
e
@ os1PSppV 1, o1q, p2 PP˘pV 2q. (1.26)
(ses3) If e is as in (1.21), o1 PopV 1q, os1PSppV 1, o1q, and p2 PP˘pV 2q, then
xxos1, p2yye “ w1pV
2q¨xxos1, p2yye, Co
˘
V
`
xxos1, p2yye
˘
“
@@
os1,Co˘V 2pp
2q
DD
e˘
o1
.
(ses4) If V 11 , V
1
2 , V
2 are vector bundles over Y , os11 P OSppV
1
1q, os
1
2 P OSppV
1
2q, and p
2 PP˘pV 2q,
then @@
os11, xxos
1
2, p
2yy‘
DD
‘
“
@@
xxos11, os
1
2yy‘, p
2
DD
‘
.
(ses5) If V is a vector bundle over Y and pPP˘pV q, then
St˘V ppq “ xxos0pτY , oY q, pyy‘.
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(ses6) If V is a vector bundle over Y , oPOpV q, and pPP˘pV q, then
Co˘V ppq “
@@
R˘o ppq, os0pp2˘1qλpV, oqq
DD
‘
.
By SpinPin 4, (1.26), and the first statement in SpinPin 7(ses3),
xxos1, os2yye “ xxos
1, os2yye “ xxos1, os2yye (1.27)
for every short exact sequence e of vector bundles as in (1.21), os1 POSppV 1q, and os2 POSppV 2q.
By SpinPin 4 and 7(ses4) and (1.26),@@
os11, xxos
1
2, os
2yy‘
DD
‘
“
@@
xxos11, os
1
2yy‘, os
2
DD
‘
(1.28)
for all vector bundles V 11 , V
1
2 , V
2 over Y , os11 P OSppV
1
1q, os
1
2 P OSppV
1
2q, and os
2 P OSppV 2q. By
SpinPin 4, 5, and 7(ses5) and (1.26),
StV posq “ xxos0pτY , oY q, osyy‘ (1.29)
for every vector bundle V over Y and osPOSppV q.
Combining the second map in (1.24) with the canonical isomorphism of V 1‘V 2 with V 2‘V 1, we
obtain a natural H1pY ;Z2q-biequivariant map
xx¨, ¨yye : P
˘pV 1qˆOSppV 2q ÝÑ P˘pV q . (1.30)
By the SpinPin 7 property, this map satisfies the obvious analogues of (1.26), the first statement
in SpinPin (ses3), and SpinPin (ses4) and (ses6).
Remark 1.6. The first statement of the SpinPin 7(ses3) property corrects [29, Lemma 8.1], which
suggests that the induced Pin˘-structure on V 1‘V 2 does not depend on the orientation of V 1.
1.3 Basic examples
The first two cases of the first homomorphism (1.3) are given by
q1 : Spinp1q”Z2 ÝÑ SOp1q“t1u, q2 : Spinp2q“S
1 ÝÑ SOp2q“S1, u ÝÑ u2 . (1.31)
The groups Pin`p1q and Pin´p1q are Z 22 and Z4, respectively, and
q´1 : Pin
´p1q“Z4 ÝÑ Op1q“t˘1u «Z2”Z{2Z (1.32)
is the unique surjective homomorphism. For concreteness, we take
rI1;1“1Z4”1`4Z P Pin´p1q, rI1;1“`0, 1Z2˘ P Pin`p1q, pI1“`1Z2 , 0˘ P Pin`p1q . (1.33)
The last choice implies that
q`1 “pr2 : Pin
`p1q“Z2‘Z2 ÝÑ Op1q“t˘1u «Z2”Z{2Z (1.34)
is the projection to the second component. We next explicitly describe Spin- and Pin˘-structures
on some rank 1 and 2 vector bundles.
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Example 1.7. Let V be a real line bundle over a connected space Y . Every automorphism Ψ
of V is homotopic to either the identity or the multiplication by ´1. An automorphism Ψ of V
homotopic to the identity clearly acts trivially on the sets P˘pV q of Pin˘´ and OSppV q of OSpin-
structures on V in either of the three perspectives of Definitions 1.1-1.3. By (1.13) with V 2“ Y
of rank 0, an automorphism Ψ of V homotopic to the multiplication by ´1 also acts trivially
on P˘pV q. Thus, every automorphism Ψ of V acts trivially on P˘pV q. If o POpV q, then every
orientation-preserving automorphism of pV, oq acts trivially on the set SppV, oq of Spin-structures
on pV, oq.
Example 1.8. The Spin-structures on an oriented line bundle pV, oq over a path-connected para-
compact space Y in the perspective of Definition 1.1 are the topological double covers qV : rY ÝÑY .
The distinguished element s0pV, oq of SppV, oq is the disconnected double cover of Y .
Examples 1.9, 1.10, and 1.12 below are the base inputs in the proof of the SpinPin 1 property for
the perspective of Definition 1.1. This property for the perspective of Definition 1.2 is a direct
consequence of its validity in the perspective of Definition 1.1. The proof of the SpinPin 1 property
for the perspective of Definition 1.3 is fundamentally different.
Example 1.9. The real tautological line bundle γR ÝÑRP
8 admits two Pin`-structures in the
sense of Definition 1.1, up to equivalence. Since OpγRq “ S
8 is simply connected, the domain
Pin`pV q of qV has to be Z2ˆS
8 and
qV : Pin
`pV q“Z2ˆS
8 ÝÑ OpγRq“S
8
has to be the projection to the second factor. This map is equivariant with respect to the homo-
morphism (1.34) if the first Z2 factor in Pin
`p1q acts by addition on the first factor of Pin`pV q,
leaving the second factor of Pin`pV q fixed, and the non-trivial element 1Z2 of the second Z2 factor
in Pin`p1q acts by the antipodal map on the second factor of Pin`pV q, either leaving the first
factor fixed or interchanging its two elements. Since any automorphism of the bundle
Pin`pV q“Z2ˆS
8 ÝÑ RP8
is equivariant with respect to either Pin`p1q-action, the two Pin`-structures are not equivalent.
Example 1.10. The line bundle γR ÝÑ RP
8 does not admit a Pin´-structure in the sense of
Definition 1.1. Since OpγRq “ S
8 is simply connected, the domain Pin´pV q of qV would have to
be Z2ˆS
8. The restriction of qV to each connected component of Pin
´pV q would then have to
be a homeomorphism onto S8 and equivariant with respect to the Z2 subgroup of Pin
´p1q «Z4
preserving each connected component of Pin´pV q. This is impossible because this subgroup lies in
the kernel of the homomorphism (1.32).
Example 1.11. The real tautological line bundle γR;1 ÝÑ RP
1 admits two Pin´-structures in
the sense of Definition 1.1. By the reasoning in Example 1.10, the projection qV has to be the
connected double cover
qV : Pin
´
`
γR;1
˘
“S1 ÝÑ OpγR;1q“S
1, qV pwq “ w
2 @wPS1ĂC.
This map is equivariant with respect to the homomorphism (1.32) if 1Z4 PZ4 acts by the multipli-
cation by either eipi{2 or e´ipi{2. Since any automorphism of the bundle
Pin´
`
γR;1
˘
“S1 ÝÑ RP1
is a multiplication by a power of eipi{2, the two Pin´-structures are not equivalent.
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Example 1.12. The complex tautological line bundle γC ÝÑCP
8 does not admit a Spin-structure
in the sense of Definition 1.1. Since Spinp2q“S1 and SOpγCq“S
8 are path-connected, the domain
SpinpV q of qV would have to be path-connected. However, this is impossible because SOpγCq is
simply connected and thus does not admit any path-connected double covers.
The perspective of Definition 1.3 on Spin- and Pin˘-structures makes it feasible to specify them
explicitly in some cases central to the open and real sectors of Gromov-Witten theory, mirror
symmetry, and enumerative geometry. This is indicated by the two examples below. Specifications
of topological data on a target manifold analogous to the description of Example 1.14 below lead to
explicit determinations of orientations of moduli spaces of open and real maps and signed counts of
curves in [7, Sections 5,6] and [16, Section 5]; such computations are notoriously difficult to carry
out correctly.
Example 1.13. Let V be a vector bundle over a topological space Y .
(a) The vector bundle V ‘V has a canonical orientation. Its restriction to the fiber Vy‘Vy of
V ‘V over a point y P Y is obtained by choosing any orientation in the first copy of Vy and
then taking the same orientation in the second copy.
(b) If V is oriented, then the oriented vector bundle V ‘V has a canonical Spin-structure in the
sense of Definition 1.3. The canonical homotopy class of trivializations of V ‘V over a loop α
in Y is obtained by choosing any trivialization of the first copy of α˚V and then taking the
same trivialization of the second copy.
Example 1.14. Let γR;2ÝÑRP
2 denote the real tautological line bundle. Euler’s exact sequence
0 ÝÑ τRP2 ÝÑ 3γ
˚
R;2 ÝÑ T pRP
2q ÝÑ 0 (1.35)
of vector bundles over RP2 determines a canonical homotopy class of isomorphisms
τRP2 ‘ T pRP
2q « 3γ˚R;2
of vector bundles over RP2; the bundle homomorphisms in (1.35) are described explicitly as in [16,
Example 2.1]. By the SpinPin 5 and 6 properties, the Pin´-structures on (the tangent bundle of)
RP
2 thus correspond to the Spin-structures on the canonically oriented vector bundle
τRP2‘T pRP
2q ‘ λ
`
τRP2‘T pRP
2q
˘
« 3γ˚R;2 ‘ γ
˚b3
R;2 .
Since the line bundle γ˚b2
R;2 has a canonical trivialization, there is thus a canonical homotopy class
of isomorphisms
τRP2‘T pRP
2q ‘ λ
`
τRP2‘T pRP
2q
˘
« 4γ˚R;2 .
The induced orientation o on 4γ˚
R;2 is the orientation provided by Example 1.13(a). Example 1.13(b)
endows this oriented vector bundle with a canonical Spin-structure in the sense of Definition 1.3. By
the SpinPin 2 property, the group H1pRP2;Z2q acts freely and transitively on the set Spp4γ
˚
R;2, oq
of Spin-structures on p4γ˚
R;2, oq. There is thus one other Spin-structure on this oriented vector
bundle. The associated homotopy class of trivializations over a loop α in RP2 is obtained by
combining trivializations of the two copies of α˚p2γ˚
R;2q in α
˚p4γ˚
R;2q that differ by one rotation.
By Corollary 11.11, the Pin´-structures p´0 pRP
2q and p´1 pRP
2q on TRP2 associated to the above
Spin-structures on p4γ˚
R;2, oq are fixed by every automorphism of RP
2.
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1.4 Further examples
We now combine Examples 1.7-1.12 with the properties of Spin- and Pin-structures collected in
Section 1.2 to explore these structures on real line bundles more systematically.
As described in Section 1.1, an orientation oPOpV q on a line bundle V over a topological space Y
determines an element s0pV, oqPSppV, oq. We denote its preimage under (1.15) by p
˘
0 pV qPP
˘pV q.
By the identity after (1.15), p˘0 pV q does not depend on the choice of o. By Example 1.9, the real
tautological line bundle γR ÝÑRP
8 admits two Pin`-structures. By [24, Theorem 5.6], for every
real line bundle V over a paracompact space Y there exists a continuous map f : Y ÝÑRP8 such
that V « f˚γR; this map is unique up to homotopy. By (1.13), the Pin
`-structure on V induced
from a Pin`-structure on γR does not depend on the choice of this isomorphism.
Lemma 1.15. Let V be a line bundle over a topological space Y and oPOpV q. If f : Y ÝÑRP8 is
a continuous map such that V « f˚γR, then the Pin
`-structure p`0 pV q on V corresponding to the
canonical Spin-structure s0pV, oq on pV, oq is the pullback by f of either Pin
`-structure on γR.
Proof. Let q : S8ÝÑRP8 be the standard quotient projection and
τR”S
8ˆR“q˚γR ÝÑ S
8 .
Since V is orientable, there exists a continuous map rf : Y ÝÑS8 so that q˝ rf is homotopic to f
and
pV, oq « rf˚`τR, oS8˘ ÝÑ Y
as oriented line bundles over Y . The canonical Spin-structure s0pV, oq on V is the pullback by rf
of s0pτR, oS8q. By the SpinPin 2(b) property (or Example 1.8), there are no other Spin-structures
on τR. By the SpinPin 4 property, the pullback by q of either Pin
`-structure on γR is thus the
Pin`-structure p`0 pτRq on τR corresponding to s0pτR, oS8q. Since the pullback by f of a Pin
`-
structure p on γR is the pullback by rf of the pullback of q of p, the claim now follows from the
naturality of the correspondence of the SpinPin 4 property with respect to continuous maps.
Lemma 1.16. A real line bundle V over a topological space Y carries a canonical Pin`-structure
p`0 pV q. For every unorientable line bundle V over an oriented circle Y , there is a natural bijection
P´pV q ÝÑ Z2; (1.36)
reversing the orientation of Y flips this bijections.
Proof. By the SpinPin 1(a) and 2(a) properties (or Example 1.9), there are two Pin`-structure on
the real tautological line bundle γR over RP
8. In the perspective of Definition 1.1 and Example 1.9,
we take the one in which the non-trivial element 1Z2 of the second Z2 factor in Pin
`p1q fixes the
topological components of Pin`pV q to be the canonical Pin`-structure p`0 pγRq on γR. Given a real
line bundle V over a paracompact space Y , let f : Y ÝÑ RP8 be a continuous map such that
V « f˚γR; this map is unique up to homotopy. We take the canonical equivalence class p
`
0 pV q
of Pin`-structures on V to be the pullback by f of p`0 pγRq in the perspective of Definition 1.1.
By (1.13), p`0 pV q does not depend on the choice of isomorphism of V with f
˚γR. This also speci-
fies p`0 pγRq in the perspective of Definition 1.3 for an arbitrary topological space Y .
We view RP1 as the quotient of the unit circle S1ĂC by the antipodal map. By the SpinPin 1(a)
and 2(a) properties (or Example 1.11), there are two Pin´-structures on the real tautological line
bundle γR;1 over RP
1. In the perspective of Definition 1.1 and Example 1.11, we take the one
in which 1Z4 P Z4 acts on Pin
´pγR;1q by the multiplication by e
ipi{2 to correspond to 0 P Z2. An
oriented circle Y can be identified with RP1 as oriented manifold; such an identification is unique
up to homotopy. An unorientable line bundle V over RP1 is isomorphic to γR;1; every two such
isomorphisms differ by an automorphism of γR;1. Bt (1.13), it thus remains to show that the
orientation-reversing map
f : RP1 ÝÑ RP1, f
`
rzs
˘
“
“
z
‰
@ zPS1,
interchanges the two Pin´-structures on γR;1.
The map
F : f˚γR;1 ÝÑ γR;1, F
`
rzs, v
˘
“
`
rzs, v
˘
@
`
rzs, v
˘
Pf˚γR;1”
 `
rz1s, v1 :˘ z1PS1, v1 PCz1
(
,
is an isomorphism of line bundles over RP1. The map
Ψ:
 
F |Opf˚γR;1q
(˚
Pin´
`
γR;1
˘
ÝÑ Pin´
`
γR;1
˘
,
Ψ
`
rzs, w
˘
“
`
rzs, w
˘
@
`
rzs, w
˘
P
 
F |Opf˚γR;1q
(˚
Pin´
`
γR;1
˘
”
 `
rz1s, w1
˘
PS1ˆS1: z1“w1
2(
,
is an isomorphism of Z4-bundles over RP
1. This map is Z4-equivariant if 1Z4 PZ4 acts on Pin
´pγR;1q
in the domain of Ψ by the multiplication by eipi{2 and on Pin´pγR;1q in the target of Ψ by the
multiplication by e´ipi{2. Thus, the pullback of f interchanges the two Pin´-structures on γR;1.
Corollary 1.17. Let V be an unorientable line bundle over S1. If f : S1ÝÑS1 is a continuous
map of even degree, then the pullbacks by f of the two Pin´-structures on V are the same. If the
degree of f is divisible by 4, then these pullbacks are the Pin´-structure p´0 pf
˚V q corresponding
to s0pf
˚V, oq for any oPOpf˚V q. If the degree of f is even, but not divisible by 4, then this is not
the case.
Proof. Let f : S1ÝÑS1 be a continuous map of even degree. We can assume that it is given by
f : S1 ÝÑ S1, z ÝÑ z2d,
for some d P Z. By Example 1.7, we can assume that V “ γR;1. By Examples 1.11 and 1.8, the
pullback by f of a Pin´-structure on V is p´0 pf
˚V q if and only if the total space of the cover
f˚Pin´
`
γR;1
˘
”
 
pz, wqPS1ˆS1 : z2d“w4
(
ÝÑ S1, pz, wq ÝÑ z,
has 4 connected components. This is the case if and only if d is even.
Remark 1.18. By Lemma 1.15, the canonical equivalence class p`0 pV q of Pin
`-structures on an
orientable line bundle V is the equivalence class of Pin`-structures on V corresponding to the
canonical equivalence class s0pV, oq of Spin-structures on V for any orientation o on V . We take
the canonical equivalence class p´0 pV q of Pin
´-structures on such a real line bundle V to be the
equivalence class of Pin´-structures on V also corresponding to s0pV, oq under the bijection (1.15).
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The canonical equivalence classes of Pin`-structures on real line bundles and of Pin´ and Spin-
structures on orientable line bundles are then preserved by pullbacks by continuous maps. However,
by Lemma 1.16 and Corollary 1.17, continuous maps between circles need not pull back the canon-
ical equivalence class p´0 pV q of Pin
´-structures on an unorientable line bundle V (i.e. the class
corresponding to 0PZ2) to p
´
0 pf
˚V q.
Remark 1.19. By Lemma 1.16, the statement of the second claim of [29, Lemma 8.2] is not correct
in the Pin´-case: there is no canonical way to choose a Pin´-structure on an unorientable real line
bundle V over a paracompact space Y that admits such a structure. The existence of such a way
would have implied that every real line bundle admits a Pin´-structure; this is not the case by
Example 1.10. However, there is a canonical way to choose a Pin´-structure on an unorientable
real line bundle V over an oriented circle Y . This is analogous to the phenomenon described by
[14, Corollary 5.6].
Example 1.20. The projection
πV : V “
`
r0, 1sˆR
L˘
„ÝÑ RP1“S1{Z2, p0,´aq„p1, aq, πV
`
rt, as
˘
“
“
epiit
‰
,
defines a real line bundle over RP1. The associated orthogonal frame bundle is
OpV q“
`
r0, 1sˆZ2
L˘
„ÝÑ RP1,
`
0, a`1Z2
˘
„ p1, aq, rt, as ÝÑ
“
epiit
‰
.
The two Pin`-structures on V in the perspective of Definition 1.1 are
q`V ;0 : Pin
`
0 pV q”
`
r0, 1sˆZ 22
L˘
„ÝÑ OpV q,
`
0, pa, b`1q˘ „
`
1, pa, bq˘ , q`V ;0
`
rt, pa, bqs
˘
“ rt, bs,
q`V ;1 : Pin
`
1 pV q”
`
r0, 1sˆZ 22
L˘
„ÝÑ OpV q,
`
0, pa`1, b`1q˘ „
`
1, pa, bq˘ , q`V ;1
`
rt, pa, bqs
˘
“ rt, bs.
The group Pin`p1q acts on the two bundles via the addition on the Z 22 -factor, making the projec-
tions q`V ;0 and q
`
V ;1 above equivariant with respect to the homomorphism (1.34). Since the action ofrI1;1”p0, 1Z2q preserves the connected components of Pin`0 pV q, this bundle provides the canonical
Pin`-structure p`0 pV q on V of Lemma 1.16.
Example 1.21. Let V be as in Example 1.20. The two Pin´-structures on V in the perspective
of Definition 1.1 are
q´V ;0 : Pin
´
0 pV q”
`
r0, 1sˆZ4
L˘
„ÝÑ OpV q,
`
0, a`1Z4˘ „p1, aq, q
´
V ;0
`
rt, as
˘
“ rt, as,
q´V ;1 : Pin
´
1 pV q”
`
r0, 1sˆZ4
L˘
„ÝÑ OpV q,
`
0, a´1Z4˘ „p1, aq, q
´
V ;1
`
rt, as
˘
“ rt, as.
(1.37)
The group Pin´p1q acts on Pin´pV q via the addition on the Z4-factor, making the projections q
´
V ;0
and q´V ;1 above equivariant with respect to the homomorphism (1.32). The Pin
´-structures on the
real tautological line bundle γR;1 over RP
1 are described in Example 1.11. The map
F : V ÝÑ γR;1, F
`
rt, as
˘
“
`
repiits, aepiit
˘
, (1.38)
is an isomorphism of line bundles over RP1. The induced isomorphisms between the orthogonal
frame bundles and Pin´-structures of V and γR;1 are given by
OpV q ÝÑ O
`
γR;1
˘
, Pin´0 pV q ÝÑ Pin
´
0
`
γR;1
˘
, Pin´1 pV q ÝÑ Pin
´
1
`
γR;1
˘
,
rt, as ÝÑ p´1qaepiit, rt, as ÝÑ epiia{2epiit{2, rt, as ÝÑ e´piia{2epiit{2 .
The middle and last maps above are equivariant with respect to the Z4-actions on the right-hand
sides with rI1;1” 1Z4 acting by the multiplication by eipi{2 and e´ipi{2, respectively. Thus, the first
Pin´-structure on V in (1.37) corresponds to 0PZ2 in the sense of the proof of Lemma 1.16.
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Example 1.22. Let Y be the infinite Mobius band, i.e. the total space of the tautological real line
bundle γR;1 over RP
1, and SγR;1ĂY be its unit circle bundle. The bundle projection π : Y ÝÑRP
1
induces an exact sequence
0 ÝÑ π˚γR;1 ÝÑ TY
dpi
ÝÑ π˚TRP1 ÝÑ 0 (1.39)
of vector bundles over Y and lifts an orientation oRP1 on RP
1 to an orientation oSγR;1 of SγR;1. The
inclusion of T pSγR;1q into TY |SγR;1 induces an exact sequence
0 ÝÑ T pSγR;1q ÝÑ TY |SγR;1 ÝÑ π
˚γR;1
ˇˇ
SγR;1
ÝÑ 0 . (1.40)
We denote by os0pRP
1, oRP1q the distinguished OSpin-structure on TRP
1 determined by oRP1 as in
Example 1.8 and by os0pSγR;1, oSγR;1q the distinguished OSpin-structure on T pSγR;1q determined
by oSγR;1 . Let
p`0 ”
@@
π˚p`0 pγR;1q, π
˚os0pRP
1, oRP1q
DD
p1.39q
be the Pin`-structure on TY induced by p`0 pγR;1q and os0pRP
1, oRP1q via the exact sequence (1.39).
By the definition and naturality of the map (1.30) and by the naturality of the Pin`-structure of
Lemma 1.16,
p`0
ˇˇ
SγR;1
“
@@
os0pSγR;1, oSγR;1q, p
`
0
`
π˚γR;1|SγR;1
˘DD
p1.40q . (1.41)
2 The Lie groups Spinpnq and Pin˘pnq
In this section, we describe the Lie groups Spinpnq and Pin˘pnq and key homomorphisms between
them from purely topological considerations. These homomorphisms are used to establish the
properties of Section 1.2 for the perspective of Definition 1.1 in Section 3.
Let m,nPZ` with măn. The standard identification of RmˆRn´m with Rn induces inclusions
ιn;m : SOpmqˆSOpn´mq ÝÑ SOpnq and ιn;m : SOpmqˆOpn´mq ÝÑ Opnq (2.1)
so that the diagram
t1u // SOpmqˆSOpn´mq //
ιn;m

SOpmqˆOpn´mq //
ιn;m

Z2
//
id

t1u
t1u // SOpnq // Opnq // Z2 // t1u
commutes; the homomorphisms to Z2”Z{2Z above are given by the sign of the determinant. We
denote by
ι1n;m : SOpmq ÝÑ SOpnq, ι
2
n;n´m : SOpn´mq ÝÑ SOpnq, ι
2
n;n´m : Opn´mq ÝÑ Opnq,
the compositions of the maps in (2.1) with the canonical inclusions of SOpmq, SOpn´mq, and
Opn´mq in the domains of these maps.
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We note that
SOp1q “ t1u, Op1q “ t˘1u, SOp2q “ S1, SOp3q « RP3,ˇˇ
π0
`
SOpnq
˘ˇˇ
,
ˇˇ
π2
`
SOpnq
˘ˇˇ
“ 1 @ně1, π1
`
SOpnq
˘
“
#
Z, if n“2;
Z2, if ně3.
(2.2)
The π2 statement above and the ně3 case of the π1 statement are obtained by induction from the
homotopy exact sequence for the fibration
SOpnq
ι1n`1;n
ÝÝÝÝÑ SOpn`1q ÝÑ Sn . (2.3)
The induced homomorphism
ι1n`1;n˚ : π1
`
SOpnq
˘
ÝÑ π1
`
SOpn`1q
˘
(2.4)
is an isomorphism for ně3 and is a surjection for n“2.
2.1 The groups SOpnq and Spinpnq
By the last statement in (2.2), for every ně2 there exists a unique 2:1 covering projection
qn : Spinpnq ÝÑ SOpnq (2.5)
from a connected Lie group. This defines the Lie group Spinpnq and determines an exact sequence
t1u ÝÑ Z2 ÝÑ Spinpnq
qn
ÝÑ SOpnq ÝÑ t1u (2.6)
of Lie groups; see Lemma B.1(a). The preimage of the identity In PSOpnq under (2.5) consists of
the identity rIn PSpinpnq and an element pIn PSpinpnq of order 2. Since the inclusion of Z2 in (2.6)
sends its non-trivial element 1Z2 to
pIn PSpinpnq,pIn rA “ rApIn @ rAPSpinpnq. (2.7)
Example 2.1. Let SUpnq denote the n-th special unitary group. We show that
q3 : Spinp3q“SUp2q«S
3 ÝÑ SOp3q«RP3. (2.8)
The subspace S3 Ă C2 inherits a Lie group structure from the quaternion multiplication on
H“C‘jC. The map
SUp2q ÝÑ S3,
ˆ
a ´b
b a
˙
ÝÑ a` jb,
is a Lie group isomorphism; it intertwines the standard action of SUp2q on C2 with the action of S3
on H by the multiplication on the left. The map
HˆH ÝÑ H, pu, xq ÝÑ Adupxq”uxu,
is linear in the second input x and restricts to an action of S3ĂH by isometries on the subspace
ImH ”
 
xPH : Rex“0
(
« R3
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of H. The action of the differential of this restriction at u“1PS3 is the homomorphism
ad: ImH ÝÑ EndR
`
ImH
˘
, v ÝÑ adv, advpxq “ 2 Impvxq.
Since this homomorphism is injective, the Lie group homomorphism
Ad: S3 ÝÑ SOp3q
induced by the action of S3 on ImH is a covering projection.
Let m P Z` with m ă n. By the last statement in (2.2) and the surjectivity of the homomor-
phism (2.4) for ně2, the composition
SpinpmqˆSpinpn´mq
qmˆqn´m
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ SOpmqˆSOpn´mq
ιn;m
ÝÝÝÑ SOpnq
induces the trivial homomorphism on the fundamental groups. If m,n´m ě 2, Lemma B.1(b)
implies that the first embedding in (2.1) lifts uniquely to a Lie group homomorphism rιn;m so that
the diagram
t1u // Z2ˆZ2 //
`

SpinpmqˆSpinpn´mq //
rιn;m

SOpmqˆSOpn´mq
ιn;m

// t1u
t1u // Z2 // Spinpnq
qn
// SOpnq // t1u
(2.9)
commutes. Since the homomorphisms on the fundamental groups induced by ι1n;m and ι
2
n;n´m
surject onto π1pSOpnqq«Z2 in this case,
rιn;m r`Im,pIn´m˘,rιn;m p`Im,rIn´m˘ “ pIn . (2.10)
If m “ 1 or n´m“ 1, Lemma B.1(b) implies the existence of a lift rιn;m of ιn;m to the identity
component of SpinpmqˆSpinpn´mq. The condition (2.10) and the property (2.7) extend it over
the remaining component(s). We denote by
rι1n;m : Spinpmq ÝÑ Spinpnq and rι2n;n´m : Spinpn´mq ÝÑ Spinpnq
the compositions of rιn;m with the canonical inclusions of Spinpmq and Spinpn´mq in the domain
of rιn;m. By (2.10), these maps are embeddings.
Let In;2 PSOpnq for ně2 and In;4 PSOpnq for ně4 be the diagonal matrices satisfying
`
In;2
˘
ii
“
#
1, if iďn´2;
´1, otherwise;
`
In;4
˘
ii
“
#
1, if iďn´4;
´1, otherwise.
(2.11)
We denote the two elements of the preimage of In;2 under (2.5) by rIn;2 and pIn;2 and the two elements
of the preimage of In;4 by rIn;4 and pIn;4. If mPZ` and măn,
rι2n;m`trIm;2,pIm;2u˘ “  rIn;2,pIn;2( if mě2, rι2n;m`trIm;4,pIm;4u˘ “  rIn;4,pIn;4( if mě4. (2.12)
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Since the multiplication by pIn is the deck transformation of the double cover (2.5),pIn;2 “ pInrIn;2 “ rIn;2pIn, rI2n;2 “pI2n;2 P  rIn,pIn(,pIn;4 “ pInrIn;4 “ rIn;4pIn, rI2n;4 “ pI2n;4 P  rIn,pIn(.
By the second statement in (1.31), rI22;2“pI2. Along with (2.12) and (2.10), this implies thatrI2n;2 “ rι2n;2 r`I2;2˘2 “ rι2n;2 r`I22;2˘ “ rι2n;2ppI2q“pIn @ ně2 .
The next lemma gives a direct proof of this statement which readily adapts to show that rI2n;4“rIn
for all ně4.
Lemma 2.2. With the notation as above,rI2n;2 “ pI2n;2 “ pIn @ ně2 and rI2n;4 “ pI2n;4 “ rIn @ ně4. (2.13)
Proof. Let n ě 2, n´ “ n, and n` “ n`2. We define a path γ´ in SOpnq from In to In;2 and
a path γ` in SOpn`2q from In`2 to In`2;4 by
γ´ : r0, 1s ÝÑ SOpnq, γ` : r0, 1s ÝÑ SOpn`2q,
γ´ptq “
¨˝
In´2
cospπtq ´ sinpπtq
sinpπtq cospπtq
‚˛, γ`ptq “
¨˝
γ´ptq
cospπtq ´ sinpπtq
sinpπtq cospπtq
‚˛.
The endpoints of the lifts
rγ´ : r0, 1s ÝÑ Spinpnq and rγ` : r0, 1s ÝÑ Spinpn`2q
of these paths such that rγ˘p0q“rIn˘ lie in trIn;2,pIn;2u and trIn`2;4,pIn`2;4u, respectively. Let
α˘”γ˘˚
`
γ˘p1qγ˘
˘
: r0, 1s ÝÑ SOpn˘q and rα˘”rγ˘˚`rγ˘p1qrγ˘˘ : r0, 1s ÝÑ Spinpn˘q
be the concatenations (products) of the paths γ˘ and rγ˘ with the paths
γ˘p1qγ˘ : r0, 1s ÝÑ SOpn˘q,
 
γ˘p1qγ˘
(
ptq “ γ˘p1qγ˘ptq, andrγ˘p1qrγ˘ : r0, 1s ÝÑ Spinpn˘q,  rγ˘p1qrγ˘(ptq “ rγ˘p1qrγ˘ptq,
respectively. In particular,rI2n;2 “pI2n;2 “ rα´p1q, rI2n`2;4 “pI2n`2;4 “ rα`p1q . (2.14)
By the homotopy exact sequences for the fibrations (2.3), the path
α´ : r0, 1s ÝÑ SOpnq, α´ptq “
¨˝
In´2
cosp2πtq ´ sinp2πtq
sinp2πtq cosp2πtq
‚˛ ,
is a loop generating π1pSOpnqq. Thus, its lift rα´ is not a loop and so rα´p1q‰rIn. Along with the
first equation in (2.14), this establishes the first claim in (2.13).
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By the homotopy exact sequences for the fibrations (2.3), the path
α` : r0, 1s ÝÑ SOpn`2q, α`ptq “
¨˝
α´ptq
cosp2πtq ´ sinp2πtq
sinp2πtq cosp2πtq
‚˛,
is a loop representing twice the generator of π1pSOpn`2qq « Z2. Thus, its lift rα` is a loop and
so rα`p1q “ rIn`2. Along with the second equation in (2.14), this establishes the second claim
in (2.13).
For concreteness, we take
rIn;2”rγ´p1q P Spinpnq, rIn`2;4”rγ`p1q P Spinpn`2q, (2.15)
with the notation as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. With these choices,
rι2n;m r`Im;2˘ “ rIn;2 if 2ďmďn and rι2n;mprIm;4q “ rIn;4 if 4ďmďn. (2.16)
Let m1,m2 P Z
` with m1,m2 ď n and m1 ‰m2. We denote by In;pm1,m2q P SOpnq the diagonal
matrix satisfying `
In;pm1,m2q
˘
ii
“
#
´1, if i“m1,m2;
1, otherwise;
(2.17)
and by rIn;pm1,m2q,pIn;pm1,m2q PSpinpnq its two preimages under (2.26). By symmetry and Lemma 2.2
(or directly by its proof), rI2n;pm1,m2q,pI2n;pm1,m2q “ pIn . (2.18)
If in addition mPZ` with m1,m2ďmăn, then
rι1n;m`trIm;pm1 ,m2q,pIm;pm1,m2qu˘ “  rIn;pm1,m2q,pIn;pm1,m2q(. (2.19)
For B POpnq, let
cpBq : SOpnq ÝÑ SOpnq, cpBqA “ BAB´1,
be the conjugation action of B on SOpnq. By Lemma B.1(b), it lifts uniquely to an isomorphism
rcpBq : Spinpnq ÝÑ Spinpnq.
In particular, rcp´Inq“ id : Spinpnq ÝÑ Spinpnq . (2.20)
For mPZ` with mďn, we denote by In;pmq POpnq the diagonal matrix satisfying
`
In;pmq
˘
ii
“
#
´1, if i“m;
1, otherwise.
(2.21)
Let In;1“In;pnq.
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Corollary 2.3. If m,m1,m2 PZ
` with m,m1,m2ďn and m1‰m2, then
rcpIn;pmqqrIn;pm1,m2q “ rIn;pm1,m2q ¨
#rIn, if mRtm1,m2u;pIn, if mPtm1,m2u. (2.22)
Proof. By symmetry, we can assume that m1 “ m2´1 and m2 ď m “ n. If m2 ă n, the group
homomorphisms
Spinpm2q ÝÑ Spinpnq, rA ÝÑ rι1n;m2` rA˘,rcpIn;1qrι1n;m2` rA˘,
lift ι1n;m2 . Lemma B.1(b) thus implies thatrcpIn;1qrι1n;m2` rA˘ “ rι1n;m2` rA˘ @ rAPSpinpm2q . (2.23)
Along with (2.19), this implies that
rcpIn;1qrIn;pm1,m2q “ rcpIn;1qrι1n;m2 r`Im2;pm1,m2q˘ “ rι1n;m2 r`Im2;pm1,m2q˘ “ rIm2;pm1,m2q .
This establishes the first case in (2.22).
Let γ´ : r0, 1sÝÑSOpnq be as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. The path
cpIn;1qγ´ : r0, 1s ÝÑ SOpnq, cpIn;1qγ´ptq “
¨˝
In´2
cospπtq sinpπtq
´ sinpπtq cospπtq
‚˛,
is the reverse of the path γ´p1qγ´. Since the lift rα´ of the loop α´”γ´˚pγ´p1qγ´q to Spinpnq is
not a loop, the endpoints of the lifts
rγ´,rcpIn;1qrγ´ : `r0, 1s, 0˘ ÝÑ `Spinpnq,rIn˘
of γ´ and cpIn;1qγ´ are different points of the preimage trIn;2,pIn;2u of In;2 under (2.5). This estab-
lishes the second case in (2.22).
Let mPZ` with măn. Since Spinpmq is connected if mě2 and the group homomorphisms
Spinpmq ÝÑ Spinpnq, rA ÝÑ rι1n;m r`cpIm;1q rA˘,rcpIn;pmqqrι1n;m` rA˘,
lift cpIn;pmqqι
1
n;m, they agree; Lemma B.1(b). Thus,
rι1n;m r`cpIm;1q rA˘ “ rcpIn;pmqqrι1n;m` rA˘ @ rAPSpinpmq . (2.24)
Since Spinpmq is connected for mě2 and the group homomorphisms
Spinpmq ÝÑ Spinpnq, rA ÝÑ rι2n;m r`cpIm;1q rA˘,rcpIn;1qrι2n;m` rA˘,
lift cpIn;1qι
2
n;m, the two homomorphisms agree. Since the group homomorphisms
Spinpmq ÝÑ Spinpnq, rA ÝÑ rι2n;m` rA˘,rcpIn;pmqqrι2n;m` rA˘,
lift ι2n;m, they also agree. Thus,
rι2n;m r`cpIm;1q rA˘ “ rcpIn;1qrι2n;m` rA˘, rι2n;m` rA˘ “ rcpIn;pmqqrι2n;m` rA˘ @ rAPSpinpmq . (2.25)
The m“1 cases of (2.24) and (2.25) follow from (2.10).
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2.2 The groups Opnq and Pin˘pnq
The group Opnq is isomorphic to the semi-direct product SOpnq¸Z2 with the action of the non-
trivial element 1Z2 of Z2 on SOpnq given by the conjugation by In;pmq, for any fixed choice of m,
or by any other order 2 element of the non-identity component of Opnq.
Example 2.4. As a pointed smooth manifold, pOp2q, I2q is diffeomorphic to pS
1
Zˆ2, 1ˆ 0q. However,
the group structure of Op2q is given by`
R{2πZˆZ2
˘
ˆ
`
R{2πZˆZ2
˘
ÝÑ
`
R{2πZ,Z2
˘
, pθ1, k1q¨pθ2, k2q “
`
θ1`p´1q
k1θ2, k1`k2
˘
.
By the last statement in (2.2), for every ně2 there exists a topologically unique double cover
q˘n : Pin
˘pnq ÝÑ Opnq (2.26)
with two path components that restricts to (2.5) over SOpnqĂOpnq. However, there are two Lie
group structures on Pinpnq, denoted by Pin˘pnq, so that the diagram
t1u // Z2 //
id

Spinpnq
qn
//

SOpnq

// t1u
t1u // Z2 // Pin
˘pnq
q˘n // Opnq // t1u
of Lie group homomorphisms commutes; the inclusions of Z2 above send its non-trivial element 1Z2
to pIn PSpinpnqĂPin˘pnq. The two group structures are described below.
We denote by rIn;n,pIn;nPPin˘pnq the two preimages of In;n”´In under (2.26). For m PZ` with
mďn, let rIn;pmq,pIn;pmq PPin˘pnq be the two preimages of In;pmq. In particular,rI2n;n,pI2n;n,rI2n;pmq,pI2n;pmq P q´1n pInq” rIn,pIn(.
If m1,m2 PZ
` with m1,m2ďn and m1‰m2, thenrIn;pm1q ¨ rIn;pm1,m2q,pIn;pm1,m2q(,  rIn;pm1,m2q,pIn;pm1,m2q(¨rIn;pm1q P  rIn;pm2q,pIn;pm2q( . (2.27)
Let rIn;1“rIn;pnq and pIn;1“pIn;pnq.
Since the multiplication by pIn is the deck transformation of the double cover (2.26),pIn rA “ rApIn @ rAPPin˘pnq. (2.28)
Along with (2.27), (2.22), and (2.18), this implies that
rI2n;pmq,pI2n;pmq “ r`In;1rIn;pm,nq˘2 “ r`cpIn;1qrIn;pm,nq r˘I2n;1rIn;pm,nq
“ rIn;pm,nqpInrI2n;1rIn;pm,nq “ rI2n;1,pI2n;1 (2.29)
for all mPZ` with măn. Along with another application of (2.18), this in turn implies that
rIn;1rIn;pmqrI´1n;1rI´1n;pmq “ r`In;1rIn;pmq 2˘rI´2n;1rI´2n;pmq “ pIn, rIn;pmqrIn;n “ rIn;nrIn;pmqpIn´1n (2.30)
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for all mPZ` with măn.
Every element of Pin˘pnq´Spinpnq can be written uniquely as rArIn;1 with rAPSpinpnq and
rIn;1 rA “ r`In;1 rArI´1n;1 r˘In;1 “ r`cpIn;1q rA r˘In;1 @ rAPSpinpnq.
The element rcpIn;1q rA P Spinpnq is determined by the adjoint action cpIn;1q of In;1 on SOpnq. The
group multiplication in Pin˘pnq is thus characterized by whether rI2n;1 equals rIn or pIn or equivalently
whether the subgroup of Pin˘pnq generated by rIn;1 and pIn;1 is Z 22 or Z4. The Lie group Pin`pnq
is defined to be the version of Pin˘pnq in the first case and Pin´pnq is defined to be the version
of Pin˘pnq in the second case. Since the subspace of order 2 elements of Opnq with precisely one
p´1q-eigenvalue is connected, the distinction between Pin`pnq and Pin´pnq can be equivalently
formulated in terms of any such element. Example B.4 provides a more algebraic reason for this.
The group Pin`pnq is isomorphic to the semi-direct product Spinpnq¸Z2 with the action of the
non-trivial element 1Z2 of Z2 on Spinpnq given by the conjugation by
rIn;pmq for any m PZ` with
mďn.
Example 2.5. With the identification of Op2q given by Example 2.4, the n “ 2 case of the
cover (2.26) can be written as
q˘2 : Pin
˘p2q“R{2πZˆZ2 ÝÑ Op2q“R{2πZˆZ2, q
˘
2 pθ, kq “ p2θ, kq,
in the smooth manifold category (ignoring the group structures). The group structures are given by
Pin`p2qˆPin`p2q ÝÑ Pin`p2q, pθ1, k1q¨pθ2, k2q “
`
θ1`p´1q
k1θ2, k1`k2
˘
,
Pin´p2qˆPin´p2q ÝÑ Pin´p2q, pθ1, k1q¨pθ2, k2q “
`
θ1`p´1q
k1θ2`k1k2π, k1`k2
˘
.
In particular, Pin`p2q«Op2q. Since the square of every element in the non-identity component of
Pin`p2q (resp. Pin´p2q) is rI2 (resp. pI2), Pin`p2q and Pin´p2q are not isomorphic as groups (even
ignoring the projections to Op2q).
Let mPZ` with măn. By (2.23) and the first statement in (2.25),
rIn;1rι1n;m` rA˘ “ rι1n;m` rA r˘In;1 @ rAPSpinpmq,rι2n;n´m`rIn´m;1 rArI´1n´m;1˘ “ rIn;1rι2n;n´m` rA r˘I´1n;1 @ rAPSpinpn´mq . (2.31)
Thus, the homomorphism rιn;m in (2.9) can be extended to a Lie group homomorphism rιn;m lifting
the second embedding in (2.1) so that the diagram
t1u // Z2ˆZ2 //
`

SpinpmqˆPin˘pn´mq //
rιn;m

SOpmqˆOpn´mq
ιn;m

// t1u
t1u // Z2 // Pin
˘pnq
qn
// Opnq // t1u
(2.32)
commutes by fixing rιn;m r`Im,rIn´m;1˘ P  rIn;1,pIn;1(. (2.33)
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By (2.24), the second statement in (2.25), and the first statement in (2.30),
rιn;m r`Im;1 rA1rI´1m;1, rA2˘ “ rIn;pmqrι1n;m` rA1 r˘I´1n;pmqrι2n;n´m` rA2˘
“ rIn;pmqrιn;m` rA1, rA2 r˘I´1n;pmqˆ
#rIn, if p rA1, rA2qPSpinpmqˆSpinpn´mq;pIn, if p rA1, rA2qPSpinpmqˆpPin˘pn´mq´Spinpn´mqq.
(2.34)
There are two possible lifts rιn;m in (2.32); they differ by the composition with the automorphism
ρ : Pin˘pnq ÝÑ Pin˘pnq s.t. ρp rAq “ # rA, if rAPSpinpnq;rApIn, if rAPPin˘pnq´Spinpnq. (2.35)
We fix one lift by requiring that rιn;m r`Im,rIn´m;1˘ “ rIn;1 . (2.36)
We denote by rι2n;n´m : Pin˘pn´mq ÝÑ Pin˘pnq
the composition of rιn;m with the canonical inclusion of Pin˘pn´mq in the domain of rιn;m.
Suppose m1,m2 PZ
` with m1`m2ăn. By (2.36),
rιn;m1 r`Im1 ,rιn´m1;m2prIm2 ,rIn´m1´m2;1q˘ “ rιn;m1`m2`rιm1`m2;m1prIm1 ,rIm2q,rIn´m1´m2;1˘ . (2.37)
By Lemma B.1(b),
rιn;m1˝ idSpinpm1qˆrιn´m1;m2( “ rιn;m1`m2˝ rιm1`m2;m1ˆidSpinpn´m1´m2q( :
Spinpm1qˆSpinpm2qˆSpinpn´m1´m2q ÝÑ Spinpnq,
(2.38)
since these two homomorphisms lift the homomorphism
ιn;m1˝
 
idSOpm1qˆιn´m1;m2
(
“ ιn;m1`m2˝
 
ιm1`m2;m1ˆidSOpn´m1´m2q
(
:
SOpm1qˆSOpm2qˆSOpn´m1´m2q ÝÑ SOpnq.
By (2.38) and (2.37),
rιn;m1˝ idSpinpm1qˆrιn´m1;m2( “ rιn;m1`m2˝ rιm1`m2;m1ˆidPin˘pn´m1´m2q( :
Spinpm1qˆSpinpm2qˆPin
˘pn´m1´m2q ÝÑ Pin
˘pnq.
(2.39)
Remark 2.6. The natural embedding of OpmqˆOpn´mq into Opnq does not lift to a Lie group
homomorphism rι : Pin˘pmqˆPin˘pn´mq ÝÑ Pin˘pnq .
If such lift existed, it would satisfy
rι r`Im,rIn´m;1˘ P  rIn;1,pIn;1(, rι r`Im;1,rIn´m˘ P  rIn;pmq,pIn;pmq(.
Since prIm,rIn´m;1q and prIm;1,rIn´mq commute in the domain of rι, this would contradict the first
statement in (2.30).
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The embeddings
ι´n : Opnq ÝÑ SOpn`1q, ι
`
n : Opnq ÝÑ SOpn`3q,
ι´n pAq “
ˆ
A
detA
˙
, ι`n pAq “
¨˚
˚˝A detA
detA
detA
‹˛‹‚,
also lift to Lie group homomorphisms.
Corollary 2.7. The embeddings ι´n and ι
`
n lift to injective Lie group homomorphisms rι´n and rι`n
so that the diagrams
Spinpnq
rι1n`1;n ''
//

Pin´pnq
rι´n //

Spinpn`1q

Spinpnq
rι1n`3;n ''
//

Pin`pnq
rι`n //

Spinpn`3q

SOpnq
ι1n`1;n
66
// Opnq
ι´n // SOpn`1q SOpnq
ι1n`3;n
66
// Opnq
ι`n // SOpn`3q
commute. These homomorphisms satisfy
rι´n p`In˘ “ pIn`1, rι´n ` rIn;1,pIn;1(˘ “  rIn`1;2,pIn`1;2(,rι`n p`In˘ “ pIn`3, rι`n ` rIn;1,pIn;1(˘ “  rIn`3;4,pIn`3;4(. (2.40)
Proof. Let qn be the topological double cover as in (2.5). The double covers
ι´˚n qn`1 : ι
´˚
n Spinpn`1q ÝÑ Opnq and ι
`˚
n qn`3 : ι
`˚
n Spinpn`3q ÝÑ Opnq (2.41)
are Lie group homomorphisms. The embeddings
rι1n`1;n : Spinpnq ÝÑ Spinpn`1q and rι1n`3;n : Spinpnq ÝÑ Spinpn`3q
induce Lie groups isomorphisms
Spinpnq ÝÑ ι´˚n Spinpn`1q
ˇˇ
SOpnq
Ă SOpnqˆSpinpn`1q, rA ÝÑ `qnp rAq,rι1n`1;np rAq˘,
Spinpnq ÝÑ ι`˚n Spinpn`3q
ˇˇ
SOpnq
Ă SOpnqˆSpinpn`3q, rA ÝÑ `qnp rAq,rι1n`3;np rAq˘,
commuting with the projections to SOpnq. By the discussion after (2.26), each of the two projec-
tions in (2.41) is thus isomorphic to either q´n or q
`
n .
By definition, rIn;1 is an element of Pin´pnq of order 4 so that
ι´n
`
q´n p
rIn;1q˘ “ ι´n `In;1˘ “ In`1;2 “ qn`1` rIn`1;2,pIn`1;2(˘.
By the first statement of Lemma 2.2 with n replaced by n`1, rIn`1;2 and pIn`1;2 are elements
of Spinpn`1q of order 4. Thus, the first projection in (2.41) is isomorphic to q´n ; this is equivalent
to the Pin´-case of the corollary.
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By definition, rIn;1 is an element of Pin`pnq of order 2 so that
ι`n
`
q`n p
rIn;1q˘ “ ι`n `In;1˘ “ In`3;4 “ qn`3` rIn`3;4,pIn`3;4(˘.
By the second statement of Lemma 2.2 with n replaced by n`3, rIn`3;4 and pIn`3;4 are elements of
Spinpn`3q of order 2. Thus, the second projection in (2.41) is isomorphic to q`n ; this is equivalent
to the Pin`-case of the corollary.
The extensions rι´n of rι1n`1;n and rι`n of rι1n`3;n provided by Corollary 2.7 can be defined explicitly as
follows. Let
n´ “ n`1 and n` “ n`3.
By (2.24) with pn,mq replaced by pn˘, nq, (2.23) with pn,m2q replaced by pn˘, nq, and three
consequitive applications of these equations in the ` case,
rι1n˘;n`rIn;1 rArI´1n;1˘ “ rIn˘;pnqrι1n˘;n` rA r˘I´1n˘;pnq, rι1n´;n` rA˘ “ rIn´;1rι1n´;n` rA r˘I´1n´;1,rι1n`;n` rA˘ “ rIn`;pn`´2qrIn`;pn`´1qrIn`;pn`qrι1n`;n` rA˘rI´1n´;pn`qrI´1n´;pn`´1qrI´1n´;pn`´2q
for all rAPSpinpnq. Since
rIn´;pnqrIn´;1 P  rIn´;2,rIn´;2pIn´( and rIn`;pnqrIn`;pn`´2qrIn`;pn`´1qrIn`;pn`q P  rIn`;2,rIn`;2pIn`(,
the three equations above and (2.28) imply that
rι1n`1;n r`In;1 rArI´1n;1˘ “ rIn`1;2rι1n`1;n` rA r˘I´1n`1;2 @ rAPSpinpnq,rι1n`3;n r`In;1 rArI´1n;1˘ “ rIn`3;4rι1n`3;n` rA r˘I´1n`3;4 @ rAPSpinpnq . (2.42)
The two possible extensions rι´n of rι1n`1;n are given by
Pin´pnq´Spinpnq ÝÑ Spinpn`1q,rArIn;1 ÝÑ rι1n`1;np rAqrIn`1;2,rι1n`1;np rAqpIn`1;2 @ rAPSpinpnq.
Since rIn;1 is an element of Pin´pnq of order 4 and rIn`1;2 and pIn`1;2 are elements of Spinpn`1q
of order 4, the first equation in (2.42) and the second equation in (2.10) with pn,mq replaced
by pn´, nq, ensure that these extensions are Lie group homomorphisms. The two possible extensionsrι`n of rι1n`3;n can similarly be defined by
Pin`pnq´Spinpnq ÝÑ Spinpn`3q,rArIn;1 ÝÑ rιn`3;np rAqrIn`3;4,rιn`3;np rAqpIn`3;4 @ rAPSpinpnq.
Since rIn;1 is an element of Pin`pnq of order 2 and rIn`3;4 and pIn`3;4 are elements of Spinpn`3q of
order 2, the second equation in (2.42) ensures that these extensions are Lie group homomorphisms.
There are thus two lifts rι´n of ι´n and two lifts rι`n of ι`n ; they differ by the composition with the
involution ρ in (2.35) on the right. For concreteness, we choose them so that
rι˘n `rIn;1˘ “ rIn˘;3˘1 P Spinpn˘q . (2.43)
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Along with (2.36) and (2.16), this implies thatrι˘n `rιn;mprIm,rIn´m;1q˘ “ rιn˘;m r`Im,rι˘n´mprIn´m;1q˘ (2.44)
for all m,nPZ` with măn. By Lemma B.1(b),rι˘n ˝rιn;m“rιn˘;m˝ idSpinpmqˆrι˘n´m( : SpinpmqˆSpinpn´mq ÝÑ Spinpn˘q, (2.45)
since these two homomorphisms lift the homomorphism
ι1n˘;n˝ιn;m“ ιn˘;m˝
 
idSOpmqˆι
1
n˘´m;n´m
(
: SOpmqˆSOpn´mq ÝÑ SOpn˘q.
By (2.45) and (2.44),rι˘n ˝rιn;m“rιn˘;m˝ idSpinpmqˆrι˘n´m( : SpinpmqˆPin˘pn´mq ÝÑ Spinpn˘q. (2.46)
3 Proof of Theorem 1.4(1): classical perspective
In this section, which relies heavily on the notation and notions introduced in Section 2, we establish
the statements of Section 1.2 for the notions of Spin-structure and Pin˘-structure arising from
Definition 1.1 and give additional examples of these structures. Throughout this section, the terms
Spin-structure and Pin˘-structure refer to these notions. In Section 3.1, we clarify the terminology
around Definition 1.1 and then relate Spin- and Pin˘-structures to Cˇech cohomology with values
in Lie groups. In Section 3.2, we use Cˇech cohomology to establish statements (a) and (b) of
the SpinPin 2 property and the SpinPin 3 and 4 properties. We obtain the SpinPin 1, 5, and
6 properties in Section 3.3 and the SpinPin 7 property and the last statement of the SpinPin 2
property in Section 3.4.
3.1 Spin/Pin-structures and Cˇech cohomology
Every rank n real vector bundle V over a paracompact space Y admits a metric gV . A metric gV
on V determines an orthonormal frame bundle OpV q over Y ; the fiber of OpV q over a point y P Y
consists of ordered tuples pv1, . . . , vnq so that tv1, . . . , vnu is an orthonormal basis for the fiber Vy
of V over y. This is a principal Opnq-bundle over Y so that
V “ OpV qˆOpnqR
n ”
`
OpV qˆRn
˘L
„, pp, cq „ ppA´1, Acq @APOpnq.
If o P OpV q is an orientation on V , then gV also determines an oriented orthonormal frame bun-
dle SOpV, oq over Y ; it is the subspace of OpV q consisting of the tuples pv1, . . . , vnq that are oriented
bases for the fibers of V with respect to o. This is a principal SOpnq-bundle over Y so that
V “ SOpV, oqˆSOpnqR
n ”
`
SOpV, oqˆRn
˘L
„, pp, cq „ ppA´1, Acq @APSOpnq.
The inclusion SOpV, oqÝÑOpV q is equivariant with respect to the inclusion SOpnqÝÑOpnq. Since
the space of metrics gV on a vector bundle V over a paracompact space Y is contractible, the
isomorphism classes of the frame bundles OpV q and SOpV, oq are independent of the choice of gV .
Thus, the notions of Pin˘-structure and Spin-structure of Definition 1.1 are also independent of
the choice of gV .
The next example illustrates the notion of equivalence of Spin-structures formulated after Defini-
tion 1.1. Along with the SpinPin 4 property, this example also implies the last statement of the
SpinPin 2 property with V 1 orientable of even rank and rkV 2“0.
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Example 3.1. Let V be a vector bundle over a paracompact space Y with n”rkV even and
Ψ: V ÝÑ V, v ÝÑ ´v. (3.1)
Suppose oPOpV q and s”pSpinpV, oq, qV q is a Spin-structure on pV, oq as in Definition 1.1. Since n
is even, rIn;nPSpinpnq and the map
Ψ˚SpinpV, oq”
 
pp, rpq : p“´qV prpq( ÝÑ SpinpV, oq, pp, rpq ÝÑ rp¨rIn;n,
is an isomorphism of Spinpnq-fiber bundles over Y . By (2.20), this map is Spinpnq-equivariant and
is thus an equivalence of Spin-structures on pV, oq. We conclude that rΨ˚ss“rss in SppV, oq.
Let Y be a topological space, P be a principal SOpnq-bundle over Y , and rP be a principal Spinpnq-
bundle over Y . Equivariant trivializations Φ of P and rΦ of rP over UĂY correspond to sections
s P Γ
`
U ;P
˘
and rs P Γ`U ; rP ˘
of the two bundles over U :
s
`
π1
`
Φppq˘
˘
¨π2
`
Φppq˘ “ p @ pPP |U , rs`π1`rΦprpq˘˘¨π2`rΦprpq˘ “ rp @ rpP rP |U , (3.2)
where
π1, π2 : UˆSOpnq ÝÑ U,SOpnq and π1, π2 : UˆSpinpnq ÝÑ U,Spinpnq
are the projection maps. If q : rP ÝÑP is a double cover satisfying the conditions of Definition 1.1(b),
a Spinpnq-equivariant trivialization rΦ of rP over U thus induces an SOpnq-equivariant trivialization Φ
of P over U so that the diagram
rP |U rΦ //
q

UˆSpinpnq
idˆqn

P |U
Φ // UˆSOpnq
(3.3)
commutes.
Let tUαuαPA be an open cover of Y and q : rP ÝÑP be as above. For α0, α1, . . . , αp PA, we define
Uα0α1...αp “ Uα0XUα1X. . .XUαp Ă Y .
A collection  rΦα : rP |Uα ÝÑ UαˆSpinpnq(αPA (3.4)
of Spinpnq-equivariant trivializations determines transition data rgαβ : UαβÝÑSpinpnq(α,βPA s.t. (3.5)rΦαprpq “ `πβ;1prΦβprpqq, rgαβ`πβ;1prΦβprpqq˘πβ;2prΦβprpqq˘ @ rpP rP |Uαβ , α, β PA,
where
πβ;1, πβ;2 : UβˆSpinpnq ÝÑ Uβ,Spinpnq
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are the projection maps. The collection (3.5) satisfies
rgβγ ˇˇUαβγrg´1αγ ˇˇUαβγrgαβ ˇˇUαβγ “ rIn @α, β, γ PA. (3.6)
The collection  
gαβ“qnprgαβq : UαβÝÑSOpnq(α,βPA (3.7)
then consists of the transition data for the principal SOpnq-bundle P induced by the collection 
Φα : P
ˇˇ
Uα
ÝÑ UαˆSOpnq
(
αPA
(3.8)
of its trivializations determined by the collection (3.4).
Every collection trgαβuα,βPA as in (3.5) satisfying (3.6) conversely determines a principal Spinpnq-
bundle
rP ” ˆ ğ
αPA
UαˆSpinpnq˙
M
„ÝÑ Y,
“
y, rA‰ ÝÑ y,
UαˆSpinpnqQ
`
y, rgαβpyq rA˘ „ `y, rA˘PUβˆSpinpnq @ `y, rA˘PUαβˆSpinpnq, α, β PA.
Every collection tgαβuα,βPA as in (3.7) satisfying (3.6) with all tildes dropped similarly determines
a principal SOpnq-bundle
P ”
ˆ ğ
αPA
UαˆSOpnq˙
M
„ÝÑ Y,
“
y,A
‰
ÝÑ y,
UαˆSOpnqQ
`
y, gαβpyqA
˘
„
`
y,A
˘
PUβˆSOpnq @
`
y,A
˘
PUαβˆSOpnq, α, β PA.
Thus, every collection as in (3.5) satisfying (3.6) determines a double cover
q : rP ÝÑ P, q`ry, rAs˘ “ “y, qnp rAq‰ @ `y, rA˘PUαˆSpinpnq, αPA, (3.9)
satisfying the conditions of Definition 1.1(b).
If q1 : rP ÝÑP is another double cover satisfying the conditions of Definition 1.1(b), there exists a
collection
tfα : UαÝÑSOpnq
(
αPA
s.t.
q1
`
ry, rAs˘ “ “y, fαpyqqnp rAq‰ @ `y, rA˘PUαˆSpinpnq, αPA. (3.10)
This collection satisfies
gαβ “ fα
ˇˇ
Uαβ
gαβf
´1
β
ˇˇ
Uαβ
@α, β PA. (3.11)
The Spin-structures q and q1 are equivalent if there exists a collection rfα : UαÝÑSpinpnq(αPA s.t.rgαβ “ rfαˇˇUαβrgαβ rf´1β ˇˇUαβ @α, β PA, qn˝ rfα “ fα @αPA;
such a collection t rfαu induces a Spinpnq-equivariant automorphismrΨ: rP ÝÑ rP , rΨ`ry, rAs˘ “ “x, rfαpyq‰ @ `y, rA˘PUαˆSpinpnq, αPA,
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satisfying q1“q˝rΨ.
Combining the last three paragraphs with Section A.4, we obtain a map
qH1`Y ; Spinpnq˘ ÝÑ qH1`Y ; SOpnq˘
from the set of equivalence classes of principal Spinpnq-bundles to the set of equivalence classes
of principal SOpnq-bundles so that for every principal Spinpnq-bundle rP in the preimage of a
principal SOpnq-bundle P there exists a double cover q : rP ÝÑ P satisfying the conditions of
Definition 1.1(b). However, two such double covers need not be equivalent; see the last part of
Section 3.2. The analogous considerations apply in the setting of Definition 1.1(a) with the map
qH1`Y ; Pin˘pnq˘ ÝÑ qH1`Y ; Opnq˘
from the set of equivalence classes of principal Pin˘pnq-bundles to the set of equivalence classes of
principal Opnq-bundles induced by the Lie group homomorphism (2.26).
3.2 The sets P˘pV q and SppV, oq
We now apply the Cˇech cohomology perspective of the previous section to describe the structure of
the setsP˘pV q of Pin˘-structures on V and SppV, oq of Spin-structures on pV, oq, up to equivalence.
By Proposition 3.3 below, the statements (a) and (b) of the SpinPin 2 property hold if Y is
paracompact and satisfies the k“1 case of the mild topological condition in the following definition.
Definition 3.2. Let k P Zě0. A topological space Y is locally Hkp¨;Z2q-simple if it is locally
path-connected and
limÝÑ
UQy
HppU ;Z2q “ 0 @ yPY, p“1, . . . , k, (3.12)
where the direct limit is taken with respect to the cohomology homomorphisms induced by the
inclusions of neighborhoods U of y.
The direct limit in (3.12) vanishes if and only if for every neighborhood U Ă Y of y and every
ηPHppU ;Z2q there exists a neighborhood U
1ĂU of y such that η|U 1“0. If Y is locally H
1-simple,
then the sheaf homomorphisms
SY
`
Spinpnq
˘
ÝÑ SY
`
SOpnq
˘
and SY
`
Pin˘pnq
˘
ÝÑ SY
`
Opnq
˘
between the sheaves of germs of continuous functions on Y with values in Spinpnq, SOpnq, Pin˘pnq,
and Opnq induced by the Lie group homomorphisms (2.5) and (2.26) are surjective; see the para-
graph after Definition A.4. All CW-complexes are locally Hk-simple for every k P Z` and para-
compact.
Proposition 3.3. Let V be a vector bundle over a paracompact locally H1-simple space Y .
(a) If V admits a Pin˘-structure, then the group H1pY ;Z2q acts naturally, freely, and transitively
on the set P˘pV q.
(b) If oPOpV q and pV, oq admits a Spin-structure, then the group H1pY ;Z2q acts naturally, freely,
and transitively on the set SppV, oq.
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Proof. By Proposition A.1, it is sufficient to establish the two claims with H1pY ;Z2q replaced
by qH1pY ;Z2q. Let n“rkV , oPOpV q, and s”pSpinpV, oq, qV q be a Spin-structure on pV, oq.
Suppose ηP qH1pY ;Z2q. Choose a collection trgαβu of transition data for the principal Spinpnq-bundle
rP ” SpinpV, oq
as in (3.5) and (3.6) so that the collection (3.7) consists of transition data for the principal SOpnq-
bundle P ”SOpV, oq and qV is given by (3.9). Refining the open cover tUαu if necessary, we can
assume that η is represented by a collection 
ηαβ : UαβÝÑZ2
(
α,βPA
s.t. ηβγ
ˇˇ
Uαβγ
´ηαγ
ˇˇ
Uαβγ
`ηαβ
ˇˇ
Uαβγ
“ 0 @α, β, γ PA. (3.13)
We take
η ¨s ” s1”
`
Spin1pV, oq, q1V
˘
(3.14)
to be the Spin-structure on pV, oq determined by the transition data rg1αβ”rgαβpI ηαβn : UαβÝÑSpinpnq(α,βPA . (3.15)
This collection satisfies (3.6) with rgαβ replaced by rg1αβ because pIn is in the center of Spinpnq. For
the same reason, the equivalence class of s1 depends only on the equivalence classes of s and on η.
It is immediate that this defines a group action of qH1pY ;Z2q on SppV, oq.
Suppose the Spin-structure s1 in (3.14) is equivalent to s. Refining the open cover tUαu if necessary,
we can assume that there exists a collection rfα : UαÝÑSpinpnq(αPA (3.16)
of continuous maps such that
rgαβpI ηαβn “ rfαˇˇUαβrgαβ rf´1β ˇˇUαβ @ α, β PA,
qn
` rA˘ “ qn` rfαpxq rA˘ @ `x, rA˘PUαˆSpinpnq, αPA. (3.17)
The first condition above means that the collection (3.16) determines an equivalence between the
principal Spinpnq-bundles determined by the collections (3.5) and (3.15). The second condition
means that this equivalence commutes with the corresponding projections qV and q
1
V to the prin-
cipal SOpnq-bundle SOpV, oq. It implies that for every αPA there exists a continuous function
µα : Uα ÝÑ Z2 s.t. rfα “ pIµαn .
Since pIn is in the center of Spinpnq, this and the first condition in (3.17) imply that
ηαβ “ µα
ˇˇ
Uαβ
´ µβ
ˇˇ
Uαβ
@ α, β PA,
i.e. η represents the trivial element of qH1pY ;Z2q. Thus, qH1pY ;Z2q acts freely on SppV, oq.
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Suppose s2”pSpin2pV, oq, q2V q is another Spin-structure on pV, oq. Refining the open cover tUαu if
necessary, we can assume that this pair is determined by the collections rg2αβ : UαβÝÑSpinpnq( and  fα : UαÝÑSOpnq(αPA
satisfying (3.6) with rg replaced by rg2, (3.10) with q1 replaced by q2V , (3.11), and
qnprg2αβq “ gαβ @α, β PA. (3.18)
If n ě 2, let ηn P H
1pSOpnq;Z2q denote the generator. Since Y is locally H
1-simple, we can
assume that
f˚αηn “ 0 P H
1
`
Uα;Z2
˘
@αPA
and thus there exists a collection rfα : UαÝÑSpinpnq(αPA s.t. qn˝ rfα “ fα @αPA. (3.19)
If n“1, the existence of such a collection is immediate. By (3.11) and (3.18), the existence of the
collection (3.19) implies that there exists a collection as in (3.13) such that
rg2αβ “ rfαˇˇUαβ`rgαβpI ηαβn ˘ rf ´1β ˇˇUαβ @α, β PA. (3.20)
Since trgαβuαβ satisfies (3.6), trg2αβuαβ satisfies (3.6) with rg replaced by rg2, and pIn is in the center of
Spinpnq, the collection tηαβu satisfies the (cocycle) condition in (3.13) and thus determines an ele-
ment η of qH1pY ;Z2q. By (3.20) and the condition in (3.19), the collection in (3.19) determines an
equivalence between the Spin-structures η¨s and s2. Thus, qH1pY ;Z2q acts transitively on SppV, oq.
This concludes the proof of (b). The same reasoning, with Spin and SOpnq replaced by Pin˘
and Opnq everywhere, applies to (a).
Example 3.4. Suppose V is a vector bundle over a paracompact locally H1-simple space Y ,
n”rkV , Ψ is as in (3.1), and p”pPin˘pV q, qV q is a Pin
˘-structure on V . Let rgαβ : UαβÝÑPin˘pnq(α,βPA and  gαβ“q˘n prgαβq : UαβÝÑOpnq(α,βPA
be a collection of transition data for the principal Pin˘pnq-bundle Pin˘pV q and the associated
collection of transition data for the principal Opnq-bundle OpV q. Define 
ηαβ : UαβÝÑZ2
(
α,βPA
by p´1qηαβ “
`
det gαβ
˘n´1
.
By Corollary A.7, the Cˇech cohomology class rηs represented by tηαβu is pn´1qw1pV q. The Pin
˘-
structure
η ¨p ” p1”
`
Pin1˘pV q, q1V
˘
on V is determined by the transition data rg1αβ”rgαβpI ηαβn : UαβÝÑPin˘pnq(α,βPA .
By (2.20) and the second equation in (2.30), rIn;nrgαβ“rg1αβrIn;n. Thus, the maprΨ: Ψ˚Pin˘pV q” pp, rpq : p“´qV prpq( ÝÑ Pin1˘pV q,rΨ`rx,´qnp rAqs, rx, rAs˘ “ “x,rIn;n rA‰ @ `x, rA˘PUαˆPin˘pnq, αPA,
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is well-defined and Pin˘pnq-equivariant and Ψ˚qV “q
1
V ˝
rΨ. We conclude that
rΨ˚ps “
`
pn´1qw1pV q
˘
¨rps,
establishing the rkV 2“0 case of (1.13).
Proof of SpinPin 3 property . Let V be a rank n vector bundle over a paracompact space Y ,
oPOpV q, and s”pSpinpV, oq, qV q be a Spin-structure on pV, oq. Let rsα : UαÝÑSpinpV, oq(αPA
be a collection of local sections so that tUαuαPA is an open cover of Y , (3.5) be the transition
data for the principal Spinpnq-bundle SpinpV, oq determined by the associated collection (3.4) of
trivializations, and (3.7) be the transition data for the principal SOpnq-bundle
SOpV, oq Ă OpV q
determined by the associated collection (3.8) of trivializations. Let sα“qV ˝rsα.
The sections sα”sα ¨In;1 determine trivializations I
´1
n;1¨Φα of the oriented orthonormal frame bundle
SOpV, oq Ă OpV q
for the opposite orientation o on V with the transition data 
I
´1
n;1gαβIn;1 : UαβÝÑSOpnq
(
α,βPA
.
The collection  pgαβ”rI´1n;1rgαβrIn;1 : UαβÝÑSpinpnq(α,βPA (3.21)
then determines a Spin-structure s on pV, oq,
qV : SpinpV, oq ”
ˆ ğ
αPA
UαˆSpinpnq˙
M
„ÝÑ SOpV, oq, qV
`
ry, rAs˘ “ sαpyq¨In;1qnp rAq,
UαˆSpinpnqQ
`
y, pgαβpyq rA˘ „ `y, rA˘PUβˆSpinpnq @ `y, rA˘PUαβˆSpinpnq, α, β PA.
The equivalence class of s depends only on the equivalence class of s.
The above construction induces a bijection from SppV, oq to SppV, oq. This bijection is natural
with respect to continuous maps and isomorphisms of vector bundles. Since pIn lies in the center of
Spinpnq, this bijection is equivariant with respect to the H1pY ;Z2q-actions of Proposition 3.3. It
is immediate that this bijection satisfies the last condition of the SpinPin 3 property.
Remark 3.5. Since the space Opnq´ SOpnq is path-connected, the equivalence class of s above would
be the same if it were constructed using any element rB of Pin˘pnq´Spinpnq instead of In;1. An
explicit equivalence between the two resulting Spin-structures would be induced by the maps
UαˆSpinpnq ÝÑ UαˆSpinpnq,
`
y, rA˘ ÝÑ `y, rB´1rIn;1 rA˘.
The bijections (1.14) constructed in the proofs of the SpinPin 3 property in the perspectives of
Definitions 1.2 and 1.3 in Sections 4.3 and 4.3, respectively, likewise would not change if they were
constructed using any element of Opnq´SOpnq instead of In;1.
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Example 3.6. Suppose V is a vector bundle over a paracompact locally H1-simple space Y with
n”rkV odd, Ψ is as in (3.1), oPOpV q, and s”pSpinpV, oq, qV q is a Spin-structure on pV, oq. Let rsα : UαÝÑSpinpV, oq(αPA and s ” pSpinpV, oq, qV q
be as in the proof of the SpinPin 3 property above. By (2.20),
rI´1n;1rIn;nrgαβ “ pgαβrI´1n;1rIn;n.
Thus, the map
rΨ: Ψ˚SpinpV, oq” pp, rpq : p“´qV prpq( ÝÑ SpinpV, oq,rΨ`sαpyq¨p´qnp rAqq, rsαpyq¨ rA˘ “ “y,rI´1n;1rIn;n rA‰ @ `y, rA˘PUαˆSpinpnq, αPA,
is well-defined and Spinpnq-equivariant and Ψ˚qV “qV˝rΨ. We conclude that rΨ˚ss“rss in SppV, oq.
Proof of SpinPin 4 property . Let V be a rank n vector bundle over a paracompact space Y
and oPOpV q. Thus,
OpV q « SOpV, oqˆZ2 (3.22)
as topological spaces. By the SpinPin 1 property, V admits a Pin˘-structure if and only if pV, oq
admits a Spin-structure. We can thus assume that there exists a Pin˘-structure
p ”
`
Pin˘pV q, qV
˘
on V as in Definition 1.1(a). The restriction
qV
ˇˇ
q´1
V
pSOpV,oqˆt0uq
: SpinpV, oq”q´1V
`
SOpV, oqˆt0u
˘
ÝÑ Y
is then a Spin-structure on pV, oq. This induces a well-defined natural H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant
map R˘o from P
˘pV q to SppV, oq. Since the H1pY ;Z2q-actions of Proposition 3.3 are free and
transitive, this map is bijective.
We now establish the last claim of the SpinPin 4 property. With p and SpinpV, oq as above, letrsα, rgαβ , and qV be as in the proof of the SpinPin 3 property. In particular, rsαrgαβ “ rsβ on Uαβ .
The map
rΨ: SpinpV, oq ÝÑ q´1V `SOpV, oqˆt0u˘ Ă Pin˘pV q,rΨ`ry, rAs˘ “ rsαpyq¨rIn;1 rA @ `y, rA˘PUαˆSpinpnq, αPA,
is then well-defined and Spinpnq-equivariant and qV “ qV ˝ rΨ. Thus, the Spin-structure s on pV, oq
constructed in the proof of the SpinPin 3 property is equivalent to the Spin-structure obtained by
restricting qV to q
´1
V pSOpV, oqˆt0uq.
For a topological space Y and a Lie group G, let CpY ;Gq denote the group of continuous maps
from Y to a Lie group G. If Y is paracompact locally H1-simple, the short exact sequence
t1u ÝÑ Z2 ÝÑ Spinpnq
qn
ÝÑ SOpnq ÝÑ t1u (3.23)
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of Lie groups induces an exact sequence
t1u // CpY ;Z2q // C
`
Y ; Spinpnq
˘ q0
// C
`
Y ; SOpnq
˘
qδ0
ss❢❢❢❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
H1pY ;Z2q // qH1`Y ; Spinpnq˘ q1 // qH1`Y ; SOpnq˘ qδ1 // H2pY ;Z2q
(3.24)
of based sets; see Proposition A.6. The first three non-trivial maps in this sequence are group
homomorphisms.
Suppose ně2. By the naturality of (3.24), there is a commutative diagram
C
`
SOpnq; Spinpnq
˘ q0
//
f˚

C
`
SOpnq; SOpnq
˘ qδ0 //
f˚

H1pSOpnq;Z2q
f˚

C
`
Y ; Spinpnq
˘ q0
// C
`
Y ; SOpnq
˘ qδ0 // H1pY ;Z2q
of group homomorphisms for every continuous map f : Y ÝÑSOpnq. Such a map lies in the image
of q0 in (3.24) if and only if
f˚ηn “ 0 P H
1pY ;Z2q,
where ηnPH
1pSOpnq;Z2q is the generator as before. Thus,qδ0`idSOpnq˘ “ ηn P H1`SOpnq;Z2˘, qδ0pfq “ qδ0`f˚idSOpnq˘ “ f˚ηn P H1pY ;Z2q,
Im qδ0 “  f˚ηn : f PC 0` Y ; SOpnq˘ ( Ă H1pY ;Z2q .
By Proposition 3.3, H1pY ;Z2q acts freely and transitively on the set SppV, oq of Spin-structures on
an oriented vector bundle pV, oq over Y that admits a Spin-structure. By the exactness of (3.24),
H1pY ;Z2q{Im qδ0 acts freely and transitively on the set of principal Spinpnq-bundles that doubly
cover the trivial SOpnq-bundle over Y . The latter action is induced by the former. Thus, Im qδ0
in (3.24) acts freely and transitively on the set of equivalence classes of double covers
qV : SpinpV, oY q ÝÑ SOpV, oY q“Y ˆSOpnq
as in Definition 1.1 with fixed domain and target. The same considerations apply to Pin˘-structures
on a real vector bundle V .
If n“ 2 and Y is a CW complex, then all groups in (3.23) are abelian and Im qδ0 in (3.24) is the
entire space H1pY ;Z2q. Thus, for every rank 2 oriented vector bundle pV, oq over Y there is at most
one principal Spinp2q-bundle SpinpV, oq that doubly covers the principal SOp2q-bundle SOpV, oq and
H1pY ;Z2q acts freely and transitively on the set of equivalence classes of associated projections qV
with the domain and target fixed.
3.3 Correspondences and obstructions to existence
We next establish the SpinPin 5 property for the Spin- and Pin˘-structures of Definition 1.1.
Combining it with Examples 1.9-1.12, we then obtain the SpinPin 1 property; it holds as long as Y
is a paracompact locally H2-simple space in the sense of Definition 3.2. We conclude this section
by establishing the SpinPin 6 property.
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Proof of SpinPin 5 property . Let n“rkV , W “τY ‘V , and
Pin˘pnq
rι2n`1;n
//
q˘n

Pin˘pn`1q
q˘n`1

Opnq
ι2n`1;n
// Opn`1q
(3.25)
be as in Section 2.2. We identify Opnq with a subspace of Opn`1q via the embedding ι2n`1;n and
Pin˘pnq with the subspace
Pin˘pn`1q
ˇˇ
Opnq
Ă Pin˘pn`1q
via the embedding rι2n`1;n. The natural embedding of V into W identifies OpV q with a subspace of
OpW q preserved by the action of OpnqĂOpn`1q.
If qW : Pin
˘pW q ÝÑ OpW q is a Pin˘-structure on W , then the subspace
Pin˘pV q ” Pin˘pW q
ˇˇ
OpV q
” q´1W
`
OpV qq
is preserved by the action of Pin˘pnqĂPin˘pn`1q. Thus, the restriction
qV : Pin
˘pV q ÝÑ OpV q
of qW determines a Pin
˘-structure on V .
Let p”pPin˘pV q, qV q be a Pin
˘-structure on V . Transition data rgαβ : UαβÝÑPin˘pnq(α,βPA
for Pin˘pV q determines the transition data 
gαβ”q
˘
n prgαβq : UαβÝÑOpnq(α,βPA,  ι2n`1;npgαβq : UαβÝÑOpn`1q(α,βPA,
and
 rι2n`1;nprgαβq : UαβÝÑPin˘pn`1q(α,βPA
for OpV q, OpW q, and a principal Pin˘pn`1q-bundle Pin˘pW q. By the commutativity of (3.25),
there is a commutative diagram
Pin˘pV q
qV

// Pin˘pW q
qW

OpV q // OpW q
so that the top and bottom arrows are equivariant with respect to the actions of Pin˘pnq and Opnq,
respectively. The right vertical arrow above determines a Pin˘-structure StV ppq on W .
The two constructions above are mutual inverses and descend to bijections between the collections
P˘pV q and P˘pW q. This establishes the existence of the second map in (1.16). The construction
of the first map in (1.16) is analogous, with O and Pin˘ replaced by SO and Spin throughout. It
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is immediate that it satisfies the first condition after (1.16). The equivariance of the two bijections
in (1.16) follows from (2.10).
It remains to establish (1.17). Suppose oPOpV q, s”pSpinpV, oq, qV q is a Spin-structure on pV, oq,
and
StV psq ”
`
SpinpW,StV poqq, qW
˘
is the Spin-structure on pW,StV poqq constructed from a collection rgαβ : UαβÝÑSpinpnq(α,βPA (3.26)
of transition data for SpinpV, oq as above. If p is a Pin˘-structure as before and s is determined by p
as in the proof of the SpinPin 4 property, then the Pin˘-structure StV ppq on W can be constructed
using the same collection trgαβuα,βPA. The restriction of the projection
qW : PinpW q ÝÑ OpW q
to the preimage of SOpW,StV poqq ĂOpW q is then the projection for StV psq. Thus, StV psq is the
Spin-structure on pW,StV poqq determined by the Pin
˘-structure StV ppq on W as in the proof of
the SpinPin 4 property. This establishes the last equality in (1.17).
Let trsαuαPA be a collection of local sections of SpinpV, oq Ă SpinpW,StV poqq determining a collec-
tion (3.26) of transition data for SpinpV, oq. The collection rι2n`1;nprgαβq : UαβÝÑSpinpn`1q(α,βPA (3.27)
then consists of the transition data for SpinpW,StV poqq determined by trsαuαPA. Let
qV : SpinpV, oq ÝÑ SOpV, oq and qW : Spin
`
W,StV o
˘
ÝÑ SO
`
W,StV o
˘
“SO
`
W,StV o
˘
be the Spin-structures determined by the collections (3.26) and (3.27) as in the proof of the Spin-
Pin 3 property and
q1W : Spin
`
W,StV o
˘
ÝÑ SO
`
W,StV o
˘
be the Spin-structure on pW,StV oq determined by the collection (3.21) as above. The last two
Spin-structures are determined by the collections rI´1n`1;1rι2n`1;nprgαβqrIn`1;1 : UαβÝÑSpinpn`1q(α,βPA and rι2n`1;nprI´1n;1rgαβrIn;1q : UαβÝÑSpinpn`1q(α,βPA
of transition data. By the first equation in (2.25) with pn,mq replaced by pn`1, nq, these two
collections are the same. This establishes the first equality in (1.17).
Proof of SpinPin 1 property . For nPZ`, let
γn ÝÑ Gpnq and rγn ÝÑ rGpnq
be the real tautological n-plane bundle over the infinite Grassmannian of real n-planes and the
oriented tautological n-plane bundle over the infinite Grassmannian of oriented n-planes.
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(a) By Proposition A.6, the short exact sequence
t1u ÝÑ Z2 ÝÑ Pin
˘pnq ÝÑ Opnq ÝÑ t1u
of Lie groups induces a commutative diagram
qH1`Gpnq; Pin˘pnq˘ //
f˚

qH1`Gpnq; Opnq˘ qδ1 //
f˚

H2
`
Gpnq;Z2
˘
f˚
qH1`Y ; Pin˘pnq˘ // qH1`Y ; Opnq˘ qδ1 // H2pY ;Z2q
(3.28)
of pointed sets for every continuous map f : Y ÝÑGpnq. By the last part of Section 3.1 and the
exactness of the bottom row in this diagram, a rank n real vector bundle V over Y admits a Pin˘-
structure if and only if the image under qδ1 of the equivalence class rOpV qs of OpV q in qH1pY ; Opnqq
vanishes.
By [24, Theorem 7.1], H2pGpnq;Z2q is generated by w2pγnq and w
2
1pγnq. By [24, Theorem 5.6],
for every rank n real vector bundle V over Y there exists a continuous map f : Y ÝÑGpnq such
that V « f˚γn. Along with the commutativity of (3.28), these statements imply that there exist
a˘n , b
˘
n PZ2 such that qδ1`rOpV qs˘ “ a˘nw2pV q ` b˘nw21pV q
for every rank n real vector bundle V over every paracompact locally H2-simple space Y . By the
SpinPin 5 property, a˘n , b
˘
n do not depend on n; we thus denote them by a
˘, b˘. By Examples 1.9
and 1.10, b` “ 0 and b´ “ 1. By Example 1.12 and the already established SpinPin 4 property,
a`“1 and a´“1.
(b) By Proposition A.6, the short exact sequence (3.23) induces a commutative diagram
qH1`rGpnq; Spinpnq˘ //
f˚

qH1`rGpnq; SOpnq˘ qδ1 //
f˚

H2
`rGpnq;Z2˘
f˚
qH1`Y ; Spinpnq˘ // qH1`Y ; SOpnq˘ qδ1 // H2pY ;Z2q
(3.29)
of pointed sets for every continuous map f : Y ÝÑ rGpnq. By the last part of Section 3.1 and the
exactness of the bottom row in this diagram, a rank n oriented vector bundle V over Y admits
a Spin-structure if and only if the image under qδ1 of the equivalence class rSOpV qs of SOpV q inqH1pY ; SOpnqq vanishes.
By [24, Theorem 12.4], H2prGpnq;Z2q is generated by w2prγnq. By [24, Theorem 5.6], for every
rank n oriented vector bundle V over Y there exists a continuous map f : Y ÝÑ rGpnq such that
V «f˚rγn. Along with the commutativity of (3.29), these statements imply that there exists anPZ2
such that qδ1`rSOpV qs˘ “ anw2pV q
for every rank n oriented vector bundle V over every paracompact locally H2-simple space Y . By
the SpinPin 5 property, an does not depend on n; we thus denote it by a. By Example 1.12,
a“1.
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Proof of SpinPin 6 property . Let V˘ be as in (1.6), o
˘
V be the canonical orientations on these
vector bundles, n“rkV , n˘“rkV˘, and
Pin˘pnq
rι˘n //
q˘n

Spinpn˘q
q
n˘

Opnq
ι˘n // SOpn˘q
(3.30)
be as in Corollary 2.7. By the SpinPin 1 property, pV˘, o
˘
V q admits a Spin-structure if and only if
V admits a Pin˘-structure.
We can thus assume that there exists a Pin˘-structure p”pPin˘pV q, qV q on V . Transition data rgαβ : UαβÝÑPin˘pnq(α,βPA
for Pin˘pV q determines the transition data 
gαβ”q
˘
n prgαβq : UαβÝÑOpnq(α,βPA,  ι˘n pgαβq : UαβÝÑSOpn˘q(α,βPA,
and
 rι˘n prgαβq : UαβÝÑSpinpn˘q(α,βPA
for OpV q, SOpV˘q, and a principal Spinpn˘q-bundle
Co˘V ppq ”
`
SpinpV˘, o˘q, qV˘
˘
.
By the commutativity of (3.30), there is a commutative diagram
Pin˘pV q
qV

// SpinpV˘, o˘q
qV˘

OpV q // SOpV˘, o˘q
so that the top and bottom arrows are equivariant with respect to the actions of Pin˘pnq and Opnq,
respectively.
The equivalence class of Spin-structures on V˘ represented by the right vertical arrow in the above
diagram is determined by the equivalence class of Pin˘-structures on V represented by the left
vertical arrow. By the first column in (2.40), the resulting maps (1.20) are equivariant with respect
to the actions of H1pY ;Z2q provided by Proposition 3.3. Since these actions are free and transitive,
these maps are bijective. By the above construction and the proof of the SpinPin 5 property, the
Spin-structures Co˘τY ‘V pSt
˘
V ppqq and St
˘
V˘
pCo˘V ppqq on (1.19) are determined by the collections rι˘n`1`rι2n`1;nprgαβ q˘ : UαβÝÑSpinpn˘`1q(α,βPA and rιn˘`1;n˘`rι˘n prgαβ q˘ : UαβÝÑSpinpn˘`1q(α,βPA,
of transition data. By (2.46) with pn,mq replaced by pn`1, nq, these two collections are the same.
This establishes the last claim of the SpinPin 6 property.
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Example 3.7. Let V be the infinite Mobius band line bundle of Examples 1.20 and 1.21. Thus,
SOpV´, o
´
V q“
`
r0, 1sˆSOp2q {˘„ÝÑ RP1,
`
0, I2;2A
˘
„ p1, Aq, rt, As ÝÑ
“
epiit
‰
,
SOpV`, o
`
V q“
`
r0, 1sˆSOp4q {˘„ÝÑ RP1,
`
0, I4;4A
˘
„ p1, Aq, rt, As ÝÑ
“
epiit
‰
,
with I2;2”´I2 and I4;4”´I4 as in (2.11). Under the conventions specified by (1.33) and (2.43),
the Pin˘-structure p˘0 pV q on V constructed in Examples 1.20 and 1.21 corresponds to the OSpin-
structure os0pp3˘1qV, o
˘
V q given by
Spin0
`
p3˘1qV, o˘V
˘
“
`
r0, 1sˆSpinp3˘1q {˘„ÝÑ SO
`
V˘, o
˘
V
˘
,`
0,rI3˘1;3˘1 rA˘ „ p1, rAq, qp3˘1qV `rt, rAs˘ “ “t, q3˘1p rAq‰,
on pp3˘1qV, o˘V q, with the homomorphism q3˘1 given by (2.5).
3.4 Short exact sequences
We conclude the verification of the properties of Spin- and Pin-structures in the perspective of
Definition 1.1 by establishing the SpinPin 7 property and using it in combination with Examples 3.4
and 3.6 to obtain (1.13).
Proof of SpinPin 7 property . A short exact sequence e of vector bundles over a paracompact
space Y as in (1.21) determines a homotopy class of isomorphisms
V « V 1‘V 2
so that ι is the inclusion as the first component on the right-hand side above and j is the projection
to the second component. Thus, it is sufficient to establish the SpinPin 7 property for the direct
sum exact sequences as in (1.22).
From the definition of the induced orientation before the statement of the SpinPin 7 property, it
is immediate that
o1o2 “ o1o2 “ o1o2 P O
`
V 1‘V 2
˘
and o11
`
o12o
2
˘
“ po11o
1
2qo
2 P O
`
V 11‘V
1
2 ‘V
˘
(3.31)
for all o1 POpV 1q, o11 POpV
1
1q, o
1
2 POpV
1
2q, o
2 POpV 2q, and vector bundles V 1, V 11 , V
1
2 , V over Y . For
vector bundles V 1 and V 2 over Y , we define
ι1V 1,V 2 : V
1 ÝÑ V 1‘V 2 and ι2V 1,V 2 : V
2 ÝÑ V 1‘V 2
to be the canonical inclusions and
ιV 1,V 2 : OpV
1qˆY OpV
2q ÝÑ O
`
V 1‘V 2
˘
to be the induced map.
Let V 1 and V 2 be vector bundles over Y of ranks m and n´m, respectively, and V “V 1‘V 2.
Suppose
o1 POpV 1q, os1 ”
`
SpinpV 1, o1q, qV 1
˘
, and p2 ”
`
Pin˘pV 2q, qV 2
˘
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are an orientation on V 1, an OSpin-structure on V 1, and a Pin˘-structure on V 2, respectively.
Choose collections rs1α : UαÝÑSpinpV 1, o1q(αPA and  rs2α : UαÝÑPin˘pV 2q(αPA (3.32)
of local sections so that tUαuαPA is an open cover of Y . Let rg1αβ : UαβÝÑSpinpmq(α,βPA and  rg2αβ : UαβÝÑPin˘pn´mq(α,βPA (3.33)
be the associated transition data for the principal Spinpmq-bundle SpinpV 1, o1q and for the principal
Pin˘pmq-bundle Pin˘pV 2q, respectively. The collections 
g1αβ“qmprg1αβq : UαβÝÑSOpmq(α,βPA and  g2αβ“q˘n´mprg2αβq : UαβÝÑOpn´mq(α,βPA
then consist of the transition data for the principal SOpmq-bundle SOpV 1, o1q and for the principal
Opm´nq-bundle OpV 1q induced by the collections 
s1α”qV 1˝rs1α : UαÝÑSOpV 1, o1q(αPA and  s2α”qV 2˝rs2α : UαÝÑOpV 2q(αPA
of local trivializations of these bundles.
The transition data for the principal Opnq-bundle determined by the collection 
sα” ιV 1,V 2ps
1
α, s
2
αq : UαÝÑOpV q
(
αPA
(3.34)
of local sections is given by  
gαβ” ιn;mpg
1
αβ , g
2
αβq : UαβÝÑOpnq
(
α,βPA
.
The collection  rgαβ”rιn;mprg1αβ , rg2αβq : UαβÝÑPin˘pnq(α,βPA (3.35)
then determines a Pin˘-structure p on V ,
qV : Pin
˘pV q ”
ˆ ğ
αPA
UαˆPin
˘pnq˙
M
„ÝÑ OpV q, qV
`
ry, rAs˘ “ sαpyq¨qnp rAq,
UαˆPin
˘pnqQ
`
y, rgαβpyq rA˘ „ `y, rA˘PUβˆPin˘pnq @ `y, rA˘PUαβˆPin˘pnq, α, β PA.
By the reasoning in Appendix A.4, the equivalence class of p” xxos1, p2yy‘ is independent of the
choices of the collections (3.32) and depends only on the equivalence classes of os1 and p2.
Along with the definition of o ” o1o2 POpV q, the above construction with p2 and Pin˘ replaced
by an OSpin-structure os2”pSpinpV 2, o2q, qV 2q on V
2 and by Spin, respectively, yields an OSpin-
structure
os”xxos1, os2yy‘ ”
`
SpinpV, oq, qV
˘
on V ; its equivalence class depends only on the equivalence classes of os1 and os2. By (2.10)
and (2.28),
rιn;m` rA1, rA2pIn´m˘ “ rιn;m` rA1pIm, rA2˘ “ rιn;m` rA1, rA2 p˘In @ p rA1, rA2qPSpinpmqˆPin˘pn´mq.
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Along with the proof of Proposition 3.3, this implies that the two induced maps xx¨, ¨yye in (1.24)
are H1pY ;Z2q-biequivariant.
Suppose the vector bundles V 1 and V 2 over Y are split as direct sums of oriented line bundles,
os1“os0pV
1q, and os2“os0pV
2q. We can take A to consist of a single element α and s1α and s
2
α to
be sections of SOpV 1, o1q and SOpV 2, o2q respecting the ordered splittings and the orientations of all
line bundle components. The induced section sα of SOpV, o
1o2q in (3.34) then respects the induced
ordered splitting and the orientations of all line bundle components of pV, o1o2q. This implies (ses1).
The property (1.25) follows immediately from the construction. If p2 is a Pin˘-structure on V 2,
o2 P OpV 2q, and os2 is the OSpin-Spin on V 2 obtained from p2 and o2 as in the proof of the
SpinPin 4 property, then the collection trs2αuαPA in (3.32) can be chosen as in the construction
for os2, i.e. with values in
SpinpV 2, o2q ” Pin˘pV 2q
ˇˇ
SOpV 2,o2q
.
The Pin˘- and OSpin-structures on V obtained in this way then satisfy
OSpinpV q “ Pin˘pV q
ˇˇ
SOpV,oq
.
This establishes (1.26).
Suppose V 11 , V
1
2 , V
2 and os11, os
1
2, p
2 are as in (ses4) and m1,m2, n P Z
` are the ranks of V 11 , V
1
2 ,
and V 11‘V
1
2‘V
2, respectively. Let ts11;αuαPA, ts
1
2;αuαPA, and ts
2
αuαPA be collections of local sections
associated with os11, os
1
2, p
2 as in (3.32) and tg11;αβuα,βPA, tg
1
2;αβuα,βPA, and tg
2
αβuα,βPA be the induced
transition data. The Pin˘-structures xxos11, xxos
1
2, p
2yy‘yy‘ and xxxxos
1
1, os
1
2yy‘, p
2yy‘ are then given
by the transitions data rιn;m1`g11;αβ ,rιn´m1;m2pg12;αβ , g2αβ q˘ : UαβÝÑPin˘pnq(α,βPA and rιn;m1`m2`rιm1`m2;m1pg11;αβ , g12;αβq, g2αβ˘ : UαβÝÑPin˘pnq(α,βPA,
respectively. By (2.39), these two collections are the same. This implies (ses4).
With os1“os0pτY q, the local sections rs1α in (3.32) can be chosen so that rg1αβ“rI1 for all α, β PA. If
trgαβuα,β is the transition data for a Pin˘-structure p determined by a collection tsαuαPA of local
sections, then the Pin˘-structure xxos0pτY q, pyy‘ is determined by the transition data rιn`1;1prI1, rgαβq : UαβÝÑPin˘pn`1q(α,βPA.
This collection is the same as the collection specifying the Pin˘-structure St˘V ppq in the proof of
the SpinPin 5 property. This establishes (ses5).
Suppose V , o, and p are as in (ses6), n“rkV , and os is the OSpin-structure on V obtained from p
and o as in the proof of the SpinPin 4 property. We can choose sections rs1α for pV, oq and rs2α for
p2˘1qλpV q in (3.32) so that the associated transition functions rg2αβ are constant and equal rI2˘1.
Since rιn`1;n` rA,rI1˘ “ rι1n`1;n` rA˘ “ rι´n p rAq and rιn`3;n` rA,rI3˘ “ rι1n`3;n` rA˘ “ rι`n p rAq
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for all rA P Spinpnq, the transition data for xxos, os0pp2˘1qλpV, oqqyy‘ in the above construction is
the same as for Co˘V ppq in the proof of the SpinPin 6 property. This establishes (ses6).
It remains to establish (ses3). We continue with the setup and notation in the paragraph contain-
ing (3.32) and in the paragraph immediately after it. Define 
ηαβ : UαβÝÑZ2
(
α,βPA
by det g2αβ“p´1q
ηαβ .
By Corollary A.7, the Cˇech cohomology class rηs represented by tηαβu is w1pV
2q. Let
s1 ”
`
SpinpV 1, o1q, q1V
˘
(3.36)
be the Spin-structure on pV 1, o1q constructed from the Spin-structure s on pV 1, o1q in the proof of
the SpinPin 3 property.
The analogues of the first collection in (3.33) and of the collection (3.35) for s1 are pg1αβ”rI´1m;1rg1αβrIm;1 : UαβÝÑSpinpmq(α,βPA and pgαβ”rιn;mppg1αβ , rg2αβq : UαβÝÑPin˘pnq(α,βPA , (3.37)
respectively. By (2.34), pgαβ “ rI´1n;pmq`rgαβpIηαβn r˘In;pmq @ α, β PA. (3.38)
The OSpin-structure (3.36) is described by
qV 1 : SpinpV
1, o1q ”
ˆ ğ
αPA
UαˆSpinpmq˙
M
„ÝÑ SOpV 1, o1q, qV 1
`
ry, rAs˘ “ s1αpyq¨Im;1qmp rAq,
UαˆSpinpmqQ
`
y, pg1αβpyq rA˘ „ `y, rA˘PUβˆSpinpmq @ `y, rA˘PUαβˆSpinpmq, α, β PA.
The collections (3.37) arise from the local sections of SpinpV 1, o1q given by
ps1α : Uα ÝÑ UαˆSpinpmq Ă SpinpV 1, o1q, ps1αpyq “ ry,rIms .
The analogue of the collection in (3.34) determined by these local sections is 
sα” ιV 1,V 2ps
1
α ¨Im;1, s
2
αq“sα ¨In;pmq : UαÝÑOpV q
(
αPA
.
The Pin˘-structure p”xxos1, p2yy‘ on V is then given by
pqV :yPin˘pV q ” ˆ ğ
αPA
UαˆPin
˘pnq˙
M
„ÝÑ OpV q, pqV `ry, rAs˘ “ sαpyq¨In;pmqqnp rAq,
UαˆPin
˘pnqQ
`
y, pgαβpyq rA˘ „ `y, rA˘PUβˆPin˘pnq @ `y, rA˘PUαβˆPin˘pnq, α, β PA.
By the proof of Proposition 3.3, the Pin˘-structure
η ¨p ”
`
Pin˘η pV q, qη
˘
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on V is described by the displayed equation below (3.35) with rgαβ replaced by rgαβpIηαβn . By (3.38),
the map
rΨ: Pin˘η pV q ÝÑyPin˘pV q, rΨ`ry, rAs˘ “ “y,rI´1n;pmq rA‰ @ `y, rA˘PUαˆPin˘pmq, αPA,
is thus well-defined. It is Pin˘pnq-equivariant and satisfies qη“pqV ˝rΨ. We conclude that rη ¨ps“rps
in P˘pV q. This establishes the first property in (ses3).
Let n“n`2˘1 as before. The Spin-structures Co˘V
`
xxos1, p2yy‘q and xxos
1,Co˘V 2pp
2qyy‘ are specified
by the transition data  rι˘n `rιn;mpg1αβ , g2αβ q˘ : UαβÝÑSpinpn˘q(α,βPA and rιn˘;m`g1αβ,rι˘n´mpg2αβq˘ : UαβÝÑSpinpn˘q(α,βPA,
respectively. By (2.46), these two collections are the same. This establishes the second property
in (ses3).
Completion of proof of SpinPin 2 property . In light of Proposition 3.3, it remains to estab-
lish (1.13). It is immediate that this identity holds if the rank of V 1 is 0. By Example 3.4, it also
holds if the rank of V 2 is 0. We thus assume that the ranks of V 1 and V 2 are positive.
We define automorphisms of vector bundles V 1, V 2, V 1‘V 2 by
Ψ1 : V 1 ÝÑ V 1, Ψ2 : V 2 ÝÑ V 2, pΨ: V 1‘V 2 ÝÑ V 1‘V 2,
Ψ1pv1q “ ´v1, Ψ2pv2q “ ´v2, pΨpv1, v2q “ pv1,´v2q.
By Example 3.4 and the SpinPin 4 property,
Ψ1˚os1 “
#
os1, if rkV 1 P2Z;
os1, if rkV 1 R2Z;
(3.39)
these two statements were also established in Examples 3.1 and 3.6 directly. By the naturality of
the xx¨, ¨yy‘-operation of the SpinPin 7 property,
Ψ˚xxos1, p2yy‘ “ xxΨ
1˚os1, p2yy‘, pΨ˚xxos1, p2yy‘ “ xxos1,Ψ2˚p2yy‘ (3.40)
for all os1 POSpinpV 1q and p2 POSpinpV 2q.
Suppose V 1 is orientable and V 2 admits a Pin˘-structure p2. By the SpinPin 1 property, V 1
then admits an OSpin-structure if and only if V 1‘V 2 admits a Pin˘-structure. Along with the
H1pY ;Z2q-equivariance of xx¨, ¨yy‘ in the first input and Proposition 3.3, this implies that the map
OSppV 1q ÝÑ P˘pV 1‘V 2q, os1 ÝÑ xxos1, p2yy‘,
is a bijection. It is thus sufficient to assume that p“xxos1, p2yy‘ in this case. By the first statement
in (3.40), (3.39), and the first statement in the SpinPin 7(ses3) property,
Ψ˚xxos1, p2yy “ p`rkV 1qw1pV
2q
˘
¨xxos1, p2yy .
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Thus, (1.13) holds if V 1 is orientable and V 2 admits a Pin˘-structure.
Suppose V 1 is orientable and admits an OSpin-structure os1. By the SpinPin 1 property, V 2 then
admits a Pin˘-structure if and only if V 1‘V 2 does. Along with the H1pY ;Z2q-equivariance of
xx¨, ¨yy‘ in the second input and Proposition 3.3, this implies that the map
P˘pV 2q ÝÑ P˘pV 1‘V 2q, p2 ÝÑ xxos1, p2yy‘,
is an H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant bijection. Combining this with the second statement in (3.40) and
Example 3.4, we obtain
pΨ˚xxos1, p2yy‘ “ xxos1,Ψ2˚p2yy‘ “ @@os1, `prkV 2´1qw1pV 2q˘¨pDD‘
“
`
prkV 2´1qw1pV
2q
˘
¨
@@
os1, p2
DD
‘
for all p2 PP˘pV 2q. Thus,
pΨ˚p “ `prkV 2´1qw1pV 2q˘¨p @ pPP˘pV 1‘V 2q . (3.41)
By symmetry, this implies (1.13) if V 2 is orientable and admits an OSpin-structure.
By Proposition 3.3, for every pPP˘pV 1‘V 2q there exists a unique ηppqPH1pY ;Z2q such that
Ψ˚p “ ηppq¨p .
For os POSppV 1‘V 2q, let ηposq” ηppq if os“R˘o ppq with p PP
˘pV q; by the SpinPin 4 property,
this class is the same for the two possibilities for p. Since Ψ is orientation-preserving on a fiber if
and only if rkV 1 is even,
Ψ˚os “ ηposq¨
#
os, if rkV 1 P2Z;
os, if rkV 1 R2Z.
Along with the H1pY ;Z2q-equivariance of xx¨, ¨yy‘ in the first input and the first statement in the
SpinPin 7(ses3) property, this implies that@@
Ψ˚os, p3
DD
‘
“
`
ηposq`prkV 1qw1pV
3q
˘
¨xxos, p3yy‘ (3.42)
for every vector bundle V 3 over Y and every p3 PP˘pV 3q.
Suppose V 1 admits a Pin˘-structure p1 and V 1‘V 2 is orientable; in particular, w1pV
1q“w1pV
2q.
By the SpinPin 1 property and the first assumption, V 1‘V 2 admits an OSpin-structure if and only
if V 1‘V 2‘V 1 admits a Pin˘-structure. Along with the H1pY ;Z2q-equivariance of xx¨, ¨yy‘ in the
first input and Proposition 3.3, this implies that the map
OSppV 1‘V 2q ÝÑ P˘pV 1‘V 2‘V 1q, os ÝÑ xxos, p1yy‘,
is anH1pY ;Z2q-equivariant bijection. By the orientability of V
2‘V 1 and the conclusion below (3.41)
with V 2 replaced by V 2‘V 1, 
Ψ‘idV 1
(˚
xxos, p1yy‘ “
`
prkV 1´1qw1pV
1q`prkV 1qw1pV
2‘V 1q
˘
¨xxos, p1yy‘
“
`
prkV 1´1qw1pV
1q˘ ¨
@@
os, p1
DD
‘
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for all osPOSppV 1‘V 2q. By the naturality of the xx¨, ¨yy‘-operation and (3.42), 
Ψ‘idV 1
(˚
xxos, p1yy‘ “
@@
Ψ˚os, p1
DD
‘
“
`
ηposq`prk V 1qw1pV
1q
˘
¨xxos, p1yy‘ .
Combining the last two equations, we obtain ηposq“w1pV
1q. Thus, (1.13) holds if V 1 admits a
Pin˘-structure and V 1‘V 2 is orientable.
We now consider the general case and show that
ηppq “ prkV 1´1qw1pV
1q`prkV 1qw1pV
2q @ pPP˘pV 1‘V 2q. (3.43)
By the surjectivity of the Hurewicz homomorphism on π1 [31, Proposition 7.5.2] and the Universal
Coefficient Theorem for Cohomology [26, Theorem 53.5], the homomorphism
κ : H1pY ;Z2q ÝÑ Hom
`
π1pY q,H
1pS1;Z2q
˘
,
 
κpηq
(`
α : S1ÝÑY
˘
“ α˚η, (3.44)
is injective. It is thus sufficient to show that
α˚ηppq “ prk V 1´1qα˚w1pV
1q`prkV 1qα˚w1pV
2q P H1pS1;Z2q
for every αPLpY q. By the naturality of ηp¨q and w1p¨q, this is equivalent to
ηpα˚pq “ prkV 1´1qw1pα
˚V 1q`prk V 1qw1pα
˚V 2q P H1pS1;Z2q. (3.45)
By the SpinPin 1 property, the bundles α˚V 1, α˚V 2, and α˚pV 1‘V 2q over S1 admit a Pin˘-
structure; each of them admits an OSpin-structure if orientable. At least one of the three vector
bundles is orientable. Thus, (3.45) holds because the three cases under which (1.13) is shown to
hold above cover all cases if Y “S1.
4 Proof of Theorem 1.4(1): trivializations perspectives
We establish the statements of Section 1.2 for the notions of Spin-structure and Pin˘-structure
arising from Definitions 1.2 and 1.3 in Sections 4.3 and 4.2, respectively. The proofs of these
statements in the perspective of Definition 1.3 rely heavily on the simple topological observations
of Section 4.1.
4.1 Topological preliminaries
Let V be a rank n vector bundle over a topological space Y . For oPOpV q, we denote by TrivpV, oq
the set of homotopy classes of trivializations of the oriented vector bundle pV, oq. The next lemma
is used to establish the last equality in (1.17) for vector bundles V of ranks 1,2.
Lemma 4.1. Let V be an even-rank vector bundle over a CW complex Y of dimension at most 2.
For every oPOpV q, the maps
TrivpτY ‘V, oY oq ÝÑ Triv
`
τY ‘V ‘τY , oY ooY
˘
, rΦs ÝÑ rΦ1s, rΦ2s,
Φ1pr1, v, r2q “
`
Φpr1, vq, r2
˘
, Φ2pr1, v, r2q “
`
r1,Φpr2, vq
˘
, (4.1)
are the same.
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Proof. We can assume that n”rkV ě2. Let
ι1, ι2 : SOpn`1q ÝÑ SOpn`2q
be the homomorphisms induced by the inclusions
R
n`1 ÝÑ Rn`2, pr, vq ÝÑ pr, v, 0q, p0, v, rq @ pr, vqPRˆRn.
Since the Lie group homomorphisms ι1 and ι2 differ by an automorphism of SOpn`2q,
ι1˚“ ι2˚ : π1
`
SOpn`1q
˘
ÝÑ π1
`
SOpn`2q
˘
“Z2 . (4.2)
Given a trivialization Φ of pτY ‘V, oY oq, let Φ1,Φ2 be the trivializations of pτY ‘V ‘τY , oY ooY q as
in (4.1) and h : Y ÝÑSOpn`2q be the continuous map so that Φ2“hΦ1.
Since V is orientable, we can assume that its restriction to the 1-skeleton Y1 of Y is trivial. The
restriction of Φ to Y1 is then given by
Φ|Y1 : pτY ‘V q
ˇˇ
Y1
ÝÑ Y1ˆR
n`1, Φ|Y1py, r, vq “
`
y, φpyqpr, vq
˘
@ py, r, vqPY1ˆRˆR
n,
for some continuous map φ : Y1ÝÑSOpn`1q. Thus,
Φ1|Y1py,wq “
`
y, pι1pφpyqqqw
˘
, Φ2|Y1py,wq “
`
y, pι2pφpyqqqw
˘
@ py,wqPpτY ‘V ‘τY q
ˇˇ
Y1
,
with ι2˝φ“h¨pι1˝φq. By (4.2), h|Y1 is homotopic to a constant map. Since π2pSOpn`2qq is trivial,
it follows that h itself is homotopic to a constant map. Thus, the trivializations Φ1 and Φ2 are
homotopic.
For o, o1 POpV q, we define a bijection
Ro1,o : TrivpV, oq ÝÑ TrivpV, o
1q
by sending the homotopy class of a trivialization Φ of pV, oq to the homotopy class Ro1,oprΦsq
containing the trivialization hΦ for some locally constant map h : Y ÝÑOpnq. The next statement
is the key input used to establish (1.13) and the first statement of the SpinPin 7(ses3) property in
the perspectives of Definitions 1.2 and 1.3.
Lemma 4.2. Let V 1 and V 2 be vector bundles over a topological space Y , Ψ be as in (1.12),
oPOpV 1‘V 2q, and ~PTrivpV 1‘V 2, oq.
(a) If Y is a CW complex of dimension at most 2, V 1 is orientable, and rkpV 1‘V 2q ě 3, then
Ψ˚~“RΨ˚o,op~q.
(b) If Y is paracompact and locally path connected and V 1 is not orientable, then Ψ˚~‰RΨ˚o,op~q.
Proof. The assumptions in both cases imply that V 1‘V 2 is orientable. We denote by m and n the
ranks of V 1 and V 1‘V 2, respectively. Let
Φ: V 1‘V 2 ÝÑ Y ˆRn and h : Y ÝÑ Opnq
be a trivialization in ~ and the continuous map so that Ψ˚Φ“hΦ, respectively.
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(a) Since V 1 and V 2 are orientable, we can assume that their restrictions to the 1-skeleton Y1 of Y
are trivial. The restriction of Φ to Y1 is then given by
Φ|Y1 : pV
1‘V 2q
ˇˇ
Y1
ÝÑ Y1, Φ|Y1py, vq “
`
y, φpyqv
˘
,
for some continuous map φ : Y1ÝÑSOpnq. Thus,
Ψ˚Φ|Y1py, vq “
`
y,A
`
A´1φpyqA
˘
v˘ ,
where APOpnq is the diagonal matrix with the first m diagonal entries equal ´1 and the remainder
equal 1. The map
A´1φA : Y1 ÝÑ SOpnq
is homotopic to the identity if and only if φ is. Since π1pSOpnqq“Z2, it follows that the maps φ
and A´1φA are homotopic. Thus, h|Y1 is homotopic to a constant map. Since π2pSOpnqq is trivial,
it follows that h itself is homotopic to a constant map.
(b) Let γmÝÑGpmq and rγmÝÑ rGpmq be the tautological vector bundles over the Grassmannians
of real m-planes and oriented m-planes, respectively. By [24, Theorem 5.6], V 1 « f˚rγm for some
continuous map f : Y ÝÑGpmq. Since the map
π1
`
Gpmq
˘
ÝÑ H1pS1;Z2q,
“
α : S1ÝÑGpmq
‰
ÝÑ α˚w1pγmq,
is an isomorphism and V 1 is not orientable, [27, Lemma 79.1] implies that there exists αPLpY q
such that α˚w1pV
1q‰0 (otherwise, f would lift over the projection rGpmqÝÑGpmq and V 1 would be
a pullback of the oriented vector bundle rγm). Thus, it is sufficient to establish the claim for Y “RP1.
Let γR;1ÝÑRP
1 be the tautological line bundle. By the assumptions on V 1 and V 2,
V 1 « γR;1‘pm´1qτRP1 , V
2 « γR;1‘pn´m´1qτRP1 .
By (a), the negation of each τRP1 component sends ~ to Ro,op~q. Thus, we can assume that m“1.
Under the standard identification of R2 with C, two trivializations of 2γR;1 over RP
1 are given by
Φ`
`
reiθs, aeiθ, beiθ
˘
“
`
reiθs, eiθpa`ibq
˘
@ a, bPR,
Φ´
`
reiθs, aeiθ, beiθ
˘
“
`
reiθs, e´iθpa`ibq
˘
@ a, bPR.
They extend to trivializations of V 1‘V 2 by the identity on the τRP1 components and thus determine
elements ~´, ~` of TrivpV
1‘V 2, oq, for one of the two orientations o on V 1‘V 2.
Since the conjugation on C identifies the pullback of Φ` by the negation of the second copy of γR;1
with Φ´,
Ψ˚~˘ “ Ro,o
`
~¯
˘
. (4.3)
On the other hand, the trivializations Φ` and Φ´ differ by the multiplication by the map
RP
1 ÝÑ S1 “ SOp2q, reiθs ÝÑ e2iθ .
Since this map generates π1pSOp2qq and the homomorphism π1pSOp2qqÝÑπ1pSOpnqq induced by
the inclusion R2ÝÑRn is surjective, it follows that ~`‰~´. Combining this with (4.3), we obtain
the claim.
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For a bordered surface Σ, we denote by
rΣsZ2 P H2pΣ, BΣ;Z2q
the Z2-fundamental homology class of pΣ, BΣq. The first statement and a special case of the
second statement of Lemma 4.3 below are used to establish the SpinPin 1 and 2 properties in the
perspective of Definition 1.3. The general case of the second statement and the third statement
are used for similar purposes in Section 6.
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a topological space and Y ĂX.
(a) For every collection α1, . . . , αk PLpY q such that α1`. . .`αk is a singular Z2-boundary in Y ,
there exists a continuous map F :ΣÝÑY from a bordered surface so that F |BΣ is the disjoint
union of the loops α1, . . . , αk. If Y is path-connected, then Σ can be chosen to be connected.
(b) For every b P H2pX,Y ;Z2q, there exists a continuous map F : pΣ, BΣq ÝÑ pX,Y q from a
bordered surface so that
b “ F˚
`
rΣsZ2
˘
P H2pX,Y ;Z2q. (4.4)
(c) For every continuous map u : pΣ, BΣq ÝÑ pX,Y q from a bordered surface such that u˚rΣsZ2
vanishes in H2pX,Y ;Z2q, there exists a continuous map u
1 : Σ1ÝÑY from a bordered surface
so that BΣ“ BΣ1, u|BΣ“u
1|BΣ1 , and the continuous map
uYu1 : ΣYΣ1 ÝÑ X
obtained by gluing u and u1 along the boundaries of their domains vanishes in H2pX;Z2q.
Proof. As in [35, Section 2.1], we denote by ∆k Ă Rk the standard k-simplex and by ∆kj with
j“0, 1, . . . , k its facets. A singular Z2-chain b in X is a sum of finitely singular 2-simplicies,
i.e. continuous maps Fi : ∆
2ÝÑX.
(a) Suppose α1, . . . , αk PLpY q and b is a singular Z2-chain in Y as above so that
Bb “ α1`. . .`αk P S1pY ;Z2q. (4.5)
We can then identify k of the restrictions Fi|∆2j with the maps αi and pair up the remaining restric-
tions as in [35, Lemma 2.11]. By [27, Theorem 77.5], the topological space Σ obtained by identifying
the domains of Fi along the paired up edges is a closed surface with some open disks removed. The
closures of these disks may intersect, but only at the vertices of the glued 2-simplicies. The maps Fi
induce a continuous map F : ΣÝÑY so that its restriction to the boundary of Σ is the sum in (4.5).
The vertices of the restrictions of Fi|∆2j
corresponding to some of the maps αi may be identified
with the vertices of other such restrictions, instead of or in addition to being identified with just
each other; see the left side of Figure 4.1. If this happens with one or both of the vertices of the
restriction Fi|∆2j corresponding to one of the loops αi, we subdivide Fi into 3 singular simplices
and insert two additional singular 2-simplicies each of which takes constant value αip0q “ αip1q
along one of the edges; see the right side of Figure 4.1. We then pair up the two constant edges to
separate the edge corresponding to αi into its own boundary component, adding an extra handle in
the process. After separating off the edges corresponding to all loops αi into their own boundary
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Figure 4.1: Modification of a bounding chain for α1 and α2 to produce a bounding surface
components in this way, we obtain a bordered surface and a continuous map as in (a). If Y is
path-connected, we can connect the topological components of Σ by thin cylinders and map them
to appropriate paths in Y .
(b) If b above is a cycle in pX,Y q, then the restrictions Fi|∆2j
that are not mapped into Y come in
pairs as in [35, Lemma 2.10]. The topological space Σ obtained by identifying the domains of Fi
along the paired up edges is a closed surface with some open disks removed; the edges forming
its boundary BΣ are mapped into Y . After a modification as in (a), Σ can be assumed to be a
bordered surface. The maps Fi induce a continuous map F : pΣ, BΣqÝÑpX,Y q so that
rbs “ F˚
`
rΣsZ2
˘
P H2pX,Y ;Z2q.
This establishes (b).
(c) Choose a triangulation of Σ and a collection Fi : ∆
3ÝÑX of singular 3-simplicies that bound
the 2-chain determined by the triangulation of Σ in the relative singular group S2pX,Y ;Z2q. It
can be assumed that no more than two singular 1-simplices obtained by restricting the maps Fi
to the edges of ∆3 are the same (same 1-simplicies come precisely in pairs). The restrictions Fi|∆3j
that do not come pairs are either identified with the 2-simplices of the triangulation of Σ or are
mapped to Y . The restrictions of such singular 2-simplices Fi|∆3j
to the edges come in pairs. The
topological space Σ1 obtained by identifying the domains of the 2-simplices Fi|∆3j
that are neither
paired nor associated with the 2-simplicies of Σ along the paired up edges is a closed surface with
some open disks removed; the edges forming its boundary BΣ1 correspond to the edges forming the
boundary BΣ of Σ. After a modification as in (a), Σ1 can be assumed to be a bordered surface with
BΣ1“BΣ and the induced map u : Σ1ÝÑY satisfying u|BΣ“u
1|BΣ1 . The glue map uYu
1 bounds the
collection of the singular 3-simplices Fi and thus vanishes in H2pX;Z2q.
4.2 The Spin- and Pin-structures of Definition 1.3
Throughout this section, the terms Spin-structure and Pin˘-structure refer to the notions arising
from Definition 1.3. It is sufficient to establish the statements of Section 1.2 under the assumption
that the base topological space Y is path-connected; this will be assumed to be the case.
Proof of SpinPin 2 property . By the definition of Spin- and Pin˘-structures in this perspec-
tive, it is sufficient to establish the claims of this property other than (1.13) for Spin-structures
s”psαqα on oriented vector bundles pV, oq with n”rkV ě3.
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By (1.7), the oriented vector bundle α˚pV, oq over S1 has two homotopy classes of trivializations for
every αPLpY q. Let s be a Spin-structure on pV, oq and ηPH1pY ;Z2q. We define the Spin-structure
η ¨s”pη ¨sαqα on pV, oq by
η ¨sα
#
“ sα, if α
˚η“0PH1pS1;Z2q;
‰ sα, if α
˚η“0PH1pS1;Z2q;
@ αPLpY q.
Suppose F : ΣÝÑY is a continuous map from a connected bordered surface and
α1, . . . , αm : S
1 ÝÑ Y (4.6)
are the restrictions of F to the boundary components of Σ. Since
mÿ
i“1
@
α˚i η, rS
1s
D
“
@
F ˚η, BΣ
D
“ 0 P Z2,
the number of boundary components αi of F such that pη¨sqα‰sα is even. Since the trivializations
in s extend to trivializations of F ˚pV, oq, Corollary A.14 then implies that this is also the case for
the trivializations in η ¨s. Thus, η ¨s is indeed a Spin-structure on pV, oq. It is immediate that this
construction defines a group action of H1pY ;Z2q on the set of such structures. By the injectivity
of the homomorphism (3.44), η ¨ sα‰sα for some αPLpY q if η‰0 and so this action of H
1pY ;Z2q
is free.
Suppose s1”ps1αqα is another Spin-structure on pV, oq. Define
η : LpY q ÝÑ Z2, ηpαq “
#
0, if s1α“sα;
1, if s1α‰sα.
This determines a linear map from the Z2-vector space generated by LpY q to Z2. Suppose
F : ΣÝÑY is a continuous map from a bordered surface with boundary components (4.6). By
Definition 1.3, the homotopy classes of trivializations of F ˚pV, oq|BΣ determined by s and s
1 ex-
tend to a trivialization of F ˚pV, oq. Corollary A.14 then implies that the number of boundary
components αi of F such that s
1
α‰sα is even and so
mÿ
i“1
ηpαiq “ 0 P Z2 .
Along with the surjectivity of the Hurewicz homomorphism for π1 and Lemma 4.3(a), this implies
that η descends to a homomorphism
η : H1pY ;Z2q ÝÑ Z2 .
By the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Cohomology, such a homomorphism corresponds to an
element of H1pY ;Z2q, which we still denote by η. By the definition of η and the construction
above, η ¨s“s1. Thus, the action of H1pY ;Z2q described above is transitive.
By the definition of the above action of H1pY ;Z2q on SppV, oq,
α˚pη ¨sq
#
“ α˚s, if α˚η“0PH1pS1;Z2q;
‰ α˚s, if α˚η‰0PH1pS1;Z2q;
@ sPSppV, oq, ηPH1pY ;Z2q,
αPLpY q.
(4.7)
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Along with Lemma 4.2, this implies that
Ψ˚s “ w1pV
1q ¨
#
s, if rkV 1 P2Z;
Ro,opsq, if rkV
1 R2Z;
@ oPOpV 1‘V 2q,
sPSppV 1‘V 2, oq,
(4.8)
with Ψ as in (1.13).
Let V 1 and V 2 be as in (1.13) and
pW 1,W 2q “
#
pV 1, V 2‘p2˘1qλpV 1qbλpV 2qq if rkV 1P2Z;
pV 1‘p2˘1qλpV 1qbλpV 2q, V 2q if rkV 1R2Z.
The automorphism Ψ in (1.12) induces the analogous automorphism rΨ on W 1‘W 2. Since a Pin˘-
structure p on V 1‘V 2 in this perspective is a Spin-structure s˘ on pW 1‘W 2, o˘V 1‘V 2q, the first case
in (4.8) with Ψ replaced by rΨ gives
Ψ˚p ” rΨ˚s˘ “ w1pW 1q¨s˘ ” `w1pV 1q`prkV 1qpw1pV 1q`w1pV 2qq˘¨p .
This establishes (1.13).
Proof of SpinPin 1 property . By the definition of Spin- and Pin˘-structures in this perspec-
tive, it is sufficient to establish this claim for Spin-structures on oriented vector bundles pV, oq with
n”rkV ě3.
Suppose pV, oq admits a Spin-structure s ” psαqα. For every continuous map F : ΣÝÑY from a
closed surface, the bundle F ˚V is then trivializable and so@
w2pV q, F˚prΣsZ2q
D
“
@
w2pF
˚V q, rΣsZ2
D
“ 0.
Along with Lemma 4.3(b) with pX,Y q replaced by pY,Hq, this implies that xw2pV q, by “ 0 for
every b PH2pY ;Z2q. By the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Cohomology [26, Theorems 53.5],
the homomorphism
κ : H2pY ;Z2q ÝÑ HomZ2
`
H2pY ;Z2q,Z2
˘
,
 
κp̟q
(
pbq “ x̟, by,
is an isomorphism. Combining the last two statements, we conclude that w2pV q“0.
Suppose w2pV q “ 0. Choose a collection C” tαiui of loops in Y that form a basis for H1pY ;Z2q
and a trivialization φi of α
˚
i pV, oq for each loop in C. Given αPLpY q, let α1, . . . , αk P C be so that
α`α1`. . .`αk P BS2pY ;Z2q.
By Lemma 4.3(a), there exists a continuous map F : ΣÝÑY from a connected bordered surface
which restricts to
α,α1, . . . , αk : S
1 ÝÑ Y (4.9)
for some parametrization of BΣ by k`1 copies of S1. By Corollary A.13, there exists a trivial-
ization Φ of F ˚V ÝÑΣ so that its restriction to each αi agrees with φi. We take the homotopy
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class sα of the trivializations for α
˚V ÝÑS1 to be the homotopy class of the restriction of Φ.
Suppose F 1 : Σ1ÝÑY is another continuous map satisfying the conditions of the previous paragraph
and Φ1 is a trivialization of F 1˚V ÝÑΣ so that its restriction to each αi agrees with φi. Denote
by pΣ (resp. rΣ) the closed (resp. bordered) surface obtained from Σ and Σ1 by identifying them
along the boundary components corresponding to α,α1, . . . , αk (resp. α1, . . . , αk). Thus, rΣ has two
boundary components, each of which corresponds to α, and pΣ is a connected surface obtained fromrΣ by identifying these two boundary components. The maps F and F 1 induce continuous maps
pF : pΣ ÝÑ Y and rF : rΣ ÝÑ Y,
which restrict to F and F 1 over Σ,Σ1Ă pΣ, rΣ. The trivializations Φ and Φ1 induce a trivialization rΦ
of rF ˚pV, oq over rΣ. The bundle pF ˚pV, oq over pΣ is obtained from rΣˆRn by identifying the copies of
α˚V via the clutching map ϕ : S1ÝÑSOpnq determined by the difference between the trivializations
of α˚V induced by Φ and Φ1. Since
w2
` pF ˚V ˘ “ pF ˚w2pV q “ 0 P H2ppΣ;Z2q,
Corollary A.12 implies that ϕ is homotopically trivial. Thus, Φ and Φ1 determine the same homo-
topy class sα of trivializations of α
˚pV, oq.
It remains to verify that s”psαqα satisfies the condition of Definition 1.3. Suppose F : ΣÝÑY is
a continuous map from a connected bordered surface and
α11, . . . , α
1
m : S
1 ÝÑ Y
are the restrictions of F to the boundary components of Σ. If m“ 0, the vector bundle F ˚W is
trivializable by Corollary A.11. Below we consider the case mPZ`.
For each i“1, . . . ,m, let
αij : S
1ÝÑY with j“1, . . . , ki, Fi : Σi ÝÑ Y, and Φi : F
˚
i V ÝÑ ΣiˆR
n
be the loops in C, a continuous map from a connected bordered surface, and a trivialization of
F ˚i pV, oq, respectively, as in the construction of the homotopy class sα1i of trivializations of α
1˚
i pV, oq
below (4.9). Thus, Fi|BΣi is the disjoint union of the loops α
1
i, αi1, . . . , αiki and the restriction of Φi
to each αij agrees with the initially chosen trivialization φij . Let φ
1
i be the restriction of Φi to
α1˚i V Ă F
˚
i V, F
˚V .
By Corollary A.13, the trivializations φ11, . . . , φ
1
m´1 extend to a trivialization Φ of F
˚pV, oq. We
show below that the restriction of Φ to α1˚mV is homotopic to φ
1
m, thus confirming the condition of
Definition 1.3.
Since the loops in C are linearly independent in H1pY ;Z2q and
mÿ
i“1
kiÿ
j“1
αij “
mÿ
i“1
α1i “ BF P S1pY ;Z2q,
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the loops αij come in pairs. Denote by pΣ (resp. rΣ) the closed (resp. bordered) surface obtained from
Σ1, . . . ,Σm,Σ by identifying them along the paired up boundary components corresponding to αij
and along the boundary components corresponding to α11, . . . , α
1
m (resp. α
1
1, . . . , α
1
m´1). Thus,
rΣ
has two boundary components, each of which corresponds to α1m, and
pΣ is a connected surface
obtained from rΣ by identifying these two boundary components.
The maps F1, . . . , Fm, and F induce continuous mapspF : pΣ ÝÑ Y and rF : rΣ ÝÑ Y,
which restrict to Fi and F over Σi,ΣĂ pΣ, rΣ. The trivializations Φ1, . . . ,Φm and Φ induce a
trivialization rΦ of rF ˚V over rΣ. The bundle pF ˚V over pΣ is obtained from rΣˆRn by identifying the
copies of α1˚mV via the clutching map ϕ : S
1ÝÑSOpnq determined by the difference between the
trivializations of α1˚mV induced by Φm and Φ. Since
w2
` pF ˚V ˘ “ pF ˚w2pV q “ 0 P H2ppΣ;Z2q,
Corollary A.12 implies that ϕ is homotopically trivial. Thus, Φm and Φ determine the same
homotopy class of trivializations of α1˚mV .
Proof of SpinPin 3,4 properties. For the purposes of establishing the first of these properties,
we can assume that n”rkV ě3. For o P OpV q and s P SppV, oq, we define the Spin-structure
sPSppV, oq by
sα “
 
φ”In;1φ : φPsα
(
@αPLpY q, (4.10)
with In;1 POpnq as below (2.21). If F : ΣÝÑY is a continuous map from a bordered surface with
boundary components (4.6) and Φ is a trivialization of F ˚pV, oq so that its restriction to the bound-
ary component pBΣqi of Σ corresponding to αi lies in sαi for every i, then the restriction of the
trivialization In;1Φ of F
˚pV, oq to pBΣqi lies in sαi . Thus, s is indeed a Spin-structure on pV, oq.
By (4.7), the resulting bijection (1.14) is H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant. It also satisfies the last condition
of the SpinPin 3 property.
We next describe a bijection between SppV, oq and
P˘pV q ” SppV ‘p2˘1qλpV q, o˘V
˘
“ SppV ‘p2˘1qτY , op2˘1qoY
˘
;
the last equality holds because the orientation o on V determines a canonical homotopy class of
trivializations of α˚λpV, oq for every loop α in Y . By the SpinPin 1 property, pV, oq admits a
Spin-structure if and only if V admits a Pin˘-structure. We can thus assume that pV, oq admits a
Spin-structure.
If rkV ě 3, we associate a Spin-structure s”psαqα on pV, oq with the Spin-structure s
˘”ps˘α qα
on pV˘, o
˘
V q given by
s˘α “
 
φ˘”φ‘p2˘1qpdet φq : φPsα
(
@αPLpY q. (4.11)
If F and Φ are as below (4.10), then the restriction of the trivialization
Φ˘”Φ‘p2˘1qpdetΦq : F ˚pV˘, o
˘
V q ÝÑ ΣˆR
n`2˘1
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to the boundary component of Σ corresponding to αi lies in s
˘
αi
. Thus, s˘ is indeed a Spin-structure
on pV˘, o
˘
V q.
By (4.7), the map
SppV, oq ÝÑ P˘pV q, s ÝÑ s˘, (4.12)
is H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant. Along with the SpinPin 2 property, this implies that this map is a
bijection. We take the map R˘o in (1.15) to be its inverse. If φ is a trivialization of α
˚pV, oq as
in (4.10), then `
φ
˘˘
“ In`2˘1;3˘1φ˘ : α
˚
`
V ‘p2˘1qλpV q
˘
ÝÑ S1ˆRn`2˘1.
Since this trivialization is homotopic to φ˘, the last claim in the SpinPin 4 property holds.
If rkV “2, we first identify the trivializations of α˚pτY ‘V q with the trivializations of α
˚pV ‘τY q
in the obvious way and then extend them to trivializations of α˚pV ‘3τY q by the identity on the
last two τY -summands. If rkV “1, we first identify the trivializations of
α˚p2τY ‘V q ” α
˚
`
τY ‘pτY ‘V q
˘
with the trivializations of α˚ppτY‘V q‘τY q and of α
˚pV‘2τY q in the obvious orientation-preserving
ways and then extend the latter to the trivializations of α˚pV ‘3τY q by the identity on the last
τY -summand. These identifications of sections extend to pullbacks by continuous maps F as
below (4.10). Thus, the collection s˘ ” ps˘α q induced by s via these identifications is indeed a
Spin-structure on pV˘, o
˘
V q. We note that
R´o “R
´
StV poq
: P´pV q“P´pτY ‘V q ÝÑ SppV, oq“Sp
`
StpV, oq˘ (4.13)
under the identifications (1.19) if rkV “1 and oPOpV q. In all cases, the resulting bijections (1.15)
are H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant and satisfy the last requirement of the SpinPin 4 property.
Proof of SpinPin 5,6 properties. The two sides of (1.20) are the same by definition; we take
this map to be the identity. The requirement after (1.20) is forced by the definition of the second
map of the SpinPin 5 property in (4.15) below.
Let n“rkV . By the SpinPin 1 property, an oriented vector bundle pV, oq admits a Spin-structure
if and only if pτY‘V,Stpoqq does. In order to establish the SpinPin 5 property, we can thus assume
that there exists a Spin-structure on pV, oq.
If ně3, we associate a Spin-structure s”psαqα on pV, oq with the Spin-structure StV s”pStV sαqα
on pτY ‘V,Stpoqq given by
StV sα “
 
StV φ” idτ
S1
‘φ : φPsα
(
@αPLpY q. (4.14)
If F : ΣÝÑY is a continuous map from a bordered surface with boundary components (4.6) and
Φ is a trivialization of F ˚pV, oq so that its restriction to the boundary component pBΣqi of Σ
corresponding to αi lies in sαi for every i, then the restriction of the trivialization
StV Φ” idτΣ‘Φ: F
˚
`
τY ‘V,Stpoq
˘
ÝÑ ΣˆRn`1
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to pBΣqi lies in StV sαi . Thus, StV s is indeed a Spin-structure on pτY ‘V,Stpoqq. It is immediate
that it satisfies the first condition after (1.16). With φ as in (4.10),
StV φ“ StV φ : α
˚
`
τY ‘V q ÝÑ S
1ˆRn`1 .
Thus, the resulting first map in (1.16) satisfies the first equality in (1.17).
We take the second map in (1.16) to be
St˘V ”StV˘
ˇˇ
SppV˘,o
˘
V
q
:P˘pV q”SppV˘, o
˘
V q
ÝÑ Sp
`
StpV˘, o
˘
V q
˘
“Sp
`
pτY ‘V q˘, o
˘
τY ‘V
˘
”P˘
`
τY ‘V
˘
;
(4.15)
the identifications (1.2) imply the equality above. By (4.7), both maps (1.16) are then H1pY ;Z2q-
equivariant. In light of the SpinPin 2 property, this implies that they are bijections. With φ˘ as
in (4.11), `
StV φ
˘
˘
“ St˘V φ˘ : α
˚pτY ‘V q˘“α
˚
`
τY ‘V˘
˘
ÝÑ S1ˆRn`3˘1 .
Thus, the second equality in (1.17) also holds.
For n“1, 2, the two sides of the first map in (1.16) are the same by definition. We take this map to
be the identity then and define the second map in (1.16) by (4.15). The second equality in (1.17)
is satisfied by (4.13) in the Pin´-case if n“1 and by Lemma 4.1 in the three remaining cases. The
first map in (1.16) satisfies the first condition after (1.16) and the first equality in (1.17) in both
cases by definition. The two maps are H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant in all six cases, by definition in three
of the cases and by (4.7) in the remaining three cases.
Proof of SpinPin 7 property . For every αPLpY q, a short exact sequence e of vector bundles
over Y as in (1.21) determines a homotopy class of isomorphisms
α˚V « α˚V 1‘α˚V 2
so that α˚ι is the inclusion as the first component on the right-hand side above and α˚j is the
projection to the second component. Thus, it is sufficient to establish the SpinPin 7 property for
the direct sum exact sequences as in (1.22). Furthermore, an orientation o1 on V 1 determines a
homotopy class of trivializations of α˚λpV 1q and thus of isomorphisms
α˚
`
V 1‘V 2
˘
˘
” α˚
`
V 1‘V 2‘p2˘1qλpV 1‘V 2q
˘
« α˚
`
V 1‘V 2‘p2˘1qλpV 2q
˘
” α˚
`
V 1‘V 2˘
˘ (4.16)
for every αPLpY q.
Let V 1 and V 2 be vector bundles over Y of rank n1 and n2, respectively. Suppose n1, n2 ě 3,
o1 POpV 1q, and o2 POpV 2q. For a Spin-structure s1”ps1αqα on pV
1, o1q and a Spin-structure s2”ps2αqα
on pV 2, o2q, we define a Spin-structure xxs1, s2yy‘”ps
1
α‘s
2
αqα on pV
1‘V 2, o1o2q by
s1α‘s
2
α “
 
φ1‘φ2 : φ1 Ps1α, φ
2 Ps2α
(
@αPLpY q. (4.17)
If F : ΣÝÑY is a continuous map from a bordered surface with boundary components (4.6) and
Φ1,Φ2 are trivializations of F ˚pV 1, o1q and F ˚pV 2, o2q so that their restrictions to the boundary
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component pBΣqi of Σ corresponding to αi lie in s
1
αi
and s2αi , respectively, for every i, then the
restriction of the trivialization
Φ1‘Φ2 : F ˚pV 1‘V 2, o1o2q ÝÑ ΣˆRn
1`n2
to pBΣqi lies in s
1
αi
‘s2αi . Thus, xxs
1, s2yy‘ is indeed a Spin-structure on pV
1‘V 2, o1o2q.
The above construction determines the first map xx¨, ¨yye in (1.24) if n
1, n2ě3. Along with (4.16), it
also determines the second map xx¨, ¨yye if n
1ě3 and rkV 2˘ě3 (i.e. not V
2
´ if n
2“1). By (4.7), both
maps are H1pY ;Z2q-biequivariant. These two maps satisfy (ses1), (1.25), and (ses4) for vector
bundles of ranks at least 3 by definition. With φ˘ as in (4.11),`
φ1‘φ2
˘
˘
“φ1‘φ2˘ : α
˚pV 1‘V 2q˘“
`
α˚V 1
˘
‘
`
α˚V 2˘
˘
ÝÑ S1ˆRn
1`n2`2˘1 .
Thus, (1.26) is also satisfied in these cases.
For a vector bundle V over Y and aPZě0, let
StaV : OSppV q ÝÑ OSp
`
aτY ‘V
˘
and StaV : P
˘pV q ÝÑ P˘
`
aτY ‘V
˘
(4.18)
denote a iterations of the maps (1.16). By the proof of the SpinPin 5 property and the construction
above,
StaV ppq “ xxos0paτY q, pyy‘ (4.19)
for all aě3 and pPP˘pV q if rkV˘ě3.
For vector bundles V 1, V 2 over Y and a, bPZě0, let
ΨV 1,V 2 : aτY ‘bτY ‘V
1‘V 2 ÝÑ aτY ‘V
1‘bτY ‘V
2
be the obvious bundle isomorphism. If bP2Zě0, then
Sta`bV 1‘V 2po
1o2q “ Ψ ˚V 1,V 2
`
StaV 1po
1qStbV 2po
2 q˘ @ o1 POpV 1q, o2 POpV 2q. (4.20)
If bP2Zě0 and V 1, V 2 split as direct sums of oriented line bundles, then
Sta`bV 1‘V 2
`
os0pV
1‘V 2q
˘
“ Ψ ˚V 1,V 2os0
`
StaV 1pos0pV
1qq‘StbV 2pos0pV
2qq
˘
. (4.21)
If bP2Zě0 and rkV 1, rkV 2ě3, then
Sta`bV 1‘V 2
`
xxos1, os2yy‘
˘
“ Ψ ˚V 1,V 2
@@
StaV pos
1q,StbV pos
2q
DD
‘
,
Sta`b
V 1‘V 2
`
xxos1, p2yy‘
˘
“ Ψ ˚V 1,V 2
@@
StaV pos
1q,StbV pp
2q
DD
‘
(4.22)
for all os1 POSppV 1q, os2POSppV 2q, and p2 PP˘pV 2q; this follows immediately from the construc-
tion of xx¨, ¨yy‘ above. By the SpinPin 6 property, the proofs of the SpinPin 5 and 6 properties,
and the construction above,
Co˘bτY ‘V
`
StbV p
˘
“ StbV
`
Co˘V ppq
˘
“ Ψ˚V,p2˘1qλpV,oq
@@
R˘o ppq,St
b
V
`
os0pp2˘1qλpV, oqq
˘DD
‘
(4.23)
for all bP2Zě0, oPOpV q, and pPP˘pV q if rkV ě3.
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For vector bundles V 1, V 2 over Y not both of ranks at least 3, we define the two maps in (1.24)
by (4.22) with bP2Zě0. By (4.22) for vector bundles V 1, V 2 of ranks at least 3 and the SpinPin 5
property, the resulting maps are well-defined and H1pY ;Z2q-biequivariant. Furthermore, the defi-
nition of the second map agrees with the definition above if the rank of V 2˘ is at least 3. By (ses1)
for V 1, V 2 of ranks at least 3, (4.21), and the first property after (1.16), the first map satisfies (ses1)
for all V 1, V 2. By (4.20), this map satisfies (1.25). By (1.26) for V 1, V 2 of ranks at least 3 and
the second equality in (1.17), the two maps satisfy (1.26) for all V 1, V 2. Since the map (1.20) is
identity under the identification (4.16), they satisfy the second property in (ses3). By (ses4) for
V 11 , V
1
2 , V
2 of ranks at least 3, they satisfy (ses4) for all vector bundles V 11 , V
1
2 , V
2. By the SpinPin 5
property and (4.19), the two maps satisfy (ses5) for all V . By the SpinPin 6 property and (4.23),
they also satisfy (ses6) for all V .
By the SpinPin 3 and 5 properties and (4.22), it is sufficient to establish the first property in (ses3)
under the assumption that the ranks of V 1 and V 2 are at least 3 and the former is odd (after possibly
applying Sta`bV to both sides for some a, bPZ
ě0 with b even). It is immediate from the definition of
the map (1.9) and the construction of the map (1.14) in the perspective of Definition 1.3 that (3.39)
holds in this perspective. Combining this with the first equation in (3.40) and (1.13), we obtain
xxos1, p2yy‘ “ xxΨ
1˚os1, p2yy‘ “ Ψ
˚xxos1, p2yy‘ “ w1pV
2q¨xxos1, p2yy‘ .
This establishes the SpinPin 7 property for all vector bundles V 1 and V 2 over Y .
4.3 The Spin- and Pin-structures of Definition 1.2
Throughout this section, the terms Spin-structure and Pin˘-structure refer to the notions arising
from Definition 1.2. As these notions are restricted to CW complexes, the properties of Section 1.2
are fairly easy to establish in this setting.
For n P Zě0, a topological space Z is called n-connected if πkpZq is trivial for every k P Z
ě0
with kďn. For topological spaces X and Z, we denote by rX,Zs the set of homotopy classes of
continuous maps from X to Z. If in addition Y ĂX and z0 PZ, let rpX,Y q, pZ, z0qs be the set of
homotopy classes of continuous maps from X to Z sending Y to z0. If Z is a group, then so are
rX,Zs and rpX,Y q, pZ0, idqs. If Y is a CW complex and k PZ
ě0, we denote by Yk the k-skeleton
of Y . Lemma 4.4 is used in the proof of the SpinPin 2 property below and in Section 6.4.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose n P Z`, Z is an pn´1q-connected topological space with |πnpZq| “ 2 and
πn`1pZq trivial, z0 PZ, and
ηZ P H
n
`
Z, tz0u;Z2
˘
“Hn
`
Z;Z2
˘
is the generator. Let X be a CW complex and Y ĂX be a subcomplex. The map“
pXn`1, Ynq, pZ, z0q
‰
ÝÑ Hn
`
Xn`1, Yn;Z2
˘
, rhs ÝÑ h˚ηZ , (4.24)
is then bijective, while the map“
pXn`2, Ynq, pZ, z0q
‰
ÝÑ Hn
`
Xn`2, Yn;Z2
˘
, rhs ÝÑ h˚ηZ , (4.25)
is surjective.
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Proof. By the Hurewicz Theorem [31, Proposition 7.5.2] and the Universal Coefficient Theorem for
Cohomology [26, Theorem 53.5], the homomorphism
πnpXq ÝÑ HnpX;Zq ÝÑ Z2, rf : S
nÝÑXs ÝÑ
@
ηZ , f˚rS
nsZ2
D
,
is an isomorphism. Along with [31, Theorem 8.1.15], this implies that the map“
pXn, Ynq, pZ, z0q
‰
ÝÑ Hn
`
Xn, Yn;Z2
˘
, rhs ÝÑ h˚ηZ , (4.26)
is a bijection.
Suppose δ“ 1, 2 and η PHnpXn`δ, Yn;Z2q. By the bijectivity of (4.26), there exists a continuous
map f from pXn, Ynq to pZ, z0q so that
η
ˇˇ
pXn,Ynq
“ f˚ηZ P H
n
`
Xn, Yn;Z2
˘
. (4.27)
By [31, Theorem 8.1.17], f extends to a continuous map h fromXn`1 to Z. Since πn`1pZq is trivial,
h then extends to a continuous map from Xn`2 to Z. Thus, there exists a continuous map h from
pXn, Ynq to pZ, z0q so that
η
ˇˇ
pXn,Ynq
“ ph˚ηZq
ˇˇ
pXn,Ynq
P Hn
`
Xn, Yn;Z2
˘
. (4.28)
By the cohomology exact sequence for the triples YnĂXnĂXn`1 and YnĂXnĂXn`2, the restric-
tion homomorphisms
Hn
`
Xn`1, Yn;Z2
˘
ÝÑ Hn
`
Xn, Yn;Z2
˘
and Hn
`
Xn`2, Yn;Z2
˘
ÝÑ Hn
`
Xn, Yn;Z2
˘
are injective. Along with (4.28), this establishes the surjectivity of (4.24) and (4.25).
Since πn`1pZq is trivial, any two extensions of a continuous map f : Xn ÝÑ Z to a continuous
map h : Xn`1ÝÑZ are homotopic with h|Xn fixed. By the bijectivity of (4.26), any two maps f
from pXn, Ynq to pZ, z0q satisfying (4.27) are homotopic. Combining the last two statements, we
conclude that the map (4.24) is injective.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose ně3 and Y is a CW complex. Let ηn PH
1pSOpnq;Z2q be the generator.
The homomorphism “
Y2,SOpnq
‰
ÝÑ H1pY2;Z2q, rhs ÝÑ h
˚ηn, (4.29)
is an isomorphism. The homomorphism“
Y3,SOpnq
‰
ÝÑ H1pY3;Z2q, rhs ÝÑ h
˚ηn,
is surjective.
Proof. This follows immediately from (1.7) and Lemma 4.4 with n “ 1, Z “ SOpnq, and pX,Y q
replaced by pY,Hq.
Proof of SpinPin 1 property . By the definition of Spin- and Pin˘-structures in this perspec-
tive, it is sufficient to establish this claim for Spin-structures on oriented vector bundles pV, oq
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with rkV ě 3. If the vector bundle V |Y2 is trivializable, then w2pV q|Y2 “ 0. Since the restriction
homomorphism
H2pY ;Z2q ÝÑ H
2pY2;Z2q (4.30)
is injective by the cohomology exact sequence for the pair Y2ĂY , it follows that w2pV q“0.
Suppose w2pV q “ 0 and o P OpV q. By the SpinPin 1 property for perspective of Definition 1.1,
pV, oq then admits a Spin-structure
qV : SpinpV, oq ÝÑ SOpV, oq
in the sense of Definition 1.1. By (1.8), the principal Spinpnq-bundle SpinpV, oq|Y2 is trivializable.
For any section rs of SpinpV, oq|Y2 , the section qV ˝rs of SOpV, oq|Y2 determines a trivialization of
pV, oq|Y2 and thus a Spin-structure on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 1.2.
Proof of SpinPin 2 property . By the definition of Spin- and Pin˘-structures in this perspec-
tive, it is sufficient to establish the claims of this property other than (1.13) for Spin-structures on
oriented vector bundles pV, oq with n”rkV ě3. By the cohomology exact sequence for the pair
Y2ĂY , the restriction homomorphism
H1pY ;Z2q ÝÑ H
1pY2;Z2q (4.31)
is an isomorphism.
If oPOpV q and pV, oq admits a trivialization over Y2, then the natural action of rY2,SOpnqs on the
set of homotopy equivalence classes of such trivializations given by
rY2,SOpnqsˆSppV, oq ÝÑ SppV, oq,
`
rhs, rΦs
˘
ÝÑ
“
hΦs, (4.32)
is free and transitive. Combining this action with the isomorphisms (4.31) and (4.29), we obtain
the claims of the SpinPin 2 property other than (1.13).
By the naturality of the above action of H1pY ;Z2q on SppV, oq with respect to continuous maps,
it satisfies (4.7) and thus (4.8). The last paragraph in the proof of the SpinPin 2 property in the
perspective of Definition 1.3 now applies verbatim and implies that (1.13) holds in the perspective
of Definition 1.3 as well.
Proof of SpinPin 3,4 properties. For the purposes of establishing the first of these properties,
we can assume that n”rkV ě3. For each o POpV q and a homotopy class s PSppV, oq of trivial-
izations Φ of pV, oq over the 2-skeleton Y2 of Y , we take s PSppV, oq to be the homotopy class of
trivializations of pV, oq over the 2-skeleton Y2 of Y given by
s “
 
Φ”In;1Φ: ΦPs
(
, (4.33)
with In;1 as below (2.21). By (4.7), the resulting bijection (1.14) is H
1pY ;Z2q-equivariant. It also
satisfies the last condition of the SpinPin 3 property.
We next describe a bijection between SppV, oq and
P˘pV q ” SppV ‘p2˘1qλpV q, o˘V
˘
“ SppV ‘p2˘1qτY , op2˘1qoY
˘
;
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the last equality holds because the orientation o on V determines a canonical homotopy class of
trivializations of λpV q. By the SpinPin 1 property, pV, oq admits a Spin-structure if and only if V
admits a Pin˘-structure. We can thus assume that pV, oq admits a Spin-structure.
If rkV ě 3, we identify a homotopy class s of trivializations of V |Y2 with the homotopy class of
trivializations of pV˘, o
˘
V q|Y2 given by
s˘ “
 
Φ˘”Φ‘p2˘1qpdetΦq : ΦPs
(
. (4.34)
By (4.7), the resulting map (4.12) is again H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant and thus a bijection. We take
the map R˘o in (1.15) to be its inverse. If Φ is a trivialization of pV, oq|Y2 as in (4.33), then`
Φ
˘˘
“ In`2˘1;3˘1Φ˘ :
`
V ‘p2˘1qλpV q
˘ˇˇ
Y2
ÝÑ Y2ˆR
n`2˘1.
Since this trivialization is homotopic to Φ˘, the last claim in the SpinPin 4 property holds.
If rkV “2, we first identify the trivializations of pτY ‘V q|Y2 with the trivializations of pV ‘τY q|Y2
in the obvious way and then extend them to trivializations of pV ‘3τY q|Y2 by the identity on the
last two τY -summands. If rkV “1, we first identify the trivializations of
p2τY ‘V q
ˇˇ
Y2
”
`
τY ‘pτY ‘V q
˘ˇˇ
Y2
with the trivializations of ppτY‘V q‘τY q|Y2 and of pV‘2τY q|Y2 in the obvious orientation-preserving
ways and then extend the latter to the trivializations of pV‘3τY q|Y2 by the identity on the last τY -
summand. In all cases, the resulting bijections (1.15) are H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant and satisfy (4.13)
and the last requirement of the SpinPin 4 property.
Proof of SpinPin 5,6 properties. Let n“rkV . By the SpinPin 1 property, an oriented vector
bundle pV, oq admits a Spin-structure if and only if pτY ‘V,StV poqq does. In order to establish the
SpinPin 5 property, we can thus assume that pV, oq admits a Spin-structure.
If n ě 3, we identify a homotopy class s of trivializations of V |Y2 with the homotopy class of
trivializations of pτY ‘V,StV poqq|Y2 given by
StV s “
 
StV Φ” idτY2‘Φ: ΦPs
(
. (4.35)
It is immediate that StV s satisfies the first condition after (1.16). With Φ as in (4.33),
StV Φ“ StVΦ:
`
τY ‘V q
ˇˇ
Y2
ÝÑ Y2ˆR
n`1 .
Thus, the resulting first map in (1.16) satisfies the first equality in (1.17). We define the second
map in (1.16) by (4.15). By (4.7), both maps (1.16) are then H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant bijections.
With Φ˘ as in (4.34),`
StV Φ
˘
˘
“ St˘VΦ˘ : pτY ‘V q˘
ˇˇ
Y2
“
`
τY ‘V˘
˘
|Y2 ÝÑ Y2ˆR
n`3˘1 .
Thus, the second equality in (1.17) also holds.
For n “ 1, 2, the last paragraph of the proof of the SpinPin 5 property in the perspective of
Definition 1.3 now applies verbatim. The two sides of (1.20) are again the same by definition; we
take this map to be the identity. The requirement after (1.20) is then again forced by the definition
of the second map of the SpinPin 1 in (4.15).
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Proof of SpinPin 7 property . As in the perspective of Definition 1.1, it is sufficient to establish
this property for the direct sum exact sequences as in (1.22). Furthermore, an orientation o1 on V 1
determines a homotopy class of trivializations of λpV 1q and thus of isomorphisms`
V 1‘V 2
˘
˘
” V 1‘V 2‘p2˘1qλpV 1‘V 2q « V 1‘V 2‘p2˘1qλpV 2q ” V 1‘V 2˘ . (4.36)
Let V 1 and V 2 be vector bundles over Y of rank n1 and n2, respectively, o1 POpV 1q, and o2 POpV 2q.
If s1 and s2 are homotopy classes of trivializations of pV 1, o1q|Y2 and pV
2, o2qY2 , we take xxs
1, s2yy to
be the homotopy class of trivializations of pV 1‘V 2, o1o2q|Y2 given by
xxs1, s2yy “
 
Φ1‘Φ2 : Φ1Ps1, Φ2Ps2
(
. (4.37)
This determines the first map in (1.24) if n1, n2ě3. Along with (4.36), this also determines the
second map of this property if n1ě3 and rkV 2˘ě3 (i.e. not V
2
´ if n
2“1). By (4.7), both maps are
then H1pY ;Z2q-biequivariant. These two maps satisfy (ses1), (1.25), and (ses4) for vector bundles
of ranks at least 3 by definition. With Φ˘ as in (4.34),`
Φ1‘Φ2
˘
˘
“Φ1‘Φ2˘ :
`
V 1|Y2
˘
‘pV 2˘|Y2
˘
ÝÑ Y2ˆR
n1`n2`2˘1 .
Thus, (1.26) is also satisfied in these cases.
For vector bundles V 1, V 2 over Y not both of ranks at least 3, we define the two maps in (1.24) as
in the proof of this property in the perspective of Definition 1.3, i.e. by (4.22), but with all relevant
bijections taken between the sets of Spin- and Pin˘-structures in the perspective of Definition 1.2.
The entire part of that proof starting with (4.18) applies verbatim in this case, even though the
domains and targets of the relevant bijections now refer to different sets.
5 Equivalence of Definitions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3
It remains to establish the second and third statements of Theorem 1.4. This is done in Sections 5.1
and 5.2, respectively, implementing the approach indicated after the statement of this theorem.
We first confirm a basic observation that underpins this approach.
Proof of Lemma 1.5. Let n“ rkV . As in Section 2.1, we denote by rIn P Spinpnq the identity
element and by pIn PSpinpnq the other preimage of the identity In PSOpnq under the projection (2.5).
For r“0, 1, let
αn;r : r0, 1s ÝÑ SOpnq and rαn;r : r0, 1s ÝÑ Spinpnq
be a loop representing r times the generator of π1pSOpnqq with αn;rp0q, αn;rp1q“ In and its lift to
a path with rαn;rp0q“rIn and rαn;rp1q“pIrn.
Since every orientable vector bundle over S1 is trivializable, we can assume that pV, oq“npτS1 , oS1q.
By the SpinPin 1 and 2 properties in Section 1.2, there are two equivalence classes of Spin-structures
in the sense of Definition 1.1 on this vector bundle. They are represented by
qV ;r : SpinrpV, oq”
`
r0, 1sˆSpinpnq
L˘
„ÝÑ S1ˆSOpnq,
p0,pIrn rAq„`1, rA˘ @ rAPSpinpnq, qV ;r`rt, rAs˘ “ `e2piit, qnp rAq˘ @ pt, rAqPr0, 1sˆSpinpnq,
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with r“ 0, 1. Sections of these Spinpnq-principal bundles and the induced sections of S1ˆSOpnq
are given by
rsV ;r : S1 ÝÑ SpinrpV, oq, rsV ;r`e2piit˘ “ “t, rαn;rptq‰, (5.1)
sV ;r : S
1 ÝÑ S1ˆSOpnq, sV ;r
`
e2piit
˘
“
`
e2piit, αn;rptq
˘
.
Since the sections sV ;0 and sV ;1 are not homotopic, the homotopy classes of the associated trivial-
izations of S1ˆRn are different.
5.1 Proof of Theorem 1.4(2)
Let pV, oq be a rank ně3 oriented vector bundle over a paracompact locally contractible space Y .
By the SpinPin 1 property, pV, oq admits a Spin-structure in the sense of Definition 1.1(b) if and
only if it admits a Spin-structure in the sense of Definition 1.3. We can thus assume that pV, oq
admits a Spin-structure
qV : SpinpV, oq ÝÑ SOpV, oq (5.2)
in the sense of Definition 1.1(b).
For every αPLpY q,
α˚qV : α
˚SpinpV, oq ÝÑ α˚SOpV, oq“SO
`
α˚pV, oq˘ (5.3)
is a Spin-structure over S1 in the sense of Definition 1.1(b). Since Spinpnq is path-connected, the
principal bundle α˚SpinpV, oq admits a section rsα. Since in addition Spinpnq is simply connected,
any two such sections are homotopic. We take the homotopy class sα of trivializations of α
˚pV, oq
associated to the Spin-structure (5.2) to be the homotopy class represented by the trivialization
induced by the section pα˚qV q˝rsα of SOpα˚pV, oqq.
For every continuous map F : ΣÝÑY from a compact bordered surface,
F ˚qV : F
˚SpinpV, oq ÝÑ F ˚SOpV, oq“SOpF ˚pV, oq˘
is a Spin-structure over Σ in the sense of Definition 1.1(b). Since Spinpnq is path-connected and
simply connected, the principal bundle F ˚SpinpV, oq admits a section rsF . The restrictions of
the trivialization of F ˚pV, oq induced by the section pF ˚qV q˝rsF of SOpF ˚pV, oqq to the boundary
components
α1”F |C1 , . . . , αm”F |Cm : S
1 ÝÑ Y
of F are induced by the sections rsαi ” rsF |Ci of F ˚SpinpV, oq|Ci . Thus, the homotopy classes of
trivializations constructed in the previous paragraph satisfy the condition of Definition 1.3.
We conclude that a Spin-structure (5.2) on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 1.1(b) determines a
Spin-structure
psαqαPLpY q ” Θ3
`
SpinpV, oq, qV
˘
on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 1.3. It is immediate that the latter depends only on the
equivalence class of the Spin-structure (5.2). By the construction, the resulting map
Θ3 : OSp1pV q ÝÑ OSp3pV q (5.4)
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from the set of equivalence classes of OSpin-structures on V in the sense of Definition 1.1(b) to the
set of OSpin-structures on V in the sense of Definition 1.3 is natural with respect to the pullbacks
induced by continuous maps. We show below that Θ3 is compatible with the SpinPin 2(b) property,
i.e.
Θ3
`
η ¨pSpinpV, oq, qV q
˘
“ η ¨
`
Θ3pSpinpV, oq, qV q
˘
@ ηPH1pY ;Z2q . (5.5)
Along with the SpinPin 2(b) property, this implies that (5.4) is a bijection.
Suppose pV, oq”npτY , oY q is the trivial rank n oriented vector bundle over Y and qV is the Spin-
structure on pV, oq given by (1.5). For each αPLpY q, we can then take
rsα : S1 ÝÑ α˚SpinpV, oq“S1ˆSpinpnq, rsαpxq “ px,rInq.
The induced homotopy class sα of trivializations of pV, oq is then the canonical homotopy class of
trivializations of S1ˆRn. For any oriented vector bundle pV, oq split into oriented line bundles, the
map (5.4) thus takes the distinguished element s0pV, oq in the perspective of Definition 1.1 to the
the distinguished element s0pV, oq in the perspective of Definition 1.3.
Compatibility with SpinPin 2(b) property . Let ηPH1pY ;Z2q and αPLpY q. By the natural-
ity of the H1pY ;Z2q-action of Propositions 3.3(b),
α˚
`
η ¨pSpinpV, oq, qV q
˘
“
 
α˚η
(
¨
`
α˚SpinpV, oq, α˚qV
˘
. (5.6)
By the SpinPin 2 property with Y “ S1, the Spin-structure (5.6) is equivalent to the Spin-
structure (5.3) if and only if α˚η “ 0. Along with Lemma 1.5, this implies that the homotopy
class of trivializations of α˚V determined by the Spin-structure η¨pSpinpV, oq, qV q is the same as sα
if and only if α˚η“0. Combining this with (4.7), we obtain (5.5).
Compatibility with SpinPin 3 property . Suppose Y “S1 and pV, oq is the trivial rank n ori-
ented vector bundle over Y . For r“ 0, 1, let αr, rαr, qV ;r, SpinrpV, oq, rsV ;r, and sV ;r be as in the
proof of Lemma 1.5. In particular, the homotopy class sid of trivializations of pV, oq associated to
the OSpin-structure po, qV ;rq is represented by the trivialization φn;r induced by sV ;r.
By the paragraph containing (3.21), (1.14) takes the Spin-structure qV ;r to the Spin-structure on
the oriented vector bundle pV, oq given by
qV ;r : SpinrpV, oq”S
1ˆSpinpnq ÝÑ SOpV, oq”S1ˆ
`
Opnq´SOpnq˘ ,
qV ;r
`
e2piit, rA˘ “ `e2piit, αn;rptqIn;1qnp rAq˘ @ pt, rAqPr0, 1sˆSpinpnq.
A section of this Spinpnq-principal bundle and the induced section of S1ˆSOpnq are given by
e2piit ÝÑ
`
e2piit,rIn˘, e2piit ÝÑ `e2piit, αn;rptqIn;1˘ @ tPr0, 1s.
The trivialization of pV, oq induced by the latter section is In;1φn;r. Along with (4.10), this implies
that the homotopy class s1id of trivializations of pV, oq associated to the OSpin-structure po, qV ;rq is
the homotopy class sid of trivializations of pV, oq determined by sid.
By the naturality of (1.14), the conclusion of the previous paragraph implies that
Θ3
`
os
˘
“ Θ3posq @ osPOSp1pV q (5.7)
for every vector bundle V of rank at least 3 over a paracompact locally contractible space Y .
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Compatibility with SpinPin 5 property . We continue with the setup at the beginning of the
proof of the compatibility with the SpinPin 3 property. By the proof of the SpinPin 5 property in
Section 3.3 and (2.10), the first map in (1.16) takes the Spin-structure qV ;r to the Spin-structure
qStpV q;r : Spinr
`
StpV, oqq ÝÑ S1ˆSOpn`1q.
A section rsStpV q;r of this principal Spinpn`1q-bundle over S1 is obtained by replacing rαn;r with
ι2n`1;nprαn;rq in (5.1). The trivialization of StpV, oq induced by the trivialization qStpV q;r ˝ rαn;r of
SOpStpV, oqq is the trivialization StV φn;r in (4.14). Thus, the homotopy class pStV sq
1
id of trivial-
izations of StV pV, oq associated to the OSpin-structure StV po, qV ;rq is the homotopy class StV sid
determined by sid. By the naturality of the first map in (1.16), this implies that
Θ3
`
StV posq˘ “ StV
`
Θ3posq˘ @ osPOSp1pV q (5.8)
for every vector bundle V of rank at least 3 over a paracompact locally contractible space Y .
We define the map Θ3 in (5.4) for rank 2 vector bundles V over Y and then for rank 1 vector bundles
V over Y by (5.8). By the SpinPin 5 property and by the already established properties of (5.4)
for vector bundles of ranks at least 3, the resulting maps Θ3 for vector bundles of ranks 1 and 2 are
natural H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant bijections which associate the distinguished elements s0pV, oq in the
perspectives of Definitions 1.1 and 1.3 with each other for all oriented vector bundles pV, oq split into
oriented line bundles. These maps are compatible with the SpinPin 5 property, i.e. satisfy (5.8),
by definition. Along with the first equality in (1.17) and (5.7) for vector bundles of rank at least 3,
this implies that the maps Θ3 satisfy (5.7) for all vector bundles V .
Compatibility with SpinPin 7 property . By the naturality of the first map in (1.24), it is
sufficient to show that
Θ3
`
xxos1, os2yye
˘
“
@@
Θ3pos
1q,Θ3pos
2q
DD
e
@ os1 POSp1pV
1q, os2 POSp1pV
2q, (5.9)
for all short exact sequences e of trivial oriented vector bundles over Y “ S1 as in (1.21). By
the SpinPin 2(b) property and the H1pY ;Z2q-equivariance of Θ3 and of the first map in (1.24) in
the first input, it is sufficient to check the Y “ S1 case of (5.9) with os1 being the distinguished
OSpin-structure os0pmpτS1 , oS1qq. By (ses1), (ses4), and (ses5) in the SpinPin 7 property,@@
os0pmpτY , oY qq, os
2
DD
‘
“ StmV pos
2q .
Along with (5.8), this implies that (5.9) holds with os1 “ os0pmpτS1 , oS1qq and thus for all short
exact sequences (1.21) of vector bundles over a paracompact locally contractible space Y .
With P˘1 pV q and P
˘
3 pV q denoting the sets P
˘pV q of the Pin˘-structures on a vector bundle V
over Y in the perspectives of Definitions 1.1 and 1.3, respectively, define
Θ3 : P
˘
1 pV q ÝÑ P
˘
3 pV q by Co
˘
V
`
Θ3ppq˘ “ Θ3
`
Co˘V ppq˘ . (5.10)
By the SpinPin 6 property and the already established properties of (5.4), (5.10) is a natural
H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant bijection which is compatible with the SpinPin 5 property, i.e. (5.8) holds for
Pin˘-structures p in place of the OSpin-structures os. The map Θ3 is compatible with the SpinPin 6
property by definition. By the second statement in the SpinPin 7(ses3) property and (5.9), (5.10)
is compatible with the second map in (1.24), i.e. (5.9) holds for Pin˘-structures p2 in place of the
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OSpin-structures os2. By the SpinPin 7(ses6) property, (5.10) is compatible with the SpinPin 4
property, i.e.
Θ3
`
R˘o ppq˘ “ R
˘
o
`
Θ3ppq˘ @ pPP
˘
1 pV q, oPOpV q,
for every vector bundle V over a paracompact locally contractible space Y . This concludes the
proof of Theorem 1.4(2).
Example 5.1. With V ÝÑRP1 denoting the infinite Mobius band line bundle of Examples 1.20,
1.21, and 3.7,
π2V : 2V “
`
r0, 1sˆC
L˘
„ÝÑ RP1“S1{Z2, p0,´cq „p1, cq, πV
`
rt, cs
˘
“
“
epiit
‰
,
π4V : 4V “
`
r0, 1sˆC2
L˘
„ÝÑ RP1“S1{Z2, p0,´cq „p1, cq, πV
`
rt, cs
˘
“
“
epiit
‰
.
The orientations o´V of 2V and o
`
V of 4V described below (1.18) are the complex orientations of
these bundles. Let
γ˘ : r0, 1s ÝÑ SOp3˘1q and rγ˘ : r0, 1s ÝÑ Spinp3˘1q
be the paths as in the n“ 2 case of the proof of Lemma 2.2 and their lifts with rγ˘p0q“rI3˘1. By
the conventions in (2.15),
rs3˘1 : RP1”S1{Z2 ÝÑ Spin0pp3˘1qV, o˘V q, rs3˘1`repiits˘ “ “t, rγ˘ptq´1‰,
is a well-defined continuous sections of the Spinp3˘ 1q-bundle Spin0pp3˘ 1qV, o
˘
V q described in
Example 3.7. The induced trivializations Φ2 of p2V, o
´
V q and Φ4 of p4V, o
`
V q are given by
Φ´12 : RP
1ˆC ÝÑ 2V, Φ´12
`
repiits, c
˘
“
“
t, e´piitc
‰
,
Φ´14 : RP
1ˆC2 ÝÑ 4V, Φ´14
`
repiits, c
˘
“
“
t, e´piitc
‰
.
Thus, the homotopy class of Φ4 is the canonical OSpin-structure os0p4V, o
`
V q on 4V of Example 1.13.
The trivialization Φ2 is the composition of the trivialization of 2γR;1 provided by [14, (5.11)] with
the direct sum of two copies of the identification (1.38).
5.2 Proof of Theorem 1.4(3)
Let pV, oq be a rank n ě 3 oriented vector bundle over a CW complex Y . By the SpinPin 1
property, pV, oq admits a Spin-structure in the sense of Definition 1.1(b) if and only if it admits
a Spin-structure in the sense of Definition 1.2. We can thus assume that pV, oq admits a Spin-
structure in the sense of Definition 1.1(b) as in (5.2).
Since Spinpnq is path-connected and simply connected, the principal bundle SpinpV, oq|Y2 admits a
section rs2. Since in addition π2pSpinpnqq is trivial, any two such sections are homotopic. We take
the Spin-structure
s ” Θ2pSpinpV, oq, qV q (5.11)
on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 1.2 to be the homotopy class of trivializations of pV, oq|Y2 rep-
resented by the trivialization Φ induced by the section qV ˝rs2 of SOppV, oq|Y2q.
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It is immediate that s depends only on the equivalence class of the Spin-structure (5.2). By the
construction, the resulting map
Θ2 : OSp1pV q ÝÑ OSp2pV q (5.12)
from the set of equivalence classes of OSpin-structures on V in the sense of Definition 1.1(b) to the
set of OSpin-structures on V in the sense of Definition 1.2 is natural with respect to the pullbacks
induced by continuous maps. We show below that Θ2 is compatible with the SpinPin 2(b) property,
i.e.
Θ2
`
η ¨pSpinpV, oq, qV q
˘
“ η ¨
`
Θ2pSpinpV, oq, qV q
˘
@ ηPH1pY ;Z2q . (5.13)
Along with the SpinPin 2(b) property, this implies that (5.12) is a bijection.
Suppose pV, oq”npτY , oY q is the trivial rank n oriented vector bundle over Y and qV is the Spin-
structure on pV, oq given by (1.5). We can then take
rs2 : Y2 ÝÑ SpinpV, oqˇˇY2“Y2ˆSpinpnq, rs2pxq “ px,rInq.
The induced trivialization of pV, oq is then the canonical trivialization of Y2ˆR
n. For any oriented
vector bundle pV, oq split into oriented line bundles, the map (5.12) thus takes the distinguished
element s0pV, oq in the perspective of Definition 1.1 to the the distinguished element s0pV, oq in the
perspective of Definition 1.2.
Compatibility with SpinPin 2(b) property . Suppose ηPH1pY ;Z2q,`
Spin1pV, oq, q1V
˘
” η ¨
`
SpinpV, oq, qV
˘
is as in (3.14), and h : Y2 ÝÑ SOpnq is a continuous map such that η|Y2 “ h
˚ηn; see the proof
of the SpinPin 2(b) property in the perspective of Definition 1.2 in Section 4.3. Let rs12 be a sec-
tion of Spin1pV, oq|Y2 . Since π2pSpinpnqq is trivial, (5.13) holds if and only if the trivializations of
SOppV, oq|Y1q induced by the restrictions of q
1
V ˝rs12 and h¨pqV ˝rs2q are homotopic.
Let αPLpY q. By (5.5) and (4.7), the trivializations of SOpα˚pV, oqq induced by
α˚
 
qV ˝rs2( “ `α˚qV ˘˝`α˚rs2˘ and α˚ q1V ˝rs12( “ `α˚q1V ˘˝`α˚rs12˘
are homotopic if and only if  
h˝α
(˚
ηn “ α
˚η “ 0 P H1pS1;Z2q. (5.14)
The trivializations of SOpα˚pV, oqq induced by α˚
 
qV ˝rs2( and
α˚
 
h¨pqV ˝rs2q( “ ph˝αq¨α˚ qV ˝rs2(
are homotopic if and only if the loop h˝α : S1ÝÑSOpnq is homotopically trivial. The latter is also
equivalent to (5.14). Thus, the trivializations of SOppV, oq|Y1q induced by the restrictions of q
1
V ˝rs12
and h¨pqV ˝rs2q are homotopic. This establishes (5.13) for every vector bundle V of rank at least 3
over Y .
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Compatibility with SpinPin 3 property . Suppose Y , pV, oq, rs2, and Φ are as above and
qV : SpinpV, oq ÝÑ SOpV, oq
is as below (3.21). Let rs12 be a section of SpinpV, oq|Y2 . Since π2pSpinpnqq is trivial,
Θ2
`
SpinpV, oq, qV
˘
“ Θ2pSpinpV, oq, qV q (5.15)
if and only if the trivialization of SOppV, oq|Y1q induced by the restriction of qV ˝rs12 is homotopic
to In;1Φ|Y1 ; see (4.33). The latter is the case if and only if the trivialization of SOpα
˚pV, oqq
induced by
α˚
 
qV ˝rs12( “ `α˚qV ˘˝`α˚rs12˘
is homotopic to α˚pIn;1Φq“ In;1pα
˚Φq for every αPLpY q. The last statement is implied by (5.7).
This establishes (5.15) for every vector bundle V of rank at least 3 over Y .
Compatibility with SpinPin 5 property . Suppose Y , pV, oq, rs2, and Φ are as above and
qStpV q : Spin
`
StpV, oq˘ ÝÑ S1ˆSO
`
StpV, oq˘
is as in the proof of the SpinPin 5 property in Section 3.3. Let rs12 be a section of SpinpStpV, oqq|Y2 .
Since π2pSpinpnqq is trivial,
Θ2
`
StV pSpinpV, oq, qV q˘ “ StV
`
Θ2pSpinpV, oq, qV q˘ (5.16)
if and only if the trivialization of SOppV, oq|Y1q induced by the restriction of qStpV q˝rs12 is homotopic
to idτY1‘Φ|Y1 ; see (4.35). The latter is the case if and only if the trivialization of SOpα
˚StpV, oqq
induced by
α˚
 
qStpV q˝rs12( “ `α˚qStpV q˘˝`α˚rs12˘
is homotopic to α˚pidτY1‘Φ|Y1q“ idτS1‘pα
˚Φq for every αPLpY q. The last statement is implied
by (5.8). This establishes (5.16) for every vector bundle V of rank at least 3 over Y .
We define the map Θ2 in (5.12) for rank 2 vector bundles V over Y and then for rank 1 vector
bundles V over Y by (5.16). By the same reasoning as in Section 5.1, the resulting maps Θ2 are
natural H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant bijections which associate the distinguished elements s0pV, oq in the
perspectives of Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 with each other for all oriented vector bundles pV, oq split
into oriented line bundles and are compatible with the SpinPin 3 and 5 properties.
Compatibility with SpinPin 7 property . By Definition 1.2, the SpinPin 2(b) property, and
the H1pY ;Z2q-equivariance of Θ2 and of the first map in (1.24) in the first input, it is sufficient to
show that
Θ2
`
xxos1, os2yye
˘
“
@@
Θ2pos
1q,Θ2pos
2q
DD
e
@ os1 POSp1pV
1q, os2 POSp1pV
2q, (5.17)
for all short exact sequences e of trivial oriented vector bundles as in (1.21) with os1 being the dis-
tinguished OSpin-structure os0pmpτY , oY qq. By (ses1), (ses4), and (ses5) in the SpinPin 7 property,@@
os0pmpτY , oY qq, os
2
DD
‘
“ StmV pos
2q .
Along with (5.16), this implies that (5.17) holds with os1“ os0pmpτS1 , oS1qq and thus for all short
exact sequences (1.21) of vector bundles over Y .
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With P˘1 pV q and P
˘
2 pV q denoting the sets P
˘pV q of the Pin˘-structures on a vector bundle V
over Y in the perspectives of Definitions 1.1 and 1.2, respectively, define
Θ2 : P
˘
1 pV q ÝÑ P
˘
2 pV q by Co
˘
V
`
Θ2ppq˘ “ Θ2
`
Co˘V ppq˘ . (5.18)
By the same reasoning as in Section 5.1, (5.18) is a natural H1pY ;Z2q-equivariant bijection which
is compatible with the SpinPin 4-7 properties. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.4(3).
6 Relative Spin and Pin-structures
We recall the definitions of relative Spin- and Pin-structures from the CW perspective of [6],
introduce a completely intrinsic perspective on these structures, and state the second theorem
of this chapter, that these two perspectives are essentially equivalent, in Section 6.1. Section 6.2
describes key properties of relative Spin- and Pin-structures; many of the stated properties resemble
the properties of Spin- and Pin-structures collected in Section 6.2. We establish these properties
for the two perspectives in Sections 6.5 and 6.3, respectively, and show the two perspectives to
be equivalent, when restricted to CW complexes, in Section 6.6. The proofs of the properties of
Section 6.2 in the perspective of Definition 6.1 rely heavily on the simple topological observations
of Section 6.4.
6.1 Definitions and main theorem
We begin with the CW perspective of [6, Definition 8.1.2] on relative Spin-structures. Its extension
to Pin-structures appearing in [29, Section 1.2] is described after we introduce a completely intrinsic
notion of relative Spin-structures. We call pX,Y q a CW pair if X is a CW complex and Y is a CW
subcomplex of X.
Definition 6.1. Let pX,Y q be a CW pair and V be a real vector bundle over Y .
(a) A relative Pin˘-structure p on V is a tuple pE, oE , pE,V q consisting of an oriented vector bundle
pE, oEq over the 3-skeleton X3 of X and a Pin
˘-structure pE,V on E|Y2‘V |Y2 in the perspective
of Definition 1.2.
(b) If o POpV q, a relative Spin-structure s on pV, oq is a tuple pE, oE , sE,V q consisting of an ori-
ented vector bundle pE, oEq over X3 and a Spin-structure sE,V on pE, oEq|Y2‘pV, oq|Y2 in the
perspective of Definition 1.2.
FormPZě0, we denote by Stm and StmV the compositions ofm-copies of the maps in (1.1) and (1.16).
Relative Spin-structures pE, oE , sE,V q and pE
1, oE1 , sE1,V q on pV, oq as in Definition 6.1 are called
equivalent if there exist m,m1 PZě0 and an isomorphism
Ψ: StmpE, oEq”
`
mτX3‘E,St
m
E poE q˘ ÝÑ St
m1pE1, oE1q”
`
m1τX3‘E
1,Stm
1
E poE1 q˘
of oriented vector bundles over X3 so that the induced isomorphism
Ψ|mτY2‘E|Y2‘idV |Y2 : St
mpE, oEq
ˇˇ
Y2
‘pV, oq
ˇˇ
Y2
ÝÑ Stm
1
pE1, oE1q
ˇˇ
Y2
‘pV, oq
ˇˇ
Y2
identifies the Spin-structures StmE|Y2‘V |Y2
psE,V q and St
m1
E1|Y2‘V |Y2
psE1,V q. The equivalence classes of
relative Spin-structures on pV, oq for different triangulations of the pair Y ĂX can be canonically
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identified; see [6, Proposition 8.1.6]. Notions of equivalence for relative Pin˘-structures of Defi-
nition 6.1(a) are defined similarly. When there is no ambiguity, we will not distinguish between
the Spin- and Pin-structures of Definition 6.1 and their equivalence classes. For a relative Pin or
Spin-structure s on pV, oq as in Definition 6.1, let
w2psq “ w2pEq P H
2pX3;Z2q“H
2pX;Z2q;
we use the same notation for equivalence classes of such structures.
Remark 6.2. In [29, Section 1.2], a relative Pin˘-structure on a real vector bundle V over Y ĂX is
defined (with some typos) to be a tuple pE, oE , pE,V q consisting of an oriented vector bundle pE, oEq
over X3 of X and a Pin
˘-structure pE,V on pE, oEq|Y2‘pV, oq|Y2 . For the primarily qualitative
purposes of [29], it is not material whether the latter is taken in the perspective of Definition 1.1,
1.2, or 1.3, but the approach in [29] leads to some difficulties in studying and applying the disk
invariants defined there.
Let pV, oq be an oriented vector bundle over a compact nonempty one-dimensional manifold Y ,
i.e. a union of circles, with rkRV ě 3. We call two homotopy classes of trivializations of pV, oq
equivalent if the number of connected components of Y on which they differ is even. We call such
an equivalence class a mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of pV, oq. By (1.7), there are two such
classes. If Y is empty, we define a mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations to be an element of Z2.
If Y and Y 1 are compact one-dimensional manifolds and pV, oq is an oriented vector bundle over
Y\Y 1, a mod 2 homotopy class s of trivializations of pV, oq|Y and a mod 2 homotopy class s
1 of triv-
ializations of pV, oq|Y 1 determine a mod 2 homotopy class ss
1 of trivializations of pV, oq. If neither Y
nor Y 1 is empty, ss1 is obtained by simply combining the trivializations in s and s1. If Y 1 is empty,
we take ss1“s if s1“0 and ss1‰s if s1‰0. We call ss1 the disjoint union of the trivializations s and s1.
Suppose pV, oq is an oriented vector bundle over a bordered surface Σ with rkRV ě3. Let Σ
˝ĂΣ
be the union of the components Σ1 of Σ with BΣ1 ‰ H, Σ‚ Ă Σ be the union of the remaining
components of Σ, and
sΣ‚pV, oq “
@
w2pV q, rΣ
‚sZ2
D
“
@
w2pV q, rΣsZ2
D
P Z2 .
If Σ˝‰H, let sΣ˝pV, oq be the mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of
pV, oq
ˇˇ
BΣ
“ pV, oq
ˇˇ
BΣ˝
containing the restriction of a trivialization Φ of pV, oq|Σ˝ ; by Corollary A.14, sΣ˝pV, oq is well-
defined. If Σ˝“H, we take sΣ˝pV, oq“0. In either case,
sΣpV, oq ” sΣ‚pV, oqsΣ˝pV, oq (6.1)
is a mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of pV, oq|BΣ. In particular, sHpV, oq“0PZ2.
Let Y be a subspace of a topological space X. We denote by LXpY q the collection of all continuous
maps u : pΣ, BΣqÝÑpX,Y q from bordered surfaces. For such a map, let Bu“u|BΣ. We call two
such maps
u : pΣ, BΣq ÝÑ pX,Y q and u1 : pΣ1, BΣ1q ÝÑ pX,Y q
relatively equivalent if Bu“Bu1 and the continuous map
uYu1 : ΣYΣ1 ÝÑ X
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obtained by gluing u and u1 along the boundaries of their domains represents the zero class
in H2pX;Z2q.
Definition 6.3. Let X be a topological space and pV, oq be an oriented vector bundle over Y ĂX
with rkRV ě3. A relative Spin-structure s on pV, oq is a collection psuquPLX pY q of mod 2 homotopy
classes su of trivializations of tBuu
˚pV, oq such that for every continuous map F : ΣÝÑY from a
bordered surface relatively equivalent to the disjoint union of continuous maps
ui : pΣi, BΣiq ÝÑ pX,Y q, i “ 1, . . . , k,
the mod 2 homotopy class sΣpF
˚pV, oqq of trivializations of tBF u˚pV, oq equals to the disjoint union
of the mod 2 homotopy classes sui of trivializations of tBuiu
˚pV, oq.
By the Σ“H case of the condition above, the existence of a relative Spin-structure s in the sense
of Definition 6.3 on an oriented vector bundle pV, oq with rkRV ě3 implies that sui “ 0 for every
continuous map ui : ΣiÝÑX from a closed surface such that ui˚rΣis represents the zero element
of H2pX;Z2q. Thus, the number @
w2psq, u˚rΣsZ2
D
” su P Z2 (6.2)
depends only on the class in H2pX;Z2q determined by a continuous map u : ΣÝÑX from a closed
surface. Along with Lemma 4.3(b) with Y “H and the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Coho-
mology, this implies that s determines an element w2psqPH
2pX;Z2q.
In the perspectives of Definition 6.3, a relative Spin-structure s on an oriented vector bundle pV, oq
over Y ĂX with rkRV P t1, 2u is a relative Spin-structure on the vector bundle 2τY ‘V with the
induced orientation in the first case and on τY ‘V in the second. A relative Pin
˘-structure p on
a real vector bundle V over Y ĂX is a relative Spin-structure on the canonically oriented vector
bundle (1.6).
In either of the two perspectives a relative OSpin-structure on V is a pair os”po, sq consisting of an
orientation o on V and a relative Spin-structure s on pV, oq. We denote by OSpXpV q and P
˘
XpV q
the sets of relative OSpin-structures and Pin˘-structures, respectively, on V (up to equivalence
in the perspective of Definition 6.1). For o P OpV q, we denote by SpXpV, oq the set of relative
Spin-structures on pV, oq in either perspective. We identity SpXpV, oq with a subset of OSpXpV q
in the obvious way.
In either perspective, there are natural maps
ιX : OSppV q ÝÑ OSpXpV q and ιX : P
˘pV q ÝÑ P˘XpV q . (6.3)
In the perspective of Definitions 1.2 and 6.1, these maps are obtained by taking the bundle E
over X to be of rank 0. If the rank of V is at least 3 and psαqαPLpY q is a Spin-structure on pV, oq
in the perspective of Definition 1.3, we define the Spin-structure
psuquPLXpY q ” ιX
`
psαqαPLpY q
˘
(6.4)
in the perspective of Definition 6.3 as follows. Let u : pΣ, BΣqÝÑpX,Y q be a continuous map from
a bordered surface. If BΣ“H, we take su“0. If BΣ‰H, we take su to be the disjoint union of the
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(mod 2) homotopy classes su|BrΣ of trivializations of tu|BrΣu
˚pV, oq under any identification of each
topological component BrΣ of BΣ with S
1. By the condition at the end of Definition 1.3, su does
not depend on the choice of such identifications. The collection (6.4) then satisfies the condition
at the end of Definition 6.3 and is thus is a relative Spin-structure on pV, oq. This construction
induces the first map in (6.3) for vector bundles V of ranks 1 and 2 and the second map in (6.3)
for vector bundles.
Theorem 6.4. Let X be a topological space and pV, oq be an oriented vector bundle over Y ĂX.
(1) The relative OSpin- and Pin-structures on V in the perspective of Definition 6.1 if pX,Y q is a
CW pair and in the perspective of Definition 6.3 satisfy all properties of Section 6.2.
(2) If pX,Y q is a CW pair, there are canonical identifications of the sets OSpXpV q in the perspec-
tives of Definitions 6.1 and 6.3 and of the sets P˘XpV q in the two perspectives for every vector
bundle V over Y . These identifications are intertwined with the identifications of Theorem 1.4
via the maps (6.3) and respect all structures and correspondences of Section 6.2.
6.2 Properties of relative Spin and Pin structures
Let X be a topological space and Y ĂX. An isomorphism Ψ : V 1ÝÑV of vector bundles over Y
induces bijections
Ψ˚X : OSpXpV q ÝÑ OSpXpV
1q and Ψ˚ : P˘XpV q ÝÑ P
˘
XpV
1q (6.5)
between the relative OSpin-structures on V and V 1 and the Pin˘-structures on V and V 1 in the
perspective of Definition 6.1 if pX,Y q is a CW pair and in the perspective of Definition 6.3. The
first map sends a relative OSpin-structure pE, oE , osE,V q in the perspective of Definition 6.1 to`
E, oE ,
 
idE|Y2‘Ψ|V |Y2
(˚
osE,V
˘
P OSpXpV
1q,
with t. . .u˚ on OSppE|Y2 ‘V |Y2q as in (1.9). In the perspective of Definition 6.3, the relative
OSpin-structures on V 1 are obtained from the relative OSpin-structures on V by pre-composing
the relevant trivializations with Ψ.
Let X,X 1 be topological spaces, Y ĂX, Y 1ĂX 1, and V be a vector bundle over Y . A continuous
map f : pX 1, Y 1qÝÑpX,Y q induces maps
f˚ : OSpXpV q ÝÑ OSpX1pf
˚V q and f˚ : P˘XpV q ÝÑ P
˘
X1pf
˚V q (6.6)
in the perspective of Definition 6.1 if f is a CW map between CW pairs and in the perspective of
Definition 6.3. The first map sends a relative OSpin-structure pE, oE , osE,V q in the perspective of
Definition 6.1 to `
f˚E, f˚oE ,
 
idE|Y2‘Ψ|V |Y2
(˚
osE,V
˘
P OSpXpV
1q,
with f˚ on OSppE|Y2‘V |Y2q as in (1.10). In the perspective of Definition 6.3, the relative OSpin-
structures on f˚V are obtained from the relative OSpin-structures on V by pre-composing the
relevant trivializations with (1.11).
We denote by
δX,Y : H
1pY ;Z2q ÝÑ H
2pX,Y ;Z2q (6.7)
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the coboundary homomorphism in the cohomology exact sequence of the pair Y ĂX . The Rel-
SpinPin properties below apply in either of the perspectives of Definitions 6.1 and 6.3 on relative
Spin-, Pin˘-, and OSpin-structures, provided pX,Y q is a CW pair in the first perspective. The
naturality properties of the group actions and correspondences below refer to the commutativity
with the pullbacks (6.5) induced by isomorphisms of vector bundles over Y and the pullbacks (6.6)
induced by the admissible continuous maps.
RelSpinPin 1 (Obstruction to Existence). Let V be a vector bundle over Y ĂX and µPH2pX;Z2q.
(a) The vector bundle V admits a relative Pin´-structure (resp. Pin`-structure) p with w2ppq“µ
if and only if µ|Y “w2pV q´w
2
1pV q (resp. µ|Y “w2pV q).
(b) If V is orientable, V admits a relative Spin-structure s with w2psq“µ if and only if µ|Y “w2pV q.
RelSpinPin 2 (Affine Structure). Let V be a vector bundle over Y ĂX.
(a) If V admits a relative Pin˘-structure, the group H2pX,Y ;Z2q acts freely and transitively on
the set P˘XpV q.
(b) If oPOpV q and pV, oq admits a relative Spin-structure, the group H2pX,Y ;Z2q acts freely and
transitively on the set SpXpV, oq.
Both actions are natural with respect to pullbacks by continuous maps and
w2pη ¨pq “ w2ppq`η|X , w2pη ¨sq “ w2psq`η|X (6.8)
for all η PH2pX,Y ;Z2q, p PP
˘
XpV q, and s PSpXpV, oq. If V
1 and V 2 are vector bundles over Y ,
with at most one of them possibly of rank 0, then the action of the automorphism Ψ in (1.12) on
P˘XpV
1‘V 2q is given by
Ψ˚p “ δX,Y
`
prkV 1´1qw1pV
1q`prkV 1qw1pV
2q
˘
¨p @ pPP˘XpV
1‘V 2q. (6.9)
RelSpinPin 3 (Orientation Reversal). Let V be a real vector bundle over Y Ă X. There is a
natural H2pX,Y ;Z2q-equivariant involution
OSpXpV q ÝÑ OSpXpV q, os ÝÑ os, (6.10)
so that w2posq“w2posq and osP SpXpV, oq for all osPSpXpV, oq and oPOpV q.
RelSpinPin 4 (Reduction). Let V be a real vector bundle over XĂY . For every oPOpV q, there
are natural H2pX,Y ;Z2q-equivariant bijections
R˘o : P
˘
XpV q ÝÑ SpXpV, oq (6.11)
so that w2pR
˘
o p¨qq“w2p¨q and R
˘
o p¨q“R
˘
o p¨q.
RelSpinPin 5 (Stability). Let V be a vector bundle over Y ĂX. There are natural H2pX,Y ;Z2q-
equivariant bijections
StV : OSpXpV q ÝÑ OSpX
`
τY ‘V
˘
, St˘V : P
˘
XpV q ÝÑ P
˘
X
`
τY ‘V
˘
(6.12)
so that w2pStV p¨qq“w2p¨q,
StV posq “ StV posq @ osPOSpXpV q, StV ˝R
˘
o “R
˘
StV poq
˝St˘V @ oPOpV q. (6.13)
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RelSpinPin 6 (Correspondences). Let V be a real vector bundle over Y ĂX. There are natural
H2pX,Y ;Z2q-equivariant bijections
Co˘V : P
˘
XpV q ÝÑ SpX
`
V˘, o
˘
V
˘
(6.14)
so that w2˝Co
˘
V “w2 and Co
˘
τY ‘V
˝St˘V “St
˘
V˘
˝Co˘V .
RelSpinPin 7 (Short Exact Sequences). Every short exact sequence e of vector bundles over
Y ĂX as in (1.21) determines natural H2pX,Y ;Z2q-biequivariant maps
xx¨, ¨yye : OSpXpV
1qˆOSpXpV
2q ÝÑ OSpXpV q,
xx¨, ¨yye : OSpXpV
1qˆP˘XpV
2q ÝÑ P˘XpV q
(6.15)
so that the following properties hold.
(ses2X) If e is as in (1.21), o
1 POpV 1q, and o2 POpV 2q, then
xxos1, os2yye P OSpXpV, o
1
eo
2q @ os1PSpXpV
1, o1q, os2 PSpXpV
2, o2q, (6.16)
R˘o1eo2
`
xxos1, p2yye
˘
“
@@
os1,R˘o2pp
2q
DD
e
@ os1PSpXpV
1, o1q, p2 PP˘XpV
2q. (6.17)
(ses3X) If e is as in (1.21), o
1 POpV 1q, os1 PSpXpV
1, o1q, and p2 PP˘XpV
2q, then
xxos1, p2yye “ δX,Y
`
w1pV
2q˘ ¨xxos1, p2yye , Co
˘
V
`
xxos1, p2yye
˘
“
@@
os1,Co˘
V 2
pp2q
DD
e˘
o1
,
w2
`
xxos1, p2yye
˘
“ w2pos
1q`w2pp
2q. (6.18)
(ses4X) If V
1
1 , V
1
2 , V
2 are vector bundles over Y , then@@
os11, xxos
1
2, p
2yy‘
DD
‘
“
@@
xxos11, os
1
2yy‘, p
2
DD
‘
for all os11 POSpXpV
1
1q, os
1
2 POSpXpV
1
2q, and p
2 PP˘XpV
2q.
(ses5X) If V is a vector bundle over Y and pPP
˘
XpV q,
St˘V ppq “ xxιXpos0pτY , oY qq, pyy‘.
(ses6X) If V is a vector bundle over Y , oPOpV q, and pPP
˘
XpV q, then
Co˘V ppq “
@@
R˘o ppq, ιX
`
os0pp2˘1qλpV, oqq˘
DD
‘
.
By RelSpinPin 4, (6.17), and the first and third statements in RelSpinPin 7(ses3X ),
xxos1, os2yye “ xxos
1, os2yye “ xxos1, os2yye, w2
`
xxos1, os2yye
˘
“ w2pos
1q`w2pos
2q (6.19)
for every short exact sequence e of vector bundles as in (1.21), os1 POSpXpV
1q, and os2 POSpXpV
2q.
By RelSpinPin 4 and 7(ses4X ) and (6.17),@@
os11, xxos
1
2, os
2yy‘
DD
‘
“
@@
xxos11, os
1
2yy‘, os
2
DD
‘
(6.20)
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for all vector bundles V 11 , V
1
2 , V
2 over Y , os11POSpXpV
1
1q, os
1
2POSpXpV
1
2q, and os
2 POSpXpV
2q. By
RelSpinPin 4, 5, and 7(ses5X) and (6.17),
StV posq “ xxιXpos0pτY , oY qq, osyy‘ (6.21)
for every vector bundle V over Y and osPOSpXpV q.
Combining the second map in (6.15) with the canonical isomorphism of V 1‘V 2 with V 2‘V 1, we
obtain a natural H2pX,Y ;Z2q-biequivariant map
xx¨, ¨yye : P
˘
XpV
1qˆOSpXpV
2q ÝÑ P˘XpV q . (6.22)
By the RelSpinPin 7 property, this map satisfies the obvious analogues of (6.17), the first and third
statements in RelSpinPin (ses3X), and RelSpinPin (ses4X) and (ses6X).
RelSpinPin 8 (Compatibility with Spin/Pin-Structures). For every real vector bundle V over
Y ĂX, the maps (6.3) are equivariant with respect to the homomorphism (6.7), respect all structures
and correspondences of SpinPin 3-7 and RelSpinPin 3-7,
ιX
`
P˘pV q
˘
“
 
pPP˘XpV q : w2ppq“0
(
. (6.23)
By RelSpinPin 4 and 8,
ιX
`
OSppV q
˘
“
 
osPOSpXpV q : w2posq“0
(
. (6.24)
6.3 Proof of Theorem 6.4(1): Definition 6.3 perspective
We now establish the statements of Section 6.2 for the notions of relative Spin-structure and Pin˘-
structure arising from Definition 6.3. Similarly to Section 4.2, the proofs of these statements rely
heavily on the topological observations of Section 4.1. Throughout this section, the terms relative
Spin-structure and Pin˘-structure refer to the notions arising from Definition 6.3.
Proof of RelSpinPin 2 property . We construct natural actions of H2pX,Y ;Z2q on OSpXpV q
and P˘XpV q so that
ιX
`
η ¨os
˘
“ δX,Y pηq¨ιX posq and ιX
`
η ¨p
˘
“ δX,Y pηq¨ιX ppq (6.25)
for all η PH1pY ;Z2q, os P OSppV q, and p PP
˘pV q. By the definition of relative Spin- and Pin˘-
structures in this perspective, it is sufficient to describe the first action and to establish (6.25) and
the claims of the RelSpinPin 2 property, other than (6.9), for Spin-structures on oriented vector
bundles pV, oq with n”rkV ě3.
The oriented vector bundle tBuu˚pV, oq has two mod 2 homotopy classes of trivializations for every
uPLXpY q. Let s be a relative Spin-structure on pV, oq and ηPH
2pX,Y ;Z2q. We define the relative
Spin-structure η ¨s”pη ¨suqu on pV, oq by
η ¨su “
#
“ su, if xu
˚η, rΣsZ2y“0;
‰ su, if xu
˚η, rΣsZ2y‰0;
@
`
u : pΣ, BΣqÝÑpX,Y q˘ PLXpY q. (6.26)
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Suppose F : Σ ÝÑ Y is a continuous map from a bordered surface relatively equivalent to the
disjoint union of continuous maps
ui : pΣi, BΣiq ÝÑ pX,Y q, i “ 1, . . . ,m, (6.27)
from bordered surfaces. In particular,
u1˚prΣ1sZ2q `. . .` um˚prΣmsZ2q “ 0 P H2pX,Y ;Z2q,
mÿ
i“1
@
u˚i η, rΣisZ2
D
“
@
η,
mÿ
i“1
ui˚prΣisZ2q
D
“ 0 P Z2.
Thus, the number of the maps ui such that η ¨ sui ‰ sui is even. Since the disjoint union of the
mod 2 homotopy classes sui of trivializations of tBuiu
˚pV, oq equals to the mod 2 homotopy class
sΣpF
˚pV, oqq of trivializations of tBF u˚pV, oq, the same is the case for the disjoint union of the
mod 2 homotopy classes η ¨ sui . Thus, η ¨s is indeed a relative Spin-structure on pV, oq.
It is immediate that the above construction defines a group action of H2pX,Y ;Z2q on the set of
such structures. In light of (4.7), this group satisfies the first property in (6.25). If u : ΣÝÑX is a
continuous map from a closed surface, su“η ¨su if and only if@
η|X , u˚rΣsZ2
D
“ 0 P Z2.
Along with (6.2), Lemma 4.3(b) with Y “H, and the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Cohomol-
ogy, this implies the second statement in (6.8).
By Lemma 4.3(b), every bPH2pX,Y ;Z2q can be represented by a continuous map pΣ, BΣqÝÑpX,Y q
from a bordered surface. By the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Cohomology, the homomorphism
κ : H2pX,Y ;Z2q ÝÑ Hom
`
H2pX,Y q,Z2
˘
,
 
κpηq
(
pbq “ xη, by,
is bijective. Thus, η ¨su‰su for some u PLXpY q if η‰ 0 and so the action of H
2pX,Y ;Z2q above
is free.
Suppose s1”ps1uqu is another relative Spin-structure on pV, oq. Define
η : LXpY q ÝÑ Z2, ηpuq “
#
0, if s1u“su;
1, if s1u‰su.
This determines a linear map from the Z2-vector space generated by LXpY q to Z2. Suppose
u1, . . . , um PLXpY q and F are as in and above (6.27). By Definition 6.3,
su1 . . .sum “ sΣ` F
˚pV, oq˘ “ s1u1 . . .s
1
um
.
Thus, the number of maps ui such that sui‰sui is even and so
mÿ
i“1
ηpuiq “ 0 P Z2 .
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Along with (b) and (c) in Lemma 4.3, this implies that η descends to a homomorphism
η : H2pX,Y ;Z2q ÝÑ Z2 .
By the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Cohomology, such a homomorphism corresponds to an
element of H2pX,Y ;Z2q, which we still denote by η. By the definition of η and the construction
above, η ¨s“s1. Thus, the action of H2pX,Y ;Z2q described above is transitive.
It remains to establish (6.9). Let
η “ prk V 1´1qw1pV
1q`prkV 1qw1pV
2q P H1pY ;Z2q and pPP
˘
XpV
1‘V 2q .
Let u : pΣ, BΣq ÝÑpX,Y q be a continuous map from a bordered surface and B1Σ, . . . , BkΣ be the
components of BΣ. By (1.13) and the SpinPin 2(a) property, pΨ˚pqu”Ψ
˚pu equals pu if and only if
kÿ
r“1
@
tu|BrΣu
˚η, rBrΣsZ2
D
”
@
u˚pδX,Y ηq, rΣsZ2
D
P Z2
vanishes. This implies (6.9)
Lemma 6.5 below is a reformulation of Corollaries A.12-A.14 for (possibly) disconnected surfaces.
It is used in the proof of the RelSpinPin 1 property. If Z´ and Z` are compact one-dimensional
manifolds, prV ,roq is an oriented vector bundle over Z´\Z`,
ϕ :
`rV ,ro˘|Z´ ÝÑ `rV ,ro˘|Z` (6.28)
is an isomorphism covering an identification of Z´ with Z`, and s´ and s` are mod 2 homotopy
classes of trivializations of the two sides in (6.28), we define
xs´, s`yϕ “
#
0PZ2, if s´“ϕ
˚s`;
1PZ2, if s´‰ϕ
˚s`.
If Z´“Z`, let
xs´, s`y “ xs´, s`yid .
Lemma 6.5. Suppose rΣ is a bordered surface, Z´ and Z` are disjoint unions of components of BrΣ,
prV ,roq is an oriented vector bundle over rΣ with rkRrV ě3, and (6.28) is an isomorphism covering
an identification of Z´ with Z`. Let ppV ,poq be the oriented vector bundle over the closed surface pΣ
obtained from prV ,roq and rΣ by gluing via ϕ. If s´, s`, and s0 are mod 2 homotopy classes of
trivializations of prV ,roq over Z´, Z`, and BΣ´Z´YZ`, respectively, then@
s0, spΣppV ,poqD “ @s´, s`Dϕ`@s0s´s`, srΣprV ,roqD P Z2 .
Proof of RelSpinPin 1 property . By the definition of relative Spin- and Pin˘-structures in
this perspective, it is sufficient to establish this claim for relative Spin-structures on oriented vec-
tor bundles pV, oq with rkV ě3.
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Suppose pV, oq admits a relative Spin-structure s ” psuqu with w2psq “ µ. Let u : ΣÝÑY be a
continuous map u : ΣÝÑY from a closed surface. By (6.2) and the condition of Definition 6.3
applied with u1, F “u,@
µ|Y , u˚rΣsZ2
D
“ su “ sΣ
`
u˚pV, oq˘ ”
@
w2pu
˚V q, rΣsZ2
D
“
@
w2pV q, u˚rΣsZ2
D
.
Along with Lemma 4.3(b) with pX,Y q“ pY,Hq and the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Coho-
mology, this implies that µ|Y “w2pV q.
Suppose w2pV q“µ|Y . Choose a collection
C”
 
ui : pΣi, BΣiqÝÑpX,Y q
(
of maps that form a basis for H2pX,Y ;Z2q and a mod 2 homotopy class si of trivializations of
tBuiu
˚pV, oq for each map in C. Given a continuous map u : pΣ, BΣq ÝÑ pX,Y q from a bordered
surface, let u1, . . . , uk P C be so that
u˚
`
rΣsZ2
˘
`u1˚
`
rΣ1sZ2
˘
`. . .`uk˚
`
rΣksZ2
˘
“0 P H2pX,Y ;Z2q.
By Lemma 4.3(c), there exists a continuous map F : Σ0ÝÑY from a bordered surface relatively
equivalent to the disjoint union of the maps u, u1, . . . , uk. In particular,
BF “ Bu\ Bu1 \ . . .\ Buk .
We take the mod 2 homotopy class su of trivializations of tBuu
˚pV, oq to be such that
sus1 . . . sk “ sΣ0` F
˚pV, oq˘ . (6.29)
Suppose F 1 : Σ10ÝÑY is another continuous map satisfying the conditions of the previous paragraph
and s1u is the mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of tBuu
˚pV, oq such that
s1us1 . . . sk “ sΣ10` F
1˚pV, oq˘ . (6.30)
Denote by pΣ (resp. rΣ) the closed (resp. bordered) surface obtained from Σ0 and Σ10 by identify-
ing them along the boundary components corresponding to BΣ, BΣ1, . . . , BΣk (resp. BΣ1, . . . , BΣk).
Thus, the boundary components of rΣ split into those forming BΣĂΣ0 and those forming BΣĂΣ10;pΣ is obtained from rΣ by identifying these two copies of BΣ. The maps F and F 1 induce continu-
ous maps pF : pΣ ÝÑ Y and rF : rΣ ÝÑ Y,
which restrict to F and F 1 over Σ0,Σ
1
0Ă
pΣ, rΣ. By (6.29), (6.30), and Lemma 6.5,
sus
1
u “ srΣ` rF ˚pV, oq˘ . (6.31)
Since each of the maps F and F 1 is relatively equivalent to u\u1. . .\uk, pF˚rpΣsZ2 vanishes in
H2pX;Z2q. Thus,
spΣ` pF ˚pV, oq˘ ” @w2p pF ˚V q, rpΣsZ2D “ @ pF ˚pµ|Y q, rpΣsZ2D “ @µ|Y , pF˚rpΣsZ2D “ 0 . (6.32)
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The bundle pF ˚V over pΣ is obtained by identifying the two copies of tBuu˚V in rF ˚V . Along
with (6.31), (6.32), and Lemma 6.5, this implies that su“s
1
u.
We next verify that s”psuqu satisfies the condition of Definition 6.3. Suppose F : ΣÝÑY is a con-
tinuous map from a bordered surface relatively equivalent to the disjoint union of continuous maps
u1i : pΣ
1
i, BΣ
1
iq ÝÑ pX,Y q, i “ 1, . . . ,m,
from bordered surfaces. Thus,
BF “ Bu11 \ . . .\ Bu
1
m . (6.33)
We show below that
su11 . . .su
1
m
“ sΣ
`
F ˚pV, oq˘ , (6.34)
thus confirming the condition of Definition 6.3.
For each i“1, . . . ,m, let
uij :
`
Σij, BΣij
˘
ÝÑpX,Y q with j“1, . . . , ki and Fi : Σi0 ÝÑ Y
be the maps in Cand a continuous map from a bordered surface, respectively, as in the construction
of the mod 2 homotopy class su1i of trivializations of tBu
1
iu
˚pV, oq above. Let sij be the initially
chosen mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of Bu˚ijpV, oq. Thus,
BFi “ Bu
1
i \ Bui1 \ . . .\ Buiki , su1isi1. . .siki “ sΣi0` F
˚
i pV, oq˘ . (6.35)
Since the maps in C are linearly independent in H2pX,Y ;Z2q and
mÿ
i“1
kiÿ
j“1
uij˚
`
rΣijsZ2
˘
“
mÿ
i“1
u1i˚
`
rΣ1isZ2
˘
“ F˚
`
rΣsZ2
˘
“ 0 P H2pX,Y ;Z2q,
the maps uij come in pairs. Along with the first identity in (6.35), this implies that the boundary
components of Σ10, . . . ,Σm0 corresponding to the boundaries Buij of these maps come in pairs as
well. By (6.33), the remaining boundary components of Σ10, . . . ,Σm0 correspond to the boundary
components of Σ. Denote by Σ1 the bordered surface obtained from Σ10, . . . ,Σm0 by identifying
them along the paired up boundary components corresponding to Buij . Let pΣ be the closed surface
obtained from Σ and Σ1 by identifying them along the boundary components corresponding to
Bu11, . . . , Bu
1
m.
The maps F,F1, . . . , Fm induce continuous maps
F 1 : Σ1 ÝÑ Y and pF : pΣ ÝÑ Y, (6.36)
which restrict to Fi over Σ0iĂΣ
1; the second map also restricts to F over ΣĂ pΣ. By the second
identity in (6.35) and Lemma 6.5,
su11 . . .su
1
m
“ sΣ1
`
F 1˚pV, oq˘ , sΣ
`
F ˚pV, oq˘
`
su11 . . .su
1
m
˘
“ sΣ\Σ1` tF\F
1u˚pV, oq˘ . (6.37)
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Since the disjoint union of F and the maps uij (which come in pairs) is relatively equivalent to
F1\. . .\Fm, pF˚rpΣsZ2 vanishes in H2pX;Z2q. Thus,
spΣ` pF ˚pV, oq˘ ” @w2p pF ˚V q, rpΣsZ2D “ @ pF ˚pµ|Y q, rpΣsZ2D “ @µ|Y , pF˚rpΣsZ2D “ 0 . (6.38)
The bundle pF ˚V over pΣ is obtained by identifying the copies of tBu1u˚V, . . . , tBumu˚V in tF\F 1u˚V .
Along with the second identity in (6.37), (6.38), and Lemma 6.5, this implies (6.34).
Thus, s is a relative Spin-structure on the oriented vector bundle pV, oq over Y Ă X and so
w2psq|Y “w2pV q by the first paragraph of the proof. Along with the cohomology exact sequence
for pX,Y q, this implies that
µ “ w2psq`η|X P H
2pX;Z2q
for some ηPH2pX,Y ;Z2q. By the RelSpinPin 2 property, the relative Spin-structure η ¨s on pV, oq
satisfies w2pη ¨sq“µ.
Proof of RelSpinPin 3,4 properties. For the purposes of establishing the first of these prop-
erties, we can assume that n”rkV ě3. For o P OpV q and s P SpXpV, oq, we define the relative
Spin-structure s”psuqu on pV, oq by
su “
#
tφ”In;1φ : φPsuu, if BΣ‰H;
su, if BΣ“H;
@
`
u : pΣ, BΣqÝÑpX,Y q˘ PLXpY q. (6.39)
Since this orientation-reversal operation commutes with the disjoint union operation on the mod 2
homotopy classes of trivializations over one-dimensional manifolds and
sΣpV 1, o1q “ sΣpV
1, o1q
for any oriented vector bundle pV 1, o1q over a bordered surface Σ, the collection psuqu satisfies the
condition of Definition 6.3 (because the collection psuqu does) and is thus indeed a relative Spin-
structure on pV, oq. By (6.26), the resulting involution (6.10) is H2pX,Y ;Z2q-equivariant. It also
satisfies the two conditions after (6.10). By (4.10) and (6.39),
ιX
`
os
˘
“ ιXposq @ osPOSppV q. (6.40)
We next describe a bijection between SpXpV, oq and
P˘XpV q ” SpXpV ‘p2˘1qλpV q, o
˘
V
˘
“ SpXpV ‘p2˘1qτY , op2˘1qoY
˘
;
the last equality holds because the orientation o on V determines a canonical homotopy class of
trivializations of u˚λpV q for every continuous map u : ΣÝÑ Y from a bordered surface. By the
RelSpinPin 1 property, pV, oq admits a relative Spin-structure if and only if V admits a relative
Pin˘-structure. We can thus assume that pV, oq admits a relative Spin-structure.
If rkV ě3, we associate a relative Spin-structure s”psuqu on pV, oq with the relative Spin-structure
s˘”ps˘u qu on pV˘, o
˘
V q given by
s˘u “
#
tφ˘”φ‘p2˘1qpdet φq : φPsu
(
if BΣ‰H;
su, if BΣ“H;
@
`
u : pΣ, BΣqÝÑpX,Y q˘ PLXpY q. (6.41)
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Since this operation of adding determinant factors commutes with the disjoint union operation on
the mod 2 homotopy classes of trivializations over one-dimensional manifolds and`
sΣpV
1, o1 q˘
˘
“ sΣ
`
V 1˘, o
˘
V 1
˘
for any oriented vector bundle pV 1, o1q over a bordered surface Σ, the collection ps˘u qu satisfies the
condition of Definition 6.3 (because the collection psuqu does) and is thus indeed a relative Spin-
structure on pV˘, o
˘
V q.
By (6.26), the map
SpXpV, oq ÝÑ P
˘
XpV q, s ÝÑ s
˘, (6.42)
is H2pX,Y ;Z2q-equivariant. Along with the RelSpinPin 2 property, this implies that this map is a
bijection. We take the map R˘o in (6.11) to be its inverse. By (6.2) and the second case in (6.41),
this inverse satisfies the first condition after (6.11). By (4.11) and (6.41),
ιX
`
R˘o ppq˘ “ R
˘
o
`
ιXppq˘ @ pPP
˘pV q. (6.43)
If φ is a trivialization of tBuu˚pV, oq as in (6.39) and BΣ‰H, then`
φ
˘˘
“ In`2˘1;3˘1φ˘ : tBuu
˚
`
V ‘p2˘1qλpV q
˘
ÝÑ pBΣqˆRn`2˘1.
Since this trivialization is homotopic to φ˘, the second condition after (6.11) is also satisfied.
We extend (6.42) to vector bundles V with rkV “1, 2 as at the end of the proof of the SpinPin 4
property in Section 4.2. Similarly to (4.13),
R´o “R
´
StV poq
: P´XpV q“P
´
X
`
τY ‘V
˘
ÝÑ SpXpV, oq“SpX
`
StpV, oq˘ (6.44)
under the identifications (1.19) if rkV “1 and oPOpV q. The resulting extensions are H2pX,Y ;Z2q-
equivariant and satisfy (6.43) and the last requirement of the RelSpinPin 4 property.
Proof of RelSpinPin 5,6 properties. The two sides of (6.14) are the same by definition; we
take this map to be the identity. The first condition after (6.14) is then satisfied. Since the
map (1.20) in the perspective of Definition 1.3 is also the identity,
ιX
`
Co˘V ppq
˘
“ Co˘V
`
ιXppq˘ @ pPP
˘pV q. (6.45)
By the RelSpinPin 1 property, an oriented vector bundle pV, oq admits a relative Spin-structure
if and only if pτY ‘V,StV poqq does. In order to establish the RelSpinPin 5 property, we can thus
assume that pV, oq admits a relative Spin-structure.
If rkV ě3, we associate a relative Spin-structure s”psuqu on pV, oq with the relative Spin-structure
StV s”pStV suqu on pτY ‘V,Stpoqq given by
StV su “
#
tStV φ” idτBΣ‘φ : φPsuu, if BΣ‰H;
su, if BΣ“H;
@
`
u : pΣ, BΣqÝÑpX,Y q˘ PLXpY q. (6.46)
Since this stabilization operation commutes with the disjoint union operation on the mod 2 homo-
topy classes of trivializations over one-dimensional manifolds and
StV 1
`
sΣpV
1, o1q
˘
“ sΣ
`
StV 1pV
1, o1q˘
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for any oriented vector bundle pV 1, o1q over a bordered surface Σ, the collection pStV suqu satisfies
the condition of Definition 6.3 (because the collection psuqu does) and is thus indeed a relative
Spin-structure on pτY ‘V,Stpoqq. By (4.14) and (6.46),
ιX
`
StV posq
˘
“ StV
`
ιXposq˘ @ osPOSppV q. (6.47)
The above construction of the first map in (6.12) with rkV ě3 induces the first map in (6.12) with
rkV “1, 2 and the second map in (6.12) as in the proof of the SpinPin 5,6 properties in Section 4.2.
The resulting maps thus satisfy (6.47) for OSpin- and Pin˘-structures on all vector bundles V
over Y . By (6.2) and the second case in (6.46), they also satisfy the first condition after (6.12).
The verification that the maps in (6.12) and (6.14) satisfy the remaining stated requirements is
identical to the argument in Section 4.2.
Proof of RelSpinPin 7 property . For every continuous map u : ΣÝÑY from a bordered sur-
face, a short exact sequence e of vector bundles over Y as in (1.21) determines a homotopy class
of isomorphisms
u˚V « u˚V 1‘u˚V 2
so that u˚ι is the inclusion as the first component on the right-hand side above and u˚j is the
projection to the second component. Thus, it is sufficient to establish the RelSpinPin 7 property
for the direct sum exact sequences as in (1.22). Furthermore, an orientation o1 on V 1 determines a
homotopy class of trivializations of u˚λpV 1q and thus of isomorphisms
u˚
`
V 1‘V 2
˘
˘
” u˚
`
V 1‘V 2‘p2˘1qλpV 1‘V 2q
˘
« u˚
`
V 1‘V 2‘p2˘1qλpV 2q
˘
” u˚
`
V 1‘V 2˘
˘ (6.48)
for every continuous map u : ΣÝÑY from a bordered surface.
Let V 1 and V 2 be vector bundles over Y of rank n1 and n2, respectively. Suppose n1, n2 ě 3,
o1 POpV 1q, and o2 POpV 2q. For a relative Spin-structure s1”ps1uqu on pV
1, o1q and a relative Spin-
structure s2”ps2uqu on pV
2, o2q, we define a Spin-structure xxs1, s2yy‘”ps
1
u‘s
2
uqu on pV
1‘V 2, o1o2q
by
s1u‘s
2
u “
#
tφ1‘φ2 : φ1Ps1u, φ
2 Ps2uu, if BΣ‰H;
s1u`s
2
uPZ2, if BΣ“H;
@
`
u : pΣ, BΣqÝÑpX,Y q˘ PLXpY q. (6.49)
Since this direct sum operation commutes with the disjoint union operation on the mod 2 homotopy
classes of trivializations over one-dimensional manifolds and
sΣpV
1, o1q‘sΣpV
2, o2q “ sΣ
`
pV 1, o1q‘pV 2, o2q
˘
for any oriented vector bundles pV 1, o1q and pV 2, o2q over a bordered surface Σ, the collection
ps1u‘s
2
uqu satisfies the condition of Definition 6.3 (because the collections ps
1
uqu and ps
2
uqu do) and
is thus indeed a relative Spin-structure on pV 1‘V 2, o1eo
2q. By (6.2) and the second case in (6.49),
the resulting first map in (6.15) satisfies the second statement in (6.19). By (4.17) and (6.49),
ιX
`
os1‘os2
˘
“ ιXpos
1q‘ιXpos
2q @ os1POSppV 1q, os2 POSppV 2q. (6.50)
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The above construction determines the first map xx¨, ¨yye in (6.15) if n
1, n2ě3. Along with (6.48),
it also determines the second map xx¨, ¨yye if n
1 ě 3 and rkV 2˘ě3 (i.e. not V
2
´ if n
2 “ 1). By the
second statement in (6.19) and the first statement after (6.14), this map satisfies (6.18). By (6.50)
and (6.45), it also satisfies (6.50) with OSppV 2q replaced by P˘pV 2q. By (6.26), both maps are
H2pX,Y ;Z2q-biequivariant. These two maps satisfy (6.16) and (ses4X ) for vector bundles of ranks
at least 3 by definition. With φ˘ as in (6.41),`
φ1‘φ2
˘
˘
“φ1‘φ2˘ : tBuu
˚pV 1‘V 2q˘“
`
tBuu˚V 1
˘
‘
`
tBuu˚V 2˘
˘
ÝÑ pBΣqˆRn
1`n2`2˘1 .
Thus, (6.17) is also satisfied in these cases.
For vector bundles V 1, V 2 over Y not both of ranks at least 3, we define the two maps in (6.15)
via (4.22) with bP2Zě0 and with OSpin- and Pin˘-structures replaced by relative OSpin- and Pin˘-
structures. The resulting maps thus satisfy (6.50) for OSpin- and Pin˘-structures on all vector
bundles V 1, V 2 over Y . By (6.18) for vector bundles of ranks at least 3 and the first statements
after (6.11) and (6.12), they also satisfy (6.18) for all vector bundles V 1, V 2. The verification that
the maps in (6.15) satisfy the remaining stated requirements is identical to the argument in the
proof of the SpinPin 7 property in Section 4.2.
Proof of RelSpinPin 8 property . By (6.25), the maps (6.3) are equivariant with respect to the
homomorphism (6.7). By (6.40), (6.43), (6.47), (6.45), and (6.50), these maps respect all structures
and correspondences of the SpinPin 3-7 and RelSpinPin 3-7 properties. By (6.2) and the definition
of the map (6.7),
ιX
`
P˘pV q
˘
Ă
 
pPP˘XpV q : w2ppq“0
(
. (6.51)
Suppose pPP˘X pV q and w2ppq“0. By the RelSpinPin 1 and SpinPin 1 properties, this implies that
V admits a Pin˘-structure p1. By the RelSpinPin 2 property and (6.51),
η ¨
`
ιXpp
1q˘ “ p and η|X “ 0 (6.52)
for some ηPH2pX,Y ;Z2q. By the second condition in (6.52) and the cohomology exact sequence for
the pair XĂY , η“ δX,Y pη
1q for some η1 PH1pY ;Z2q. Since the second map in (6.3) is equivariant
with respect to the homomorphism (6.7), the first condition (6.52) implies that
ιX
`
η1 ¨p1
˘
“ p .
Along with (6.51), this establishes (6.23).
6.4 Topological preliminaries
Our proof of Theorem 6.4(1) for the relative Spin- and Pin- structures of Definition 6.1 in Sec-
tion 6.5 relies on the standard topological statements recalled in this section.
We denote by rγmÝÑ rGpmq the tautological vector bundle over the Grassmannian of oriented m-
planes in R8 and by Pm P rGpmq the canonically oriented subspace of R8 spanned by the first m
coordinate vectors. For m1,m2 PZě0, choose a continuous map
Fm1,m2 :
`rGpm1qˆ rGpm2q, pPm1 , Pm2 q˘ ÝÑ `rGpm1`m2q, Pm1`m2˘
s.t. rγm1ˆrγm2 “ F ˚m1,m2rγm1`m2 .
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If X is a topological space and Y ĂX, then 
Fm1,m2˝ph
1, h2q
(˚
w2
`rγm1`m2˘ “ h1˚w2`rγm1˘`h2˚w2`rγm2˘ P H2pX,Y ;Z2q (6.53)
for all continuous maps h1 and h2 from pX,Y q to prGpm1q, Pm1q and prGpm2q, Pm2q, respectively. We
denote by rpX,Y q, prGpmq, Pmqs the set of homotopy classes of continuous maps from X to rGpmq
which send Y to Pm.
Lemma 6.6. Suppose mě3 and pX,Y q is a CW pair. The map“
pX3, Y2q, prGpmq, Pmq‰ ÝÑ H2pX3, Y2;Z2q, rhs ÝÑ h˚w2prγmq, (6.54)
is a bijection.
Proof. The space rGpmq is connected and simply connected. By the homotopy exact sequence for
the fiber bundle
SOpmq ÝÑ rFpmq qÝÑ rGpmq, (6.55)
where rFpmq is the space of oriented m-frames on R8,
π2
`rGpmq˘ « π1`SOpmq˘ « Z2 and π3`rGpmq˘ « π2`SOpmq˘ “ 0 .
Thus, the claim follows immediately from Lemma 4.4 with n“2, Z“ rGpmq, and z0“Pm.
Let X be a topological space and Y Ă X. For each m P Z`, we denote by OVBmpX,Y q the
set of isomorphism classes of oriented rank m vector bundles over X with a homotopy class of
trivialization over Y ĂX. For every continuous map h from pX,Y q to prGpmq, Pmq, the restriction
to Y of the oriented vector bundle h˚rγm over X is equipped with a trivialization given by the
canonical identification
ψh : h
˚rγm ˇˇY “ Y ˆrγm|Pm “ Y ˆRm . (6.56)
We denote the homotopy class of ψh by sh. If h is the constant map to Pm, we denote sh by sX;m.
By the proof of [24, Theorem 5.6], the map“
pX,Y q, prGpmq, Pmq‰ ÝÑ OVBmpX,Y q, h ÝÑ “h˚rγm, sh‰, (6.57)
is a bijection. We note that“
tFm1 ,m2ph
1, h2qu˚rγm1`m2 , sFm1,m2 ph1,h2q‰ “ “h1˚rγm1‘h2˚rγm2 , sh1‘sh2‰ (6.58)
for all m1,m2 PZ` and continuous maps h1 and h2 from pX,Y q to prGpm1q, Pm1q and prGpm2q, Pm2q,
respectively.
Corollary 6.7. Suppose m1,m2 PZě0, pX,Y q is a CW pair, and“
pE11, s
1
1q
‰
,
“
pE12, s
1
2q
‰
P OVBm1pX,Y q,
“
pE2, s2q
‰
P OVBm2pX,Y q s.t.“
pE11, s
1
1q‘pE
2, s2q
‰
“
“
pE12, s
1
2q‘pE
2, s2q
‰
P OVBm1`m2pX,Y q. (6.59)
If m1ě3, then “
pE11, s
1
1q|pX3,Y2q
‰
“
“
pE12, s
1
2q|pX3,Y2q
‰
P OVBm1pX3, Y2q. (6.60)
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Proof. Let g be a continuous map from pX3, Y2q to prGpm2q, Pm2q representing the preimage of
rpE2, s2q|pX3,Y2qs under the bijection (6.57) with m“m
2. By (6.53) and (6.58), the diagram
H2pX3, Y2;Z2q
¨`g˚w2prγm2 q

“
pX3, Y2q, prGpm1q, Pm1q‰p6.54q«oo p6.57q« //
Fm1,m2˝p¨,gq

OVBm1pX3, Y2q
¨ ‘rpE2,s2q|pX3,Y2qs

H2pX3, Y2;Z2q
“
pX3, Y2q, prGpm1`m2q, Pm1`m2q‰p6.54q«oo p6.57q« // OVBm1`m2pX3, Y2q
then commutes. Since the left vertical arrow in this diagram is a bijection, so is the right vertical
arrow. This implies the claim.
Proposition 6.8. Let m1,m2 PZě0 with m1ě3 and pX,Y q be a CW pair. Suppose“
pE11, s
1
1q
‰
,
“
pE12, s
1
2q
‰
P OVBm1pX,Y q,
E2 and V are oriented vector bundles over X and Y , respectively, and sE2,V is a homotopy class
of trivializations of E2|Y ‘V . If there exists an isomorphism
Ψ: E11‘E
2 ÝÑ E12‘E
2 s.t. s11‘sE2,V “
 
Ψ|pE11‘Eq2|Y ‘idV
(˚`
s12‘sE2,V
˘
, (6.61)
then (6.60) holds.
Proof. Since the diagram
H2pX3, Y2;Z2q
¨|pX3,Y1q

“
pX3, Y2q, prGpm1q, Pm1q‰p6.54q«oo p6.57q« //
¨|pX3,Y1q

OVBm1pX3, Y2q
¨|pX3,Y1q

H2pX3, Y1;Z2q
“
pX3, Y1q, prGpm1q, Pm1q‰p6.54q«oo p6.57q« // OVBm1pX3, Y1q
commutes and the left vertical arrow is injective, so is the right vertical arrow. Thus, it is enough
to establish (6.60) with Y2 replaced by Y1.
We can assume that the sum of the ranks of E2 and V is at least 3. Let s2 and sV be homotopy
classes of trivializations of the oriented vector bundles E2|Y1 and V |Y1 , respectively, such that
s2‘sV “ sE2,V . By (6.61), (6.59) with Y “ Y1 holds. By Corollary 6.7, (6.60) with Y2 replaced
by Y1 thus holds.
Suppose pX,Y q is a CW pair. A homotopy class of trivializations of an oriented rank m vector
bundle pE, oEq over X3 determines a homotopy class of trivializations of pE, oEq|Y2 . Trivializations
of pE, oEq|Y2 obtained from trivializations of pE, oEq differ by the action of h”f |Y2 as in (4.32) for
some continuous function f from X3 to SOpmq. Along with the proof of the SpinPin 2 property in
Section 4.3, this implies that a trivializable vector bundle pE, oEq over X3 determines a collection
H1pX3;Z2qs0 p`E, oEq|Y2
˘
Ă Sp p`E, oEq|Y2
˘
of homotopy classes of trivializations of pE, oEq|Y2 which form an orbit of 
η|Y2 : ηPH
1pX3;Z2q
(
Ă H1pY2;Z2q
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under the action of H1pY2;Z2q on SpppE, oEq|Y2q provided by the SpinPin 2(b) property in Sec-
tion 1.2. For any ηPH1pY2;Z2q, let
η ¨H1pX3;Z2qs0 p`E, oEq|Y2
˘
Ă Sp p`E, oEq|Y2
˘
be the image of this orbit under the action of η.
Lemma 6.9. Suppose mě3, pX,Y q is a CW pair, ηPH1pY2;Z2q, and h is a continuous map from
pX3, Y2q to prGpmq, Pmq. If
δX3,Y2pηq “ h
˚w2prγmq P H2`X3, Y2;Z2˘, (6.62)
then the oriented vector bundle h˚rγm over X3 is trivializable and
sh P η ¨H
1pX3;Z2qs0
`
h˚rγm|Y2˘ . (6.63)
Proof. By (6.62) and the cohomology exact sequence for Y2ĂX3, w2ph
˚rγmq“0 in H2pX3;Z2q. By
the bijectivity of (6.57) and (6.54) with Y2“H, the vector bundle h
˚rγm is thus trivializable. By
the bijectivity of (6.57), it is sufficient to establish (6.63) for any map h satisfying (6.62).
Let ηmPH
1pSOpmq;Z2q be the generator as before. We identify the fiber of the fiber bundle rFpmq
in (6.55) over Pm P rGpmq with SOpmq. By [31, Theorem 7.2.8], the homomorphism
q˚ : πk
`rFpmq,SOpmq˘ ÝÑ πk`rGpmq˘
is an isomorphism for evey kPZ`. Since rFpmq is contractible, the boundary homomorphism
B : π2
`rFpmq,SOpmq˘ ÝÑ π1`SOpmq˘
in the homotopy exact sequence for (6.55) is an isomorphism. Let
rα2 : `D2, S1, 1˘ ÝÑ `rFpmq,SOpmq, Im˘
be a continuous map generating
π2
`rFpmq,SOpmq˘ « π1`SOpmq, Im˘ « Z2.
Thus, q˝rα2 induces a continuous map α2 from pP1,8q to prGpmq, Pmq generating π2prGpmqq and
α1” rα2|S1 : pS1, 1q ÝÑ `SOpmq, Im˘
is a loop generating π1pSOpmqq«Z2. Thus,@
ηm, α1˚rS
1sZ2
D
“ 1 P Z2 and
@
w2prγmq, rα2˚rS2sZ2D “ 1 P Z2. (6.64)
Let rη : C1pY2;Z2q ÝÑ Z2 and rη2 : C2pX3, Y2;Z2q ÝÑ Z2
be a cocycle representing ηPH1pY2;Z2q and the cocycle sending each 2-cell eĂX2 to
rη2peq ” rη`pBeqXC1pY2;Z2q˘ ,
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respectively. Thus, rη2 represents δX3,Y2pηqPH2pX3, Y2;Z2q. We define a continuous maprh : `X3, Y2˘ ÝÑ `rFpmq,SOpmq˘
as follows. Let f be a continuous map sending X0, X1´Y1, and each 1-cell eĂ Y1 with rηpeq “ 0
to Im and each 1-cell eĂY1 with rηpeq“1 to α1. By the first statement in (6.64), 
f |Y1
(˚
ηm “ η|Y1 P H
1pY1;Z2q. (6.65)
Along with [31, Theorem 8.1.17], this implies that f |Y1 extends to a continuous map from Y2YX1 to
SOpmq. For the same reason, f extends continuously over the 2-cells eĂX2´Y2 with rη2peq“0. We
extend the resulting map to a continuous map rh from X2 to rFpmq by sending each 2-cell eĂX2´Y2
with rη2peq“1 to rα2. Since the space rFpmq is contractible, the map rh extends to X3.
By the cohomology exact sequence for the pair pY2, Y1q, the restriction homomorphism
H1pY2;Z2q ÝÑ H
1pY1;Z2q
is injective. Along with (6.65), this implies that rh|Y2(˚ηm “ η P H1pY2;Z2q. (6.66)
The continuous map
h”q˝rh : pX2, Y2q ÝÑ `rGpmq, Pm˘
sends every 2-cell e2ĂX2 with rη2peq“0 to Pm and every 2-cell e2ĂX2 with rη2peq“1 to α2. Along
with the second statement in (6.64), this implies that h satisfies (6.62).
The oriented vector bundle q˚rγm over rFpmq has a canonical trivialization Ψm, since each point
of rFpmq is an oriented frame for the fiber over it. The restriction of Ψm to SOpmqĂ rFpmq differs
from the canonical identification
q˚rγmˇˇSOpmq “ SOpmqˆrγm ˇˇPm “ SOpmqˆRm
by the action as in (4.32) of the identity map on SOpmq. Thus, the canonical identification ψh
in (6.56) of the restriction of
h˚rγm “ rh˚`q˚rγmq
to Y2ĂX3 differs from the restriction of the trivialization of h
˚rγm induced by Ψm by the multipli-
cation by rh|Y2“f . Along with (6.66) and the proof of the SpinPin 2 property in Section 4.3, this
establishes (6.63).
Corollary 6.10. Let mě3, pX,Y q, η, and h be as in Lemma 6.9. There exists a trivialization Ψh
of h˚rγm such that
sh‘sE2,V “
 
Ψh|ph˚rγmq|Y2‘idE2|Y2‘V (˚ `sX;m‘pη ¨sE2,V q˘
for all oriented vector bundles E2 and V over X and Y2, respectively, and homotopy classes sE2,V
of trivializations of E2|Y2‘V .
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Proof. Let s0ph
˚rγm|Y2q be the homotopy class of trivializations of h˚rγm|Y2 determined by a trivi-
alization Ψ of h˚rγm. By Lemma 6.9, there exists η1 PH1pX3;Z2q such that
η ¨sh “ pη
1|Y2q¨s0
`
h˚rγm|Y2˘ P Sp`h˚rγm|Y2˘. (6.67)
By the second statement of Corollary 4.5, η1“f˚ηm for some continuous map f from X3 to SOpmq.
Let
Ψh“fΨ: h
˚rγm ÝÑ mτX .
By (6.67) and the construction of the H1pY ;Z2q-action in the proof of the SpinPin 2 property in
Section 4.3,  
Ψh|ph˚rγmq|Y2 (˚ sX;m “ η ¨sh.
Along with the SpinPin 7 property in Section 1.2, this implies that 
Ψh|ph˚rγmq|Y2‘idE2|Y2‘V (˚ `sX;m‘pη ¨sE2,V q˘ “ `η ¨sh˘‘`η ¨sE2,V ˘ “ sh‘sE2,V .
This establishes the claim.
6.5 Proof of Theorem 6.4(1): Definition 6.1 perspective
We now establish the statements of Section 6.2 for the notions of relative Spin-structure and Pin˘-
structure arising from Definition 6.1. Throughout this section, the terms relative Spin-structure
and Pin˘-structure refer to these notions.
Proof of RelSpinPin 1 property . Suppose oPOpV q and pV, oq admits a relative Spin-structure
s ” pE, oE , sE,V q with w2pEq “ µ. Since the vector bundle pE, oEq|Y2‘pV, oq|Y2 then admits a
Spin-structure, µ|Y2 “w2pEq|Y2 by the SpinPin 1(b) property in Section 1.2. Since the restriction
homomorphism (4.30) is injective, it follows that µ|Y “w2pV q.
Suppose µ|Y “w2pV q. By Lemma 6.6 with Y “H, µ|X3 “w2pEq for some oriented vector bundle
pE, oEq”h
˚rγ3 over X3. By the SpinPin 1(b) property, the vector bundle pE, oEq|Y2‘pV, oq|Y2 then
admits a Spin-structure.
The above establishes the RelSpinPin 1(b) property. The RelSpinPin 1(a) property is obtained
similarly from the SpinPin 1(a) property and Lemma 6.6.
Proof of RelSpinPin 2 property . By the cohomology exact sequences for the triples Y2ĂY ĂX
and Y2ĂX3ĂX, the restriction homomorphism
H2
`
X,Y ;Z2
˘
ÝÑ H2
`
X3, Y2;Z2
˘
(6.68)
is an isomorphism. It is thus sufficient to establish the claims of this property with H2pX,Y ;Z2q
replaced by H2pX3, Y2;Z2q.
Suppose s”pE, oE , sE,V q is a relative Spin-structure on pV, oq and η PH
2pX3, Y2;Z2q. Let mě 3.
By Lemma 6.6,
η “ h˚η;mw2prγmq P H2`X3, Y2;Z2˘ (6.69)
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for some continuous map hη;m from pX3, Y2q to prGm, Pmq. We define
η ¨s “
“
h˚η;mrγm‘pE, oEq, xshη;m , sE,V y‘‰, (6.70)
with shη;m as below (6.56) and x¨, ¨y as in (1.24). By Lemma 6.6, rη¨ssPSpXpV, oq does not depend
on the choice of hη;m. By (6.58), rη ¨ss does not depend on the choice of m or the representative s
of rssPSpXpV, oq. By (6.53) and (6.58), the resulting map
H2pX3, Y2;Z2qˆSpXpV, oq ÝÑ SpXpV, oq (6.71)
is an action of H2pX3, Y2;Z2q on SpXpV, oq. By (6.70) and (6.69), this action satisfies the second
statement in (6.8).
Suppose rη ¨ss“rss. Thus, there exist m1P Zě0 and an isomorphism
Ψ: Stm
1`
h˚η;mrγm‘pE, oE q˘ ÝÑ Stm`m1pE, oEq
of oriented vector bundles over X3 so that
Stm
1
ph˚η;mrγm‘Eq|Y2‘V |Y2`
@
shη;m, sE,V
D
‘
˘
“
!
Ψ
ˇˇ
Stm
1
ph˚η;mrγm‘Eq|Y2‘idV |Y2
)˚
Stm`m
1
E|Y2‘V |Y2
`
sE,V
˘
.
By Proposition 6.8, this implies that“
h˚η;mrγm, shη;m‰““mτX3 , sX;m‰ P OVBmpX3, Y2q.
Since the maps (6.54) and (6.57) are bijections, it follows that η “ 0. Thus, the action of
H2pX3, Y2;Z2q on SpXpV, oq defined above is free.
Suppose s1” pE1, oE1 , sE1,V q is another relative Spin-structure on pV, oq. We can assume that the
ranks of E and E1 are the same. By the RelSpinPin 1 property,`
w2pEq´w2pE
1q
˘ˇˇ
Y2
“ w2pV q
ˇˇ
Y2
´w2pV q
ˇˇ
Y2
“ 0 P H2pY2;Z2q.
Along with the cohomology exact sequence for the pair Y2ĂX3 and Lemma 6.6, this implies that
w2pEq´w2pE
1q “ h˚2w2
`rγ3˘ P H2pX3;Z2q (6.72)
for some continuous map h2 from pX3, Y2q to prGp3q, P3q. Let
η2”h
˚
2w2
`rγ3˘ P H2pX3, Y2;Z2q .
By (6.72), Lemma 6.6, and the bijectivity of (6.57), there exists an isomorphism
Ψ2 : h
˚
2rγ3‘pE, oEq ÝÑ 3pτX , oXq‘pE1, oE1q
of oriented vector bundles over X3.
By the SpinPin 2(b) property in Section 1.2, there exists η1 PH
1pY2;Z2q such that
η1 ¨
`
sh2‘sE,V
˘
“
 
Ψ2|ph˚2 rγ3‘pE,oEqq|Y2‘idV |Y2 (˚ `sX3;3‘sE1,V ˘ . (6.73)
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Let h1 be a continuous map from pX3, Y2q to prGp3q, P3q so that (6.62) with pη, hq replaced by pη1, h1q
holds and Ψ1 be a trivialization provided by Corollary 6.10. By (6.73),
Ψ”Ψ1‘Ψ2 : h
˚
1rγ3‘`h˚2rγ3‘pE, oE q˘ ÝÑ 3pτX , oXq‘`3pτX , oXq‘pE1, oE1 q˘
is an isomorphisms of oriented vector bundles over X3 such that
sh1‘sh2‘sE,V “
 
Ψ|ph˚1 rγ3‘h˚2 rγ3‘pE,oEqq|Y2‘idV |Y2 (˚ `sX3;6‘sE,V ˘ .
By the definition of the H2pX,Y ;Z2q-action above, this implies that`
δX3,Y2pη1q`η
˘
¨s “ s1 .
Thus, this action is transitive. By Corollary 6.10 with E2 being the rank 0 bundle, it also satisfies
the first identity in (6.25).
We define the action of H2pX,Y ;Z2q on P
˘
XpXq by (6.70), replacing the Spin structures by Pin
˘-
structures. By the same reasoning as in the relative Spin case, this indeed defines a group action.
By the SpinPin 6 property in Section 1.2 and the second statement in the SpinPin 7(ses3) property,
the H2pX,Y ;Z2q-action on SpXpV˘, o
˘
V q being free and transitive implies that H
2pX,Y ;Z2q-action
on P˘XpV q is also free and transitive. The SpinPin 6 property and the first identity in (6.25) imply
the second identity in (6.25). By (1.13) and Corollary 6.10, (6.9) holds as well.
Proof of RelSpinPin 3,4 properties. Let oPOpV q. For an oriented vector bundle pE, oEq, we
denote by oE |Y2o|Y2 the orientation on E|Y2‘V |Y2 induced by oE and o. With the notation as
in (1.14) and (1.15), we define the maps (6.10) and (6.11) by
OSpXpV q ÝÑ OSpXpV q, os”
`
E, oE , osE,V
˘
ÝÑ os”
`
E, oE , osE,V
˘
,
R˘o : P
˘
XpV q ÝÑ SpXpV, oq, p”
`
E, oE , pE,V
˘
ÝÑ
`
E, oE ,R
˘
oE |Y2o|Y2
ppE,V q
˘
.
By (1.17), these two maps are well-defined on the equivalence classes of relative OSpin- and Pin˘-
structures of Definition 6.1. It is immediate that the two maps preserve w2 and satisfy (6.40)
and (6.43). By (1.27) and (1.26), the two maps are H2pX,Y ;Z2q-equivariant. The last requirement
in the RelSpinPin 4 property holds by the statement after (1.15).
Proof of RelSpinPin 5,6 properties. For an isomorphism Ψ of vector bundles V andW over Y2,
let
Ψ˘ : V˘ ÝÑW˘
be the induced isomorphism. For vector bundles V 1, V 2 over Y2, let
ΨV 1,V 2 : V
1‘V 2 ÝÑ V 2‘V 1 (6.74)
be the factor-interchanging isomorphism. If V 3 is another vector bundle over Y2, then
ΨV 1‘V 2,V 3 “
 
ΨV 1,V 3‘idV 2
(
˝
 
idV 1‘ΨV 2,V 3
(
. (6.75)
An orientation o1 on V 1 determines a homotopy class of isomorphisms
Ψo1,V 2 : pV
1, o1q‘
`
V 2˘, o
˘
V 2
˘
«
`
pV 1‘V 2q˘, o
˘
V 1‘V 2
˘
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of vector bundles over Y2. If in addition o
2 is an orientation of V 2, then
Ψo1o2,V 3 „ Ψo1,V 2‘V 3˝
 
idV 1‘Ψo2,V 3
(
, (6.76)
Ψo2,V 1‘V 3˝
 
idV 2‘Ψo1,V 3
(
˝
 
ΨV 1,V 2‘idV 3˘
(
„
 
ΨV 1,V 2‘idV
(
˘
˝Ψo1,V 2‘V 3˝
 
idV 1‘Ψo2,V 3
(
.
(6.77)
With the notation as in (1.16), we define the two maps in (6.12) by
StV
`
E, oE , osE,V
˘
“
`
E, oE ,
 
ΨE|Y2 ,τY2‘idV |Y2
(˚ `
StE|Y2‘V |Y2 posE,V q˘
˘
,
St˘V
`
E, oE , pE,V
˘
“
`
E, oE ,
 
ΨE|Y2 ,τY2‘idV |Y2
(˚ `
StE|Y2‘V |Y2 ppE,V q˘
˘
.
By (6.75), (1.27), and (6.20), the first map is well-defined on the equivalence classes of relative
OSpin- and Pin˘-structures of Definition 6.1 and equivariant with respect to the H2pX,Y ;Z2q-
actions. By (6.75) and (ses5) and (ses4) in the SpinPin 7 property in Section 1.2, so is the
second map. It is immediate that the two maps preserve w2 and satisfy (6.47) for OSpin- and
Pin˘-structures on all vector bundles V over Y . By (1.17), they also satisfy (6.13).
With the notation as in (1.20), we define the map in (6.14) by
Co˘V
`
E, oE , pE,V
˘
“
`
E, oE ,Ψ
˚
oE |Y2 ,V |Y2
`
Co˘
E|Y2‘V |Y2
ppE,V q˘
˘
.
By (6.76) and the second statement in the SpinPin 7(ses3) property, this map is well-defined on the
equivalence classes of relative Pin˘- and OSpin-structures of Definition 6.1 and is equivariant with
respect to theH2pX,Y ;Z2q-actions. It is immediate that this map preserves w2 and satisfies (6.45).
By (6.77) and the equation after (1.20), it also satisfies the last condition of the RelSpinPin 6
property.
Proof of RelSpinPin 7 property . Let V 1, V 2 be vector bundles over Y . With the notation as
in (1.24) and (6.74), we define the first map in (6.15) by@@
pE1, oE1 , osE1,V 1q, pE
2, oE2 , osE2,V 2q
DD
‘
“
`
E1‘E2, oE1oE2 ,
 
idE1|Y2‘ΨE2|Y2 ,V 1|Y2‘idV 2|Y2
(˚ `
xxosE1,V 1 , osE2,V 2yy‘
˘˘
and the second map by the same expression with the OSpin-structure osE2,V 2 replaced by a Pin
˘-
structure pE2,V 2 . By (6.75), (6.20), and the SpinPin 7(ses4) property in Section 1.2, these two maps
are well-defined on the equivalence classes of relative OSpin- and Pin˘-structures of Definition 6.1
and are bi-equivariant with respect to the H2pX,Y ;Z2q-actions. It is immediate that the two maps
satisfy (6.18) and (6.50) for OSpin- and Pin˘-structures on all vector bundles V 1 and V 2 over Y .
By the first equation in the SpinPin 7(ses3) property and Corollary 6.10, they also satisfy the first
equation in the RelSpinPin 7(ses3X) property. The remaining requirements on the two maps in the
RelSpinPin 7 property follow from the corresponding requirements in the SpinPin 7 property.
Proof of RelSpinPin 8 property . The reasoning in the proof of this property for the perspec-
tive of Definition 6.3 in Section 6.3 applies verbatim for the perspective of Definition 6.1.
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6.6 Equivalence of Definitions 6.1 and 6.3
Let pX,Y q be a CW pair and V be a vector bundle over Y . Since the restriction homomor-
phism (6.68) is an isomorphism, the RelSpinPin 1 property implies that V admits a relative Pin˘-
structure in the perspective of either Definition 6.1 or 6.3 if and only if the vector bundle V |Y2
over Y2ĂX3 admits a relative Pin
˘-structure in the perspective of either Definition 6.1 or 6.3. If
o POpV q, then pV, oq admits a relative Spin-structure in the perspective of either Definition 6.1
or 6.3 if and only if the vector bundle pV, oq|Y2 over Y2ĂX3 admits a relative Spin-structure in the
perspective of either Definition 6.1 or 6.3. Furthermore, the natural restriction maps
P˘XpV q ÝÑ P
˘
X3`
V |Y2
˘
and SpX3pV, oq ÝÑ Sp
˘
X3`
pV, oq|Y2
˘
in either of the two perspectives are equivariant with respect to the isomorphism (6.68). Along
with the RelSpinPin 2 property, this implies that the two maps are bijections. These bijections are
intertwined with the identifications of Theorem 1.4 via the maps (6.3) and respect all structures
and correspondences of Section 6.2.
By the previous paragraph, it is thus sufficient to establish Theorem 6.4(2) under the assumption
that the dimensions of the CW complexes X and Y are at most 3 and 2, respectively. We can also
restrict the consideration to vector bundles V over Y that admit a relative Pin˘-structure in the
sense of Definition 6.1 and vector bundles pV, oq over Y that admit a relative Spin-structure in the
sense of Definition 6.1, as appropriate.
Suppose pV, oq is a rank ně3 oriented vector bundle over Y ĂX and s”pE, oE , sE,V q is a relative
Spin-structure on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 6.1. We can assume that the rank of E is at
least 3 as well. Let u : pΣ, BΣq ÝÑ pX,Y q be an element of LXpY q and supE, oEq be the mod 2
homotopy class of trivializations of tBuu˚pE, oEq as in (6.1). If BΣ ‰H, we denote by psu the mod 2
homotopy class of trivializations of tBuu˚pV, oq so that the mod 2 homotopy class supE, oEq‘psu of
trivializations of
tBuu˚
`
pE, oEq|Y ‘pV, oq˘ “ tBuu
˚pE, oEq‘tBuu
˚pV, oq ÝÑ BΣ (6.78)
is the mod 2 homotopy class determined by tBuu˚sE,V . If BΣ“H, letpsu “ @w2pEq, u˚rΣsZ2D P Z2 . (6.79)
Suppose F and u1, . . . , um are as in (6.27) and just above and pF : pΣÝÑX is the continuous map
obtained by gluing these maps along the boundaries of their domains as in (6.36). Since F is
relatively equivalent to u1\. . .\um,
spΣ` pF ˚pE, oE q˘ ” @w2p pF ˚Eq, rpΣsZ2D “ @w2pEq, pF˚rpΣsZ2D “ @w2pEq, 0D “ 0 .
Along with Lemma 6.5, this implies that
su1` E, oE
˘
. . .sum
`
E, oE
˘
“ sΣ
`
F ˚pE, oE q˘ .
Since sE,V is a homotopy class of trivializations of pE, oEq|Y ‘pV, oq over Y ,`
su1pE, oEq. . .sumpE, oEq
˘
‘
`psu1 . . .psum˘ ” `su1pE, oEq‘psu1˘. . .`sumpE, oEq‘psum˘
“ sΣ
`
F ˚
`
pE, oEq|Y2‘pV, oq˘
˘
“ sΣ
`
F ˚pE, oE q˘ sΣ
`
F ˚pV, oq˘ .
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By the last two statements, psu1 . . .psum “ sΣ`F ˚pV, oq˘ .
We conclude that a relative Spin-structure s on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 6.1(b) determines
a relative Spin-structure
ppsuquPLXpY q ” ΘXpsq
on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 6.3.
Suppose η PH2pX,Y ;Z2q. Let m and hη;m be as in (6.69) and u PLXpY q be as above. By the
bijectivity of (6.54) and (6.57) with pX,Y q“ pΣ, BΣq, suph
˚
η;mrγmq is the mod 2 homotopy class of
trivializations of tBuu˚ph˚η;mrγmq determined by tBuu˚shη;m if and only if@
u˚η, rΣsZ2
D
”
@
w2pu
˚ph˚η;mrγmq˘ , rΣsZ2D “ 0 . (6.80)
Thus, the mod 2 homotopy class suph
˚
η;mrγm‘pE, oEqq‘psu of trivializations of
tBuu˚
``
h˚η;mrγm‘pE, oE q˘ |Y ‘pV, oq˘ “ tBuu˚ph˚η;mq‘`tBuu˚pE, oEq‘tBuu˚pV, oq˘
is the mod 2 homotopy class determined by tBuu˚xxshη;m, sE,V yy‘ if and only if (6.80) holds. Along
with (6.70) and (6.26), this implies that `xη ¨s˘
u
“ η ¨psu .
We conclude the construction of ΘX above induces a natural H
2pX,Y ;Z2q-equivariant map
ΘX : OSpX;2pV q ÝÑ OSpX;3pV q (6.81)
from the set of equivalence classes of relative OSpin-structures on the vector bundle V over Y ĂX
in the sense of Definition 6.1(b) to the set of relative OSpin-structures on V in the sense of Defini-
tion 6.3. Along with the RelSpinPin 2(b) property, this implies that (6.81) is a bijection. By (6.2)
and (6.79),
w2
`
ΘXposq˘ “ w2posq @ osPOSpX;2pV q. (6.82)
Suppose (5.2) is a Spin-structure on the oriented vector bundle pV, oq over Y in the sense of
Definition 1.1(b). Let rs2 be a section of SpinpV, oq as above (5.11) and s be the induced Spin-
structure on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 1.2. For each αPLpY q, rsα”α˚pqV˝rs2q is then a section
of the Spinpnq-bundle α˚SpinpV, oq in (5.3) and determines a homotopy class sα of trivializations
of α˚pV, oq. With the notation as in (5.4), (5.12), and (6.81), this implies that
ιX
`
Θ3
`
qV : SpinpV, oqÝÑSOpV, oq˘
˘
” ιX
`
psαqαPLpY q
˘
“ ΘX
`
ιXpsq
˘
“ ΘX
`
ιX
`
Θ2pqV : SpinpV, oqÝÑSOpV, oqq˘
˘
.
Since Θ2 is a bijection, it follows that
ΘX
`
ιXposq˘ “ ιX
`
Θ3
`
Θ´12 posq˘
˘
@ osPOSp2pY q (6.83)
for every vector bundle V of rank at least 3 over Y .
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Compatibility with RelSpinPin 3 property . Suppose pV, oq is an oriented vector bundle over Y
of rank at least 3,
s ”
`
E, oE , sE,V
˘
and s ”
`
E, oE , sE,V
˘
is a relative Spin-structure on pV, oq in the sense of Definition 6.1 and the corresponding relative
Spin-structure on pV, oq, respectively. Let u P LXpY q, supE, oEq, and psu be as before and psu be
the mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of tBuu˚pV, oq induced by supE, oEq and the homotopy
class sE,V of trivializations of
tBuu˚
`
pE, oEq|Y ‘pV, oq˘ “ tBuu
˚pE, oEq‘tBuu
˚pV, oq ÝÑ BΣ . (6.84)
Thus, supE, oEq‘psu and supE, oEq‘psu are the mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of (6.78)
determined by tBuu˚sE,V and the mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of (6.84) determined by
tBuu˚sE,V , respectively. Along with (1.27), this implies that psu“psu is the mod 2 homotopy class
of trivializations of tBuu˚pV, oq corresponding to psu. Thus,
ΘX
`
os
˘
“ ΘXposq @ osPOSpX;2pV q (6.85)
for every vector bundle V of rank at least 3 over Y .
Compatibility with RelSpinPin 5 property . Suppose pV, oq and s are as above, ΨV 1,V 2 is as
in (6.74), and
s1E,V ”
 
ΨE|Y ,τY ‘idV
(˚ `
StE|Y‘VpsE,V q˘
is the homotopy class of trivializations of pE, oEq|Y ‘StpV, oq induced by s. Let u P LXpY q,
supE, oEq, and psu be as before and ps1u be the mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of tBuu˚StpV, oq
induced by supE, oEq and the homotopy class s
1
E,V of trivializations of
tBuu˚
`
pE, oEq|Y ‘StpV, oq˘ “ tBuu
˚pE, oEq‘tBuu
˚` StpV, oq˘ ÝÑ BΣ . (6.86)
Thus, supE, oEq‘psu and supE, oEq‘ps1u are the mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of (6.78)
determined by tBuu˚sE,V and the mod 2 homotopy class of trivializations of (6.86) determined by
tBuu˚s1E,V , respectively. Along with (1.29) and (1.28), this implies that ps1u“StV ppsuq is the mod 2
homotopy class of trivializations of tBuu˚StpV, oq corresponding to psu. Thus,
ΘX
`
StV posq˘ “ StV
`
ΘXposq˘ @ osPOSpX;2pV q (6.87)
for every vector bundle V of rank at least 3 over Y .
We define the map ΘX in (6.81) for rank 2 vector bundles V over Y ĂX and then for rank 1 vector
bundles V over Y by (6.87). By the RelSpinPin 5 property, the already established properties
of (6.81) for vector bundles of ranks at least 3, and Theorem 1.4, the resulting maps ΘX for vector
bundles of ranks 1 and 2 are natural H2pX,Y ;Z2q-equivariant bijections which intertwine the
identifications of Theorem 1.4 via the maps (6.3) and satisfy (6.82). These maps are compatible
with the RelSpinPin 5 property, i.e. satisfy (6.87), by definition. Along with the first equality
in (6.13) and (6.85) for vector bundles of rank at least 3, this implies that the maps ΘX satisfy (6.85)
for all vector bundles V over Y .
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Compatibility with RelSpinPin 7 property . Suppose pV 1, o1q and pV 2, o2q are oriented vector
bundles over Y of ranks at least 3,
s1 ”
`
E1, oE1 , sE1,V 1
˘
and s2 ”
`
E2, oE2 , sE2,V 2
˘
are relative Spin-structures on pV 1, o1q and pV 2, o2q, respectively, ΨV 1,V 2 is as in (6.74), and
sE,V ”
 
idE1|Y ‘ΨE2|Y ,V 1‘idV 2
(˚ `
sE1,V 1‘sE2,V 2
˘
is the homotopy class of trivializations of
pE, oEq|Y ‘pV, oq ” p`E
1, oE1q‘pE
2, oE2 q˘
ˇˇ
Y
‘ p`V 1, o1q‘pV 2, o2 q˘
induced by s1 and s2. For uP LXpY q, let supE
1, oE1q and supE
2, oE2q be the mod 2 homotopy class
of trivializations of Bu˚pE1, oE1q and Bu
˚pE2, oE2q, respectively, as in (6.1).
Let ps1u, ps2u, and psu be the mod 2 homotopy classes of trivializations of tBuu˚pV 1, o1q induced by
supE
1, oE1q and sE1,V 1 , of tBuu
˚pV 2, o2q induced by supE
2, oE2q and sE2,V 2, and of tBuu
˚pV, oq
induced by
su
`
E, oE
˘
“ su
`
E1, oE1
˘
‘su
`
E2, oE2
˘
and the homotopy class sE1,V 1‘sE2,V 2 of trivializations of
tBuu˚ p`E, oEq|Y ‘pV, oq˘ “ tBuu
˚pE1, oE1q‘tBuu
˚pE2, oE2q‘tBuu
˚pV 1, o1q‘tBuu˚pV 2, o2q, (6.88)
respectively. Thus,
supE
1, oE1q‘ps1u, supE2, oE2q‘ps2u, and `supE1, oE2q‘supE2, oE2 q˘ ‘psu
are the mod 2 homotopy classes of trivializations of tBuW u˚ppE1, oE1q|Y ‘pV
1, o1qq determined by
tBuu˚sE1,V 1 , of tBuu
˚ppE2, oE2q|Y ‘pV
2, o2qq determined by tBuu˚sE2,V 2, and of (6.88) determined
by tBuu˚psE1,V 1‘sE2,V 2q, respectively. Along with (1.28), this implies that psu“ps1u‘ps2u is the mod 2
homotopy class of trivializations of tBuu˚pV, oq determined by ps1u and ps2u. Thus,
ΘX
`
xxos1, os2yy‘
˘
“
@@
ΘXpos
1q,ΘXpos
2q
DD
‘
@ os1 POSpX;2pV
1q, os2POSpX;2pV
2q (6.89)
for all vector bundles V 1 and V 2 of ranks at least 3 over Y . This identity for arbitrary rank bundles
then follows from the RelSpinPin 5 property, (6.21), and (6.20).
With P˘X;2pV q and P
˘
X;3pV q denoting the sets P
˘
XpV q of the relative Pin
˘-structures on a vector
bundle V over Y in the perspectives of Definitions 6.1 and 6.3, respectively, define
ΘX : P
˘
X;2pV q ÝÑ P
˘
X;3pV q by Co
˘
V
`
ΘXppq˘ “ ΘX
`
Co˘V ppq˘ . (6.90)
By the RelSpinPin 6 property, the already established properties of (6.81), and Theorem 1.4, (6.90)
is a natural H2pX,Y ;Z2q-equivariant bijection which intertwines the identifications of Theorem 1.4
via the maps (6.3). It preserves w2 and is compatible with the RelSpinPin 5 property, i.e. the
map ΘX satisfies (6.82) and (6.87) for relative Pin
˘-structures p in place of the relative OSpin-
structures os. This map is compatible with the RelSpinPin 6 property, i.e. satisfies the second
equality in (6.90), by definition. By the second statement in the RelSpinPin 7(ses3X) property
and (6.89), (6.90) is compatible with the second map in (6.15), i.e. (6.89) holds for relative Pin˘-
structures p2 in place of the relative OSpin-structures os2. By the RelSpinPin 7(ses6X ) property,
(6.90) is compatible with the RelSpinPin 4 property, i.e.
ΘX
`
R˘o ppq˘ “ R
˘
o
`
ΘXppq˘ @ pPP
˘
X;2pV q, oPOpV q
for every vector bundle V over Y . This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.4(2).
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Chapter 2
Orientations for Real CR-Operators
The so-called real Cauchy-Riemann operators (or CR-operators for short) are central to Gromov-
Witten theory and the Fukaya category literature. As demonstrated in [6, Section 8.1], relative
Spin-structures induce orientations on the determinants of such operators. As demonstrated in
[29, Section 3], relative Pin-structures induce orientations on certain twisted determinants of real
CR-operators. Section 7 collects properties of the induced orientations in a ready-to-use format.
The construction of these orientations and the verification of their claimed properties are detailed
in Sections 8-10. We formulate all statements in terms of real bundle pairs pV, ϕq over symmetric
surfaces pΣ, σq with separating fixed loci Σσ. Analogous statements for vector bundle pairs pE,F q
over bordered surfaces pΣb, BΣbq follow immediately by doubling pE,F q to a real bundle pair as in
[10, Section 3].
Our construction of orientations in the relative Spin case differs from [6] and is instead inspired
by the approach of [23, Section 6]; this approach is now the standard perspective on orienting real
CR-operators in this case. Our construction of orientations in the relative Pin case differs from that
in [29] and is instead motivated by the approach of [8, Section 3]. This approach combines the Spin
and rank 1 cases and eliminates the need for an arbitrary choice of a distinguished Pin-structure
on a vector bundle over S1 in each rank. However, the way we combine the Spin and rank 1 cases
differs from [8].
Section 8 constructs orientations of determinants of real CR-operators on rank 1 real bundle
pairs over S2 with the standard orientation-reversing involution τ and on even-degree real bundle
pairs pV, ϕq over pS2, τq. As in [8], the orientations opV, ϕ; ox1q constructed in the former case
depend on the choice of orientation ox1 of V
ϕ
x1 of the real line bundle V
ϕ at a point x1 in the τ -fixed
locus S1 and the choice of half-surface D2` of pS
2, τq. As in [6, 23], the orientations oospV, ϕq con-
structed in the latter case depend on the choice of relative OSpin-structure os on the real vector
bundle V ϕ over S1ĂS2 and the choice of half-surface D2` of pS
2, τq. We recall the orientation
constructions of [8] and [23] in these two cases and establish key properties of the resulting orien-
tations. Section 8 contains the most technical arguments of this chapter.
Section 9 constructs orientations of determinants of real CR-operators on rank 1 real bundle pairs
and on even-degree real bundle pairs pV, ϕq over arbitrary smooth symmetric surfaces pΣ, σq with
separating fixed loci Σσ. These orientations are obtained from the orientations constructed in the
two corresponding cases in Section 8. Similarly to Section 8, the orientations opV, ϕ; oxq in the for-
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mer case depend on the choices of orientation oxr of V
ϕ
xr at a point xr in each component S
1
r of the
σ-fixed locus Σσ, half-surface Σb of pΣ, σq, and ordering on π0pΣ
σq. The orientations oospV, ϕq in
the latter case depend on the choices of relative OSpin-structure os on V ϕ, half-surface Σb of pΣ, σq,
and ordering on π0pΣ
σq. We again recall the orientation constructions of [8] and [23] in these two
cases and establish key properties of the resulting orientations. These properties are deduced from
the analogous properties in Section 8 primarily through algebraic considerations involving commu-
tative squares of short exact sequences. Section 9 concludes the verification of the properties of
orientations of the determinants of real CR-operators induced by relative OSpin-structures stated
in Section 7.
Section 10 finally constructs orientations on the determinants and twisted determinants of real
CR-operators induced by relative Pin-structures. It uses the RelSpinPin 6 property on page 74 to
combine the orientations constructed in Section 9. Section 10 also deduces the properties of the
orientations induced by relative Pin-structures stated in Section 7 from the analogous properties
established in the two settings of Section 9.
7 Introduction
We assemble the key notions concerning real CR-operators and their determinants and state the
main (and only) theorem of this chapter in Section 7.1. The properties of orientations of real CR-
operators described in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 include the compatibility of the orientations with short
exact sequences of real bundle pairs and with flat degenerations of the domains. Some consequences
of these properties are deduced in Section 7.4.
7.1 Definitions and main theorem
An exact triple (short exact sequence)
0 ÝÑ D1 ÝÑ D ÝÑ D2 ÝÑ 0
of Fredholm operators is a commutative diagram
0 // X 1
D1

// X
D

// X2
D2

// 0
0 // Y 1 // Y // Y 2 // 0
(7.1)
so that the rows are exact sequences of bounded linear homomorphisms between Banach vector
spaces (over R) and the columns are Fredholm operators. If X2 is a finite-dimensional vector space
and Y 2 is the zero vector space, we abbreviate the exact triple (7.1) of Fredholm operators as
0 ÝÑ D1 ÝÑ D ÝÑ X2 ÝÑ 0.
If X,Y are Banach spaces and D : XÝÑY is a Fredholm operator, let
λpDq ” λpkerDq b λpcokDq˚
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denote the determinant of D. An orientation on a Fredholm operator D is an orientation on the
one-dimensional real vector space λpDq or equivalently a homotopy class of isomorphisms of λpDq
with R. If H is a topological space, a continuous family
D”
 
Dt : tPH
(
of Fredholm operators Dt over H determines a line bundle λpDq over H, called the determinant line
bundle of D; see [36]. An exact triple t of Fredholm operators as in (7.1) determines a canonical
isomorphism
Ψt : λpD
1q b λpD2q
«
ÝÑ λpDq. (7.2)
For a continuous family of exact triples of Fredholm operators, the isomorphisms (7.2) give rise to
a canonical isomorphism between the determinant line bundles; see the Exact Triples property in
[36, Section 2].
For k P Zě0, let rks “ t1, . . . , ku. An involution on a topological space X is a homeomorphism
φ : XÝÑX such that φ˝φ“ idX . A symmetric surface pΣ, σq is a closed oriented (possibly nodal)
surface Σ with an orientation-reversing involution σ. If Σ is smooth, the fixed locus Σσ of σ
is a disjoint union of circles. In general, Σσ consists of isolated points (called E nodes in [23,
Section 3.2]) and circles identified at pairs of points (called H nodes in [23]). The remaining nodes
of Σ, which we call C nodes, come in pairs nd˘ij RΣ
σ interchanged by the involution σ. A complex
structure on pΣ, σq is a complex structure j on Σ compatible with the orientation of Σ such that
σ˚j“´j. A symmetric surface with k real marked points and l conjugate pairs of marked points is
a tuple
C”
`
Σ, σ, pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls
˘
, (7.3)
where pΣ, σq is a symmetric surface and x1, . . . , xk, z
`
1 , . . . , z
`
l , and z
´
1 , . . . , z
´
l are distinct smooth
points of Σ such that σpxiq“xi for all iPrks and σpz
`
i q“z
´
i for all iPrls.
There are two basic kinds of symmetric surfaces: connected ones and pairs of connected surfaces
interchanged by the involution, called doublets in [15]. Every symmetric surface pΣ, σq is a union
of such surfaces, which we then call the real elemental components and the conjugate elemental
components of pΣ, σq, respectively. A bordered surface Σb doubles to a symmetric surface pΣ, σq
so that
Σb Ă Σ, Σ “ ΣbYσpΣbq, and ΣbXσpΣbq “ Σσ “ BΣb .
In such a case, we call Σb a half-surface of pΣ, σq and orient Σσ as the boundary of Σb as in [32,
p146]. A smooth symmetric surface pΣ, σq admits a half-surface if and only if Σσ separates Σ
into two halves interchanged by σ, i.e. the fixed locus of pΣ, σq is separating. A half-surface of a
doublet pΣ, σq is either of the two connected components of pΣ, σq. If the fixed locus of a connected
elemental symmetric surface pΣ, σq is separating, pΣ, σq again contains two half-surfaces. A choice
of a half-surface for an arbitrary symmetric surface pΣ, σq corresponds to a choice of a half-surface
for each elemental component of pΣ, σq.
Let pX,φq be a topological space with an involution. A conjugation on a complex vector bundle
V ÝÑ X lifting the involution φ is a vector bundle homomorphism ϕ : V ÝÑ V covering φ (or
equivalently a vector bundle homomorphism ϕ : V ÝÑφ˚V covering idX) such that the restriction
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of ϕ to each fiber is anti-complex linear and ϕ˝ϕ“ idV . A real bundle pair pV, ϕqÝÑpX,φq consists
of a complex vector bundle V ÝÑX and a conjugation ϕ on V lifting φ. For example,`
XˆCn, φˆc
˘
ÝÑ pX,φq,
where c : CnÝÑCn is the standard conjugation on Cn, is a real bundle pair. In general, V ϕÝÑXφ
is a real vector bundle with rkRV
ϕ“rkCV .
Let pV, ϕq be a real bundle pair over a symmetric surface pΣ, σq. A real Cauchy-Riemann (or CR-)
operator on pV, ϕq is a linear map of the form
D “ B¯`A : ΓpΣ;V qϕ ”
 
ξPΓpΣ;V q : ξ˝σ“ϕ˝ξ
(
ÝÑ Γ0,1j pΣ;V q
ϕ ”
 
ζ PΓpΣ; pT ˚Σ, jq0,1bCV q : ζ˝dσ “ ϕ˝ζ
(
,
(7.4)
where B¯ is the holomorphic B¯-operator for some holomorphic structure in V which lifts a complex
structure j on pΣ, σq and is reversed by ϕ and
A P Γ
`
Σ;HomRpV, pT
˚Σ, jq0,1bCV q
˘ϕ
is a zeroth-order deformation term. The completion of a real CR-operator D on pV, ϕq with respect
to appropriate norms on its domain and target (e.g. Sobolev Lp1 and L
p-norms, respectively, with
pą 2), which we also denote by D, is Fredholm; see the proof of [10, Proposition 3.6]. If Σ is a
smooth connected surface of genus g, then the index of D is given by
indD “ p1´gq rk V `
@
c1pV q, rΣs
D
.
The norms can be chosen so that the evaluation map
ΓpΣ;V qϕ ÝÑ Vx, ξ ÝÑ ξpxq,
is continuous for each xPΣ.
The space of completions of all real CR-operators on pV, ϕq is contractible with respect to the
operator norm. This implies that there is a canonical homotopy class of isomorphisms between the
determinant lines of any two real CR-operators on a real bundle pair pV, ϕq; we thus denote any
such line by λpDpV,ϕqq. If in addition C is a marked symmetric surface as in (7.3), let
λRCpV, ϕq “ λ
ˆ kà
i“1
V ϕxi
˙
“
kâ
i“1
λpV ϕxiq,
rλCpDq “ λRCpV, ϕq˚bλpDq;
the summands and the factors in the definition of λRCpV, ϕq are not ordered. If C is smooth, we
call pV, ϕq C-balanced if the parity of the number kr of the real marked points xi carried by every
topological component S1r of Σ
σ is different from xw1pV
ϕq, rS1r sZ2y.
We call a symmetric surface pΣ, σq with separating fixed locus and with choices of a half-surface Σb
and of an ordering of the topological components of Σσ a decorated symmetric surface.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth decorated symmetric surface and pV, ϕq is a real bundle
pair over pΣ, σq.
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(a) A relative OSpin-structure os on the vector bundle V ϕ over Σσ Ă Σ determines an orienta-
tion oospV, ϕq of λpDpV,ϕqq.
(b) If C is a marked symmetric surface with the underlying symmetric surface pΣ, σq and pV, ϕq
is C-balanced, a relative Pin˘-structure p on V ϕ determines an orientation oC;ppV, ϕq ofrλCpDpV,ϕqq.
These orientations satisfy all properties of Sections 7.2 and 7.3.
We denote by λCpV q the top exterior power of a complex vector bundle V . A conjugation ϕ on V
induces a conjugation λCpϕq on λCpV q. For a real bundle pair pV, ϕq, we define
λpV, ϕq “
`
λCpV q, λCpϕq˘ , pV, ϕq˘ ”
`
V˘, ϕ˘˘ “ pV, ϕq ‘ p2˘1qλpV, ϕq. (7.5)
Let C be a smooth decorated marked symmetric surface and pV, ϕq be a C-balanced real bundle
pair over C. We show in Section 10.4 that the line rλCpDpV,ϕqq has a natural orientation oCpV, ϕq
if the rank of pV, ϕq is 1. If pV, ϕq is of any rank, a relative Pin˘-structure p on V ϕ is a relative
OSpin-structure
os˘ ” Co
˘
V ppq
on V ϕ˘ ; see Section 6.1. We define the orientation oC;ppDpV,ϕqq of Theorem 7.1(b) via the isomor-
phism
λ
`
DpV,ϕq˘
˘
« λ
`
DpV,ϕq
˘
bλ
`
DλpV,ϕq
˘bp2˘1q
(7.6)
as in (7.2) from the orientation oos˘ppV, ϕq˘q as in Theorem 7.1(a) and the orientation oCpλpV, ϕqq;
in the plus case, the tensor product of the last two factors of λpDλpV,ϕqq above has a canonical
orientation. Most properties of oC;ppV, ϕq then follow directly from the corresponding properties
of oos˘ppV, ϕq˘q and oCpV, ϕq.
7.2 Properties of orientations: smooth surfaces
Let pΣ, σq be a smooth symmetric surface. If the genera of the connected components of Σ are
g1, . . . , gN , we define
gpΣq “ 1`
Nÿ
q“1
`
gq´1
˘
to be the genus of Σ. If the fixed locus ΣσĂΣ is separating, then gpΣq` 1has the same parity as the
number |π0pΣ
σq| of connected components of Σσ. For a rank n real bundle pair pV, ϕq over pΣ, σq,
we denote by
deg V ”
@
c1pV q, rΣsZ
D
P Z and W1pV, ϕq ”
ˇˇ 
S1r Pπ0pΣ
σq : w1pV
ϕq|S1r ‰0
(ˇˇ
P Zě0
the degree of V and the number of connected components of Σσ over which V ϕ is not orientable,
respectively. By [2, Proposition 4.1], these two numbers have the same parity. Thus, the elements
̟ospΣ˚q ” n
gpΣ˚q`|π0pΣ
σ
˚q|´1
2
`
deg V |Σ˚
2
`
@
w2posq, rΣ˚sZ2
D
P Z2 and
̟ppΣ˚q ” n
gpΣ˚q`|π0pΣ
σ
˚q|´1
2
`
deg V |Σ˚˘W1ppV, ϕq|Σ˚q
2
`
@
w2ppq, rΣ˚sZ2
D
P Z2
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are well-defined for every relative OSpin-structure os on the real vector bundle V ϕ over Σσ ĂΣ,
relative Pin˘-structure p on V ϕ, and an elemental component Σ˚ of pΣ, σq.
A real CR-operator on a complex vector bundle V over a closed oriented (possibly nodal) surface Σ
is a linear map of the form
D “ B¯`A : ΓpΣ;V q ÝÑ Γ0,1j pΣ;V q”Γ
`
Σ; pT ˚Σ, jq0,1bCV
˘
,
where B¯ is the holomorphic B¯-operator for some holomorphic structure in V which lifts a complex
structure j on pΣ, σq and
A P Γ
`
Σ;HomRpV, pT
˚Σ, jq0,1bCV q
˘
is a zeroth-order deformation term. The completion of a real CR-operator D on V with respect
to appropriate norms on its domain and target, which we also denote by D, is Fredholm; see [25,
Theorem C.1.10]. The space of completions of all real CR-operators on V is contractible with
respect to the operator norm. The real CR-operator B¯ on V in the notation above is C-linear and
its kernel and cokernel have canonical orientations; we call the induced orientation of λpDq for any
real CR-operator D on V the complex orientation of λpDq and D.
IfD is a real CR-operator on a real bundle pair pV, ϕq over a decorated symmetric surface pΣ, σq with
Σσ“H, i.e. pΣ, σq is a union of doublets, and Σb is a half-surface of pΣ, σq, then the homomorphisms
ΓpΣ;V qϕ ÝÑ Γ
`
Σb;V |Σb
˘
, ξ ÝÑ ξ
ˇˇ
Σb
, Γ0,1j pΣ;V q
ϕ ÝÑ Γ0,1
j|
Σb
`
Σb;V |Σb
˘
, ζ ÝÑ ζ
ˇˇ
Σb
, (7.7)
are isomorphisms. They identify D with its “restriction” to a real CR-operator D` on V |Σb and
thus induce an isomorphism
λpDq ÝÑ λ
`
D`
˘
(7.8)
between the determinants of real CR-operators.
CROrient 1os (Dependence on Decorated Structure: OSpin). Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth dec-
orated symmetric surface, pV, ϕq is a rank n real bundle pair over pΣ, σq, and os is a relative
OSpin-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ over ΣσĂΣ.
(1) The orientation oospV, ϕq of DpV,ϕq determined by os does not depend on the choice of half-
surface Σb˚ of an elemental component Σ˚ of pΣ, σq if and only if ̟ospΣ˚q“0.
(2) The interchange in the ordering of two components of Σσ preserves the orientation oospV, ϕq if
and only if nP2Z.
(3) If Σσ “H and Σb ĂΣ is the chosen half-surface, then the isomorphism (7.8) is orientation-
preserving with respect to the orientation oospV, ϕq on the left-hand side and the canonical
complex orientation on the right-hand side if and only if xw2posq, rΣ
bsZ2y“0.
Suppose in addition that C is a decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.3) and ΣbĂΣ is the
chosen half-surface. For a component S1r of Σ
σ, let
jr1pCq, . . . , j
r
kr
pCq P rks with jr1pCq ă j
r
2pCq, . . . , j
r
kr
pCq
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be such that the real marked points
xjr1pCq, . . . , xj
r
kr
pCq P Σ
σ
r (7.9)
are ordered by their position on S1r with respect to the orientation of S
1
r induced by Σ
b. If C1 is a
marked symmetric surface obtained from C by interchanging some real marked points, the twisted
determinants rλCpDq and rλC1pDq are the same. We setˆ
´1
1
˙
,
ˆ
´1
2
˙
” 0.
CROrient 1p (Dependence on Decorated Structure: Pin˘). Suppose C is a smooth decorated
marked symmetric surface, pV, ϕq is a C-balanced rank n real bundle pair over C, and p is a
relative Pin˘-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ over ΣσĂΣ.
(1) The orientation oC;ppV, ϕq on rλCpDpV,ϕqq determined by p does not depend on the choice of
half-surface Σb˚ of an elemental component Σ˚ of pΣ, σq if and only ifÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ
˚q
ˆˆ
kr´1
1
˙
`n
ˆ
kr´1
2
˙
` 2Z “ ̟ppΣ˚q P Z2 .
(2) The interchange in the ordering of two consecutive components S1r and S
1
r`1 of Σ
σ preserves
the orientation oC;ppV, ϕq if and only if pn`1qpkrkr`1`1qP2Z.
(3) The interchange of two real marked points xjri pCq and xjri1pCq
on the same connected component
S1r of Σ
σ with 2ď i, i1ďkr preserves oC;ppV, ϕq. The interchange of the real points xjr1pCq and
xjri pCq with 2ď iďkr preserves oC;ppV, ϕq if and only if pn`1qpkr´1qpi´1qP2Z.
CROrient 2 (Dependence on Spin/Pin-Structure). Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth decorated symmet-
ric surface, pV, ϕq is a real bundle pair over pΣ, σq, and ηPH2pΣ,Σσ;Z2q.
(a) Let os P OSpΣpV
ϕq. The orientations oospV, ϕq and oη¨ospV, ϕq are the same if and only if
xη, rΣbsZ2y“ 0. The orientations oospV, ϕq and oospV, ϕq are the same if and only if |π0pΣ
σq|
is even.
(b) Let C be a marked symmetric surface with the underlying symmetric surface pΣ, σq so that
pV, ϕq is C-balanced. Let pPP˘Σ pV
ϕq. The orientations oC;ppV, ϕq and oC;η¨ppV, ϕq on rλCpDpV,ϕqq
are the same if and only if xη, rΣbsZ2y“0.
Let pV, ϕq be a real bundle pair over a decorated marked symmetric surface C as in (7.3) and
S11 , . . . , S
1
N be the connected components of Σ
σ in the chosen order. For each component S1r of Σ
σ,
define
V
ϕ
C;r “ V
ϕ
xjr
1
pCq
‘. . .‘V ϕxjr
kr
pCq
. (7.10)
If o is an orientation of V ϕ, we define the orientation λRCpoq on λ
R
CpV, ϕq to be the orientation
induced by the restriction of o to each V ϕxi via the identification
λRCpV, ϕq “ λ
`
V ϕx
j1
1
pCq
˘
b. . .bλ
`
V ϕx
j1
k1
pCq
˘
b. . .bλ
`
V ϕx
jN
1
pCq
˘
b. . .bλ
`
V ϕx
jN
kN
pCq
˘
.
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In other words, for each component S1r of Σ
σ we first orient the direct sum (7.10) from the ori-
entation o based on the listed order of the factors, i.e. the order in which the marked points are
positioned on S1r . We then orient the direct sum
V
ϕ
C ” V
ϕ
C;1‘. . .‘V
ϕ
C;N (7.11)
over all components of Σσ based on the ordering of the components.
CROrient 3 (Reduction). Suppose C is a decorated marked symmetric surface, pV, ϕq is a C-
balanced rank n real bundle pair over C, and o is an orientation on V ϕ. For every p PP˘Σ pV
ϕq,
the orientation oC;ppV, ϕq on rλCpDpV,ϕqq corresponds to the homotopy class of isomorphisms of
λpDpV,ϕqq and λ
R
CpV, ϕq determined by the orientations oR˘o ppqpV, ϕq and λ
R
Cpoq if and only if
p P P´Σ pV
ϕq, n
ˆ
|π0pΣ
σq|
2
˙
P 2Z or p P P`Σ pV
ϕq, pn`1qˆ
|π0pΣ
σq|
2
˙
P 2Z. (7.12)
Suppose pΣ1, σ1q and pΣ2, σ2q are symmetric surfaces, pV1, ϕ1q is a real bundle pair on pΣ1, σ1q,
and pV2, ϕ2q is a real bundle pair on pΣ2, σ2q of the same rank as pV1, ϕ1q. We denote by
pV1, ϕ1q\pV2, ϕ2q ”
`
V1\V2, ϕ1\ϕ2
˘
(7.13)
the induced real bundle pair over the symmetric surface
pΣ1, σ1q\pΣ2, σ2q ”
`
Σ1\Σ2, σ1\σ2
˘
. (7.14)
For relative OSpin-structures (resp. Pin˘-structures) os1 (resp. p1) on V
ϕ1
1 and os2 (resp. p2)
on V ϕ22 , we denote by os1\os2 (resp. p1\p2) the relative OSpin-structure (resp. Pin
˘-structure)
on the real vector bundle
pV1\V2q
ϕ1\ϕ2 “ V ϕ11 \V
ϕ2
2
over `
Σ1\Σ2
˘σ1\σ2 “ Σσ11 \Σσ22 Ă Σ1\Σ2. (7.15)
If pΣ1, σ1q and pΣ2, σ2q are decorated symmetric surfaces, we take (7.14) to be the decorated
symmetric surface obtained by defining`
Σ1\Σ2
˘b
“ Σb1\Σ
b
2
and ordering the topological components of (7.15) so that the topological components of Σσ11 in
their order are followed by the topological components of Σσ22 in their order.
If in addition C1 and C2 are marked symmetric surfaces with the underlying symmetric sur-
faces pΣ1, σ1q and pΣ2, σ2q, respectively, we denote by C1\C2 the marked symmetric surface with
the underlying symmetric surface (7.14) and the same marked points as C1 and C2 which are or-
dered consistently with their orderings in C1 and C2 (but the marked points of C1 do not necessarily
precede the marked points of C2). Let
ΨRC1,C2 : λ
R
C1\C2 p`V1, ϕ1q\pV2, ϕ2q˘ « λ
R
C1pV1, ϕ1qbλ
R
C2pV2, ϕ2q (7.16)
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be the isomorphism induced by the identification
pV1\V2q
ϕ1\ϕ2
C1\C2
“ pV1q
ϕ1
C1
‘pV2q
ϕ2
C2
.
If pV1, ϕ1q is C1-balanced and pV2, ϕ2q is C2-balanced, then (7.13) is pC1\C2q-balanced.
For every real CR-operatorD on the real bundle pair (7.13) over (7.14), there is a canonical splitting
D “ D
ˇˇ
V1
‘D
ˇˇ
V2
(7.17)
of D into real CR-operators on pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q. Along with (7.2), this splitting determines a
homotopy class of isomorphisms
λ
`
DpV1,ϕ1q\pV2,ϕ2q
˘
« λ
`
DpV1,ϕ1q
˘
bλ
`
DpV2,ϕ2q
˘
. (7.18)
Orientations ro1 of rλC1pDpV1,ϕ1qq and ro2 of rλC2pDpV2,ϕ2qq correspond to homotopy classes of isomor-
phisms
λ
`
DpV1,ϕ1q
˘
« λRC1pV1, ϕ1q and λ
`
DpV2,ϕ2q
˘
« λRC2pV2, ϕ2q,
respectively. Along with (7.18) and (7.16), these homotopy classes of isomorphisms determine a
homotopy class of isomorphisms
λ
`
DpV1,ϕ1q\pV2,ϕ2q
˘
« λRC1\C2 p`V1, ϕ1q\pV2, ϕ2q˘ .
The latter corresponds to an orientation of rλC1\C2pDpV1,ϕ1q\pV2,ϕ2qq, which we denote by ro1\ro2.
CROrient 4 (Disjoint unions). Suppose pΣ1, σ1q and pΣ2, σ2q are smooth decorated symmetric
surfaces of genera g1 and g2, respectively, pV1, ϕ1q is a rank n real bundle pair on pΣ1, σ1q, and
pV2, ϕ2q is a rank n real bundle pair on pΣ2, σ2q.
(a) Let os1 P OSpΣ1pV
ϕ1
1 q and os2 P OSpΣ2pV
ϕ2
2 q. The homotopy class of isomorphisms (7.18)
induced by the splitting (7.17) respects the orientations
oos1\os2` pV1, ϕ1q\pV2, ϕ2 q˘ , oos1pV1, ϕ1q, and oos2pV2, ϕ2q
on the three factors.
(b) Let C1 and C2 be marked symmetric surfaces with the underlying symmetric surfaces pΣ1, σ1q
and pΣ2, σ2q, respectively, so that pV1, ϕ1q is C1-balanced and pV2, ϕ2q is C2-balanced. If
p1 PP
˘
Σ1
pV ϕ1q and p2 PP
˘
Σ2
pV ϕ2q, then
oC1\C2;p1\p2` pV1, ϕ1q\pV2, ϕ2q˘ “ oC1;p1pV1, ϕ1q\oC2;p2pV2, ϕ2q
if and only if
p P P´Σ pV
ϕq,
`
1´g1`degV1
˘
p`1´g2qn`deg V2
˘
P 2Z or
p P P`Σ pV
ϕq, pn`1q
`
1´g1`deg V1
˘`
1´g2
˘
P 2Z.
(7.19)
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A short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ pV 1, ϕ1q ÝÑ pV, ϕq ÝÑ pV 2, ϕ2q ÝÑ 0 (7.20)
of real bundle pairs over pX,φq induces a short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ V 1ϕ
1
ÝÑ V ϕ ÝÑ V 2ϕ
2
ÝÑ 0 (7.21)
of real vector bundles over Xφ. If the first sequence is denoted by e, we denote the second one
by eR. By the SpinPinRel 7 property on page 74, a relative OSpin-structure os
1 POSpXpV
1ϕ1q on
the vector bundle V 1ϕ
1
over XφĂX and a relative OSpin-structure os2 POSpXpV
2ϕ2q (resp. Pin˘-
structure p2 PP˘XpV
2ϕ2q) determine a relative OSpin-structure
xxos1, os2yyeR P OSpXpV
ϕq
(resp. Pin˘-structure xxos1, p2yyeR PP
˘
XpV
ϕq).
Suppose in addition that pX,φq“pΣ, σq is a smooth symmetric surface and C is a marked symmetric
surface with the underlying symmetric surface pΣ, σq as in (7.3). For each iP rks, the short exact
sequence (7.21) determines an isomorphism
λ
`
V ϕxi
˘
« λ
`
V 1ϕ
1
xi
˘
bλ
`
V 2ϕ
2
xi
˘
.
Putting these isomorphisms together, we obtain an identification
ΨRC: λ
R
CpV, ϕq « λ
R
CpV
1, ϕ1qbλRCpV
2, ϕ2q . (7.22)
If the real vector bundle V 1ϕ
1
is orientable, then the real bundle pair pV, ϕq is C-balanced if and only
if the real bundle pair pV 2, ϕ2q is C-balanced. If o1 is an orientation on V 1ϕ
1
and os1PSpinΣpV
1ϕ1 , o1q,
let
λRCpos
1q ” λRCpo
1q
be the orientation on λRCpV
1, ϕ1q defined as above the CROrient 3 property.
Along with (7.2), the short exact sequence e of real bundle pairs over pΣ, σq as in (7.20) determines
a homotopy class of isomorphisms
λ
`
DpV,ϕq
˘
« λ
`
DpV 1,ϕ1q
˘
bλ
`
DpV 2,ϕ2q
˘
. (7.23)
Orientations o1D of λpDpV 1,ϕ1qq, o
1
R
of λRCpV
1, ϕ1q, and ro2 of rλCpDpV 2,ϕ2qq determine homotopy classes
of isomorphisms
λ
`
DpV 1,ϕ1q
˘
« λRCpV
1, ϕ1q and λ
`
DpV 2,ϕ2q
˘
« λRCpV
2, ϕ2q,
respectively. Along with (7.23) and (7.22), these homotopy classes of isomorphisms determine a
homotopy class of isomorphisms
λ
`
DpV,ϕq
˘
« λRCpV, ϕq .
The latter corresponds to an orientation of rλCpDpV,ϕqq, which we denote by po1Do1Rqero2.
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CROrient 5 (Short Exact Sequences). Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth decorated symmetric surface,
e is a short exact sequence of real bundle pairs over pΣ, σq as in (7.20), and os1POSpΣpV
1ϕ1q.
(a) Let os2 POSpΣpV
2ϕ2q. The homotopy class of isomorphisms (7.23) induced by e respects the
orientations
oxxos1,os2yyeR
pV, ϕq, oos1pV
1, ϕ1q, and oos2pV
2, ϕ2q
if and only if `
rkV 1
˘`
rkV 2
˘ˆ|π0pΣσq|
2
˙
P 2Z. (7.24)
(b) Let C be a marked symmetric surface with the underlying symmetric surface pΣ, σq so that
pV 2, ϕ2q is C-balanced. If p2 PP˘Σ pV
2ϕ2q, then
oC;xxos1,p2yyeR
pV, ϕq “
`
oC;os1pV
1, ϕ1qλRCpos
1q
˘
e
oC;p2pV
2, ϕ2q
if and only if `
rkV 1
˘`
rkV 2`1
˘ˆ |π0pΣσq|
2
˙
`
`
rkV 1
˘`
rkV 2
˘ˆk
2
˙
P 2Z. (7.25)
There are two equivalence classes of orientation-reversing involutions on the Riemann sphere
S2“P1. They are represented by the involutions
τ : P1 ÝÑ P1, z ÝÑ 1{z¯, and η : P1 ÝÑ P1, z ÝÑ ´1{z¯. (7.26)
The fixed-point locus of η is empty. The fixed-point locus of τ is the unit circle S1ĂC; it sepa-
rates P1 into the unit disk D2`ĂC and its complement D
2
´. A choice of half-surface D
2
` of pS
2, τq
is equivalent to a choice of one of the two natural embeddings of C as a subspace of S2.
Let pV, ϕq be a rank 1 degree a real bundle pair over pS2, τq. If a ě ´1, x1, . . . , xa`1 P S
1 are
distinct points, and D is a real CR-operator on pV, ϕq, then D is surjective and the evaluation
homomorphism
ev : kerD ÝÑ V ϕx1‘. . .‘V
ϕ
xa`1
, ξ ÝÑ
`
ξpx1q, . . . , ξpxa`1q
˘
, (7.27)
is an isomorphism; see Section 7.4. If aP2Z, the real line bundle V ϕ over S1 is orientable. For an
orientation o on V ϕ, we then let
o0pV, ϕ; oq ” oι
S2
pos0pV ϕ,oqqpV, ϕq (7.28)
denote the orientation of DpV,ϕq determined by the image
ιS2
`
os0pV
ϕ, oq˘ P OSpS2
`
V ϕ
˘
of the canonical OSpin-structure os0pV
ϕ, oq on pV ϕ, oq under the first map in (6.3) with X“S2.
If aR2Z, the real line bundle V ϕ over S1 is not orientable. The two Pin˘-structures on V ϕ, p˘0 pV
ϕq
and p˘1 pV
ϕq, are then distinguished by Examples 1.20 and 1.21 from the classical perspective and
by Example 5.1 from the trivializations perspectives. The distinction between p´0 pV
ϕq and p´1 pV
ϕq
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depends on the choice of half-surface D2` of pS
2, τq, while the distinction between p`0 pV
ϕq and
p`1 pV
ϕq is independent of such a choice. If C is a marked symmetric surface as in (7.3) so that
pΣ, σq is S2 with the involution τ , kP2Z, and r“0, 1, let
o˘C;rpV, ϕq ” oC;ι
S2
pp˘r pV ϕqq
pV, ϕq
denote the orientation on rλCpDpV,ϕqq determined by the image
ιS2
`
p˘r pV
ϕq˘ P P˘
S2
`
V ϕ
˘
(7.29)
of p˘r pV
ϕq under the second map in (6.3) with X“S2.
CROrient 6 (Normalizations). Let pV, ϕq be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pS2, τq.
(a) If deg V “ 0 and o P OpV ϕq, the isomorphism (7.27) with a “ 0 respects the orientations
o0pV, ϕ; oq and o for every x1PS
1.
(b) If degV “1, C is a marked symmetric surface with the underlying symmetric surface pS2, τq
and k“2 real marked points, and D2` is the distinguished half-surface of pS
2, τq, then o˘C;0pV, ϕq
is the orientation of rλCpDpV,ϕqq corresponding to the homotopy class of the isomorphism (7.27)
with a“1.
7.3 Properties of orientations: degenerations
The compatibility of the orientations on the determinants of real CR-operators induced by the rel-
ative Spin- and Pin˘-structures with degenerations of smooth domains is essential for any study of
the structures in open and real Gromov-Witten theories that depend on node-splitting properties
in the spirit of [20, 2.2.6]. We next describe the relevant degeneration settings and characaterize
the behavior of the induced orientations in these settings by the CROrient 7C and 7H3 properties.
Let C”pΣ, pziqiPrlsq be a nodal marked surface, i.e. Σ is a closed oriented (possibly nodal) surface
and z1, . . . , zl are distinct smooth points of Σ. A flat family of deformations of C is a tuple`
π : UÝÑ∆, psi : ∆ÝÑ UqiPrls
˘
, (7.30)
where U is a smooth manifold, ∆ Ă CN is a ball around 0, and π, s1, . . . , sl are smooth maps
such that
‚ Σt ” π
´1ptq is a closed oriented (possibly nodal) surface for each t P∆ and π is a submersion
outside of the nodes of the fibers of π,
‚ for every t˚ ” pt˚j qjPrNs P ∆ and every node z
˚ P Σt˚ , there exist i P t1, . . . , Nu with t
˚
i “ 0,
neighborhoods ∆t˚ of t
˚ in ∆ and Uz˚ of z
˚ in U, and a diffeomorphism
Ψ: Uz˚ ÝÑ
 `
ptjqjPrNs, x, y
˘
P∆t˚ˆC
2 : xy“ ti
(
such that the composition of Ψ with the projection to ∆t˚ equals π|Uz˚ ,
‚ π˝si“ id∆ and s1ptq, . . .slptqPΣt are distinct smooth points for every tP∆,
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‚ pΣ0, psip0qqiPrlsq“ C.
We call an almost complex structure jU on U admissible if the projection π is pjCN , jUq-holomorphic
and for every node z˚ PΣt˚ the diffeomorphism Ψ above can be chosen to be holomorphic.
Let C be a nodal marked symmetric surface as in (7.3). A flat family of deformations of C is a tuple
F”
`
π : UÝÑ∆,rc : UÝÑ U, psRi : ∆ÝÑ UqiPrks, ps`i : ∆ÝÑ U, s´i : ∆ÝÑ UqiPrls˘ (7.31)
such that pπ, psRi qiPrks, ps
`
i , s
´
i qiPrlsq is a flat family of deformations of C, rc is an involution on U
lifting the standard involution c on ∆ and restricting to σ over Σ”Σ0, and
sRi ˝c “ rc˝sRi @ iPrks, s`i ˝c “ rc˝s´i @ iPrls.
We call an almost complex structure jU on pU,rcq admissible if jU is admissible for U and rc˚jU“´jU.
If F is as in (7.31), let σt“rc|Σt for each parameter t in ∆R”∆XRN . The tuple
Ct ”
`
Σt, σt, ps
R
i ptqqiPrks, ps
`
i ptq, s
´
i ptqqiPrls
˘
is then a nodal marked symmetric surface. If jU is an admissible almost complex structure on pU,rcq,
then jt ” jU|Σt is a complex structure on Σt. We denote by ∆
˚
R
Ă∆R the subspace of elements
tP∆R so that the surface Σt is smooth. If pΣ0, σ0q has only conjugate pairs of nodes, ∆R´∆
˚
R
is a
subspace of ∆R of codimension 2; if pΣ0, σ0q has real nodes, ∆R´∆
˚
R
is a subspace of codimension 1.
Let pπ : UÝÑ∆,rc : UÝÑ Uq be a flat family of deformations of a (possibly) nodal symmetric
surface and pV, ϕq be a real bundle pair over pU,rcq. For each tP∆R,
pVt, ϕt
˘
”
`
V, ϕq|Σt
is then a real bundle pair over pΣt, σtq. Suppose in addition that jU is an admissible almost complex
structure on pU,rcq, ∇ is a ϕ-compatible (complex-linear) connection in V , and
A P Γ
`
U; HomRpV, pT
˚U, jUq
0,1 bCV q
˘ϕ
. (7.32)
The restrictions of∇ and A to each fiber pΣt, σtq of π with tP∆R then determine a real CR-operator
DpV,ϕq;t : Γ
`
Σt;Vt
˘ϕt ÝÑ Γ0,1jt `Σt;Vt˘ϕt (7.33)
on pVt, ϕtq. Let
πpV,ϕq : λ
`
DpV,ϕq˘ ”
ğ
tP∆R
ttuˆλ
`
DpV,ϕq;t˘ ÝÑ ∆R . (7.34)
The set λpDpV,ϕqq carries natural topologies so that the projection πpV,ϕq is a real line bundle; see
[14, Appendix A]. These topologies in particular satisfy the following properties:
(D1) a homotopy class of continuous isomorphisms Ψ : pV1, ϕ1q ÝÑ pV2, ϕ2q of real bundle pairs
over pU,rcq|∆R determines a homotopy class of isomorphisms
λpDΨq : λ
`
DpV1,ϕ1q˘ ÝÑ λ
`
DpV2,ϕ2q˘
of line bundles over ∆R;
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nd`
nd´
σ0
C0
z`
l`1
z´
l`1
z`
l`2
z´
l`2
rσ0
rC0
Figure 7.1: A marked symmetric surface C0 with a conjugate pair of nodes nd
˘ and its normaliza-
tion rC0
(D2) the isomorphisms (7.2) determine a homotopy class of isomorphisms
λ` DpV1,ϕ1q‘pV2,ϕ2q˘ « λ
`
DpV1,ϕ1q˘ b λ
`
DpV2,ϕ2q˘
of line bundles over ∆R for all real bundle pairs pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q over pU,rcq.
For a flat family of deformations of a (possibly) nodal marked symmetric surface as in (7.31) and
∇ and A as above, we similarly define
rλF`DpV,ϕq˘ “ ˆ kâ
i“1
sR˚i λpV
ϕq
˙˚
bR λ
`
DpV,ϕq˘ ”
ğ
tP∆R
ttuˆrλCt` DpV,ϕq˘ .
This set inherits a topology from λ
`
DpV,ϕq˘ , which makes it into a real line bundle over ∆R.
We describe the behavior of the orientations induced by relative Spin- and Pin-structures under
degenerations to two types of nodal surfaces. First, let
C0 ”
`
Σ0, σ0, pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls
˘
(7.35)
be a marked symmetric surface which contains precisely one conjugate pair pnd`,nd´q of nodes
and no other nodes. Let rC0 ” `rΣ0, rσ0, pxiqiPrks, pz`i , z´i qiPrl`2s˘
be the normalization of C0 so that C0 is obtained from rC0 by identifying z˘l`1 with z˘l`2 into the
node nd˘; see Figure 7.1. If pΣ0, σ0q is a decorated symmetric surface, we take nd
` to be the node
in the chosen half-surface Σb. In this case, the decorated structure on pΣ0, σ0q induces a decorated
structure on prΣ0, rσ0q so that z`l`1 and z`l`2 lie on on the chosen half-surface rΣb0.
A real bundle pair pV0, ϕ0q over pΣ0, σ0q lifts to a real bundle pair prV0, rϕ0q over prΣ0, rσ0q. A real
CR-operator D0 on pV0, ϕ0q lifts to a real CR-operator rD0 on prV0, rϕ0q so that there is a natural
exact triple
0 ÝÑ D0 ÝÑ rD0 ÝÑ V0 ˇˇnd` ÝÑ 0, rξ ÝÑ rξ`z`l`2˘ ´rξ`z`l`1˘ , (7.36)
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of Fredholm operators. It induces an isomorphism
λpD0qbλ
`
V0|nd`
˘
« λp rD0q . (7.37)
The real line λpV0|nd`q is oriented by the complex orientation of V0|nd` . An orientation of
rD0
thus induces an orientation of D0. This orientation does not change if the points z
`
l`1 and z
`
l`2 are
interchanged because the real dimension of V0|nd` is even. If os0 is a relative OSpin-structure on
the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 and ros0 is its lift to a relative OSpin-structure on the
real vector bundle rV rϕ00 over rΣrσ00 Ă rΣ0, we denote by oos0pV0, ϕ0q the orientation of D0 induced by
the orientation o ros0prV0, rϕ0q of rD0 via (7.37). We call oos0pV0, ϕ0q the intrinsic orientation induced
by os0. If p0 is a relative Pin
˘-structure on V ϕ00 and pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced, we similarly define
the intrinsic orientation oC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q on
rλC0pD0q induced by p0.
Suppose in addition (7.31) is a flat family of deformations of C0 and pV, ϕq is a real bundle pair
over pU,rcq extending pV0, ϕ0q. The decorated structure on pΣ0, σ0q determines a subspace UbĂ U
so that Ub is a manifold with boundary, Σbt” U
bXΣt is a bordered, possibly nodal, surface for
every tP∆,
U“ UbYrcpUbq, and UbXrcpUbq “ BUb .
The ordering of the components of Σσ00 likewise induces an ordering of the components of Σ
σt
t for
every tP∆R. Thus, a decorated structure on pΣ0, σ0q determines a decorated structure on pΣt, σtq
for every tP∆R in a continuous manner.
A relative OSpin-structure os0 on the real vector bundle V
ϕ0
0 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 extends to a relative
OSpin-structure os on the real vector bundle V ϕ over Urc Ă U. The latter in turn restricts to
a relative OSpin-structure ost on the real vector bundle V
ϕt
t over Σ
σt
t ĂΣt and thus determines
an orientation oostpVt, ϕtq of DpV,ϕq;t for every t P ∆
˚
R
which varies continuously with t, i.e. an
orientation of the restriction of the real line bundle (7.34) to ∆˚
R
. Since the codimension of ∆R´∆
˚
R
in ∆R is 2 in this case, the last orientation extends continuously over the entire base ∆R. We denote
the restriction of this orientation toDpV0,ϕ0q by o
1
os0pV0, ϕ0q and call it the limiting orientation induced
by os. If p0 is a relative Pin
˘-structure on V ϕ00 and pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced, we similarly define
the limiting orientation o1C0;p0pV0, ϕ0q on
rλC0pDpV0,ϕ0qq induced by p0. These limiting orientations
depend only on pV0, ϕ0q, os0, and p0, and not on pU,rcq or pV, ϕq.
CROrient 7C (Degenerations: C nodes). Suppose C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface
which contains precisely one conjugate pair pnd`,nd´q of nodes and no other nodes and pV0, ϕ0q
is a real bundle pair over C0.
(a) The intrinsic and limiting orientations of DpV0,ϕ0q induced by a relative OSpin-structure on
the vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 are the same.
(b) If pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced, the intrinsic and limiting orientations on rλC0pDpV0,ϕ0qq induced by
a relative Pin˘-structure on V ϕ00 are the same.
Suppose (7.35) is a marked symmetric surface which contains precisely one H node nd (i.e. a non-
isolated point of Σσ) and no other nodes so that nd splits a topological component Σ‚ of Σ into
two irreducible surfaces, pΣ‚1, σ‚1q and pΣ‚2, σ‚2q. Such a node, which we call an H3 node, is one
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ndσ0
C0
nd1 nd2rσ0
rC0
Figure 7.2: A marked symmetric surface C0 with a real H3 node nd and its normalization rC0
of the three possible types of H nodes a symmetric surface pΣ, σq may have; see [14, Section 3.2].
Let rC0 ” `rΣ0, rσ0, pnd1,nd2, pxiqiPrksq, pz`i , z´i qiPrls˘ (7.38)
be the normalization of C0 so that Σ‚1,Σ‚2 Ă rΣ0 and C0 is obtained from rC0 by identifying the
real marked points nd1 PΣ‚1 and nd2 PΣ‚2 into the node nd; see Figure 7.2. We view these two
points as the first two real marked points of rC0 when specifying orientations in the Pin˘-case
below. Let S1‚1ĂΣ‚1 and S
1
‚2ĂΣ‚2 be the components of
rΣrσ00 containing nd1 and nd2, respectively.
Let k‚1 and k‚2 be the numbers of real marked points (not including nd1 and nd2) carried by
these components. We denote by rC11 and rC12 the marked curves obtained from rC0 by dropping nd1
and nd2, respectively. If pΣ0, σ0q is a decorated surface. we define a decorated structure on the
normalization prΣ0, rσ0q by
‚ taking the distinguished half-surface rΣb0Ă rΣ0 to be the preimage of the distinguished half-surface
Σb0ĂΣ0 and
‚ replacing the position r‚ of the topological component of Σ
σ0
0 containing the node nd (i.e. the
wedge S1‚1YndS
1
‚2) in the ordering of π0pΣ
σ0
0 q by S
1
‚1 followed by S
1
‚2.
A real bundle pair pV0, ϕ0q over pΣ0, σ0q lifts to a real bundle pair prV0, rϕ0q over prΣ0, rσ0q. A real
CR-operator D0 on pV0, ϕ0q lifts to a real CR-operator rD0 on prV0, rϕ0q so that there is a natural
exact triple
0 ÝÑ D0 ÝÑ rD0 ÝÑ V ϕ00 ˇˇnd ÝÑ 0, rξ ÝÑ rξpnd2q´rξpnd1q, (7.39)
of Fredholm operators. It induces an isomorphism
λpD0qbλ
`
V
ϕ0
0 |nd
˘
« λp rD0q . (7.40)
Orientations on V ϕ00 and
rD0 thus induce an orientation on D0. If os0 PSpinΣpV ϕ, oq is a relative
OSpin-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 and ros0 is its lift to a relative OSpin-
structure on the real vector bundle rV rϕ00 over rΣrσ00 Ă rΣ0, we denote by oos0pV0, ϕ0q the orientation
ofD0 induced by the orientations ond of V
ϕ0
0 |nd and o ros0prV0, rϕ0q of rD0 via (7.40). We call oos0pV0, ϕ0q
the intrinsic orientation induced by os0. If pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced, then prV0, rϕ0q is either rC11-balanced
or rC12-balanced (but not both). If the i-th case holds, the orientation orC1i;rp0prV0, rϕ0q induced by the
lift rp0 of a relative Pin˘-structure p on V ϕ00 to rV rϕ00 determines a homotopy class of isomorphisms
λp rD0q « λRrC1iprV0, rϕ0q « λRC0pV0, ϕ0qbλ`V ϕ00 |nd˘. (7.41)
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Combining (7.40) and (7.41), we obtain an orientation oC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q on
rλC0pD0q. We call oC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q
the intrinsic orientation induced by p0.
If (7.31) is a flat family of deformations of C0, the topological components of the fixed locus of
pΣt, σtq for each t P∆R correspond to the components of Σ
σ0
0 and thus inherit an ordering from
the chosen ordering of π0pΣ
σ0
0 q. Let U‚ Ă U be the topological component containing Σ‚. The
restriction of π to pU´U‚q|∆R is a topologically trivial fiber bundle of symmetric surfaces and a
half-surface of Σ0´Σ‚ determines a half-surface of every fiber of this restriction. For each fiber Σt;‚
of the restriction of π to U‚|∆R , we take Σ
b
t;‚ĂΣt;‚ to be the half-surface so that for every point z
in Σbt;‚´Σ
σt
t there exists a path
α : r0, 1s ÝÑ U|∆R´U
rc s.t. αp0q P Σb‚´Σ‚2, αp1q “ z.
Thus, a decorated structure on pΣ0, σ0q determines a decorated structure on pΣt, σtq for every
t P∆˚
R
in a continuous manner. The space ∆˚
R
has two topological components. We denote by
∆`
R
Ă∆˚
R
the topological component so that for every tP∆`
R
and zPΣbt;‚´Σ
σt
t there exists a path
α : r0, 1s ÝÑ U|∆R´U
rc s.t. αp0q P Σb‚´Σ‚1, αp1q “ z.
We denote the other component of ∆˚
R
by ∆´
R
.
Suppose in addition that pV, ϕq is a real bundle pair over pU,rcq. As above the CROrient 7C
property, a decorated structure on pΣ0, σ0q and a relative OSpin-structure os0 on the real vector
bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 determine an orientation of the restriction of the real line bundle (7.34)
to ∆˚
R
. The restrictions of this orientation to λpDpV,ϕqq|∆`
R
and λpDpV,ϕqq|∆´
R
extend continuously
to orientations o`os0pV0, ϕ0q and o
´
os0pV0, ϕ0q, respectively, of λpDpV0,ϕ0qq; we call them the limiting
orientations induced by os0. If p0 is a relative Pin
˘-structure on V ϕ00 and pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced,
we similarly define the limiting orientations o`C0;p0pV0, ϕ0q and o
´
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q of rλC0pDpV0,ϕ0qq induced
by p0. All four limiting orientations depend only on pV0, ϕ0q, os0, and p0, and not on pU,rcq or pV, ϕq.
With the notation as above, let rpC0q“1 if either k‚2“0 or
inf
 
iPrks : xiPS
1
‚1
(
ă min
 
iPrks : xiPS
1
‚2
(
; (7.42)
otherwise, we take rpC0q “ 2. For r “ 1, 2, S
1
‚r Ă Σ‚r is oriented as the boundary of Σ
b
‚r. Let
j1rpC0q PZ
ě0 be the number of real marked points that lie on the oriented arc of S1‚r between the
nodal point ndr and the real marked point xi with the minimal index iP rks on S
1
‚r; if k‚r“0, we
take j1rpC0q“0. Define
δRpC0q “ j
1
rpC0q
pC0q`1`
`
rpC0q´1
˘
k‚1 .
If in addition pV0, ϕ0q is a C0-balanced rank n real bundle pair, let
rpV0, ϕ0q “
#
1, if k‚1`2Z‰xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚1sZ2y, k‚2`2Z“xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚2sZ2y;
2, if k‚1`2Z“xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚1sZ2y, k‚2`2Z‰xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚2sZ2y;
δRpV0, ϕ0q “
`
k‚rpV0,ϕ0q´1
˘`
j1rpV0,ϕ0qpC0q`rpV0, ϕ0q˘ .
CROrient 7H3 (Degenerations: H3 nodes). Suppose C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface
which contains precisely one H3 node and no other nodes and pV0, ϕ0q is a rank n real bundle pair
over C0.
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(a) The limiting orientation o`os0pV0, ϕ0q of DpV0,ϕ0q induced by a relative OSpin-structure os0 on
the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 is the same as the intrinsic orientation oos0pV0, ϕ0q
if and only if np|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|´r‚q is even.
(b) If pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced, the limiting orientation o
`
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q on rλC0pDpV0,ϕ0qq induced by
a relative Pin˘-structure p0 on V
ϕ0
0 is the same as the intrinsic orientation oC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q if
and only if
pn`1q
ˆ`
kr‚´1˘ δRpC0q`δRpV0, ϕ0q `
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ0
0
q
rąr‚
@
w1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
r sZ2
D˙
“ n
`
rpV0, ϕ0q´1
˘
`2Z`
#
nk, if p0 PP
´
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q;
pn`1qk, if p0 PP
`
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q.
Remark 7.2. By CROrient 1os(1) and 7H3(a), the limiting orientation o´os0pV0, ϕ0q is the same as
the intrinsic orientation oos0pV0, ϕ0q if and only if
n
`
|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|´r‚
˘
` 2Z “ ̟os0pΣ‚2q P Z2.
By CROrient 1p(1) and 7H3(b), the limiting orientation o´C0;p0pV0, ϕ0q is the same as the intrinsic
orientation oC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q if and only if
pn`1q
ˆ`
kr‚´1˘ δRpC0q`δRpV0, ϕ0q `
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ0
0
q
rąr‚
@
w1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
r sZ2
D˙
`
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ‚2
‚2 q
S1r‰S
1
‚2
ˆ
kr´1
1
˙
`n
ˆ
kr´1
2
˙
` rpV0, ϕ0 qˆ k‚2`n
ˆ
k‚2
2
˙
`
`
rpV0, ϕ0q´1
˘
n
ˆ
k‚2´1
1
˙
`
ˆ
k‚2´1
2
˙
`
`
rpC0q´1
˘
pn`1qpk‚1´1qpk‚2´1q
“ ̟p0pΣ‚2q ` n
`
rpV0, ϕ0q´1
˘
`
#
nk, if p0 PP
´
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q;
pn`1qk, if p0 PP
`
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q.
The last term on the third line above accounts for the effect of the change in Σb‚2 on j
1
rpC0q
pC0q if
rpC0q“2. The preceding term includes the effect of this change on j
1
rpV0,ϕ0q
pC0q if rpV0, ϕ0q“2.
7.4 Some implications
With the setup as in the CROrient 7C property, suppose pΣ01, σ01q and pΣ02, σ02q are symmetric
surfaces so that
Σσ0202 “ H,
`
Σ0, σ0
˘
“
`
Σ01, σ01
˘
\
`
Σ02, σ02
˘
; (7.43)
see Figure 7.3. We denote by pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q the restrictions of the real bundle pair pV0, ϕ0q
to pΣ01, σ01q and pΣ02, σ02q, respectively, and by os1 (resp p1) the restriction of the relative OSpin-
structure os0 (resp. Pin
˘-structure p0) to relative OSpin-structure (resp. Pin
˘-structure) on the
real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 to the real vector bundle V
ϕ1
1 over Σ
σ01
01 ĂΣ01. Let D0 and
rD0
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nd`
nd´
σ0
C0
z`
l`1
z´
l`1
z`
l`2
z´
l`2
rσ0
rC01 rC02
Figure 7.3: A marked symmetric surface C0 with a conjugate pair of nodes nd
˘ as in Corollary 7.3
and its normalization rC0
be as in (7.36) and rD01, rD02, and rDb02 be the restrictions of rD0 to real CR-operators on pV1, ϕ1q,
pV2, ϕ2q, and V2, respectively.
The orientation oos1pV1, ϕ1q of
rD01 and the complex orientation of rDb02 determine an orientation
oCos0p
rV0, rϕ0q of rD0 via the isomorphisms
λ
` rD0˘ « λ` rD01˘bλ` rD02˘ « λ` rD01˘bλ` rDb02˘ (7.44)
as in (7.18) and (7.8) and thus an orientation oCos0pV0, ϕ0q of D0 via the isomorphism (7.37). We call
oCos0pV0, ϕ0q the C-split orientation induced by os0. Suppose in addition that pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced
and rC0 ” rC01\ rC02 (7.45)
is the decomposition induced by the decomposition in (7.43). The orientation orC01;p1pV1, ϕ1q ofrλrC01p rD01q and the complex orientation of rDb02 then determine an orientation oCrC0;p0prV0, rϕ0q onrλrC0p rD0q via the isomorphisms (7.44) and thus an orientation oCC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q on rλC0pD0q via the
isomorphism (7.37). We call oCC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q the C-split orientation induced by p0.
The CROrient 4, 3, and 1os(3) properties compare the intrinsic orientation oos0pV0, ϕ0q (resp.
oC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q) with the C-split orientation o
C
os0pV0, ϕ0q (resp. o
C
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q). Combining these
properties with the CROrient 7C property, we obtain the following conclusion.
Corollary 7.3. Suppose C0 and pV0, ϕ0q are as in the CROrient 7C property and (7.43) holds.
(a) The limiting orientation o1os0pV0, ϕ0q of DpV0,ϕ0q induced by a relative OSpin-structure os0 on
the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 is the same as the C-split orientation o
C
os0pV0, ϕ0q if
and only if xw2pos0q, rΣ
b
02sZ2y“0.
(b) If pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced and (7.45) holds, then the limiting orientation o
1
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q onrλC0pDpV0,ϕ0qq induced by a relative Pin˘-structure p0 on V ϕ00 is the same as the C-split orien-
tation oCC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q if and only if xw2pp0q, rΣ
b
02sZ2y“0.
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With the setup as in the CROrient 7H3 property, let pΣ01, σ01q and pΣ02, σ02q be symmetric surfaces
so that
Σ‚1 Ă Σ01, Σ‚2 Ă Σ02,
`
Σ0, σ0
˘
“
`
Σ01, σ01
˘
\
`
Σ02, σ02
˘
(7.46)
and pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q be as below (7.43). We denote by os1 and os2 (resp p1 and p2) the restric-
tions of the relative OSpin-structure os0 (resp. Pin
˘-structure p0) on the real vector bundle V
ϕ0
0
over Σσ00 ĂΣ0 to relative OSpin-structures (resp. Pin
˘-structures) on the real vector bundles V ϕ11
and V ϕ22 over Σ
σ01
01 ĂΣ01 and Σ
σ02
02 ĂΣ02, respectively. Let D0 and
rD0 be as in (7.39) and rD01 andrD02 be the restrictions of rD0 to real CR-operators on pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q, respectively.
The orientations oos1pV1, ϕ1q and oos2pV2, ϕ2q determine an orientation o
sp
osprV0, rϕ0q of rD0 via the
isomorphism
λ
` rD0˘ « λ` rD01˘bλ` rD02˘ (7.47)
as in (7.18) and thus an orientation ospos0pV0, ϕ0q of D0 via the isomorphism (7.40). We call
o
sp
os0pV0, ϕ0q the split orientation induced by os0. Suppose in addition that pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced,
i“rpV, ϕq, and rC1i ” rC1i1\ rC1i2
is the decomposition induced by the decomposition in (7.46). The orientations orC1i1;p1pV1, ϕ1q ofrλrC1i1p rD01q and orC1i2;p2pV2, ϕ2q of rλrC1i2p rD02q determine an orientation osprC1i;p0prV0, rϕ0q on rλrC1ip rD0q via
the isomorphisms (7.47) and (7.16) and thus an orientation ospC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q on
rλC0pD0q via the iso-
morphisms (7.40) and (7.41). We call ospC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q the split orientation induced by p0.
The CROrient 4 property compares the intrinsic orientation oos0pV0, ϕ0q (resp. oC0;p0pV0, ϕ0q) with
the split orientation ospos0pV0, ϕ0q (resp. o
sp
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q) if the decomposition in (7.46) respects the
decorated structures, i.e. the elements of π0pΣ
σ0
0 q are ordered so that all elements of π0pΣ
σ01
01 q
precede all elements of π0pΣ
σ02
02 q. Combining the CROrient 4 and 7H3 properties, we obtain the
following conclusion.
Corollary 7.4. Suppose C0 and pV0, ϕ0q are as in the CROrient 7H3 property and the decompo-
sition in (7.46) respects the decorated structures.
(a) The limiting orientation o`os0pV0, ϕ0q of DpV0,ϕ0q induced by a relative OSpin-structure os0 on
the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 is the same as the split orientation o
sp
os0pV0, ϕ0q if
and only if np|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|´r‚q is even.
(b) If pV0, ϕ0q is C0-balanced, the limiting orientation o
`
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q on rλC0pDpV0,ϕ0qq induced by
a relative Pin˘-structure p0 on V
ϕ0
0 is the same as the split orientation o
sp
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q if and
only if
pn`1q
ˆ`
kr‚´1˘ δRpC0q`δRpV0, ϕ0q `
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ0
0 q
rąr‚
@
w1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
r sZ2
D˙
` n
`
rpV0, ϕ0q´1
˘
“
#
nk`p1´g1`degV1qpp1´g2qn`degV2q`2Z, if p0 PP
´
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q;
pn`1qpk`p1´g1`deg V1qp1´g2qq`2Z, if p0 PP
`
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q.
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The CROrient 4 property and Remark 7.2 similarly yield a comparison between the limiting orien-
tation o´os0pV0, ϕ0q (resp. o
´
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q) with the split orientation o
sp
os0pV0, ϕ0q (resp. o
sp
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q).
We make a special note of the comparisons of o˘C0;p0pV0, ϕ0q with the split orientation in the case
of H3 degenerations of S2. In this case, we denote the numbers k‚1 and k‚2 of the CROrient 7H3
property and Remark 7.2 by k1 and k2, respectively.
Corollary 7.5. Let C0 be a decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.35) so that pΣ0, σ0q
consists of two copies of pS2, τq joined at a single H3 node. Suppose pV0, ϕ0q is a C0-balanced rank n
real bundle pair over pΣ0, σ0q and p0 is a relative Pin
˘-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over
Σσ00 ĂΣ0.
(a) The limiting orientation o`C0;p0pV0, ϕ0q on
rλC0pDpV0,ϕ0qq is the same as the split orientation
o
sp0
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q if and only if
pn`1q` pk´1qδRpC0q`δRpV0, ϕ0q˘ ` n
`
rpV0, ϕ0q´1
˘
“
#
nk`p1`degV1qpn`deg V2q`2Z, if p0 PP
´
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q;
pn`1qpk`1`deg V1q`2Z, if p0 PP
`
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q.
(b) The limiting orientation o´C0;p0pV0, ϕ0q on
rλC0pDpV0,ϕ0qq is the same as the split orientation
o
sp
C0;p0
pV0, ϕ0q if and only if
pn`1q p`k´1qδRpC0q`δRpV0, ϕ0q˘ `rpV0, ϕ0 qˆ k2`n
ˆ
k2
2
˙
`
`
rpV0, ϕ0q´1
˘
n 1ˆ`
ˆ
k2´1
1
˙
`
ˆ
k2´1
2
˙
`
`
rpC0q´1
˘
pn`1qpk1´1qpk2´1q
“
@
w2pp0q, rΣ˚sZ2
D
`
ˆ
deg V2
2
˙
`
#
nk`p1`deg V1qpn`deg V2q, if p0 PP
´
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q;
pn`1qpk`1`deg V1q`deg V2, if p0 PP
`
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q.
7.5 Orientations and evaluation isomorphisms
Let C be a marked symmetric surface as in (7.3) and pV, ϕq be a real bundle pair over pΣ, σq.
Define
evC : ΓpΣ;V q
ϕ ÝÑ VC”
kà
i“1
V ϕxi ‘
là
i“1
Vz`i
, evCpξq “
``
ξpxiq˘ iPrks,
`
ξpz`i q˘ iPrls
˘
.
We identify an orientation of rλCpDpV,ϕqq with a homotopy class of isomorphisms
λpDpV,ϕqq ÝÑ λpVCq
via the complex orientations of the fibers Vz`i
of V . The conjugation ϕ on V induces a conjugation
on the complex vector bundle
V p´ Cq ” V b
kâ
i“1
OΣp´xiq b
lâ
i“1
OΣp´z
`
i ´z
´
i q,
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which we denote in the same way. By [28, Lemma 2.4.1], a real CR-operator D on pV, ϕq induces
a real CR-operator D´C on pV p´ Cq, ϕq so that the restriction sequence
0 ÝÑ D´C ÝÑ D
evCÝÝÑ VC ÝÑ 0 (7.48)
of Fredholm operators is exact. We note the following.
Lemma 7.6. Suppose C is a marked symmetric surface as in (7.3) with the underlying symmetric
surface pS2, τq and D is a real CR-operator on rank 1 real bundle pair pV, ϕq over pS2, τq.
(1) The operator D is surjective if deg V ě´1 and injective if deg V ď´1.
(2) The homomorphism
evC : kerD ÝÑ VC”
kà
i“1
V ϕxi ‘
là
i“1
Vz`i
, evCpξq “
``
ξpxiq˘ iPrks,
`
ξpz`i q˘ iPrls
˘
, (7.49)
is surjective if k`2lďdeg V `1 and is an isomorphism if k`2l“deg V `1.
Proof. By the proof of [10, Proposition 3.6], the dimensions of the kernel and cokernel of the real
CR-operator D on pV, ϕq are halves of the dimensions of the kernel and cokernel of the associated
real CR-operator on V (i.e. without restricting to the subspaces of real sections). By [19, The-
orem 11], the latter is surjective if deg V ě´1 and injective if deg V ď´1. This establishes (1).
Along with the exactness of the restriction sequence (7.48), (1) in turn implies (2).
If V ϕ is orientable and kR2Z, let
o˘C;0pV, ϕq ” oC;ι
S2
pp˘
0
pV ϕqqpV, ϕq
denote the orientation on rλCpDpV,ϕqq determined by the image
ιS2
`
p˘0 pV
ϕq˘ P P˘
S2
`
V ϕ
˘
of the canonical Pin˘-structure p˘0 pV
ϕq on V ϕ as in Remark 1.15 under the second map in (6.3)
with X “S2. If V ϕ is not orientable, D2` is a half-surface of pS
2, τq, and k P 2Z, let o˘C;0pV, ϕq be
the orientation of rλCpDpV,ϕqq as above the CROrient 6 property.
A half-surface D2` of pS
2, τq determines an orientation of the fixed locus S1 of pS2, τq (the coun-
terclockwise rotation if D2` is identified with the unit disk around 0 P C). We say that distinct
points x1, . . . , xk PS
1 are ordered by position with respect to D2` if every xi with iP rk´1s directly
precedes xi`1 as S
1 is traversed in the direction determined by its orientation as the boundary
of D2`.
Corollary 7.7. Suppose C is a marked symmetric surface as in (7.3) and pV, ϕq is a rank 1 real
bundle pair over C so that
pΣ, σq “ pS2, τq and k`2l“deg V `1. (7.50)
If D2` is a half-surface of pS
2, τq, z`i PD
2
` for every iPrls, and the real marked points x1, . . . , xk PS
1
are ordered by position with respect to D2`, then the isomorphism (7.49) lies in the homotopy class
determined by the orientation o˘C;0pV, ϕq of
rλCpDpV,ϕqq.
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nd`
nd´
σ0
P
1
`
P
1
´
D
2
`
D
2
´
P
1
0
nd
P
1
1 P
1
2
D
2
1`
D
2
1´
D
2
2`
D
2
2´
S11 S
1
2
σ0
Figure 7.4: The three- and two-component symmetric surfaces C0 of the proof of Corollary 7.7
Proof. Let a“ deg V . By (7.50), aě´1. The pk, lq “ p1, 0q, p2, 0q cases of this claim are the two
statements of the CROrient 6 property. We first show below that the claim in the l “ 0 cases
implies the claim in all cases. We then give two proofs of the l“0 cases. The first proof makes use
of Proposition 8.2, which in turn is used in the proof of Theorem 7.1; the second proceeds directly
from the properties of the orientations of Theorem 7.1 stated in Sections 7.2 and 7.3.
Let C0”pΣ0, σ0q be the connected symmetric surface which contains precisely one conjugate pair
pnd`,nd´q of nodes and consists of three irreducible components, each of which is isomorphic to S2.
Let P10ĂΣ0 be the component preserved by σ0 and D
2
`,D
2
´ĂP
1
0 be the two half-surfaces. We label
the two conjugate nodes so that nd` PD2` and denote by P
1
` the conjugate component of Σ0 also
containing nd`; see the first diagram in Figure 7.4. Let pU,rcq be a flat family of deformations
of C0 as in (7.31) over the unit ball ∆ĂC
2 around the origin so that`
Σt1 , σt1
˘
“
`
S2, τ
˘
(7.51)
for some t1 P∆R. The decorated structure on pS
2, τq then induces a decorated structure on the
fiber pΣt, σtq of pU,rcq over every tP∆R.
Let prV , rϕq be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU,rcq so that
deg rV ˇˇ
P10
“ k´1, deg rV ˇˇ
P1`
“ l,
`rVt1 , rϕt1˘ “ pV, ϕq. (7.52)
Such a real bundle pair can be obtained by extending an appropriate real bundle pair from the
central fiber and deforming the extension so that it satisfies the last condition in (7.52). The
Pin˘-structure p˘0 pV
ϕq on V ϕ extends to a Pin˘-structure rp˘ on rV rϕ which restricts to p˘0 prV rϕtt q
for every tP∆R. We denote the restriction of prV0, rϕ0q to P10 by prV00, rϕ00q and the restriction of rp˘
to rV rϕ00 by rp˘0 .
Let D”tDtu be a family of real CR-operators on prVt, rϕtq as in (7.33) so that Dt1 “ D. By
Lemma 7.6(1), each operator Dt is then surjective; their kernels form a vector bundle
πK: KpDq”
ğ
tP∆R
ttuˆ
`
kerDt
˘
ÝÑ ∆R. (7.53)
We denote by D00 and D
`
0 the restrictions of D0 to real CR-operators on p
rV00, rϕ00q and rV |P1` ,
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respectively. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D0 ÝÑ D00‘D
`
0 ÝÑ
rVnd` ÝÑ 0,
pξ´, ξ0, ξ`q ÝÑ pξ0, ξ`q, pξ0, ξ`q ÝÑ ξ`pnd
`q´ξ0pnd
`q,
(7.54)
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λpD0qbλ
`rVnd`˘ « λ`D00˘bλ`D`0 ˘. (7.55)
Let s`1 , . . . , s
`
l be disjoint sections of U´ U
rc and sR1 , . . . , sRk be disjoint sections of Urc over ∆R
so that
sRi pt1q “ xi @ iPrks, s
`
i p0q P P
1
`´
 
nd˘
(
, sipt1q “ z
`
i @ iPrls.
By Lemma 7.6(2), the bundle homomorphism
evU : KpDq ÝÑ rV RU‘ rV CU ” kà
i“1
sR˚i
rV rϕ ‘ là
i“1
s`˚i
rV ,
evUpt, ξq “
`
t,
`
ξpsRi ptqq˘ iPrks,
`
ξps`i ptqq˘ iPrls
˘
,
(7.56)
is then an isomorphism restricting to the isomorphism evC in (7.49) over t1. Thus, evC lies in
the homotopy class determined by the orientation o˘C;0pV, ϕq of
rλCpDpV,ϕqq if and only if the re-
striction evC0 of evU over 0 lies in the homotopy class determined by the limiting orientation
o1
C0;rp˘0 prV0, rϕ0q of rλC0pD0q. By Corollary 7.3, the last orientation is the same as the C-split orien-
tation oC˘C0;0p
rV0, rϕ0q determined by the Pin˘-structure p˘0 prV rϕ0000 q“p˘0 pV ϕq.
By the first two conditions in (7.52) and Lemma 7.6(2), the evaluation homomorphisms
ev0C0 : kerD00 ÝÑ
rV RU ˇˇ0, ev0C0pξq “ ``ξpsRi p0qq˘ iPrks˘,
ev`C0 : kerD
`
0 ÝÑ
rVnd`‘ rV CU ˇˇ0, ev`C0pξq “ `ξpnd`q, `ξps`i p0qq˘ iPrls˘,
are isomorphisms. The last isomorphism determines the complex orientation of D`0 . The C-
split orientation oC˘C0;0p
rV0, rϕ0q is thus determined by the homotopy class of the isomorphism ev`C0 ,
the orientation o˘C00;0pV00, ϕ00q of D00, and the complex orientation of λp
rVnd`q via the isomor-
phism (7.55). Along with the conclusion of the previous paragraph, this implies that the isomor-
phism evC in (7.49) lies in the homotopy class determined by the orientation o
˘
C;0pV, ϕq if and only
if the isomorphism ev0C0 lies in the homotopy class determined by the orientation o
˘
C00;0
pV00, ϕ00q.
Thus, the claim of the corollary holds for pk, lq if and only if it holds for pk, 0q. In light of the
CROrient 6 property, this establishes the claim if k“1 or k“2.
By Proposition 8.2, the claim of the corollary holds for pk, lq if and only if it holds for pk`2l, 0q.
Along with the conclusion of the previous paragraph, this implies that the claim holds if ką0 or
lą0. The pk, lq“p0, 0q case then follows from the pk, lq“p0, 1q case via the if and only if statement
of the previous paragraph. Below we obtain the same conclusions by using Corollary 7.5 instead
of Proposition 8.2.
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We consider the behavior of the relevant orientations under flat degenerations of pS2, τq to a
connected symmetric surface C0”pΣ0, σ0q with one node nd. This node is then of type H3, i.e. it
is a non-isolated point of Σσ00 separating Σ0 into two copies of pP
1, τq, which we denote by P11
and P12. For r“1, 2, let D
2
r˘ĂP
1
r be the two distinguished half-surfaces and
S1r ” D
2
r`XD
2
r´ Ă P
1
r
be the fixed locus of the involution σ0|P1r ; see the second diagram in Figure 7.4. Let U be a flat fam-
ily of deformations of C0 as in (7.31) over the unit ball ∆ĂC around the origin satisfying (7.51).
We choose a decorated structure on pΣ0, σ0q so that t1 P ∆
˚
R
lies in the topological component
∆`
R
Ă∆˚
R
defined as above the CROrient 7H3 property. This decorated structure then induces a
decorated structure on the fiber pΣt, σtq of pU,rcq over every tP∆R.
Suppose kě1. Let prV , rϕq be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU,rcq so that
deg rV ˇˇ
P11
“ k`2l´2, deg rV ˇˇ
P12
“ 1,
`rVt1 , rϕt1˘ “ pV, ϕq . (7.57)
We denote the restrictions of prV0, rϕ0q to P11 and P12 by pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q, respectively. The
Pin˘-structure p˘0 pV
ϕq on V ϕ extends to a Pin˘-structure rp˘ on rV rϕ which restricts to p˘0 prV rϕtt q
for every tP∆`
R
and to p˘2 ”p
˘
0 pV
ϕ2
2 q on V
ϕ2
2 . Then,
p´1 ”rp´ ˇˇV ϕ11 “
#
p´0 pV
ϕ1
1 q, if deg V R2Z;
p´1 pV
ϕ1
1 q, if deg V P2Z;
p`1 ”rp` ˇˇV ϕ11 “ p`0 pV ϕ11 q . (7.58)
We denote the restriction of rp˘ to rV rϕ00 by rp˘0 .
Let D”tDtu be a family of real CR-operators on prVt, rϕtq as in (7.33) so that Dt1 “ D. By
Lemma 7.6(1), each operator Dt is again surjective; their kernels form a vector bundle KpDq as
before. We denote byD1 andD2 the restrictions ofD0 to real CR-operators on pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q,
respectively. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D0 ÝÑ D1‘D2 ÝÑ V
ϕ
nd ÝÑ 0, pξ1, ξ2q ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq, (7.59)
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λpD0qbλ
`
V
ϕ
nd
˘
« λpD1qbλpD2q. (7.60)
Let s`1 , . . . , s
`
l be disjoint sections of U´ U
rc and sR1 , . . . , sRk be disjoint sections of Urc over ∆R
so that
sRi p0q P S
1
1´tndu @ iPrk´1s, s
R
k p0q P S
1
2´tndu, s
R
i pt1q “ xi @ iPrks, sipt1q “ z
`
i @ iPrls,
and the points nd, x1, . . . , xk´1 of S
1
1 are ordered by position with respect to D
2
1`. By Lemma 7.6(2),
the bundle homomorphism evU as in (7.56) is again an isomorphism restricting to the isomor-
phism evC in (7.49) over t1. Thus, evC lies in the homotopy class determined by the orientation
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o˘C;0pV, ϕq of
rλCpDpV,ϕqq if and only if the restriction evC0 of evU over 0 lies in the homotopy class
determined by the limiting orientation o`
C0;rp˘0 prV0, rϕ0q of rλC0pD0q. By Corollary 7.5(a),
o`
C0;rp´0 prV0, rϕ0q
$&%“ o
sp
C0;rp´0 prV0, rϕ0q, if deg V R2Z;
‰ osp
C0;rp´0 prV0, rϕ0q, if deg V P2Z; o
`
C0;rp`0 prV0, rϕ0q “ oC0;rp`0 prV0, rϕ0q, (7.61)
where oC0;rp˘0 prV0, rϕ0q is the split orientation determined by the Pin˘-structures p˘1 on V ϕ11 and p˘2
on V ϕ22 .
Let rC111 denote the irreducible component P11 of Σ0 with its involution and the marked points (k´1
real points and l conjugate pairs of points). Let rC112 denote the irreducible component P12 of Σ0
with its involution, the marked point xk PS
1
2 , and the nodal point nd. By the first two conditions
in (7.57) and Lemma 7.6(2), the evaluation homomorphisms
evrC111 : kerD1 ÝÑ
k´1à
i“1
rV rϕ
sRi p0q
‘ rV CU, evrC111pξq “ `` ξpsRi p0qq˘ iPrk´1s, `ξps`i p0qq˘ iPrls˘,
evrC112 : kerD2 ÝÑ rV rϕsRkp0q‘ rV rϕnd, evrC112pξq “ `ξpsRk p0qq, ξpnd`q˘ ,
are isomorphisms. By the CROrient 6(b) property, the second isomorphism above lies in the
homotopy class determined by the orientation
orC112;ιP1
2
pp˘2 q
pV2, ϕ2q “ o
˘rC112;0pV2, ϕ2q
on rλrC112pD2q.
The split orientation osp
C0;rp˘0 prV0, rϕ0q is thus determined by the homotopy class of the isomor-
phism evrC112 and by the orientation orC111 ;ιP1
1
pp˘1 q
pV1, ϕ1q on rλrC111pD1q via the isomorphism (7.60).
By (7.58) and the CROrient 2(b) property,
orC111;ιP1
1
pp´1 q
pV1, ϕ1q
$&%“ o
´rC111;0pV1, ϕ1q, if deg V R2Z;
‰ o´rC111;0pV1, ϕ1q, if deg V P2Z;
orC111;ιP1
1
pp`1 q
pV1, ϕ1q “ o
`rC111 ;0pV1, ϕ1q .
Along with (7.61) and the conclusion of the previous paragraph, this implies that the isomor-
phism evC in (7.49) lies in the homotopy class determined by the orientation o
˘
C;0pV, ϕq if and only
if the isomorphism evrC111 lies in the homotopy class determined by the orientation o˘rC111;0pV1, ϕ1q.
Thus, the claim of the corollary holds for pk, lq if and only if it holds for pk´1, lq. Along with the
already obtained conclusion for the k“ 1, 2 cases of the claim, this establishes the full statement
of the claim.
Example 7.8. Let D2`ĂS
2 be the disk cut out by the fixed locus S1 of the involution τ on S2
which contains the origin 0 in C Ă S2 and C be the marked symmetric surface consisting of S2
with one real marked point. We denote by Br the usual unit outward radial vector field on C
˚
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and by oS1 the usual counterclockwise orientation on TS
1. Let B¯ be the real CR-operator on the
rank 1 real bundle pTP1,dτq over pP1, τq determined by the holomorphic B¯-operator on TP1 and
o0pTP
1,dτ ; oS1q be the orientation of
λpB¯q “ λpker B¯q
induced by oS1 as above the CROrient 6 property in Section 7.2. By the CROrient 3 property,
the orientation o˘C;0pTP
1,dτq on rλCpB¯q corresponds to the homotopy class of isomorphisms of
λpB¯q and Tx1S
1 determined by the orientations o0pTP
1,dτ ; oS1q and oS1 , respectively. Along with
Corollary 7.7, this implies that the isomorphism
ker B¯ ÝÑ T0P
1‘Tx1S
1, ξ ÝÑ
`
ξp0q, ξpx1 q˘ ,
respects the orientation o0pTP
1,dτ ; oS1q on ker B¯, the complex orientation on T0P
1, and the coun-
terclockwise orientation oS1 on Tx1S
1. Thus, the homomorphism
pker B¯q‘R ÝÑ T0P
1‘TzP
1, pξ, tq ÝÑ
`
ξp0q, ξpzq´tBr
˘
,
is an isomorphism which respects the orientation o0pTP
1,dτ ; oS1q on ker B¯, the standard orientation
on R, and the complex orientations on T0P
1 and TzP
1 for every zPC˚.
8 Base cases
In Section 8.1, we follow the perspective in [8, Section 3] to describe orientations ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q on
the determinants of real CR-operators on rank 1 real bundle pairs pV, ϕq over pS2, τq, with k, lPZě0
and kfldegV mod 2. We establish a number of properties of these orientations in Section 8.1 and
study their behavior under degenerations of pS2, τq to nodal symmetric surfaces in Sections 8.2
and 8.3. The main results of Sections 8.2 and 8.3, Propositions 8.5 and 8.7, are the analogues
of the CROrient 7H3 and 7C properties for the orientations ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q of Section 8.1. They
imply in particular that the orientations ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q do not depend on the admissible choices
of pk, lq; see Proposition 8.2(3). Outside of Sections 8.1-8.3, we thus denote these orientations
simply by opV, ϕ; ox1q. In particular, the statements of Propositions 8.2(1), 8.5, and 8.7 apply to
the orientations opV, ϕ; ox1q.
In the first part of Section 8.4, we recall the construction of [23, Section 6.5] for orienting the
determinants of real CR-operators on even-degree real bundle pairs pV, ϕq over pS2, τq from relative
OSpin-structures os on the real vector bundles V ϕ over the τ -fixed locus S1ĂS2. In the remainder
of this section and in Section 8.5, we confirm that the resulting orientations oospV, ϕq satisfy the
applicable properties of Section 7.2. While this can be done through geometric arguments similar to
those in Sections 8.1-8.3, we instead deduce some of these properties from the analogous properties
of the orientations of Section 8.1 via the CROrient 5(a) property for even-degree real bundle
pairs pV, ϕq over pS2, τq, which we establish directly in Section 8.5. We use the perspective of
Definition 6.3 on relative OSpin-structures throughout Sections 8.4 and 8.5.
8.1 Line bundles over pS2, τq: construction and properties
Suppose C is a marked symmetric surface as in (7.3) so that pΣ, σq is S2 with the involution τ
and D is a real CR-operator on a rank 1 real bundle pair pV, ϕq over pS2, τq. By Lemma 7.6, the
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operator D is surjective and the evaluation homomorphism in (7.49) is an isomorphism if
k`2l “ degV `1 . (8.1)
If k“ 0, the target VC of this isomorphism is oriented by the complex orientation of V . If ką 0,
an orientation ox1 on Vx1 determines an orientation on VC by transporting ox1 to each xi with
2 ď i ď k along the positive direction of S1 with respect to the disk D2`ĂS
2. Along with the
complex orientations of the summands Vz`
i
, ox1 thus determines an orientation on VC. If (8.1)
holds, the resulting orientation on VC determines an orientation oCpox1q on the determinant
λpDq « λ
`
kerD
˘
of the real CR-operator D via the isomorphism (7.49).
We denote by ok,lpox1q the orientation oCpox1q for a marked symmetric surface C as in (7.3) so
that its real points x1, . . . , xk are ordered by position with respect to D
2
` and z
`
i PD
2
` for every
i P rls. Since the space of such C is path-connected, the orientation ok,lpox1q does not depend on
the choice of C in it. We call ok,lpox1q the pk, lq-evaluation orientation of D. It is straightforward
to see that this orientation satisfies the following properties.
Lemma 8.1. Suppose k, l PZě0 and pV, ϕq is a rank 1 real bundle pair over pS2, τq so that (8.1)
holds. Let ox1 be an orientation of V
ϕ at a point x1 in S
1ĂS2.
(1) If ox1 is the orientation of V
ϕ
x1 opposite to ox1 , then
ok,lpox1q “
#
ok,lpox1q, if deg V R2Z;
ok,lpox1q, if deg V P2Z.
(2) The orientation ok,lpox1q does not depend on the choice of the half-surface D
2
`ĂS
2 if and only
if deg V –0, 3 mod 4.
The orientation ok,lpox1q induces an orientation ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q of a real CR-operator D on any rank 1
real bundle pair pV, ϕq with
k`2l – deg V `1 mod 2 (8.2)
as follows. Let C0, pnd
`,nd´q, P10,P
1
˘, D
2
˘, pU,rcq, and t1 be as above (7.51),
a0 “ k`2l´1, and a
1 “ pdeg V ´a0q{2.
By (8.2), a1 PZ. Let prV , rϕq be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU,rcq so that
deg rV ˇˇ
P1
0
“ a0, deg rV ˇˇP1` “ a1, `rVt1 , rϕt1˘ “ pV, ϕq. (8.3)
For an orientation ox1 of V
ϕ at a point x1 in the fixed locus S
1ĂΣt1 and a point x
1
1 in the fixed
locus S1ĂΣ0, let ox11 denote the orientation of
rV rϕ at x11 obtained by transferring ox1 along a path
in Urc from x1 to x11. If the degree of V is even (i.e. the real line bundle V ϕ over S1 is orientable),
then ox11 does not depend on the choice of this path.
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Let D”tDtu be a family of real CR-operators on prVt, rϕtq as in (7.33) so that Dt1 “ D. As
above (7.54), we denote the restriction of prV0, rϕ0q to P10 by prV00, rϕ00q and the restrictions of D0 to
real CR-operators on prV00, rϕ00q and rV |P1` by D00 and D`0 , respectively. The orientation ok,lpox11q
of D00 and the complex orientations of D
`
0 and
rVnd` determine an orientation of D0 via the
isomorphism (7.55) and thus an orientation of the line bundle λpDq over ∆R. The latter restricts
to an orientation ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q of λpDq, which we call the pk, lq-intrinsic orientation of D. By
Lemma 8.1(1), ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q does not depend on the choice of the path from x1 to x
1
1 above even
if the degree of V is odd. In light of Proposition 8.2(3) below, which is established in Section 8.3,
we denote the orientations ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q by opV, ϕ; ox1q after Section 8.3 and call opV, ϕ; ox1 q the
intrinsic orientation of D.
Proposition 8.2. Suppose pV, ϕq is a rank 1 real bundle pair over pS2, τq and D is a real CR-
operator on pV, ϕq. Let ox1 be an orientation of V
ϕ at a point x1 in S
1ĂS2.
(1) For all k, lPZě0 satisfying (8.2), the orientation ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q of D satisfies the two properties
of Lemma 8.1.
(2) For all k, lPZě0 sarisfying (8.1), the pk, lq-evaluation and pk, lq-intrinsic orientations ok,lpox1q
and ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q of D are the same.
(3) The orientation ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q of D does not depend on the choice of k, lPZ
ě0 satisfying (8.2).
Proof of Proposition 8.2(1). The property of Lemma 8.1(1) for the orientation ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q
follows from this property for the orientation ok,lpox1q because the choice of ox1 affects the orien-
tation only on the first term on the right-hand side of (7.55) and the parities of the degrees of V
and rV ˇˇ
P10
are the same. The change in the choice of the half-surface of pS2, τq acts by the complex
conjugation on the complex orientations of rVnd` and D`0 . The complex dimension of rVnd` is 1; the
complex index of D`0 is a
1`1. Combining this with Lemma 8.1(2), we find that the orientation
ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q does not depend on the choice of the half-surface D
2
`ĂS
2 if and only if the number
´ 1` pa1`1q `
a0pa0`1q
2
“
pdeg V qpdeg V `1q
2
´ 2
`
a0a
1`a12q (8.4)
is even. Thus, the orientation ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q satisfies the property of Lemma 8.1(2).
Proposition 8.2(2) is a special case of Lemma 8.4(1) below. We establish Proposition 8.2(3) in
Section 8.3 based on the following observation about orientations of the determinants of real CR-
operators on degree 2 rank 1 real bundle pairs over pS2, τq.
Lemma 8.3. With the notation as in Lemma 8.1, o3,0pox1q“o1,1pox1q.
Proof. By [12, Proposition 2.1], every rank 1 degree a real bundle pair pV, ϕq over pP1, τq is isomor-
phic to the holomorphic line bundle OP1paq with the natural lift rτa of τ . Thus, we can assume that
pV, ϕq is pOP1p2q, rτ2q, D is the holomorphic B¯-operator, and
x1 “ 1, x2 “ i, x3 “ ´1, z
`
1 “ 0.
The evaluation homomorphisms
kerD ÝÑ V ϕx1‘V
ϕ
x2
‘V ϕx3 and kerD ÝÑ V
ϕ
x1
‘V
z`1
(8.5)
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are the isomorphisms determining the orientations o3,0pox1q and o1,1pox1q, respectively. An orien-
tation ox1 of V
ϕ
x1 determines an orientation o1 of the target of the first isomorphism; combined with
the complex orientation of Vz`1
, it also determines an orientation o2 of the target of the second iso-
morphism. By definition, the first (resp. second) isomorphism above is orientation-preserving with
respect to the orientation o3,0pox1q (resp. o1,1pox1q) on its domain and the orientation o1 (resp. o2)
on its target.
Choose a trivialization of V |D2` so that V
ϕ|S1 is identified with the real line subbundle
Λ ”
 
pz, vqPS1ˆC : v{zPR
(
of S1ˆC; see [25, Corollary C.3.9]. We can assume that the orientation ox1 of V
ϕ
x1 agrees with the
standard orientation of RĂC under this identification. The sets
p1, 0, 0q, p0, i, 0q, p0, 0,´1q P V ϕx1‘V
ϕ
x2
‘V ϕx3 and p1, 0q, p0, 1q, p0, iq P V
ϕ
x1
‘V
z`1
(8.6)
are then oriented bases with respect to the orientations o1 and o2.
The functions z, 1`z2, i´iz2 form a basis for kerD; see Step 2 in the proof of [25, Theorem C.4.1].
With respect to this basis and the bases (8.6), the isomorphisms (8.5) are given by the matrices¨˝
1 2 0
1 0 2
1 ´2 0
‚˛ and
¨˝
1 2 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
‚˛,
respectively. Since these matrices have determinants of the same sign, the orientation o3,0pox1q on
kerD corresponding to o1 and the orientation o1,1pox1q corresponding to o2 are the same.
Lemma 8.4. Suppose pV, ϕq is a rank 1 real bundle pair over pS2, τq, D is a real CR-operator
on pV, ϕq, and k, lPZě0 satisfy (8.2). Let ox1 be an orientation of V
ϕ at a point x1 in S
1ĂS2.
(1) If k`2lďdeg V `1, then the orientations ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q and ok,pdeg V`1´kq{2pox1q are the same.
(2) The pk, lq-intrinsic orientation ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q does not depend on the choice of lPZ
ě0.
Proof of Lemma 8.4(1). We continue with the notation above Proposition 8.2, taking C as in
the definition of the pk, lq-evaluation orientation above Lemma 8.1. In this case, a1 ě 0 and each
operator Dt is surjective. Their kernels form a vector bundle KpDq as in (7.53). Let s
`
1 , . . . , s
`
l`a1
be disjoint sections of U´Urc and sR1 , . . . , sRk be disjoint sections of Urc over ∆R so that
sRi pt1q “ xi @ iPrks, s
`
i pt1q “ z
`
i @ iPrl`a
1s,
s`i p0q P P
1
0´
 
nd˘
(
@ iPrls, s`l`ip0q P P
1
` ´
 
nd`
(
@ iPra1s.
By the assumption that a1ě0, the evaluation homomorphisms
ev0C0 : kerD00 ÝÑ
kà
i“1
rV rϕ
sRi p0q
‘
là
i“1
rV
s`i p0q
, ev0C0pξq “
``
ξpsRi p0qq˘ iPrks,
`
ξps`i p0qq˘ iPrls
˘
,
ev`C0 : kerD
`
0 ÝÑ
rVnd`‘ a1à
i“l`1
rVs`
l`ip0q
, ev`C0pξq “
`
ξpnd`q,
`
ξps`l`ip0qq˘ iPra1s
˘
,
(8.7)
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are isomorphisms. Along with the sentence containing (7.49), this implies that (7.56) with l re-
placed by
l`a1 ”
deg V `1´k
2
is an isomorphism of vector bundles over ∆R.
Since each operator Dt is surjective, the last isomorphism induces an isomorphism
λpDq ÝÑ
kâ
i“1
sR˚i
rV rϕ b l`a1â
i“1
s`˚i λp
rV q (8.8)
of line bundles over ∆R. The first product on the right-hand side above is oriented by transferring
the orientation ox1 from the point x1 in S
1 ĂΣt1 along the positive direction of S
1 ĂD2` to the
points xi with i“ 2, . . . , k and then along the section s
R
i to an orientation oxi;t of
rV rϕ
sRi ptq
for each
t P∆R. The second product is oriented by the complex orientation of rV . By definition, the first
isomorphism in (8.7) preserves the pk, lq-evaluation ok,lpoxi;0q. The second isomorphism in (8.7)
preserves the complex orientation on its domain. Thus, the restriction of (8.8) to the fiber over t1
is orientation-preserving with respect to the pk, lq-intrinsic orientation ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q on its domain.
By definition, this restriction is also orientation-preserving with respect to the pk, l`a1q-evaluation
orientation ok,l`a1pox1q. This establishes the first claim of the lemma.
Lemma 8.4(2) is proved in Section 8.2.
8.2 Line bundles over C degenerations of pS2, τq
We now describe the behavior of the orientations of Proposition 8.2 under flat degenerations
of pS2, τq as in the CROrient 7C property on page 110. Suppose k, l P Zě0, C0 ” pΣ0, σ0q is
a connected decorated symmetric surface as above (7.51) and in the left diagram in Figure 7.4,
pV0, ϕ0q is a rank 1 real bundle pair over pΣ0, σ0q such that
k`2l – degV0|P10`1 – deg V0`1 mod 2, (8.9)
and ox1 is an orientation of V
ϕ0
0 at a point x1 of the fixed locus S
1 “Σσ00 of σ0. With nd
˘ and
P
1
0,P
1
˘ as above (7.51), we denote the restriction of pV0, ϕ0q to P
1
0 by pV00, ϕ00q.
Let D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. We denote its restrictions to real CR-operators on
pV00, ϕ00q and V0|P1` by D00 and D
`
0 , respectively. The orientation
o0;0pox1q ” ok,lpV00, ϕ00; ox1q
of D00 and the complex orientations of D
`
0 and V0|nd` determine an orientation
o0pox1q ” ok,l
`
V0, ϕ0; ox1
˘
(8.10)
of D0 via the isomorphism (7.55). In an analogy with the C-split orientation of Corollary 7.3, we
call (8.10) the pk, lq-split orientation of D0 induced by ox1 .
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Suppose in addition (7.31) is a flat family of deformations of C0, pV, ϕq is a real bundle pair over
pU,rcq extending pV0, ϕ0q, sR1 is a section of Urc over ∆R with sR1 p0q“x1, and D”tDtu is a family of
real CR-operators on pVt, ϕtq as in (7.33) extending D0. The decorated structure on C0 induces a
decorated structure on the fiber pΣt, σtq of π for every tP∆R as above the CROrient 7C property.
The orientation ox1 of V
ϕ0
0 |x1 induces an orientation of the line bundle s
R˚
1 V
ϕ over ∆R, which in
turn restricts to an orientation ox1;t of V
ϕt
t at s
R
1 ptq for each tP∆R. The orientations
otpox1q ” ok,l
`
Vt, ϕt; ox1;t˘ , tP∆
˚
R,
of Dt depend continuously on t and extend to an orientation
o10pox1q ” o
1
k,l
`
V0, ϕ0; ox1
˘
(8.11)
of D0. In an analogy with the limiting orientation of the CROrient 7C property, we call (8.11) the
limiting orientation of D0 induced by ox1 . It depends only on pV0, ϕ0q and ox1 , and not on pU,rcq,
pV, ϕq, or sR1 .
Proposition 8.5. Suppose C0 is a connected decorated symmetric surface with precisely one pair
of conjugate nodes and each component isomorphic to S2 pV0, ϕ0q is a rank 1 real bundle pair
over pΣ0, σ0q. Let k, l PZ
ě0 be so that (8.9) holds and D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. The
pk, lq-split and limiting orientations, (8.10) and (8.11), of D0 are the same.
We deduce this proposition from Lemma 8.6 below. It shows that certain orientations o1k,lpV, ϕ; ox1q
of a real CR-operator over a smooth symmetric surface constructed via a flat family of deformations
of a symmetric surface with two pairs of conjugate nodes, instead of one as above Proposition 8.2,
are in fact the same as ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q.
Suppose pV, ϕq, k, l, x1, ox1 , and D are as above Lemma 8.1. Let C0”pΣ0, σ0q be a connected sym-
metric surface which contains precisely two conjugate pairs of nodes and consists of one invariant
component and two pairs of conjugate components attached to it, all of which are isomorphic to S2;
see the left diagram in Figure 8.1. Let P10ĂΣ0 be the component preserved by σ0, D
2
`,D
2
´ĂP
1
0 be
the two half-surfaces, and nd`1 ,nd
`
2 PD
2
` be the two nodes on D
2
`. We denote by P
1
1` and P
1
2` the
other irreducible components containing nd`1 and nd
`
2 , respectively. Let pU,rcq be a flat family of
deformations of C0 as in (7.31) over the unit ball ∆ĂC
4 around the origin satisfying (7.51) for
some t1P∆R.
Let a0“k`2l´1 be as before and a
1
1, a
1
2 PZ be such that
a0 ` 2pa
1
1` a
1
2q “ deg V. (8.12)
Let prV , rϕq be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU,rcq so that
deg rV ˇˇ
P10
“ a0, deg rV ˇˇP11` “ a11, deg rV ˇˇP12` “ a12, `rVt1 , rϕt1˘ “ pV, ϕq (8.13)
and D”tDtu be a family of real CR-operators on prVt, rϕtq as in (7.33) so that Dt1 “D. The ori-
entation ox1 of V
ϕ induces an orientation ox1
1
of rV rϕ at a point x11 in the fixed locus S1ĂΣ0 as before.
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nd`1
nd´1
nd`2
nd´2
σ0
P11`
P11´
P12`
P12´
D2
`
D2
´
P
1
0
nd`
t
nd´
t
P
1
t;0
P
1
t`
P
1
t´
σt
C2
C
2
t0
t1
Figure 8.1: Deformations of the five-component symmetric surface pΣ0, σ0q over a unit ball in C
4
in the proof of Proposition 8.5
We denote the restriction of prV0, rϕ0q to P10 by prV00, rϕ00q and the restrictions of D0 to real CR-
operators on prV00, rϕ00q, rV0|P11` , and rV0|P12` by D00, D`01, and D`02, respectively. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D0 ÝÑ D00‘D
`
01‘D
`
02 ÝÑ
rV
nd`1
‘ rV
nd`2
ÝÑ 0, (8.14)`
ξ2´, ξ1´, ξ0, ξ1`, ξ2`
˘
ÝÑ
`
ξ0, ξ1`, ξ2`
˘
,`
ξ0, ξ1`, ξ2`
˘
ÝÑ
`
ξ1`pnd
`
1 q´ξ0pnd
`
1 q, ξ2`pnd
`
2 q´ξ0pnd
`
2 q
˘
,
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λpD0qbλ
`rVnd`1 ˘bλ`rVnd`2 ˘ « λ`D00˘bλ`D`01˘bλ`D`02˘. (8.15)
The pk, lq-evaluation orientation ok,lpox1
1
q of D00 and the complex orientations of D
`
01, D
`
02,
rVnd`1 ,
and rV
nd`2
determine an orientation of D0 via the isomorphism (8.15) and thus an orientationro1k,lprV , rϕ; ox1q of the line bundle λpDq over ∆R. The latter restricts to an orientation o1k,lpV, ϕ; ox1q
of λpDq.
Lemma 8.6. Suppose pV, ϕq is a rank 1 real bundle pair over pS2, τq, D is a real CR-operator
on pV, ϕq, k, l P Zě0 satisfy (8.2), and a11, a
1
2 P Z satisfy (8.12). Let ox1 be an orientation of V
ϕ
at a point x1 in S
1 Ă S2. The orientation o1k,lpV, ϕ; ox1q of D defined above is the same as the
pk, lq-intrinsic orientation of Proposition 8.2.
Proof of Proposition 8.5. In order to distinguish the nodal symmetric surfaces C0, their invari-
ant components P10, and the families of deformations pU,rcq over ∆ appearing above the statements
of Proposition 8.5 and Lemma 8.6, we denote the objects appearing above Lemma 8.6 by C10, P
11
0 ,
pU1,rc1q, and ∆1, respectively, in this proof. We can choose pU1,rc1q so that C1t0 for some t0 P∆1R is
the nodal symmetric surface C0 as in the statement of the proposition obtained from C
1
0 by smooth-
ing the node nd`1 ; see Figure 8.1. Let t1P∆
1˚
R
and s1R1 be a section of U
1rc1 over ∆1
R
with s1R1 pt0q“x1.
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With the notation as above the statement of the proposition, let
a0 “ k`2l´1, a
1
1 “
`
deg V0|P10´a0
˘
{2, a12 “ deg V0|P1` .
For the purposes of applying Lemma 8.6, we choose prV , rϕq and D”tDtu so that
prVt0 , rϕt0q “ pV0, ϕ0q and Dt0 “ D0.
For each tP∆1
R
, let ox1;t be the orientation of
rV rϕ at s1R1 ptq induced by ox1 via the line bundle s1R˚1 rV rϕ.
By definition and the evenness of the (real) dimension of rV
nd`1
, the restriction of the orientationro1k,lprV , rϕ; ox1;t1q of the line bundle λpDq over ∆1R to λpDt0q is the pk, lq-split orientation o0pox1q
in (8.10). By Lemma 8.6, the restriction of ro1k,lprV , rϕ; ox1;t1q to λpDtq for each tP∆1˚R is the pk, lq-
intrinsic orientation ok,lprV 1t , rϕ1t; ox1;tq. Thus, the restriction of ro1k,lprV , rϕ; ox1;t1q to λpDt0q is the
limiting orientation o10pox1q in (8.11). We conclude that the orientations (8.10) and (8.11) are the
same.
Proof of Lemma 8.4(2). Suppose l,rlPZě0 with rlě l. Let C0, P10, P1`, pU,rcq, ∆R, and t1 be as
above Proposition 8.2 and sR1 be a section of U
rc over ∆R with sR1 pt1q“x1. We can choose prV , rϕq
and D”tDtu as above Proposition 8.2 so that
deg rV ˇˇ
P10
“ k`2rl´1, deg rV ˇˇ
P1`
“
`
deg V ´deg rV |P1
0
˘
{2,
`rVt1 , rϕt1˘ “ pV, ϕq, Dt1 “ D .
For each tP∆R, let ox1;t be the orientation of
rV rϕ at sR1 ptq induced by ox1 via the line bundle sR˚1 rV rϕ.
Since rl ě l, the definitions of the pk, lq- and pk,rlq-split orientations of D0 and Lemma 8.4(1)
imply that
ok,l
`rV0, rϕ0; ox1;0˘ “ ok,rl`rV0, rϕ0; ox1;0˘.
Along with Proposition 8.5, this in turn implies that the corresponding limiting orientations of D0
are equal, i.e.
o1k,l
`rV0, rϕ0; ox1;0˘ “ o1k,rl`rV0, rϕ0; ox1;0˘.
Thus, the pk, lq- and pk,rlq-intrinsic orientations ok,lprVt, rϕt; ox1;tq and ok,rlprVt, rϕt; ox1;tq of Dt with
tP∆˚
R
are the same. Taking t“t1, we obtain the claim.
Proof of Lemma 8.6. Let C10”pΣ
1
0, σ
1
0q be a connected symmetric surface which contains pre-
cisely three conjugate pairs of nodes and consists of one invariant component P10 and three pairs
of conjugate components, all of which are isomorphic to S2, so that one pair of the conjugate
components is attached to P10 and the other two pairs are attached to the first pair; see the bottom
diagram in Figure 8.2. We denote by D2`,D
2
´ Ă P
1
0 the two half-surfaces, by nd
`
0 P D
2
` the node
on D2`, by P
1
0`ĂΣ
1
0 the other irreducible component containing nd
`
0 , by nd
`
1 ,nd
`
2 PP
1
0` the other
nodes on P10`, and by P
1
1` and P
1
2` the other irreducible components containing nd
`
1 and nd
`
2 ,
respectively.
Let pU1,rc1q be a flat family of deformations of C10 as in (7.31) over the unit ball ∆1ĂC6 around
the origin satisfying (7.51) for some t1 P∆
1
R
so that
C1t4 ”
`
Σ1t4 , σ
1
t4
˘
and C1t2 ”
`
Σ1t2 , σ
1
t2
˘
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nd`
t;1
nd´
t;1
nd`
t;2
nd´
t;2
σ1t
P
1
t;1`
P
1
t;1´
P
1
t;2`
P
1
t;2´
P
1
t;0
nd`
t
nd´
t
P
1
t;0
P
1
t;`
P
1
t;´
σ1t
∆1˚
R;2ĂC
4
∆
1˚ R
;4
Ă
C
2
t4
t2
t1
nd`0
nd´0
nd`1
nd´1
nd`2
nd´2
P
1
1`
P
1
1´
P
1
2`
P
1
2´
D2
`
D2
´
P
1
0
P
1
0`
P
1
0´
σ10
C10
Figure 8.2: Deformations of C10 in the family pU
1,rc1q over ∆1ĂC6 of the proof of Lemma 8.6
for some t4, t2 P∆
1
R
are a five-component decorated symmetric surface as on the left side of Fig-
ure 8.1 obtained from C10 by smoothing the conjugate pair of nodes on P
1
0 and a three-component
decorated symmetric surface as on the left side of Figure 7.4 obtained from C10 by smoothing the
other two pairs of nodes, respectively; see Figure 8.2. We denote by
∆1˚R;4,∆
1˚
R;2 Ă ∆
1
R
the subspaces parametrizing all five-component symmetric surfaces obtained from C10 by smoothing
the conjugate pair of nodes on P10 and all three-component symmetric surfaces obtained from C
1
0
by smoothing the other two pairs of nodes, respectively. Let s1R1 be a section of U
1rc1 over ∆1
R
with
s1R1 pt1q“x1.
Let prV 1, rϕ1q be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU1,rc1q so that
deg rV 1 ˇˇ
P1
0
“ a0, deg rV 1 ˇˇP1
0`
“ 0, deg rV 1 ˇˇ
P1
1`
“ a11, deg
rV 1ˇˇ
P1
2`
“ a12,
`rV 1t1 , rϕ1t1˘ “ pV, ϕq.
For each t P∆1
R
, let ox1;t be the orientation of
rV 1rϕ1 at s1R1 ptq induced by ox1 via the line bundle
s1R˚1
rV 1rϕ1 .
Let D1”tD1tu be a family of real CR-operators on p
rV 1t , rϕ1tq as in (7.33) so that D1t1 is the operator D
in the statement of the lemma. We denote by prV 100, rϕ100q the restriction of prV 1, rϕ1q to P10 and by D100
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the restriction of D10 to a real CR-operator on p
rV 100, rϕ100q. For r“0, 1, 2, let D1`r be the restriction
of D10 to a real CR-operator on
rV0|P1r`. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D10 ÝÑ D
1
00‘D
1`
0 ‘D
1`
1 ‘D
1`
2 ÝÑ
rV 1
nd`0
‘ rV 1
nd`1
‘ rV 1
nd`2
ÝÑ 0,`
ξ2´, ξ1´, ξ0´, ξ0, ξ0`, ξ1`, ξ2`
˘
ÝÑ
`
ξ0, ξ0`, ξ1`, ξ2`
˘
,`
ξ0, ξ0`, ξ1`, ξ2`
˘
ÝÑ
`
ξ0`pnd
`
0 q´ξ0pnd
`
0 q, ξ1`pnd
`
1 q´ξ0`pnd
`
1 q, ξ2`pnd
`
2 q´ξ0`pnd
`
2 q
˘
,
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λpD10qbλ
`rV 1
nd`
0
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`
1
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`
2
˘
« λ
`
D100
˘
bλ
`
D1`0
˘
bλ
`
D1`1
˘
bλ
`
D1`2
˘
. (8.16)
The pk, lq-evaluation orientation ok,lpox1;0q of D
1
00 and the complex orientations of D
1`
0 , D
1`
1 , D
1`
2 ,rV 1
nd`0
, rV 1
nd`1
, and rV 1
nd`2
determine an orientation of D10 via the isomorphism (8.16) and thus an ori-
entation oU1pox1q of the line bundle λpD
1q over ∆1
R
.
The restriction of pU1,rc1q to ∆1
R;4 is the product of two conjugates pairs of P
1 with a family
smoothing
P
1
0;0 ” P
1
0´YP
1
0YP
1
0`
into a single irreducible component P1t;0ĂΣ
1
t as above Proposition 8.2; see the top left diagram in
Figure 8.2. The other irreducible components of Σ1t with tP∆
1˚
R;4 and its nodes correspond to the
conjugate components and conjugate nodes of Σ10; we denote them by P
1
t;r˘ and nd
˘
t;r, respectively.
For each tP∆1
R;4, we denote the restriction of p
rV 1t , rϕ1tq to P1t;0 by prV 1t;0, rϕ1t;0q and the restrictions of
D1t to real CR-operators on p
rV 1t;0, rϕ1t;0q, rV 1t |P1t;1` , and rV0|P1t;2` by D1t;0, D1`t1 , and D1`t2 , respectively.
The exact triple (7.54) of Fredholm operators with D0 replaced by D
1
0;0 and the exact triple (8.14)
of Fredholm operators with D0 replaced by D
1
t4
induce isomorphisms
λ
`
D10;0
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`
0
˘
« λ
`
D100
˘
bλ
`
D1`0
˘
,
λpD1t4qbλ
`rV 1
nd`t4;1
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`t4;2
˘
« λ
`
D1t4;0
˘
bλ
`
D1`t41
˘
bλ
`
D1`t42
˘
.
(8.17)
The pk, lq-evaluation orientation ok,lpox1;0q of D
1
00 and the complex orientations of D
1`
0 and
rV 1
nd`0
determine an orientation on D10;0 via the first isomorphism in (8.17) and thus an orientation of
D1t;0 for each t P ∆
1
R;4. By definition, the latter with t “ t4 is the pk, lq-intrinsic orientation
ok,lprV 1t4;0, rϕ1t4;0; ox1;t4q. By Lemma 8.4(1), this orientation is the same as the pk, lq-evaluation orien-
tation ok,lpox1;t4q. Since the (real) dimension of
rV 1
nd`
0
is even, this implies that the second isomor-
phism in (8.17) is orientation-preserving with respect to the restriction of the orientation oU1pox1q
to λpD1t4q, the orientation ok,lpox1;t4q ofD
1
t4;0
, and the complex orientations of the remaining factors.
The restriction of pU1,rc1q to ∆1
R;2 is the product of pP
1
0, τq with a family smoothing the conju-
gate pair
P
1
0;˘ ” P
1
0˘ Y P
1
1˘ Y P
1
2˘ Ă Σ
1
0
into a conjugate pair of irreducible components P1t;˘ĂΣ
1
t; see the last diagram in Figure 8.2. The
other irreducible component of Σ1t with tP∆
˚
R;2 and its nodes correspond to P
1
0 and the nodes nd
˘
0 ;
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we denote them by P1t0 and nd
˘
t , respectively. For each tP∆
1
R;2, we denote the restriction of p
rV 1t , rϕ1tq
to P1t0 by p
rV 1t0, rϕ1t0q and the restrictions of D1t to real CR-operators on prV 1t0, rϕ1t0q and rV 1t |P1t;` by D1t0
and D1`t;`, respectively. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D10;` ÝÑD
1`
0 ‘D
1`
1 ‘D
1`
2 ÝÑ
rV 1
nd`1
‘ rV 1
nd`2
ÝÑ 0,`
ξ0`, ξ1`, ξ2`
˘
ÝÑ
`
ξ1`pnd
`
1 q´ξ0`pnd
`
1 q, ξ2`pnd
`
2 q´ξ0`pnd
`
2 q
˘
,
of Fredholm operators and the exact triple (7.54) of Fredholm operators with D0 replaced by D
1
t2
induce isomorphisms
λ
`
D10;`
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`1
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`2
˘
« λ
`
D1`0
˘
bλ
`
D1`1
˘
bλ
`
D1`2
˘
,
λpD1t2qbλ
`rV 1
nd`t2
˘
« λ
`
D1t20
˘
bλ
`
D1t2;`
˘
.
(8.18)
The complex orientations of D1`r for r“0, 1, 2 and
rV 1
nd`r
for r“1, 2 determine an orientation of D10;`
via the first isomorphism in (8.18) and thus an orientation of D1t;` for each tP∆
1
R;2. The latter is
the complex orientation of D1t;`. This implies that the second isomorphism in (8.18) is orientation-
preserving with respect to the restriction of the orientation oU1pox1q to λpD
1
t2
q, the pk, lq-evaluation
orientation ok,lpox1;t2q of D
1
t20
, and the complex orientations of the remaining factors.
By the conclusion above regarding the second isomorphism in (8.17), the restriction of the ori-
entation oU1pox1q to λpD
1
t1
q is the orientation o1k,lpV, ϕ; ox1q constructed above Lemma 8.6. By
the conclusion above regarding the second isomorphism in (8.18), the restriction of the orientation
oU1pox1q to λpD
1
t1
q is the pk, lq-intrinsic orientation ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q constructed above Proposition 8.2.
Thus, the orientations ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q and o
1
k,lpV, ϕ; ox1q are the same.
8.3 Line bundles over H3 degenerations of pS2, τq
We next describe the behavior of the orientations of Proposition 8.2 under flat degenerations
of pS2, τq as in the CROrient 7H3 property on page 112. Let C0 ” pΣ0, σ0q be a connected
decorated symmetric surface as above (7.57) and in the right diagram in Figure 7.4 and nd, P11,P
1
2,
D
2
1˘D
2
2˘, and S
1
1 , S
1
2 be as above (7.57). Suppose k1, l1, k2, l2 P Z
ě0 and pV0, ϕ0q is a rank 1 real
bundle pair over pΣ0, σ0q such that
k1`k2 ‰ 0, k1`2l1 – deg V0|P1
1
`1 mod 2, k2`2l2 – deg V0|P1
2
`1 mod 2 . (8.19)
For r“ 1, 2, we denote the restriction of pV0, ϕ0q to P
1
r by pVr, ϕrq. Let ond be an orientation of
V
ϕ0
0 |nd.
Let D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. We denote its restrictions to real CR-operators on
pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q by D1 and D2, respectively. The orientation ond determines orientations
o0;1
`
ond
˘
” ok1,l1` V1, ϕ1; ond
˘
and o0;2
`
ond
˘
” ok2,l2` V2, ϕ2; ond
˘
(8.20)
of D1 and D2 as above Proposition 8.2. These two orientations and the orientation ond induce an
orientation
o0pondq ” opk1,l1q,pk2,l2q
`
V0, ϕ0; ond
˘
(8.21)
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of D0 via the isomorphism (7.60). We call it the split orientation of D0.
Suppose in addition (7.31) is a flat family of deformations of C0, pV, ϕq is a real bundle pair over
pU,rcq extending pV0, ϕ0q, sR1 is a section of Urc over ∆R with
sR1 p0q P S
1
1´tndu,
and D”tDtu is a family of real CR-operators on pVt, ϕtq as in (7.33) extending D0. The decorated
structure on C0 induces a decorated structure on the fiber pΣt, σtq of π for every t P ∆R and
determines open subspaces ∆˘
R
Ă∆R as above the CROrient 7H3 property. The orientation ond
determines an orientation ond;0 of V
ϕ at sR1 p0q by translation along the positive direction of S
1
1ĂD
2
1`
and thus an orientation ond;t of V
ϕ at sR1 ptq for every tP∆R via the line bundle s
R˚
1 V
ϕ. For each
tP∆˚
R
, let
otpondq ” ok1`k2´1,l1`l2
`
Vt, ϕt; ond;t
˘
(8.22)
be the intrinsic orientation of Dt as above Proposition 8.2. We denote by
o`0 pondq ” o
`
k1`k2´1,l1`l2
`
V0, ϕ0; ond
˘
(8.23)
the orientation of D0 obtained as the continuous extension of the orientations (8.22) with tP∆
`
R
.
We call (8.23) the limiting orientation of D0.
Proposition 8.7. Suppose C0 is a connected decorated symmetric surface consisting of two copies
of pS2, τq and one node nd and pV0, ϕ0q is a rank 1 real bundle pair over pΣ0, σ0q. Let k1, l1, k2, l2 P
Z
ě0 be so that (8.19) holds and D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. The split and limiting
orientations, (8.21) and (8.23), of D0 are the same if and only if`
degpV0|P11q`1
˘
degpV0|P12q P 2Z. (8.24)
Proof of Proposition 8.2(3). In light of Lemma 8.4(2), it remains to show that the orientation
ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q of D does not depend on the choice of kPZ
ě0 satisfying (8.2). We assume that kě2
and show below that the orientations ok,lpV, ϕ; ox1q and ok´2,l`1pV, ϕ; ox1q are the same.
We can choose C0, pU,rcq, sR1 , pV, ϕq, and D” tDtu as above Proposition 8.7 and just above so
that (7.51) holds for some t1P∆
`
R
, sR1 pt1q“x1,
pV2, ϕ2q ” pV, ϕq|P12
is a degree 2 rank 1 real bundle pair, pVt1 , ϕt1q is the rank 1 real bundle pair in the statement of
Proposition 8.2, and Dt1“D. With the notation as before, let ond be the orientation of V
ϕ0
0 |nd so
that ond;t1“ox1 . By Proposition 8.7, the orientations
o0pondq ” opk´2,lq,p3,0q
`
V0, ϕ0; ond
˘
and o`0 pndq ” o
`
k,l
`
V0, ϕ0; ond
˘
(8.25)
of D0 are the same if and only if the orientations
o10pondq ” opk´2,lq,p1,1q
`
V0, ϕ0; ond
˘
and o1`0 pondq ” o
`
k´2,l`1
`
V0, ϕ0; ond
˘
(8.26)
of D0 are the same.
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By Proposition 8.2(2) and Lemma 8.3,
o3,0
`
V2, ϕ2; ond
˘
“ o1,1
`
V2, ϕ2; ond
˘
.
Thus, the split orientations o0pndq and o
1
0pndq above are the same. Along with (8.25) and (8.26),
this implies that the limiting orientations o`0 pndq and o
1`
0 pndq of D0 are also the same and so
ok,l
`
Vt, ϕt; ond;t
˘
“ ok´2,l`1
`
Vt, ϕt; ond;t
˘
@ tP∆`
R
.
Taking t“t1, we obtain the claim.
Lemma 8.8. Proposition 8.7 holds if the two congruences in (8.19) are equalities.
Proof of Proposition 8.7. Let
k “ k1`k2´1, l “ l1`l2, a1 “ k1`2l1´1, a2 “ k2`2l2´1. (8.27)
By (8.19), the numbers
a11 ”
`
degV0|P1
1
´a1
˘L
2 and a12 ”
`
deg V0|P1
2
´a2
˘L
2
are integers. Let C10 ” pΣ
1
0, σ
1
0q be a connected decorated symmetric surface consisting of two
copies, C10 and C20, of the three-component curve as on the left side of Figure 7.4 joined at a real
node nd0; see the bottom diagram in Figure 8.3. For r“1, 2, we denote by P
1
r0ĂΣr0 the irreducible
component in the r-th copy preserved by the involution σ10, by D
2
r`,D
2
r´ĂP
1
r0 the two half-surfaces,
by nd`r PD
2
r` the node on D
2
r`, and by P
1
r` the conjugate component of Σ
1
0 also containing nd
`
r .
Let pU1,rc1q be a flat family of deformations of C10 as in (7.31) over the unit ball ∆1ĂC5 around
the origin so that C1t0 ” pΣ
1
t0
, σ1t0q for some t0 P∆
1
R
is the two-component decorated curve C0 of
Proposition 8.7. Let ∆1˚
R
Ă ∆1
R
be the subspace parametrizing smooth symmetric surfaces and
∆1`
R
,∆1´
R
Ă∆1˚
R
be its two topological components distinguished as above (7.39). We denote by
∆1˚
R;1Ă∆
1
R
and ∆1˚
R;4Ă∆
1
R
the subspaces parametrizing symmetric surfaces with one real node and
two pairs of conjugate nodes, respectively, and by ∆1
R;1 and ∆
1
R;4 their closures. Let s
1R
1 be a section
of U1rc1 over ∆1
R
so that s1R1 ptq is not the real node of Σ
1
t for all tP∆
1
R;1 and s
1R
1 pt0qPS
1
1 .
We can choose a rank 1 real bundle pair prV 1, rϕ1q over pU1,rc1q so that
deg rV 1 ˇˇ
P1
10
“ a1, deg rV 1ˇˇP1
20
“ a2,
deg rV 1ˇˇ
P1
1`
“ a11, deg
rV 1 ˇˇ
P1
2`
“ a12,
`rV 1t0 , rϕ1t0˘ “ pV0, ϕ0q.
The orientation ond of V
ϕ0
0 at the node nd of Σ
1
t0
induces an orientation ondt of
rV 1rϕ1 at the real
node ndt of each symmetric surface Σ
1
t with tP∆
1
R;1. It also determines an orientation of the line
bundle s1R˚1
rV 1rϕ1 over ∆1
R
as above Proposition 8.7. We denote the restriction of this orientation to
the fiber over tP∆1
R
by ond;t.
Let D1”tD1tu be a family of real CR-operators on p
rV 1t , rϕ1tq as in (7.33) so thatD1t0 is the operatorD0
in the statement of the proposition. For r “ 1, 2, we denote the restriction of prV 10 , rϕ10q to P1r0 by
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nd`
t;1
nd´
t;1
nd`
t;2
nd´
t;2
σ1t
P
1
t;1`
P
1
t;1´
P
1
t;2`
P
1
t;2´
P
1
t;0
ndt
σ1t
∆1˚
R;1ĂC
4
∆
1` R
;4
Ă
C
∆1`
R
P
1
t;1 P
1
t;2
t0
nd`1
nd´1
D
2
1`
D
2
1´
P
1
1`
P
1
1´
P110
nd0
nd`2
nd´2
D
2
2`
D
2
2´
P
1
2`
P
1
2´
P120σ
1
0
C10
Figure 8.3: Deformations of C10 in the family pU
1,rc1q over ∆1ĂC5 of the proof of Lemma 8.6
prV 10r, ϕ10rq and the restrictions of D10 to real CR-operators on prV 10r, ϕ10rq and rV 10 |P1r` by D10r and D1`r ,
respectively. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D10 ÝÑ D
1
01‘D
1
02‘D
1`
1 ‘D
1`
2 ÝÑ
rV 1rϕ1nd0‘ rV 1nd`1 ‘ rV 1nd`2 ÝÑ 0,`
ξ1´, ξ01, ξ1`, ξ2´, ξ02, ξ2`
˘
ÝÑ
`
ξ01, ξ1`, ξ02, ξ2`
˘
,`
ξ01, ξ1`, ξ02, ξ2`
˘
ÝÑ
`
ξ02pnd0q´ξ01pnd0q, ξ1`pnd
`
1 q´ξ01pnd
`
1 q, ξ2`pnd
`
2 q´ξ02pnd
`
2 q
˘
,
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λpD10qbλ
`rV 1rϕ1nd0˘bλ`rV 1nd`1 ˘bλ`rV 1nd`2 ˘ « λ`D101˘bλ`D102˘bλ`D1`1 ˘bλ`D1`2 ˘.
The evaluation orientations ok1,l1pond0q of D
1
01 and ok2,l2pond0q of D
1
02, the orientation ond0 of
rV 1rϕ1nd0 ,
and the complex orientations of D1`1 , D
1`
2 ,
rV 1
nd`1
, and rV 1
nd`2
determine an orientation of D10 via the
above isomorphism and thus an orientation oU1pondq of the line bundle λpD
1q over ∆1
R
.
Let ∆1`
R;4Ă∆
1˚
R;4 be the intersection of ∆
1˚
R;4 with the closure of ∆
1`
R
in ∆1
R
. The restriction of pU1,rc1q
to ∆1
R;4 is the product of two conjugates pairs of P
1 with a family of symmetric surfaces as above
Proposition 8.7 smoothing
P
1
0;0 ” P
1
10Ynd0P
1
20
into a single irreducible component P1t;0ĂΣ
1
t for each tP∆
1˚
R;4; see the top left diagram in Figure 8.3.
The other irreducible components of Σ1t with t P∆
1˚
R;4 and its nodes correspond to the conjugate
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components and conjugate nodes of Σ10; we denote them by P
1
t;r˘ and nd
˘
t;r, respectively. For each
t P∆1˚
R;4, we denote the restriction of p
rV 1t , rϕ1tq to P1t;0 by prV 1t;0, ϕ1t;0q and the restrictions of D1t to
real CR-operators on prV 1t;0, ϕ1t;0q rV 1t |P1t;r` by D1t;0 and D1`t;r, respectively. The exact triple (7.59) of
Fredholm operators with D0 replaced by D
1
0;0 and the exact triple (8.14) of Fredholm operators
with D0 replaced by D
1
t with tP∆
1˚
R;4 induce isomorphisms
λ
`
D10;0
˘
bλ
`rV 1rϕ1nd0˘ « λ`D101˘bλ`D102˘,
λpD1tqbλ
`rVnd`t;1˘bλ`rVnd`t;2˘ « λ`D1t;0˘bλ`D1`t;1˘bλ`D1`t;2˘, (8.28)
respectively. The orientations ok1,l1pond0q of D
1
01, ok2,l2pond0q of D
1
02, and ond0 of
rV 1rϕ1nd0 determine
an orientation of D10;0 via the first isomorphism in (8.28) and thus an orientation o
1
t;0pondq of D
1
t;0
for each tP∆1˚
R;4.
Let for t P∆1`
R;4. By Proposition 8.2(2) and Lemma 8.8, the last orientation is the same as the
evaluation orientation ok,lpond;tq if and only if (8.24) holds. Since the indices of D
1`
1 and D
1`
2 and
the (real) dimensions of rV 1
nd`1
and rV 1
nd`2
are even, this implies that the second isomorphism in (8.28)
with tP∆1`
R;4 is orientation-preserving with respect to the restriction of the orientation oU1pondq to
λpD1tq, the orientation ok,lpond;tq of D
1
t;0, and the complex orientations of the remaining factors if
and only if (8.24) holds. Combining this with the definition of the limiting orientation (8.23), we
conclude that the restriction of the orientation oU1pondq to λpD
1
t0
q is the limiting orientation (8.23)
if and only if (8.24) holds.
The restriction of pU1,rc1q to ∆1
R;1 is the product of families of symmetric surfaces as above Propo-
sition 8.2 smoothing the three-component curves
P
1
0;1 ” Σ10 ” P
1
1´YP
1
10YP
1
1` and P
1
0;2 ” Σ20 ” P
1
2´YP
1
20YP
1
2`
into irreducible components P1t;1ĂΣ
1
t and P
1
t;2ĂΣ
1
t, respectively; see the right diagram in Figure 8.3.
For tP∆1
R;1 and r“1, 2, we denote the restriction of p
rV 1t , rϕ1tq to P1t;r by prV 1t;r, ϕ1t;rq and the restriction
of D1t to a real CR-operator on p
rV 1t;r, ϕ1t;rq by D1t;r. The exact triple (7.54) of Fredholm operators
with D0 replaced by D
1
0;r for r “ 1, 2 and the exact triple (7.59) of Fredholm operators with D0
replaced by D1t with tP∆
1˚
R;1 induce isomorphisms
λ
`
D10;r
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`r
˘
« λ
`
D10r
˘
bλ
`
D1`r
˘
, λpD1tqbλ
`rV rϕndt˘ « λ`D1t;1˘bλ`D1t;2˘, (8.29)
respectively. The evaluation orientation okr ,lrpond0q of D
1
0r and the complex orientations of D
1`
r
and rV 1
nd`r
determine an orientation on D10;r via the first isomorphism in (8.29) and thus an orienta-
tion ot;rpondq on D
1
t;r for each tP∆
1˚
R;1. By the definition of the pkr, lrq-intrinsic orientation above
Proposition 8.2,
ot;r
`
ond
˘
“ okr ,lr
`rV 1t;r, rϕ1t;r; ondt˘.
Since the dimensions of rV 1
nd`1
and rV 1
nd`2
are even, this implies that the second isomorphism in (8.29)
with t P∆1˚
R;4 is orientation-preserving with respect to the restriction of the orientation oU1pondq
to λpD1tq, the intrinsic orientations okr ,lrp
rVt;r, rϕt;r; ondtq of D1t;r, and the orientation ondt of rV rϕndt .
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Combining the t “ t0 case of this statement with the definition of the split orientation above
Proposition 8.7, we conclude that the restriction of the orientation oU1pondq to λpD
1
t0
q is the split
orientation (8.21).
The conclusions of the last two paragraphs establish Proposition 8.7.
Proof of Lemma 8.8. We continue with the notation in (8.27) and above Proposition 8.7. In
this case,
a1 “ deg V1 and a2 “ deg V2 .
Since a1, a2, a1 `a2ě´1, the real CR-operators D1, D2, D0, and Dt with t P ∆
˚
R
are surjective
and (7.60) reduces to
λpkerD0qbλ
`
V
ϕ0
0 |nd
˘
« λ
`
kerD1
˘
bλ
`
kerD2
˘
. (8.30)
By definition of the split orientation, this isomorphism respects the orientations o0pondq of kerD0,
ond of V
ϕ0
0 |nd, o0;1pondq of kerD1, and o0;2pondq of kerD2.
Let s`1 , . . . , s
`
l be disjoint sections of U´U
rc and sR1 , . . . , sRk`1 be disjoint sections of Urc over ∆R
so that
s`i p0q P D
2
1` @ iPrl1s, xi ” s
R
i p0q P S
1
1´tndu @ iPrk1s,
s`l1`ip0q P D
2
2` @ iPrl2s, xi ” s
R
i p0q P S
1
2´tndu @ iPrk`1s´
“
maxpk1, 1q
‰
,
the points nd, x1, . . . , xk1 of S
1
1 are ordered by position with respect to D
2
1`, and the points
nd, xk1`1, . . . , xk`1 of S
1
2 are ordered by position with respect to D
2
2`. We denote the complex
orientations of
V C1 ”
l1à
i“1
V0
ˇˇ
s`i p0q
and V C2 ”
l2à
i“1
V0
ˇˇ
s`
l1`i
p0q
by oC1 and o
C
2 , respectively. By Proposition 8.2(2), the orientations o0;1pondq, o0;2pondq, and o
`
0 pondq
in (8.20) and (8.23) agree with the orientations obtained via evaluation homomorphisms as in (7.49)
at
‚ k1 points of S
1
1 and s
`
1 p0q, . . . , s
`
l1
p0q,
‚ k2 points of S
1
2 and s
`
l1`1
p0q, . . . , s`l p0q, and
‚ k points of S1t ”Σ
σt
t and s
`
1 ptq, . . . , s
`
l ptq for tP∆
`
R
,
respectively.
Suppose a2 P 2Z. Thus, k2 R 2Z and V
ϕ0
0 is orientable along S
1
2 . Let o
R
1 and o
R
2 denote the
orientations of
V R1 ”
k1à
i“1
V
ϕ0
0
ˇˇ
xi
and V R2 ”
k2à
i“2
V
ϕ0
0
ˇˇ
xk1`i
(8.31)
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obtained by translating the orientation ond;0 of V
ϕ0
0 |x1 (or equivalently ond of V
ϕ0
0 |nd) along the
positive direction of S11 and by translating ond along either direction of S
1
2 , respectively. The
evaluation homomorphisms`
kerD1, o0;1pondq˘ ÝÑ
`
V R1 , o
R
1
˘
‘
`
V C1 , o
C
1
˘
,`
kerD2, o0;2pondq˘ ÝÑ
`
V R2 , o
R
2
˘
‘
`
V
ϕ0
0 |nd, ond˘ ‘
`
V C2 , o
C
2
˘
,`
kerD0, o
`
0 pondq˘ ÝÑ
`
V R1 , o
R
1
˘
‘
`
V R2 , o
R
2
˘
‘
`
V C1 , o
C
1
˘
‘
`
V C2 , o
C
2
˘
are then orientation-preserving isomorphisms (since the number of summands in the second sum
in (8.31) is even, the orientation of oR2 in fact does not depend on the choice of ond). Since the real
dimension of V C2 is even, this and the sentence following (8.30) imply that o
`
0 pondq“o0pondq.
Suppose a2 R2Z. Thus, a1–k mod 2, k2 P2Z, and the orientation o2pondq does not depend on the
choice of ond by Lemma 8.1(1). If k1‰0, let o
R
1 and o
R
2 denote the orientations of
V R1 ”
k1à
i“2
V
ϕ0
0
ˇˇ
xi
and V R2 ”
k2à
i“1
V
ϕ0
0
ˇˇ
xk1`i
obtained by translating ond along the positive direction of S
1
1 and the positive direction of S
1
2 ,
respectively. The evaluation homomorphisms`
kerD1, o0;1pondq˘ ÝÑ
`
V
ϕ0
0 |nd, ond˘ ‘
`
V R1 , o
R
1
˘
‘
`
V C1 , o
C
1
˘
,`
kerD2, o0;2pondq˘ ÝÑ
`
V R2 , o
R
2
˘
‘
`
V C2 , o
C
2
˘
,`
kerD0, o
`
0 pondq˘ ÝÑ
`
V R1 , o
R
1
˘
‘
`
V R2 , o
R
2
˘
‘
`
V C1 , o
C
1
˘
‘
`
V C2 , o
C
2
˘
are then orientation-preserving isomorphisms. Combining this with the sentence following (8.30)
and taking into account the negative sign in (7.59), we conclude that the orientations o`0 pondq
and o0pondq of D0 are the opposite if k P 2Z (and thus a1 P 2Z) and the same if k R 2Z (and thus
a1 R2Z).
If a2 R 2Z and k1“ 0, then a1 R 2Z and the orientation of V
ϕ0
0 |nd obtained by translating ox1pondq
along the positive direction of S11 is the opposite ond of ond. We take V
R
2 as in (8.31) and denote
by oR2 pondq and o
R
2 pondq the orientations of V
R
2 obtained by translating ond and ond, respectively,
along the positive direction of S12 . The evaluation homomorphisms`
kerD1, o0;1pond q˘ ÝÑ
`
V C1 , o
C
1
˘
,
`
kerD2, o0;2pond q˘ ÝÑ
`
V
ϕ0
0 |nd, ond˘ ‘
`
V R2 , o
R
2 pond q˘ ‘
`
V C2 , o
C
2
˘
,`
kerD0, o
`
0 pondq˘ ÝÑ
`
V R2 , o
R
2 pond q˘ ‘
`
V C1 , o
C
1
˘
‘
`
V C2 , o
C
2
˘
are then orientation-preserving isomorphisms. Since the real dimension of V C2 is even, this and the
sentence following (8.30) imply that o`0 pondq“o0pondq.
8.4 Even-degree bundles over pS2, τq: construction and properties
Let pV, ϕq be a real bundle pair over pS2, τq and os POSpinS2pV
ϕq be a relative OSpin-structure
on the real vector bundle V ϕ over S1ĂS2. This implies that V ϕ is orientable and thus the degree
of V is even; see [2, Proposition 4.1]. We show below that os determines an orientation oospV, ϕq
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of a real CR-operator D on pV, ϕq.
Let D2` Ă S
2 be a half-surface of pS2, τq as before and C0, pU,rcq, and t1 P ∆˚R be as in and
above (7.51). We first suppose that
n“rkV ě 3.
By Definition 6.3, os and the embedding of D2` into S
2 thus determine a homotopy class ospD2`q
of isomorphisms V ϕ«S1ˆRn. A rank n real bundle pair prV , rϕq over pU,rcq so that`rV , rϕ˘ˇˇ
P1
0
“
`
P
1
0ˆC
n, τˆc
˘
and
`rVt1 , rϕt1˘ “ pV, ϕq
determines a homotopy class of trivializations of V ϕ from the canonical trivialization of rV rϕ|Σσ00 .
Choose such prV , rϕq so that this homotopy class is ospD2`q. Such a real bundle pair can be obtained
by extending a trivialization of V ϕ in the homotopy class ospD2`q to a trivialization of V over a
τ -invariant tubular neighborhood U of S1ĂS2 and then collapsing two circles in U interchanged
by τ to the nodes of Σ0; see the proof of [8, Proposition 3.1].
Let D“tDtu be a family of real CR-operators on prVt, rϕtq as in (7.33) so that Dt1 “D and the
real CR-operator D00 on pP
1
0ˆC
n, τˆcq induced by restricting D0 is the standard B¯-operator. The
exact triple (7.54) of Fredholm operators then induces an isomorphism as in (7.55). The canonical
identification of the kernel of the surjective operator D00 with R
n, the complex orientation of the
real CR-operator D`0 on
rV |P1` induced by D0, and the complex orientation of rVnd` determine an
orientation oosprV0, rϕ0q on λpD0q via this isomorphism and thus an orientation on the line bundle
λpDq over ∆R. The latter restricts to an orientation oospV, ϕq of λpDq.
If n “ 2 and o is an orientation of V ϕ, the group π1pS
1q « Z acts freely and transitively on the
homotopy classes of trivializations of pV ϕ, oq. The 2Z-orbits of this action are the collections of
these homotopy classes that induce the same trivializations of the stabilization
StpV ϕq ” τS1‘V
ϕ ÝÑ S1 .
A relative OSpin-structure os and D2` thus determine a collection ospD
2
`q of homotopy classes of
isomorphisms V ϕ«S1ˆR2. Taking any of these homotopy classes and proceeding as in the ně3
case, we obtain an orientation oospV, ϕq of D. By Corollary 8.14 in Section 8.5, oospV, ϕq does not
depend on the homotopy class in the collection ospD2`q
If n“1, the orientation o of the real vector bundle
St2pV ϕq ” τS1‘τS1‘V
ϕ ÝÑ S1
in the pair ospD2`q ” po, sq determines a homotopy class sospV
ϕq of trivializations of the real line
bundle V ϕ over S1, which does not depend on the choice of D2`. Let x1 P S
1 and ox1 be the
orientation of V ϕx1 determined by o. The above construction for the pairqos “ `o, sospV ϕq˘ (8.32)
determines the intrinsic orientation
o
`
V, ϕ; ox1
˘
” o1,0
`
V, ϕ; ox1
˘
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of Section 8.1. We take
oospV, ϕq “
#
opV, ϕ; ox1q, if ospD
2
`q“St
2
V ϕp qosq;
opV, ϕ; ox1q, if ospD
2
`q‰St
2
V ϕp qosq. (8.33)
In particular, oospV, ϕq satisfies the property in Proposition 8.9(1) below. Along with Proposi-
tion 8.2(2), this implies that it also satisfies the CROrient 6(a) property on page 107.
Suppose pV, ϕq is a rank 1 odd-degree real bundle pair over pS2, τq. In particular, the real line
bundle V ϕ over S1ĂS2 is not orientable. Let D be a real CR-operator on pV, ϕq. We denote by
o˘0
`
p3˘1qpV, ϕq
˘
” o˘
ι
S2
pos0pp3˘1qV ϕ,o
˘
V
qq
`
p3˘1qpV, ϕq
˘
the orientation on
λ
`
p3˘1qD
˘
« λpDqbp3˘1q (8.34)
determined by the image
ιS2
`
os0pp3˘1qV
ϕ, o˘V q
˘
P OSpS2
`
p3˘1qV ϕ
˘
of the OSpin-structure os0pp3˘1qV
ϕ, o˘V q of Examples 3.7 and 5.1 under the first map in (6.3) with
X“S2. The right-hand side of (8.34) also carries a canonical orientation; it is obtained by taking
any orientation on the first factor of λpDq and the same orientation on the other factor(s) of λpDq.
By [15, Proposition 3.5], the orientation o˘0 p2pV, ϕqq is the canonical orientation of 2D. This in
turn implies that the orientation o˘0 p4pV, ϕqq is also the canonical orientation of 4D.
Proposition 8.9. The orientations oospV, ϕq of the determinants of real CR-operators on even-
degree real bundle pairs pV, ϕq over pS2, τq constructed above satisfy the CROrient 1os(1), 2(a),
5(a), and 6(a) properties of Section 7.2. If pV, ϕq is a rank 1 real bundle pair over pS2, τq and
(1) o is an orientation on V ϕ, then the orientation o0pV, ϕ; oq as in (7.28) is the intrinsic orien-
tation opV, ϕ; ox1q of Proposition 8.2 for the restriction of o to V
ϕ
x1 with x1PS
1;
(2) the degree of V is 1, then the orientation o˘0 pp3˘ 1qpV, ϕqq is the canonical orientation on (8.34).
Remark 8.10. By the pS2, τq case of the CROrient 7C(a) property established in Section 9.3 and
Proposition 8.9(2), the conclusion of the latter holds for all rank 1 odd-degree real bundles pV, ϕq
over pS2, τq.
The orienting construction described above Proposition 8.9 depends on the OSpin-structure ospD2`q
on the real vector bundle V ϕ induced by the relative OSpin-structure os, rather than os itself. For
an OSpin-structure os on V ϕ, we thus denote by oospV, ϕq the orientation of D induced by os. The
next statement plays a crucial role in establishing the first part of Proposition 8.9.
Proposition 8.11. Suppose pV, ϕq is a real bundle pair over pS2, τq and os and os1 are relative
OSpin-structures on V ϕ inducing the same orientation. If ospD2`q‰os
1pD2`q, oospV, ϕq‰oos1pV, ϕq.
We prove this proposition and the CROrient 5(a) property for real bundle pairs over pS2, τq in
Section 8.5, without referring to the CROrient 1os(1) or 2(a) properties. We instead establish these
two properties below using Proposition 8.11 and the CROrient 5(a) property.
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Proof of CROrient 1os(1) and 2(a) properties for pS2, τq. Let pV, ϕq be a rank n real bun-
dle pair over pS2, τq, os be a relative OSpin-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ over S1ĂS2,
and D be a real CR-operator on pV, ϕq. The collections ospD2`q and ospD
2
´q of trivializations de-
termined by the two half-surfaces D2` and D
2
´ of pS
2, τq induce the same orientation on V ϕ. By
the compatibility condition in Definition 6.3 and (6.2), these two classes are the same if and only
if w2posq vanishes. If ospD
2
`q“ospD
2
´q, the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 8.2(1)
implies that the orientations oospV, ϕq of D induced by D
2
` and D
2
´ are the same if and only if the
number
´n`
`
pdeg V q{2`n
˘
“
deg V
2
is even. Combining the last two statements with Proposition 8.11, we conclude the orientations
oospV, ϕq induced by D
2
` and D
2
´ are the same if and only if
deg V
2
`
@
w2posq, rS
2sZ2
D
” ̟ospS
2q
vanishes in Z2. This establishes the CROrient 1os(1) property for pS
2, τq.
Let ηPH2pS2, S1;Z2q. The relative OSpin-structures os and η¨os determine the same orientation o
on V ϕ. By the RelSpinPin 2 property on page 73, the collections ospD2`q and η ¨ospD
2
`q of trivi-
alizations determined by os, η ¨os, and D2` are the same if and only if η|D2` vanishes. Along with
Proposition 8.11, this implies the first statement of the CROrient 2(a) property for pS2, τq.
The collections ospD2`q and ospD
2
`q of trivializations determined by os, os, and D
2
` satisfy
ospD2`q “ ospD
2
`q. (8.35)
Suppose first that n“1. By (8.35),
ospD2`q“St
2
V ϕp qosq ðñ ospD2`q“St2V ϕ` qos˘.
Along with (8.33) and Proposition 8.2(1), this gives
oospV, ϕq “ oospV, ϕq. (8.36)
This establishes the second statement of the CROrient 2(a) property for the rank 1 real bundle pairs
over pS2, τq. Below we deduce the general case from the rank 1 case via the CROrient 5(a) property.
We denote by os1 the standard relative OSpin-structure on the trivial line bundle S
1ˆR over
S1ĂS2 and by B¯ the standard real CR-operator on the real bundle pair pS2ˆC, τˆsq. Let pL, φq
be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pS2, τq of even degree, osL be a relative OSpin-structure on the
real bundle Lφ over S1ĂS2, and B¯L be a real CR-operator on pL, φq. For nPZ
`, define
pVn, ϕnq “ pS
2ˆCn, τˆcq, pVn;L, ϕn;Lq “
`
Vn´1, ϕn´1
˘
‘pL, φq.
Let Dn be the real CR-operator on pVn;L, ϕn;Lq given by the n-fold direct sum of the operators B¯
on each factor and Dn;L“Dn´1‘B¯L. Define
osn;L “ St
n´1
Lφ
posLq “ xxos1, osn´1;Lyy‘. (8.37)
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By the RelSpinPin 5 and 7 properties in Section 6.2,
osn;L “ St
n´1
Lφ
`
osL
˘
“ xxos1, osn´1;Lyy‘.
The second equalities in the last two equations hold for ně2.
Let ně2. By the second equality in (8.37) and the CROrient 5(a) property for pS2, τq, the natural
isomorphism
λpDn;Lq « λpB¯qbλpDn´1;Lq
respects the orientations oosn;LpVn;L, ϕn;Lq, oos1pV1, ϕ1q, and oosn´1;LpVn´1;L, ϕn´1;Lq. It also re-
spects the orientations oosn;LpVn;L, ϕn;Lq, oos1pV1, ϕ1q, and oosn´1;LpVn´1;L, ϕn´1;Lq. Along with
(8.36) with pV, ϕq“pV1;L, φ1;Lq, this implies that
oosn;LpVn;L, ϕn;Lq “ oosn;LpVn;L, ϕn;Lq @nPZ
`.
By the RelSpinPin 5 property, every relative OSpin-structure on the real vector bundle V
ϕn;L
n;L over
S1ĂS2 equals osn;L for some relative OSpin-structure osL on L
φ. By [2, Proposition 4.1], every
real bundle pair pV, ϕq over pS2, τq is isomorphic to pVn;L, ϕn;Lq for some rank 1 real bundle pair
pL, φq over pS2, τq. The last three statements imply the second statement of the CROrient 2(a)
property.
8.5 Even-degree bundles over degenerations of pS2, τq and exact triples
In this section, we establish Proposition 8.11 and the CROrient 5(a) property on page 106 for
even-degree real bundle pairs over pS2, τq. The former is immediate from (8.33) for rank 1 real
bundle pairs; the latter is straightforward for the short exact sequences of real bundle pairs of rank
at least 2, as noted in Step 1 of the proof of the CROrient 5(a) property below. The next statement
is a key ingredient in establishing Proposition 8.11 for real bundle pairs of rank at least 2.
Lemma 8.12. There exist OSpin-structures os and os1 on the trivial oriented rank 2 vector bundle
S1ˆR2 over S1 such that
oos
`
S2ˆC2, τˆc
˘
‰ oos1
`
S2ˆC2, τˆc
˘
.
Proof. By [6, Proposition 8.1.7], there exist a rank 2 real bundle pair pV, ϕq over S1ˆpS2, τq with
c1pV q“0 and w1pV
ϕq“0 and a family D”tDsusPS1 of real CR-operators on the real bundle pairs
pVs, ϕsq ” pV, ϕq
ˇˇ
tsuˆpS2,τq
so that the determinant line bundle λpDq over S1 is not orientable. By the construction in [6] (as
well as by [2, Proposition 4.1]), there exists an automorphism Ψ of the trivial rank 2 real bundle
pair pS2ˆC2, τˆcq covering the identity on S2 so that
pV, ϕq “
`
r0, 1sˆpS2ˆC2, τˆcq
˘L
„,
`
0,Ψpz, vq
˘
„
`
0, pz, vq˘ .
This automorphism restricts to an automorphism ΨR of the real vector bundle S
1ˆR2 over S1.
Since the vector bundle V ϕ is orientable, ΨR is orientation-preserving.
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Figure 8.4: Commutative square of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators or vector spaces
for the statement of Lemma 8.13
Let o and s be the natural orientation and the natural homotopy class of trivializations, respectively,
of the real vector bundle S1ˆR2 over S1. Since ΨR is orientation-preserving, the homotopy class
s1 ” Ψ˚
R
s preserves the orientation o. Let rD ” t rDsusPr0,1s be the family of real CR-operators
on pS2ˆC2, τ ˆ cq induced by the family D. Since the orienting construction at the beginning
of Section 8.4 applied to λp rDsq depends continuously on s, it determines a continuously varying
orientation os of λp rDsq from the homotopy class s of trivializations of S1ˆR2. Since the line bundle
λpDq is not orientable, the orientations s1 and Ψ
˚s0 of the determinant of rD1“Ψ˚ rD0 induced by
the OSpin-structures os”po, sq and os1”po, s1q on the trivial rank 2 vector bundle S1ˆR2 over S1
are different.
We also use Lemma 8.13 below. It is the Exact Squares property for the determinants of Fredholm
operators; its specialization to finite-dimensional vector spaces is a straightforward linear algebra
observation.
Lemma 8.13 ([36, (2.27)]). Let Dij with i, j P r3s be Fredholm operators with orientations on
their determinants. If the rows and columns in the diagram in Figure 8.4 are exact triples of
Fredholm operators and this diagram commutes, then the total number of rows and columns in
this diagram for which the associated isomorphism (7.2) respects the orientations is congruent to
indpD13qindpD31q mod 2.
Proof of CROrient 5(a) property for pS2, τq, Step 1 . Suppose e is a short exact sequence
of real bundle pairs over pS2, τq as in (7.20), os1 and os2 are relative OSpin-structures on the real
vector bundles V 1ϕ
1
and V 2ϕ
2
over S1ĂS2, and
os ” xxos1, os2yyeR
is the induced relative OSpin-structure on V ϕ. Let C0, pU,rcq, and t1 P∆˚R be as in the orienting
construction at the beginning of Section 8.4, prV 1, rϕ1q and prV 1, rϕ2q be real bundle pairs over pU,rcq
associated with the collections os1pD2`q and os
2pD2`q of trivializations, and D
1”tD1tu and D
2”tD2tu
be associated families of real CR-operators. Let
prV , rϕq “ prV 1, rϕ1q‘prV 2, rϕ2q ÝÑ pU,rcq (8.38)
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Figure 8.5: Commutative square of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators for the proof of
the CROrient 5(a) property for pS2, τq
and Dt”D
1
t‘D
2
t for each tP∆R.
The exact triple (7.54) induces exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the rows in the diagram
of Figure 8.5. The splitting (8.38) induces exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the columns
in this diagram. The isomorphisms (7.2) induced by the right column and the triple formed by the
second summands in the middle column respect the complex orientations of all associated deter-
minants. The isomorphism (7.2) induced by the first summands in the middle column respects the
canonical orientations of the associated determinant lines. Since the (real) index of D1`0 is even,
Lemma 8.13 implies that the isomorphism (7.2) induced by the middle column respects the direct
sum orientations.
Suppose that
(1) either rkV 1ě2 or rkV 1“1 with os1pD2`q“St
2
V 1ϕ
1 p qos1q, and
(2) either rkV 2ě2 or rkV 2“1 with os2pD2`q“St
2
V 2ϕ
2 p qos2q.
The real bundle pair (8.38) and the family D”tDtu are then associated with the collection ospD
2
`q
of trivializations. The rows in the diagram of Figure 8.5 respect the orientations oos1prV 10 , rϕ10q
of D10, oosp
rV0, rϕ0q of D0, oos2prV 20 , rϕ20q of D20 , and the canonical orientations on the remaining
terms in this case. Since the (real) dimension of rV 1
nd`
is even, Lemma 8.13 implies that the
isomorphism (7.23) induced by the left column in this diagram respects the orientations oos1prV 10 , rϕ10q,
oosprV0, rϕ0q, and oos2prV 20 , rϕ20q. By the construction at the beginning of Section 8.4, this in turn
implies that the isomorphism (7.23) respects the orientations oospV, ϕq, oos1pV
1, ϕ1q, and oos2pV
2, ϕ2q
under the assumptions (1) and (2) above.
Corollary 8.14. Suppose pV, ϕq is a rank 2 real bundle pair over pS2, τq, os is a relative OSpin-
structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ, and D is a real CR-operator on pV, ϕq. The orienta-
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tion oospV, ϕq of D does not depend on the choice of the homotopy class in the collection ospD
2
`q of
such classes determined by os and D2`.
Proof. We denote by os1 the standard relative OSpin-structure on the vector bundle S
1ˆR over
S1ĂS2 and by B¯ be the standard real CR-operator on the real bundle pair pS2ˆC, τ cˆq over pS2, τq.
Let
pV 1, ϕ1q “ pS2ˆC, τˆcq‘pV, ϕq, os1 “ xxos1, osyy‘ P OSpS2` τS1‘V
ϕ
˘
.
Since os1pD
2
`q“St
2
V ϕp qos1q, the conclusion of Step 1 of the proof of the CROrient 5(a) property for
pS2, τq implies that the natural isomorphism
λpB¯‘Dq « λpB¯qbλpDq
respects the orientations oos1pV
1, ϕ1q, oos1pS
2ˆC, τˆcq, and oospV, ϕq. Since the first two of these
orientations do not depend on the choice of the homotopy class in the collection ospD2`q, neither
does the third.
Proof of Proposition 8.11. This is immediate from (8.33) if rkV “1. We can thus assume that
rkV ě 2. Let os1 and B¯ be as in the proof of Corollary 8.14, pL, φq be a rank 1 real bundle pair
over pP1, τq of even degree, osL be a relative OSpin-structure on the real bundle L
φ over S1ĂS2
such that osLpD
2
`q“St
2
Lφ
p qosLq, and B¯L be a real CR-operator on pL, φq. For nPZ`, let
pVn, ϕnq “ pS
2ˆCn, τˆcq, pVn;L, ϕn;Lq “
`
Vn´1, ϕn´1
˘
‘pL, φq.
Let Dn be the real CR-operator on pVn;L, ϕn;Lq given by the n-fold direct sum of the operators B¯
on each factor and Dn;L“Dn´1‘B¯L.
By Lemma 8.12, there exist relative OSpin-structures os2 and os
1
2 on the vector bundle S
1ˆR2
which induce the same orientation, but
oos2pV2, ϕ2q ‰ oos12pV2, ϕ2q . (8.39)
For ně3, define
osn;L “ St
n´3
V
ϕ3;L
3;L
`
xxos2, osLyy‘
˘
“ xxos1, osn´1;Lyy‘,
os1n;L “ St
n´3
V
ϕ3;L
3;L
`
xxos12, osLyy‘
˘
“ xxos1, os
1
n´1;Lyy‘ .
(8.40)
The second equalities on the two lines above hold for n ě 4. We use the n “ 3 cases of these
identities to define relative OSpin-structures os2;L and os
1
2;L on the vector bundle S
1ˆR2. The
RelSpinPin 2 and 7 properties in Section 6.2 ensure that this is possible.
By (8.40) and the conclusion of Step 1 of the proof of the CROrient 5(a) property for pS2, τq, the
natural isomorphisms
λpD3;Lq « λpD2qbλpB¯Lq and λpD3;Lq « λpB¯qbλpD2;Lq
respect the orientations oos3;LpV3;L, ϕ3;Lq, oos2pV2, ϕ2q, oosLpL, φq, oos1pV1, ϕ1q, and oos2;LpV2;L, ϕ2;Lq.
They also respect the orientations oos1
3;L
pV3;L, ϕ3;Lq, oos1
2
pV2, ϕ2q, oosLpL, φq, oos1pV1, ϕ1q, and
oos1
2;L
pV2;L, ϕ2;Lq. Along with (8.39), this implies that
oos3;LpV3;L, ϕ3;Lq ‰ oos13;LpV3;L, ϕ3;Lq, oos2;LpV2;L, ϕ2;Lq ‰ oos12;LpV2;L, ϕ2;Lq. (8.41)
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For each ně4, the natural isomorphism
λpDn;Lq « λpB¯qbλpDn´1;Lq
respects the orientations oosn;LpVn;L, ϕn;Lq, oos1pV1, ϕ1q, and oosn´1;LpVn´1;L, ϕn´1;Lq. It also re-
spects the orientations oos1
n;L
pVn;L, ϕn;Lq, oos1pV1, ϕ1q, and oos1n´1;LpVn´1;L, ϕn´1;Lq. Along with
(8.41), this implies that
oosn;LpVn;L, ϕn;Lq ‰ oos1n;LpVn;L, ϕn;Lq @ně2. (8.42)
By [2, Proposition 4.1], every real bundle pair pV, ϕq over pS2, τq is isomorphic to pVn;L, ϕn;Lq
for some rank 1 real bundle pair pL, φq over pS2, τq. By (8.42), the real vector bundle V ϕ over
S1ĂS2 thus admits relative OSpin-structures os and os1 inducing the same orientation such that
oospV, ϕq ‰ oos1pV, ϕq. Since H1pS
1;Z2q « Z2, there are only two possibilities for the collection
ospD2`q of trivializations of V
ϕ. Since the orientation oospV, ϕq of D is determined by ospD
2
`q, the
last three statements establish the claim.
Proof of CROrient 5(a) property for pS2, τq, Step 2 . We continue with the notation and
setup in Step 1 of the proof. Suppose rkV 1“ 1, os1pD2`q‰ St
2
V 1ϕ
1 p qos1q, and (2) holds. Let osV 1 be
a relative OSpin-structure on the real bundle V 1ϕ
1
over S1ĂS2 such that osV 1pD
2
`q“St
2
V 1ϕ
1 p qosV 1q.
By the RelSpinPin 2 and 7 properties in Section 6.2,
ospD2`q ” xxos
1, os2yyeRpD
2
`q ‰ xxosV 1 , os
2yyeRpD
2
`q .
Proposition 8.11 then implies that
oos1pV
1, ϕ1q ‰ oosV 1 pV
1, ϕ1q and oospV, ϕq ‰ oxxosV 1 ,os2yyeR pV, ϕq. (8.43)
By the conclusion of Step 1 of the proof, the isomorphism (7.23) respects the two orientations on
the right-hand sides of the inequalities in (8.43) and the orientation oosV 2 pV
2, ϕ2q. Thus, it also
respects the two orientations on the left-hand sides and the orientation oosV 2 pV
2, ϕ2q.
If rkV 2“1, os2pD2`q‰St
2
V 2ϕ
2 p qos2q, and (1) holds, the above argument applies with the roles of os1
and os2 reversed. Suppose
rkV 1, rkV 2“1, os1pD2`q‰St
2
V 1ϕ
1 p qos1q, os2pD2`q‰St2V 2ϕ2 p qos2q.
By the RelSpinPin 2 and 7 properties,
ospD2`q ” xxos
1, os2yyeRpD
2
`q “ xxosV 1 , osV 2yyeRpD
2
`q.
By Proposition 8.11,
oos1pV
1, ϕ1q ‰ oosV 1 pV
1, ϕ1q and oos2pV
2, ϕ2q ‰ oosV 2 pV
2, ϕ2q. (8.44)
By the conclusion of Step 1 of the proof, the isomorphism (7.23) respects the two orientations on
the right-hand sides of the inequalities in (8.44) and the orientation oospV, ϕq. Thus, it also respects
the two orientations on the left-hand sides and the orientation oospV, ϕq.
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9 Intermediate cases
In Section 9.1, we use the intrinsic orientations opV, ϕ; ox1q of real CR-operators on rank 1 real
bundle pairs pV, ϕq over pS2, τq constructed in Section 8.1 to define orientations opV, ϕ; oxq of real
CR-operators on rank 1 real bundle pairs pV, ϕq over arbitrary decorated smooth symmetric sur-
faces pΣ, σq. We deduce a number of properties of the orientations opV, ϕ; oxq in Sections 9.1 and 9.2
from the properties of the orientations opV, ϕ; ox1q established in Sections 8.1-8.3. In Section 9.3, we
similarly use the orientations oospV, ϕq of real CR-operators on real bundle pairs pV, ϕq over pS
2, τq
induced by relative OSpin-structures os on the real vector bundles V ϕ over the τ -fixed locus S1ĂS2
to define orientations oospV, ϕq on the determinants of real CR-operators on real bundle pairs pV, ϕq
over arbitrary decorated smooth symmetric surfaces pΣ, σq from relative OSpin-structures os on
the real vector bundles V ϕ over the σ-fixed locus ΣσĂΣ. We then deduce all properties of these
orientations stated in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 from the already established properties of the orienta-
tions opV, ϕ; oxq of Section 9.1 and the orientations oospV, ϕq of Section 8.4. This concludes the
proof of the part of Theorem 7.1 concerning orientations induced by relative OSpin-structures.
9.1 Orientations for line bundle pairs
Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth decorated symmetric surface, S1r ĂΣ
σ is the r-th connected component
of Σσ with respect to the chosen order on π0pΣ
σq, and
x”pxrqS1rPpi0pΣσq
is a tuple of points so that xr PS
1
r . Let pV, ϕq be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pΣ, σq and
ox ”
`
oxr
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
(9.1)
be a tuple of orientations of V ϕxr . We then define an orientation opV, ϕ; oxq of a real CR-operator D
on pV, ϕq as follows.
Let N”|π0pΣ
σq| be the number of connected components of the fixed locus of pΣ, σq. For each S1r ,
choose a σ-invariant tubular neighborhood UrĂΣ of S
1
r so that the closures Ur of such neighbor-
hoods are disjoint closed tubular neighborhoods of S1r . Let C0”pΣ0, σ0q be the nodal symmetric
surface obtained from pΣ, σq by collapsing each of the boundary components of each Ur to a single
point; see Figure 9.1. We denote by P1r Ă Σ0 the irreducible component containing S
1
r and set
τr “ σ0|P1r . Let Σ
C
0 be the union of the remaining irreducible components of Σ0 and σ
C
0 “ σ0|ΣC0
.
The choice of half-surface Σb of Σ determines a distinguished half-surface D2r` of pP
1
r, τrq for each r
and a distinguished half-surface Σ`0 of pΣ
C
0 , σ
C
0 q so that all nodal points of the latter are shared
with the nodal points of the former. We denote the complementary half-surfaces by D2r´ and Σ
´
0 ,
respectively, and the unique nodal point on D2r˘ by nd
˘
r .
Let pU,rcq be a family of deformations of C0 over ∆ĂC2N , sR1 , . . . , sRN be sections of Urc over ∆R,
and prV , rϕq be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU,rcq so that`
Σt1 , σt1
˘
“ pΣ, σq, sRr pt1q “ xr @ rPrN s, and
`rVt1 , rϕt1˘ “ pV, ϕq (9.2)
for some t1P∆R. For each tP∆R, ox determines a tuple
ox;t ”
`
oxr ;t
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
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Figure 9.1: A decorated smooth symmetric surface pΣ, σq and its associated degeneration as be-
low (9.1)
of orientations of rV rϕ at sRr ptq via the line bundles sR˚r rV rϕ over ∆R. If w1pV ϕq|S1r “ 0, then oxr ;t
does not depend on the choice of the section sRr .
Let D”tDtu be a family of real CR-operators on prVt, rϕtq as in (7.33) so that Dt1 “D. For each
r P rN s, we denote by prV0r, rϕ0rq the restriction of prV0, rϕ0q to P1r and by D0r the real CR-operator
on prV0r, rϕ0rq induced by D0. Let D`0 be the real CR-operator on rV0|Σ`
0
induced by D0. The
exact triple
0 ÝÑ D0 ÝÑ
à
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
D0r ‘D
`
0 ÝÑ
à
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
rVnd`r ÝÑ 0, (9.3)`
ξ´, pξrqS1rPpi0pΣσq, ξ`
˘
ÝÑ
`
pξrqS1rPpi0pΣσq, ξ`
˘
,`
pξrqS1rPpi0pΣσq, ξ`
˘
ÝÑ
`
ξ`pnd
`
r q´ξrpnd
`
r q
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
,
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λpD0qb
â
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
λ
`rVnd`r ˘ « â
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
λ
`
D0r
˘
bλ
`
D`0
˘
. (9.4)
For each S1r P π0pΣ
σq, let oprV0r, rϕ0r; oxr ;0q be the intrinsic orientation of D0r as above Proposi-
tion 8.2. Along with the chosen order on π0pΣ
σq and the complex orientations of D`0 and
rVnd`r ,
these orientations determine an orientation oprV0, rϕ0; oxq of λpD0q via the isomorphism (9.4) and
thus an orientation of the line bundle λpDq over ∆R. The latter restricts to an orientation opV, ϕ; oxq
of λpDq. By Proposition 8.2(1), opV, ϕ; oxq does not depend on the choice of the section s
R
r above
even if w1pV
ϕq|S1r ‰0. We call opV, ϕ; oxq the intrinsic orientation of D.
Proposition 9.1. Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth decorated symmetric surface, pV, ϕq is a rank 1 real
bundle pair over pΣ, σq, and D is a real CR-operator on pV, ϕq. Let ox be a tuple of orientations
of V ϕ at points xr in S
1
r ĂΣ
σ as in (9.1).
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(1) The intrinsic orientation opV, ϕ; oxq of D does not depend on the choice of the real bundle pair
prV , rϕq over pU,rcq satisfying the last condition in (9.2).
(2) The orientation opV, ϕ; oxq does not depend on the choice of half-surface Σ
b
˚ of an elemental
component Σ˚ of pΣ, σq if and only if
gpΣ˚q`|π0pΣ
σ
˚q|´1
2
`
deg V |Σ˚`W1ppV, ϕq|Σ˚ q
2
P 2Z.
(3) The interchange in the ordering of two consecutive components S1r and S
1
r`1 of Σ
σ reverses the
orientation opV, ϕ; oxq if and only if w1pV
ϕq|S1r , w1pV
ϕq|S1r`1“0.
(4) Reversing the component orientation oxr in (9.1) preserves the orientation opV, ϕ; oxq if and
only if w1pV
ϕq|S1r ‰0.
(5) Suppose pΣ, σq“pΣ1, σ1q\pΣ2, σ2q is a decomposition of pΣ, σq into decorated symmetric sur-
faces as below (7.15), pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q are the restrictions of pV, ϕq to Σ1 and Σ2, re-
spectively, and ox“o
p1q
x o
p2q
x is the associated decomposition of ox. If D1 and D2 are the real
CR-operators on pV1, ϕ1q and pV2, ϕ2q induced by D, then the isomorphism
λpDq « λ
`
D1
˘
bλ
`
D2
˘
induced by (7.17) respects the orientations opV, ϕ; oxq, opV1, ϕ1; o
p1q
x q, and opV2, ϕ2; o
p2q
x q.
We establish Proposition 9.1(1), as well as Propositions 9.2 and 9.3 stated below, in Section 9.2.
Proof of Proposition 9.1(2)-(5). We continue with the notation above the statement of the
proposition. For each S1r Pπ0pΣ
σq, let
ǫrpV, ϕq “
#
0, if w1pV
ϕq|S1r “0;
1, if w1pV
ϕq|S1r ‰0.
With the notation as in (2), let Σ0˚ĂΣ0 be the elemental component corresponding to Σ˚ĂΣ and
Σ`0˚ “ Σ0˚XΣ
`
0 .
We note that
gpΣ`˚0q “
gpΣ˚q´|π0pΣ
σ
˚q|`1
2
, deg rV0|Σ`˚0 “
degV |Σ˚ ´
ř
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ
˚q
deg rV0r
2
,
indCD
`
0 |Σ`˚0
“ 1´gpΣ`˚0q`deg
rV0|Σ`˚0 .
(9.5)
The change in the choice of the half-surface Σb˚ of pΣ˚, σq acts by the complex conjugation on the
complex orientations of D`0 |Σ`˚0
and each rVnd`r with S1r Pπ0pΣσ˚q. By Proposition 8.2(1), this change
preserves the orientation oprVr, rϕr; oxr ;0q of D0r with S1r Pπ0pΣσ˚q if and only if
deg rV0r`ǫrpV, ϕq
2
P 2Z .
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Thus, the orientations oprV0, rϕ0; oxq and opV, ϕ; oxq do not depend on the choice of half-surface Σb˚
of pΣ˚, σq if and only if
indCD
`
0 |Σ`˚0
´
ˇˇ
π0pΣ
σ
˚q
ˇˇ
`
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ
˚q
deg rV0r`ǫrpV, ϕq
2
P 2Z.
Combining this with (9.5), we obtain (2).
Since the index of D0r is odd if and only if w1pV
ϕq|S1r “0, (3) follows from the Direct Sum property
for the determinants of Fredholm operators; see [36, Section 2]. Proposition 8.2(1) immediately
implies (4).
It remains to establish (5). Let pU1,rc1q, pU2,rc2q, prV1, rϕ1q, prV2, rϕ2q, op1qx;t, op2qx;t, D1;t, and D2;t be as
in the construction of the orientations opV1, ϕ1; o
p1q
x q and opV2, ϕ2; o
p2q
x q above Proposition 9.1. The
orientation opV, ϕ; oxq on D is obtained via this construction applied with`
U,rc˘ “ `U1,rc1˘\`U2,rc2˘, `rV , rϕ˘ “ `rV1, rϕ1˘\`rV2, rϕ2˘, ox;t “ op1qx;top2qx;t, Dt “ D1;t\D2;t.
The exact triple (9.3) of Fredholm operators induces the exact triples of Fredholm operators given
by the rows in the diagram of Figure 9.2. The decompositions
Σ0 “ Σ1;0\Σ2;0, Σ
`
0 “ Σ
`
1;0\Σ
`
2;0, and π0
`
Σσ
˘
“ π0
`
Σσ11
˘
\π0
`
Σσ22
˘
induce the exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the columns in this diagram. By definition,
the rows in this diagrams respect the orientations
o
`rV1;0, rϕ1;0; op1qx ˘, o`rV0, rϕ0; ox˘, and o`rV2;0, rϕ2;0; op2qx ˘ (9.6)
of the operators in the left column, the orientations
o
`rV0r, rϕ0r; oxr;0˘ “
#
o
`rV0r, rϕ0r; op1qxr ;0˘, if S1r Pπ0pΣσ11 q;
o
`rV0r, rϕ0r; op2qxr ;0˘, if S1r Pπ0pΣσ22 q; (9.7)
of the operators in the direct sums in the middle column, and the complex orientations of the
remaining terms.
The right column and the exact triple formed by the last summands in the middle column respect
the complex orientations of the corresponding operators. Since the decomposition of pΣ, σq into
pΣ1, σ1q and pΣ2, σ2q respects the orderings of the components of the fixed loci, the exact triple
formed by the direct sums in the middle column respects the ordered direct sum orientations.
Since the (real) index of D`1;0 is even, Lemma 8.13 and the last two statements imply that the
middle column respects the direct sum orientations. Since the (real) dimensions of rV p1q
nd`r
are even,
Lemma 8.13 again, the last sentence in the previous paragraph, and the conclusions in this para-
graph imply that the left column in Figure 9.2 respects the orientations (9.6). The claim in (5)
now follows from the continuity of the isomorphisms
λ
`
Dt
˘
« λ
`
Dt;1
˘
bλ
`
Dt;2
˘
with respect to tP∆R.
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0
0

0

0 // D1;0 //

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ1
1 q
D0r ‘D
`
1;0
//

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ1
1 q
rVnd`r //

0
0 // D0 //

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
D0r ‘D
`
0
//

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
rVnd`r //

0
0 // D2;0 //

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ2
2
q
D0r ‘D
`
2;0
//

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ2
2
q
rVnd`r //

0
0 0 0
Figure 9.2: Commutative square of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators for the proof of
Proposition 9.1(5)
We next describe the behavior of the orientations of Proposition 9.1 under flat degenerations
of pΣ, σq to nodal symmetric surfaces as in the CROrient 7C and 7H3 properties of Section 7.3.
We first suppose that C0 is a decorated symmetric surface with one conjugate pair of nodes nd
˘ as
in (7.35) and in the top left diagram of Figure 9.4 on page 158 so that xr PS
1
r for each rPrN s. We
also suppose that pV0, ϕ0q is a rank 1 real bundle pair over pΣ0, σ0q and ox is a tuple of orientations
of V ϕ00 |xr as in (9.1). Let
rC0, prΣ0, rσ0q, and rΣb0 be as below (7.35), prV0, rϕ0q be the lift of pV0, ϕ0q
to a real bundle pair over prΣ0, rσ0q, and rox be the lift of ox to a tuple of orientations of fibers of rV rϕ00 .
Let D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. We denote its lift to a real CR-operator on prV0, rϕ0q
by rD0. The orientation ro0`ox˘ ” o`rV0, rϕ0;rox˘ (9.8)
of rD0 and the complex orientation of V0|nd` determine an orientation
o0
`
ox
˘
” o
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
(9.9)
of D0 via the isomorphism (7.37). In an analogy with the intrinsic orientation of the CROrient 7C
property, we call (9.9) the intrinsic orientation of D0 induced by ox.
Suppose in addition that pU,rcq is a flat family of deformations of C0 as in (7.31), pV, ϕq is a real
bundle pair over pU,rcq extending pV0, ϕ0q, sR1 , . . . , sRN are sections of Urc over ∆R with sRr p0q“xr
for all rPrN s, and D”tDtu is a family of real CR-operators on pVt, ϕtq as in (7.33) extending D0.
The decorated structure on C0 induces a decorated structure on the fiber pΣt, σtq of π for every
t P∆R as above the CROrient 7C property. The orientation oxr of V
ϕ0
0 |xr induces an orientation
of the line bundle sR˚r V
ϕ over ∆R, which in turn restricts to an orientation oxr ;t of V
ϕ at sRr ptq for
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each tP∆R. For each tP∆
˚
R
, the tuple
ox;t ”
`
oxr;t
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ0
0 q
(9.10)
of orientations of V ϕtt |sRr ptq determines an orientation
ot ” o
`
Vt, ϕt; ox;t˘
of Dt as above Proposition 9.1. These orientations vary continuously with t and extend to an
orientation
o10poxq ” o
1
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
(9.11)
of D0 as above the CROrient 7C property on page 110. In an analogy with the limiting orientation
of the CROrient 7C property, we call (9.11) the limiting orientation of D0 induced by ox.
Proposition 9.2. Suppose C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.35) which contains
precisely one conjugate pair pnd`,nd´q of nodes and no other nodes and carries precisely one real
marked point xr on each connected component S
1
r of Σ
σ0
0 . Let pV0, ϕ0q be a rank 1 real bundle pair
over pΣ0, σ0q, ox be a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ0
0 |xr as in (9.1), and D0 be a real CR-operator on
pV0, ϕ0q. The intrinsic and limiting orientations, (9.9) and (9.11), of D0 are the same.
We next suppose that C0 is a decorated symmetric surface with one H3 node nd as above (7.38)
and in the top left diagram of Figure 9.5 on page 160 so that xr P S
1
r for each r P rN s different
from the index r‚ of the singular topological component of Σ
σ0
0 and xr‚ “ nd (in this case, we
allow a “marked point” to be a node). We also suppose that pV0, ϕ0q is a rank 1 real bundle pair
over pΣ0, σ0q and ox is a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ0
0 at points xr PS
1
r as in (9.1). Let
rC0, prΣ0, rσ0q,rΣb0, nd1 P S1‚1, and nd2 P S1‚2 be as in and below (7.38), prV0, rϕ0q be the lift of pV0, ϕ0q to a real
bundle pair over prΣ0, rσ0q, and
rox ” `ond1 , ond2 , `oxr˘S1rPpi0pΣσ00 q,r‰r‚˘ (9.12)
be the tuple of orientations of the fibers of rV rϕ00 at the points nd1,nd2 and xr of rΣrσ00 .
Let D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. We denote its lift to a real CR-operator on prV0, rϕ0q
by rD0. The orientation ro0`ox˘ ” o`rV0, rϕ0;rox˘ (9.13)
of rD0 and the orientation ond”oxr‚ of V ϕ00 |nd determine an orientation
o0
`
ox
˘
” o
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
(9.14)
of D0 via the isomorphism (7.40). We call (9.14) the intrinsic orientation of D0 induced by ox.
Suppose in addition that pU,rcq is a flat family of deformations of C0 as in (7.31), pV, ϕq is a real
bundle pair over pU,rcq extending pV0, ϕ0q, sR1 , . . . , sRN are sections of Urc over ∆R such that
sRr p0q “ xr @ rPrN s´
 
r‚
(
and sRr‚p0q P S
1
‚1´
 
nd
(
, (9.15)
and D”tDtu is a family of real CR-operators on pVt, ϕtq as in (7.33) extending D0. The decorated
structure on C0 induces a decorated structure on the fiber pΣt, σtq of π for every tP∆R and
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determines open subspaces ∆˘
R
Ă∆R as above the CROrient 7H3 property on page 112. For each
r ‰ r‚ and t P ∆R, oxr determines an orientation oxr ;t of V
ϕ
sRr ptq
as above Proposition 9.2. The
orientation ond determines an orientation oxr‚ ;t of V
ϕ at sRr‚ptq as above Proposition 8.7 (with
S11 there replaced by S
1
‚1). For each t P∆
˚
R
, the resulting tuple (9.10) of orientations of V ϕtt |sRr ptq
determines an orientation
ot ” o
`
Vt, ϕt; ox;t˘ (9.16)
of Dt as above Proposition 9.1. We denote by
o`0
`
ox
˘
” o`0
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
(9.17)
the orientation of D0 obtained as the continuous extension of the orientations (9.16) with tP∆
`
R
.
We call (9.17) the limiting orientation of D0. Define
W1pV0, ϕ0qr‚ “
ˇˇ 
S1r Pπ0pΣ
σq : rąr‚, w1pV
ϕ0
0 q|S1r ‰0
(ˇˇ
. (9.18)
Proposition 9.3. Suppose C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.35) which contains
precisely one H3 node nd and no other nodes and carries precisely one real marked point xr on
each smooth connected component S1r of Σ
σ0
0 and a marked point xr‚ “nd on the nodal connected
component of Σσ00 . Let pV0, ϕ0q be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pΣ0, σ0q, ox be a tuple of orienta-
tions of V ϕ00 |xr as in (9.1), and D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. The intrinsic and limiting
orientations, (9.14) and (9.17), of D0 are the same if and only if`
xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚1sZ2y`1
˘
xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚2sZ2y `
ˇˇ
π0pΣ
σ0
0 q
ˇˇ
´r‚´W1pV0, ϕ0qr‚ “ 0 P Z2. (9.19)
9.2 Proofs of Propositions 9.1(1), 9.2, and 9.3
In all three proofs, we continue with the notation in the statement of the corresponding proposition
and just above.
Proof of Proposition 9.1(1). The substance of this claim is that the orientation opV, ϕ; oxq does
not depend on the choice of the restriction of prV , rϕq to each real component pP1r, τrq of pΣ0, σ0q.
In light of Proposition 9.1(3), it is sufficient to show that this is the case for r“1. Thus, suppose
that ppV , pϕq is a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU,rcq so that`pVt1 , pϕt1˘ˇˇΣ “ pV, ϕq and `pV0r, pϕ0r˘”`pV , pϕ˘ˇˇP1r “ `rV , rϕ˘ˇˇP1r”`rV0r, rϕ0r˘ @ rě2.
Let U 11 Ă U1 be a σ-invariant tubular neighborhood of S
1
1 so that U
1
1 Ă U1 is a closed tubular
neighborhood of S11 . Let pC0 ” `pΣ0, pσ0˘ and C10 ” `Σ10, σ10˘ (9.20)
be the nodal symmetric surfaces obtained from pΣ, σq by collapsing each of the boundary compo-
nents of U 11, U2, . . . , UN and U
1
1, U1, U2, . . . , UN , respectively, to a single point; see the left diagrams
in Figure 9.3. We define P1r ĂΣ
1
0 and τ
1
r as below (9.1). The choice of half-surface Σ
b of Σ again
determines a distinguished half-surface D2r` of pP
1
r, τrq for r P rN s. Let P
1
˘ĂΣ
1
0 be the irreducible
component sharing a node nd˘ with D21˘. We label the remaining nodes of Σ
1
0 by nd
˘
r so that
nd˘1 P P
1
˘ and nd
˘
r P D
2
r˘ for r ě 2. We denote by Σ
1C
0 the union of the remaining irreducible
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nd`
t;1
nd´
t;1
nd`
t;2
nd´
t;2
P
1
t;1 P
1
t;2
Σ1`t
Σ1´t
σ1t
nd`
t;1
nd´
t;1
nd`
t;2
nd´
t;2
P
1
t;1 P
1
t;2
Σ1`t
Σ1´t
σ1t
∆1˚
R;1ĂC
2
∆
1˚ R
;2
Ă
C
2
∆1˚
R
t10
t0
t1
pΣ, σ, jqpC0
nd`1
nd´1
nd`2
nd´2
S11 S
1
2
D21`
D22`
D21´
D22´
P
1
`
P
1
´
nd`
nd´
P
1
1 P
1
2
Σ1`0
Σ1´0
σ10
C10
Figure 9.3: Deformations of C10 in the family pU
1,rc1q over ∆1 Ă C2N`2 for the proof of Proposi-
tion 9.1(1); t1P∆
1˚
R
does not lie in the span of ∆1
R;1 and ∆
1
R;2 unless N“1
components of Σ10 and by Σ
1`
0 ĂΣ
1C
0 its half-surface distinguished by Σ
b.
Let pU1,rc1q be a flat family of deformations of C10 as in (7.31) over the unit ball ∆1ĂC2N`2 around
the origin satisfying the first condition in (9.2) for some t1P∆
1
R
so that
C1t0 ”
`
Σ1t0 , σ
1
t0
˘
and C1t1
0
”
`
Σ1t1
0
, σ1t1
0
˘
for some t0, t
1
0 P∆
1
R
are the symmetric surfaces C0 as below (9.1) and pC0 as in (9.20) obtained
from C10 by smoothing the conjugate pair of nodes nd
˘ and the conjugate pair of nodes nd˘1 ,
respectively. We denote by
∆1˚R;1,∆
1˚
R;2 Ă ∆
1
R
the subspaces parametrizing all symmetric surfaces obtained from C10 by smoothing the conjugate
pair of nodes nd˘ and the conjugate pair of nodes nd˘1 , respectively, and by ∆
1
R;1,∆
1
R;2Ă∆
1
R
their
closures.
Let s1R1 , . . . , s
1R
N be sections of U
1rc1 over ∆1
R
and prV 1, rϕ1q be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU1,rc1q
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so that
s1Rr pt1q “ xr @ rPrN s,`rV 1t0 , rϕ1t0˘ “ `rV0, rϕ0˘, `rV 1t10 , rϕ1t10˘ “ `pV0, pϕ0˘, `rV 1t1 , rϕ1t1˘ “ pV, ϕq. (9.21)
For each tP∆1
R
, ox determines a tuple
o1x;t ”
`
o1xr ;t
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
of orientations of rV 1rϕ1 at s1Rr ptq via the line bundles s1R˚r rV 1rϕ1 over ∆1R.
Let D1“tD1tu be a family of real CR-operators on p
rV 1t , rϕ1tq as in (7.33) so that D1t1 is the operator D
in the statement of the proposition. For each r P rN s, we denote by prV 10r, rϕ10rq the restriction of
prV 10 , rϕ10q to P1r and by D10r the real CR-operator on prV 10r, rϕ10rq induced by D10. Let D`01 and D`0 be
the real CR-operators on rV 10 |P1` and rV 10 |Σ1`0 , respectively, induced by D10. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D10 ÝÑ
à
rPrNs
D10r‘D
1`
01‘D
1`
0 ÝÑ
à
rPrNs
rV 1
nd`r
‘ rV 1
nd`
ÝÑ 0,`
ξΣ1´0
, ξP1´
, pξrqrPrNs, ξP1`, ξΣ1`0
˘
ÝÑ
`
pξrqrPrNs, ξP1`, ξΣ1`0
˘
,`
pξrqrPrNs, ξP1` , ξΣ1`0
˘
ÝÑ
`
ξP1`
pnd`q´ξ1pnd
`q, ξ
Σ1`0
pnd`1 q´ξP1`pnd
`
1 q,
`
ξ
Σ1`0
pnd`r q´ξrpnd
`
r q˘ rą1
˘
,
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λpD10qb
â
rPrNs
λ
`rV 1
nd`r
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`
˘
«
â
rPrNs
λ
`
D10r
˘
bλ
`
D1`01
˘
bλ
`
D1`0
˘
.
The orientations oprV 10r, rϕ10r; o1xr ;0q of D10r and the complex orientations of D1`01 , D1`0 , rV 1nd`r , and rV 1nd`
determine an orientation of D10 via the above isomorphism and thus an orientation oU1poxq of the
line bundle λpD1q over ∆1
R
.
The restriction of pU1,rc1q to ∆1
R;1 is the product of a family smoothing
P
1
0;1 ” P
1
´YP
1
1YP
1
`
into a single irreducible component P1t;1ĂΣ
1
t as above Proposition 8.2 with the union of remaining
irreducible components of Σ10; see the right diagram in Figure 9.3. The other components of Σ
1
t
with t P ∆˚
R;1 and its nodes correspond to the components P
1
r of Σ
1
0 with r ě 2 and Σ
1˘
0 and to
the nodes nd˘r with rě 1; we denote them by P
1
t;r, Σ
1˘
t , and nd
˘
t;r, respectively. For t P∆
1
R;1 and
rPrN s, we denote by prV 1t;r, rϕ1t;rq the restriction of prV 1t , rϕ1tq to P1t;r and by D1t;r the real CR-operator
on prV 1t;r, rϕ1t;rq induced by D1t. Let D`t be the real CR-operator on rV 1t |Σ1`t induced by D1t. The exact
triple (7.54) of Fredholm operators with D0 replaced by D
1
0;1 and the exact triple (9.3) of Fredholm
operators with D0 replaced by D
1
t0
induce isomorphisms
λ
`
D10;1
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`
˘
« λ
`
D101
˘
bλ
`
D1`01
˘
,
λpD1t0qb
â
rPrNs
λ
`rV 1
nd`t0;r
˘
«
â
rPrNs
λ
`
D1t0;r
˘
bλ
`
D1`t0
˘
. (9.22)
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The orientation oprV 101, rϕ101; o1x1;0q of D101 and the complex orientations of D1`01 and rV 1nd` determine
an orientation of D0;11 via the first isomorphism in (9.22) and thus an orientation of D
1
t;1 for
each t P ∆1
R;1; the induced orientation of D
1
0;1 is the C-split orientation in the terminology of
Proposition 8.5. By this proposition and the first assumption in (9.21), the induced orientation
of D1t0;1 is thus the intrinsic orientation
o
`rV 1t0;1, rϕ1t0;1; o1x1;t0˘ “ o`rV01, rϕ01; ox1;0˘.
Since the (real) index of D1`01 the (real) dimension of
rV 1
nd`
are even, this implies that the sec-
ond isomorphism in (9.22) is orientation-preserving with respect to the restriction of the orienta-
tion oU1poxq to λpD
1
t0
q, the intrinsic orientations
o
`rV 1t0;r, rϕ1t0;r; o1xr ;t0˘ “ o`rV0r, rϕ0r; oxr ;0˘
of D1t0;r“D0r, and the complex orientations of D
1`
t0
and rV 1
nd`t0;r
.
The restriction of pU1,rc1q to ∆1
R;2 is the product of a family smoothing the conjugate pair
Σ10;˘ ” P
1
˘ Y Σ
1˘
0 Ă Σ
1
0
into a conjugate pair Σ1t;˘ĂΣ
1
t with the union of remaining irreducible components of Σ
1
0; see the
top left diagram in Figure 9.3. The other components of Σ1t with tP∆
˚
R;2 and its nodes correspond
to the components P1r of Σ
1
0 with r ě 1 and to the nodes nd
˘ and nd˘r with r ě 2; we denote
them by P1tr, nd
˘
t;1, and nd
˘
t;r, respectively. For t P∆
1
R;2 and r P rN s, we denote by p
rV 1tr, rϕ1trq the
restriction of prV 1t , rϕ1tq to P1tr and by D1tr the real CR-operator on prV 1tr, rϕ1trq induced by D1t. Let
Dt;` be the real CR-operator on rV 1t |Σ1t;` induced by D1t. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D10;` ÝÑ D
1`
01‘D
1`
0 ÝÑ
rV 1
nd`
1
ÝÑ 0,
`
ξP1`
, ξΣ1`0
˘
ÝÑ ξΣ1`0
pnd`1 q´ξP1`pnd
`
1 q,
of Fredholm operators and the exact triple (9.3) of Fredholm operators with D0 replaced by D
1
t10
induce isomorphisms
λ
`
D10;`
˘
bλ
`rV 1
nd`
1
˘
« λ
`
D1`01
˘
bλ
`
D1`0
˘
,
λpD1t10
qb
â
rPrNs
λ
`rV 1
nd`
t1
0
;r
˘
«
â
rPrNs
λ
`
D1t10r
˘
bλ
`
D1t10;`
˘
.
(9.23)
The complex orientations of D1`01 , D
1`
0 , and
rV 1
nd`1
determine an orientation on D10;` via the first
isomorphism in (9.23) and thus an orientation of D1t;` for each tP∆
1
R;2. The latter is the complex
orientation of this real CR-operator. Since the dimension of rV 1
nd`
1
is even, this statement and the
second assumption in (9.21) imply that the second isomorphism in (9.23) is orientation-preserving
with respect to the restriction of the orientation oU1poxq to λpD
1
t1
0
q, the intrinsic orientations
oprV 1t10r, rϕ1t10r; o1xr ;t10q “ o`pV0r, pϕ0r; oxr ;0˘
of D1
t10r
, and the complex orientations of D1
t10;`
and rV 1
nd`
t1
0
;r
.
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By the conclusion above regarding the second isomorphism in (9.22) and the last assumption
in (9.21), the restriction of the orientation oU1poxq to λpD
1
t1
q“λpDq is the orientation opV, ϕ; oxq
of D constructed above Proposition 9.1 from the real bundle pair prV , rϕq over the nodal curve C0
below (9.1). By the conclusion above regarding the second isomorphism in (9.23) and the last
assumption in (9.21), this restriction is the orientation opV, ϕ; oxq constructed above Proposition 9.1
from the real bundle pair ppV , pϕq over the nodal curve C0 below (9.1). Thus, the rank 1 real bundle
pairs prV , rϕq and ppV , pϕq over pU,rcq determine the same orientation of D.
Proof of Proposition 9.2. We recall that the nodal symmetric surface pΣ0, σ0q with one conju-
gate pair of nodes nd˘ in this case is obtained from its normalization prΣ0, rσ0q by identifying z`1
with z`2 into the node nd
` and z´1 with z
´
2 into the node nd
´. In particular, the complement
of nd`,nd´ in Σ is canonically identified with the complement of z`1 , z
´
1 , z
`
2 , z
´
2 in
rΣ.
For each rPrN s, let UrĂΣ0, rΣ0 be a σ-invariant tubular neighborhood of S1r so that the closures Ur
of such neighborhoods are disjoint closed tubular neighborhoods of S1r not containing the points
nd`,nd´ and z`1 , z
´
1 , z
`
2 , z
´
2 . Let C
1
0”pΣ
1
0, σ
1
0q be the nodal symmetric surface obtained from
pΣ0, σ0q by collapsing each of the boundary components of each Ur to a single point; see the
bottom left diagram in Figure 9.4. We define
P
1
r,Σ
1C
0 Ă Σ
1
0, D
2
r˘ Ă P
1
r, Σ
1˘
0 Ă Σ
1C
0 , and nd
˘
r P D
2
r˘,Σ
1˘
0
as below (9.1). In this case, nd˘ P Σ1˘0 . We denote by
rΣ1`0 and rΣ10 the closed surfaces obtained
from Σ1`0 and Σ
1
0, respectively, by replacing the conjugate pair of nodes nd
˘ with two conjugate
pairs z˘0;1 and z
˘
0;2 of marked points.
Let pU1,rc1q be a flat family of deformations of C10 as in (7.31) over the unit ball ∆1ĂC2N`2 around
the origin so that
C1t0 ”
`
Σ1t0 , σ
1
t0
˘
and C1t10
”
`
Σ1t10
, σ1t10
˘
for some t0, t
1
0 P∆
1
R
are the symmetric surfaces C0 below (9.1) and in the statement of the propo-
sition obtained from C10 by smoothing the conjugate pair of nodes nd
˘ and the conjugate pairs of
nodes nd˘r , respectively. We denote by
∆1˚R;1,∆
1˚
R;2 Ă ∆
1
R
the subspaces parametrizing all symmetric surfaces obtained from C10 by smoothing the conjugate
pair of nodes nd˘ and the conjugate pairs of nodes nd˘r , respectively, and by ∆
1
R;1,∆
1
R;2Ă∆
1
R
their
closures.
Let s1R1 , . . . , s
1R
N be sections of U
1rc1 over ∆1
R
and pV 1, ϕ1q be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU1,rc1q
so that
s1Rr pt
1
0q “ xr @ rPrN s and
`
V 1t1
0
, ϕ1t1
0
˘
“ pV0, ϕ0q.
For each tP∆1
R
, ox determines a tuple
o1x;t ”
`
o1xr ;t
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
of orientations of V 1ϕ
1
at s1Rr ptq via the line bundles s
1R˚
r V
1ϕ1 over ∆1
R
. We denote by prV 10 , rϕ10q the
lift of pV 10 , ϕ
1
0q to p
rΣ10, rσ10q.
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Figure 9.4: Deformations of C10 in the family pU
1,rc1q over ∆1ĂC2N`2 for the proof of Proposition 9.2
Let D1“tD1tu be a family of real CR-operators on pV
1
t , ϕ
1
tq as in (7.33) so thatD
1
t10
is the operatorD0
in the statement of the proposition. For each r P rN s, we denote by pV 10r, ϕ
1
0rq the restriction of
pV 10 , ϕ
1
0q to P
1
r and by D
1
0r the real CR-operator on pV
1
0r, ϕ
1
0rq induced by D
1
0. Let D
1`
0 be the real
CR-operator on V 10 |Σ1`0
induced by D10 and
rD10 and rD1`0 be the lifts of D10 and D1`0 , respectively, to
real CR-operators on prV 10 , rϕ10q and rV 10 |rΣ1`
0
. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D10 ÝÑ
à
rPrNs
D10r‘ rD1`0 ÝÑ à
rPrNs
V 1
nd`r
‘V 1
nd`
ÝÑ 0,`
ξ´, pξrqrPrNs, ξ`
˘
ÝÑ
`
pξrqrPrNs, ξ`
˘
,`
pξrqrPrNs, ξ`
˘
ÝÑ
``
ξ`pnd
`
r q´ξrpnd
`
r q˘ rPrNs, ξ`pz
`
2 q´ξ`pz
`
1 q
˘
,
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λpD10qb
â
rPrNs
λ
`
V 1
nd`r
˘
bλ
`
V 1
nd`
˘
«
â
rPrNs
λ
`
D10r
˘
bλ
` rD1`0 ˘.
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The orientations opV 10r, ϕ
1
0r; o
1
xr ;0
q of D10r and the complex orientations of V
1
nd`r
, V 1
nd`
, and rD1`0
determine an orientation of D10 via the above isomorphism and thus an orientation oU1poxq of the
line bundle λpD1q over ∆1
R
.
The restriction of pU1,rc1q to ∆1
R;1 is the product of a family smoothing the conjugate pair Σ
1˘
0 into
a conjugate pair Σ1˘t ĂΣ
1
t with the union of remaining irreducible components pP
1
r, τrq of Σ
1
0. The
other components of Σ1t with t P∆
˚
R;1 and its nodes correspond to the components P
1
r of Σ
1
0 and
to the nodes nd˘r ; we denote them by P
1
tr and nd
˘
t;r, respectively. For t P∆
1
R;1 and r P rN s, we
denote by pV 1tr, ϕ
1
trq the restriction of pV
1
t , ϕ
1
tq to P
1
tr and by D
1
tr the real CR-operator on pV
1
tr, ϕ
1
trq
induced by D1t. Let D
1`
t be the real CR-operator on V
1
0 |Σ1`t
induced by D10. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D1`0 ÝÑ
rD1`0 ÝÑ V 1nd` ÝÑ 0, ξ ÝÑ ξ`z`2;0˘´ξ`z`1;0˘,
of Fredholm operators and the exact triple (9.3) of Fredholm operators with D0 replaced by D
1
t0
induce isomorphisms
λ
`
D1`0
˘
bλ
`
V 1
nd`
˘
« λ
` rD1`0 ˘,
λpD1t0qb
â
rPrNs
λ
`rV 1
nd`t0;r
˘
«
â
rPrNs
λ
`
D1t0r
˘
bλ
`
D1`t0
˘
. (9.24)
The complex orientations of rD1`0 and V 1nd` determine an orientation ofD1`0 via the first isomorphism
in (9.24) and thus an orientation of D1`t for each t P∆
1
R;1. The latter is the complex orientation
of D1`t . This implies that the second isomorphism in (9.24) is orientation-preserving with respect
to the restriction of the orientation oU1poxq to λp rD1t10q, the intrinsic orientations oprV 1t0r, rϕ1t0r; o1xr ;t0q
of D1t0r, and the complex orientations of D
1`
t0
and rV 1
nd`t0;r
. Thus, the restriction of oU1poxq to λpD
1
tq
with tP∆1˚
R
is the intrinsic orientation opV 1t , ϕ
1
t1 ; o
1
x;tq defined above Proposition 9.1. This in turn
implies that the restriction of oU1poxq to λpD
1
t10
q is the limiting orientation o10poxq of D
1
t10
“D0
in (9.11).
The restriction of pU1,rc1q to ∆1
R;2 is a family deforming pΣ
1
0, σ
1
0q to the symmetric surface in the
statement of the proposition and in (7.35). For each tP∆1
R;2, we denote by p
rΣ1t, rσ1tq the symmetric
surface obtained from pΣ1t, σ
1
tq by replacing the conjugate pair of nodes nd
˘
t corresponding to nd
˘
with two conjugate pairs z˘t;1 and z
˘
t;2 of marked points, by p
rV 1t , rϕ1tq the lift of pV 1t , ϕ1tq to prΣ1t, rσ1tq,
and by rD1t the real CR-operator on pV 1t , ϕ1tq induced by D1t. The exact triple (9.3) of Fredholm
operators with D0 replaced by rD10 induces an isomorphism
λp rD10qb â
rPrNs
λ
`
V 1
nd`r
˘
«
â
rPrNs
λ
`
D10r
˘
bλ
` rD1`0 ˘. (9.25)
The orientations opV 10r, ϕ
1
0r ; o
1
xr ;0
q of D10;r and the complex orientations of
rD1`0 and V 1nd`r determine
an orientation of rD10 via the isomorphism (9.25) and thus an orientation of rD1t for each t P∆1R;2.
By definition, this orientation for t“ t10 is the orientation ro0poxq of rD1t10 “ rD0 in (9.8). Since the
dimension of V 1
nd`
is even, this implies that the restriction of oU1poxq to λpD
1
t10
q is the intrinsic
orientation o0poxq of D
1
t10
“ D0 in (9.9). Combining this with the conclusion of the previous
paragraph, we conclude that o0poxq“o
1
0poxq.
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Figure 9.5: Deformations of C10 in the family pU
1,rc1q over ∆1ĂC5 for the proof of Proposition 9.3
Proof of Proposition 9.3. In this case, the nodal symmetric surface pΣ0, σ0q with one H3 node
is obtained from its normalization prΣ0, rσ0q by identifying marked points nd1 P S1‚1 and nd2 P S1‚2
into the node nd. In light of Proposition 9.1(3), we can assume that r‚“N .
For r“ 1, 2, let U‚r ĂΣ‚r be a σ-invariant tubular neighborhood of S
1
‚r so that its closure U‚r is
a closed tubular neighborhood of S1‚r. Let C
1
0”pΣ
1
0, σ
1
0q be the nodal symmetric surface obtained
from pΣ0, σ0q by collapsing each of the boundary components of U‚1 and U‚2 to a single point;
see the bottom left diagram in Figure 9.5. We denote by P1‚r Ă Σ
1
0 the irreducible component
containing S1‚r, by Σ
1c
0 Ă Σ
1
0 the union of the remaining irreducible components, and by τ
1
‚r and
σ1c0 the restrictions of σ
1
0 to P
1
‚r and Σ
1c
0 , respectively. The decorated structure on pΣ0, σ0q induces
decorated structures on the symmetric surfaces pP1‚r, τ
1
‚rq and pΣ
1c
0 , σ
1c
0 q. We denote by nd
`
‚r PP
1
‚r
the node contained in the interior of the distinguished half-surface D2‚r of P
1
‚r and by nd
´
‚r PP
1
‚r its
conjugate.
Let pU1,rc1q be a flat family of deformations of C10 as in (7.31) over the unit ball ∆1ĂC5 around
the origin so that
C1t0 ”
`
Σ1t0 , σ
1
t0
˘
and C1t10
”
`
Σ1t10
, σ1t10
˘
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for some t0, t
1
0 P ∆
1
R
are a symmetric surface obtained from C10 by smoothing the real node nd
and the symmetric surface C0 in the statement of the proposition obtained from C
1
0 by smoothing
the conjugate pairs of nodes nd˘‚r, respectively. Let ∆
1˚
R
Ă ∆1
R
be the subspace parametrizing
smooth symmetric surfaces and ∆1`
R
,∆1´
R
Ă∆1˚
R
be its two topological components distinguished as
above (7.39). Denote by
∆1˚R;1,∆
1˚
R;2 Ă ∆
1
R
the subspaces parametrizing all symmetric surfaces obtained from C10 by smoothing the real node nd
and the conjugate pairs of nodes nd˘‚r, respectively, and by ∆
1
R;1,∆
1
R;2Ă∆
1
R
their closures. For each
tP∆1
R;2, let ndt be the real node of Σ
1
t.
Let s1R1 , . . . , s
1R
N be sections of U
1rc1 over ∆1
R
and pV 1, ϕ1q be a rank 1 real bundle pair over pU1,rc1q
so that
s1Rr pt
1
0q “ xr @ rPrN´1s, s
R
N pt
1
0q P S
1
‚1, s
R
N ptq ‰ ndt @ tP∆
1
R;2,
`
V 1t10
, ϕ1t10
˘
“
`
V0, ϕ0
˘
.
For each t P∆1
R
and r P rN s, the orientation oxr of V
ϕ0
0 |xr induces an orientation o
1
xr ;t
of V 1ϕ
1
at
s1Rr ptq via the section s
1R
r as above Proposition 9.1. For tP∆
1
R;2, oxN also induces an orientation o
1
ndt
of V 1ϕ
1
ndt
so that o1xN ;t is obtained from o
1
ndt
by translation along the positive direction of S1‚1ĂD
2
‚1.
Let
o1x;t “
`
o1xr ;t
˘
rPrNs
, o1cx;t “
`
o1xr;t
˘
rPrN´1s
@ tP∆1R,ro1x;t “ `o1ndt , o1ndt , `o1xr ;t˘rPrN´1s˘ @ tP∆1R;2.
We denote by pV 1‚1, ϕ
1
‚1q, pV
1
‚2, ϕ
1
‚2q, and pV
1c
0 , ϕ
1c
0 q the restrictions of pV
1
0 , ϕ
1
0q to P
1
‚1, P
1
‚2, and Σ
1c
0 ,
respectively.
Let D1“tD1tu be a family of real CR-operators on pV
1
t , ϕ
1
tq as in (7.33) so thatD
1
t1
0
is the operatorD0
in the statement of the proposition. We denote by
o1t0
`
o1x;t0
˘
” o1
`
V 1t0 , ϕ
1
t0
; o1x;t0
˘
(9.26)
the orientation of Dt0 continuously extending the orientations opV
1
t , ϕ
1
t; ox;tq with tP∆
1˚
R
as above
the statement of Proposition 9.2; this is the analogue of the limiting orientation (9.11) for the
rank 1 real bundle pV 1t0 , ϕ
1
t0
q over the symmetric surface C1t0 with two conjugate pairs of nodes.
Let D1‚1, D
1
‚2, andD
1c
0 be the real CR-operators on pV
1
‚1, ϕ
1
‚1q, pV
1
‚2, ϕ
1
‚2q, and pV
1c
0 , ϕ
1c
0 q, respectively,
induced by D10. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ D10 ÝÑ D
1c
0 ‘D
1
‚1‘D
1
‚2 ÝÑ V
1
nd`‚1
‘V 1
nd`‚2
‘V 1ϕ
1
nd0
ÝÑ 0,
pξ, ξ1, ξ2q ÝÑ
`
ξpnd`‚1q´ξ1pnd
`
‚1q, ξpnd
`
‚2q´ξ2pnd
`
‚2q, ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq
˘
,
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λpD10qbλ
`
V 1
nd`‚1
˘
bλ
`
V 1
nd`‚2
˘
bλ
`
V
1ϕ1
nd0
˘
« λ
`
D1c0
˘
bλ
`
D1‚1
˘
bλ
`
D1‚2
˘
.
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The orientations opV 1c0 , ϕ
1c
0 ; o
1c
x;0q of D
1c
0 , opV
1
‚r, ϕ
1
‚r ; o
1
nd0
q of D1‚r, and o
1
nd0
of V 1ϕ
1
nd0
and the complex
orientations of V 1
nd`‚r
determine an orientation of D10 via the above isomorphism and thus an orien-
tation oU1poxq of the line bundle λpD
1q over ∆1
R
.
Let ∆1`
R;1Ă∆
1˚
R;1 be the intersection of ∆
1˚
R;1 with the closure of ∆
1`
R
in ∆1
R
. The restriction of pU1,rc1q
to ∆1
R;1 is the product of a family smoothing
P
1
0;‚ ” P
1
‚1YP
1
‚2
into an irreducible component P1t;‚ĂΣ
1
t with Σ
1c
0 . For t P∆
1
R;1, we denote by Σ
1c
t ĂΣ
1
t the union
of the irreducible components other than P1t;‚ and by nd
˘
t;‚1,nd
˘
t;‚2 the nodes corresponding to
nd˘‚1,nd
˘
‚2, respectively. Let pV
1
t;‚, ϕ
1
t;‚q and pV
1c
t , ϕ
1c
t q be the restrictions of pV
1
t , ϕ
1
tq to P
1
t;‚ and Σ
1c
t ,
respectively, and D1t;‚ and D
1c
t be the real CR-operators on pV
1
t;‚, ϕ
1
t;‚q and pV
1c
t , ϕ
1c
t q, respectively,
induced by D1t. The exact triple (7.59) of Fredholm operators with D0 replaced by D
1
0;‚ and the
exact triple
0 ÝÑ D1t0 ÝÑ D
1c
t0
‘D1t0;‚ ÝÑ V
1
nd`t0;‚1
‘V 1
nd`t0;‚2
ÝÑ 0,
pξ, ξ‚q ÝÑ
`
ξpnd`t0;‚1q´ξ‚pnd
`
t0;‚1
q, ξpnd`t0;‚2q´ξ‚pnd
`
t0;‚2
q
˘
,
of Fredholm operators induce isomorphisms
λ
`
D10;‚
˘
bλ
`
V
1ϕ1
nd0
˘
« λ
`
D1‚1
˘
bλ
`
D1‚2
˘
,
λpD1t0qbλ
`
V 1
nd`t0;‚1
˘
bλ
`
V 1
nd`t0;‚2
˘
« λ
`
D1ct0
˘
bλ
`
D1t0;‚
˘
.
(9.27)
The orientations opV 1‚r, ϕ
1
‚r; o
1
nd0
q of D1‚r and o
1
nd0
of V 1ϕ
1
nd0
determine an orientation of D10;‚ via
the first isomorphism in (9.27) and thus an orientation o1‚;t on D
1
t;‚ for every tP∆
1
R;1; the induced
orientation of D10;‚ is the split orientation in the terminology of Proposition 8.7. By this proposition
and the first assumption in (9.21), the orientation o1‚;t with t P ∆
1`
R;1 agrees with the intrinsic
orientation
o‚;t ” o
`
V 1t;‚, ϕ
1
t;‚; o
1
xN ;t
˘
if and only if `
xw1pV
ϕq, rS1‚1sZ2y`1
˘@
w1pV
ϕq, rS1‚2sZ2
D
“ 0 P Z2. (9.28)
We now assume that t0 P∆
1`
R;1. The conclusion of the previous paragraph then implies that the
second isomorphism in (9.27) respects the restriction ot0 of the orientation oU1poxq to λpD
1
t0
q, the
orientations opV 1ct0 , ϕ
1c
t0
; o1cx;t0q of D
1c
t0
and o‚;t0 of D
1
t0;‚, and the complex orientations of V
1
nd`t0;‚r
if
and only if (9.28) holds. By the assumption that r‚ “N , the decomposition Σ
1c
t0
\P1t0;‚ respects
the orderings of the topological components of the fixed loci, i.e. S1r with r P rN´1s and S
1
t0;r‚
.
Combining these two statements with two applications of Proposition 9.2, we conclude that the
orientation ot0 of D
1
t0
is the analogue of the intrinsic orientation
o0
`
o1x;t0
˘
” o
`
V 1t0 , ϕ
1
t0
; o1x;t0
˘
in (9.9) for the rank 1 real bundle pV 1t0 , ϕ
1
t0
q over the symmetric surface C1t0 with two conjugate
pairs of nodes if and only if (9.28) holds. Along with two applications of Proposition 9.2, this
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implies that the orientation ot0 of D
1
t0
agrees with (9.26) if and only if (9.28) holds. Thus, the
restriction of oU1poxq to λpD
1
tq with tP∆
1`
R
is the intrinsic orientation opV 1t , ϕ
1
t1 ; o
1
x;tq defined above
Proposition 9.1 if and only if (9.28) holds. This in turn implies that the restriction of oU1poxq to
λpD1
t10
q is the limiting orientation o`0 poxq in (9.17) if and only if (9.28) holds.
The restriction of pU1,rc1q to ∆1
R;2 is a family deforming pΣ
1
0, σ
1
0q to the symmetric surface in the
statement of the proposition and above (7.38). For each t P ∆1
R;2, we denote by p
rΣ1t, rσ1tq the
symmetric surface obtained from pΣ1t, σ
1
tq by replacing the real node ndt with real marked points
ndt;1 P S
1
‚1 and ndt;2 P S
1
‚2, by p
rV 1t , rϕ1tq the pullback of pV 1t , ϕ1tq to prΣ1t, rσ1tq, and by rD1t the real
CR-operator on prV 1t , rϕ1tq induced by D1t. The exact triple
0 ÝÑ rD10 ÝÑ D1c0 ‘D1‚1‘D1‚2 ÝÑ V 1nd`‚1‘V 1nd`‚2 ÝÑ 0,
pξ, ξ1, ξ2q ÝÑ
`
ξpnd`‚1q´ξ1pnd
`
‚1q, ξpnd
`
‚2q´ξ2pnd
`
‚2q
˘
,
of Fredholm operators then determines an isomorphism
λp rD10qbλ`V 1nd`‚1˘bλ`V 1nd`‚2˘ « λ`D1c0 ˘bλ`D1‚1˘bλ`D1‚2˘.
The orientations opV 1c0 , ϕ
1c
0 ; o
1c
x;0q of D
1c
0 and opV
1
‚r, rϕ1‚r; o1nd;0q of D1‚r and the complex orientations
of V 1
nd`‚r
determine an orientation of rD10 via the above isomorphism and thus an orientation rot of rD1t
for every tP∆1
R;2.
By the assumption that r‚ “ N , the decomposition Σ
1c
0 \P
1
‚1\P
1
‚2 respects the orderings of the
topological components of the fixed loci of prΣ0, rσ0q, i.e. S1r with r P rN´1s, S1‚1, and S1‚2. Along
with Proposition 9.1(5) applied twice, this implies that the orientation ro0 of rD10 above is the
analogue of the intrinsic orientation
o0
`ro1x;0˘ ” o`V 10 , ϕ10;ro1x;0˘
in (9.9) for the rank 1 real bundle prV 10 , rϕ10q over the symmetric surface prΣ10, rσ10q with two conjugate
pairs of nodes. Combining this with two applications of Proposition 9.2, we conclude that rot10 is
the orientation ro0`ox;t10˘ ” o`rV 1t0 , rϕ1t0 ;ro1x;t10˘ “ o`rV0, rϕ0;rox˘
of rD1t0“ rD0 in (9.13). Thus, the restriction of oU1poxq to λpD1t10q is the intrinsic orientation o0poxq
of D1t0“D0 in (9.14). Along with the conclusion regarding the limiting orientation o
`
0 poxq above,
this implies that o0poxq and the limiting orientation o
`
0 poxq of D0 are the same if and only if (9.28)
holds and establishes the r‚“N case of the proposition.
9.3 Orientations from OSpin-structures
Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth decorated symmetric surface, pV, ϕq is a real bundle pair over pΣ, σq,
and osPOSpinΣpV
ϕq is a relative OSpin-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ over ΣσĂΣ. We
show below that os determines an orientation oospV, ϕq of every real CR-operator D on pV, ϕq.
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Let C0, pP
1
r, τrq, S
1
r , D
2
r˘, Σ
`
0 ĂΣ
C
0 , nd
˘
r , pU,rcq, t1 P∆R, prV , rϕq, prV0r, rϕ0rq, D”tDtu, D0r, and D`0
be as below (9.1). By the compatibility condition in Definition 6.3, a tuple
ros0 ” `pos0;rqS1rPpi0pΣσq, os0;C˘ P ź
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
OSpP1r
`rV rϕ|S1r ˘ˆOSpΣC0 `rV rϕ|H˘ (9.29)
of relative OSpin-structures on the restrictions of rV rϕ00 to the σ0-fixed loci contained in P1r and ΣC0
determines a relative OSpin-structure os0 on rV rϕ00 and thus a relative OSpin-structure ost on the
restriction of rV rϕ to Σσtt Ă Σt for each t P∆R. Fix a tuple ros0 as in (9.29) so that the induced
relative OSpin-structure ost1 is os.
The exact triple (9.3) of Fredholm operators again induces an isomorphism (9.4) of the determinants
of the associated real CR-operators. For each S1r Pπ0pΣ
σq, let oos0;rp
rV0r, rϕ0rq be the orientation of
D0r as above Proposition 8.9. We denote by oos0;Cp
rV |Σ`0 q the complex orientation of D`0 if
os0;CpΣ
`
0 q ”
@
w2pos0;Cq, rΣ
`
0 sZ2
D
P Z2
vanishes and the opposite orientation otherwise. Along with the chosen order on π0pΣ
σq and the
complex orientations of rVnd`r , these orientations determine an orientation oosprV0, rϕ0q of D0 via the
isomorphism (9.4) and thus an orientation oospV, ϕq of D“Dt1 .
If the real bundle pair pV, ϕq is of rank 1 and o is an orientation on V ϕ, we let
o0pV, ϕ; oq ” oιΣpos0pV ϕ,oqqpV, ϕq (9.30)
denote the orientation of D determined by the image
ιΣ
`
os0pV
ϕ, oq˘ P OSpΣ
`
V ϕ
˘
of the canonical OSpin-structure os0pV
ϕ, oq on pV ϕ, oq under the first map in (6.3) with X“Σ.
Proposition 9.4. Suppose pV, ϕq is a real bundle pair over a smooth decorated symmetric surface
pΣ, σq, os POSpinΣpV
ϕq is a relative OSpin-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ over Σσ ĂΣ,
and D is a real CR-operator on pV, ϕq.
(1) The orientation oospV, ϕq of D constructed above does not depend the choice of an admissible
tuple (9.29).
(2) If pV, ϕq is of rank 1 and o is an orientation on V ϕ, the orientation (9.30) of D is the same as
the intrinsic orientation opV, ϕ; oxq of Proposition 9.1 for a tuple ox of orientations as in (9.1)
induced by the orientation o.
(3) If pΣ, σq “ pS2, τq, the orientation oospV, ϕq of D is the same as the orientation constructed
above Proposition 8.9.
The orientations oospV, ϕq of real CR-operators on real bundle pairs pV, ϕq over smooth deco-
rated symmetric surfaces pΣ, σq constructed above satisfy all applicable CROrient properties of
Sections 7.2 and 7.3.
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Proof of Proposition 9.4(1)-(3). (1) Suppose
ros10 ” `pos10;rqS1rPpi0pΣσq, os10;C˘ P ź
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
OSpP1r
`rV rϕ|S1r ˘ˆOSpΣC0 `rV rϕ|H˘
is another tuple of relative OSpin-structures inducing the relative OSpin-structure os as below (9.29).
For each S1r P π0pΣ
σq, let os0;rpD
2
r`q and os
1
0;rpD
2
r`q be the collections of trivializations of
rV rϕ in-
duced by the relative OSpin-structures os0;r and os
1
0;r, respectively, and by the inclusion D
2
r`ĂP
1
r.
Define
ǫr “
#
0PZ2, if os0;rpD
2
r`q“os
1
0;rpD
2
r`q;
1PZ2, if os0;rpD
2
r`q‰os
1
0;rpD
2
r`q;
ǫC “ os0;CpΣ
`
0 q´os
1
0;CpΣ
`
0 qPZ2.
Since ros0 and ros10 induce the same relative OSpin-structure on the restriction of rV rϕ to Σσtt ĂΣt for
each tP∆˚
R
, the equivalence classes os0pΣ
b
0q and os
1
0pΣ
b
0q of trivializations of the restriction of
rV rϕ
to Σσ00 ĂΣ0 determined by os0 and os
1
0, respectively, and the normalization map
u : rΣb0” ğ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
D
2
` \Σ
`
0 ÝÑ Σ0
are the same. Thus, ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
ǫr ` ǫC “ 0 P Z2.
Along with Proposition 8.11, this implies that the number of factors on the right-hand side of the
isomorphism (9.4) for which the orientations determined by ros0 and ros10 differ is even. Thus, the
orientations of D0 and D“Dt1 determined by ros0 and ros10 via the isomorphism (9.4) are the same.
(2) For the purposes of constructing the orientation (9.30), we can choose the tuple in (9.29) so that
os0;r “ ιP1r
`
os0
`
pV ϕ, oq|S1r
˘˘
@S1r Pπ0pΣ
σq and os0;CpΣ
`
0 q “ 0.
The definition of the orientation (9.30) above Proposition 9.4 then becomes identical to that of
the intrinsic orientation of Proposition 9.1 for a tuple ox of orientations as in (9.1) induced by the
orientation o of V ϕ.
(3) In this case, |π0pΣ
σq|“1. There are canonical homotopy classes of identifications of pP11, τ1,D
2
1`q
with pΣ, σ,Σbq”pS2, τ,D2`q and of the restriction of
rV rϕ to Σσ00 with the real vector bundle V ϕ over
S1 ĂΣ. We can choose the tuple in (9.29) so that os0;1 is identified with os via these homotopy
classes and
os0;CpΣ
`
0 q ” os0;CpP
1
`q “ 0 P Z2.
The definition of the orientation oospV, ϕq above Proposition 9.4 then becomes identical to that
above Proposition 8.9.
Proof of CROrient 1os, 2(a), and 6(a) properties. We continue with the notation above
the statement of Proposition 9.4. With the notation as in the statement of the CROrient 1os(1)
property and in the proof of Proposition 9.1(2), the first two identities in (9.5) still apply; the third
becomes
indCD
`
0 “ n
`
1´gpΣ`˚0q˘ `deg
rV |
Σ`˚0
. (9.31)
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The change in the choice of the half-surface Σb˚ of pΣ˚, σq acts by the complex conjugation on the
complex orientations of D`0 |Σ`˚0
and each rVnd`r with S1r Pπ0pΣσ˚q. By the CROrient 1os(1) property
for pP1, τq provided by Proposition 8.9, this change preserves the orientation oos0;rp
rV0r, rϕ0rq of D0r
with S1r P π0pΣ
σ
˚q if and only if ̟os0;rpP
1
rq vanishes in Z2. Thus, the orientations oosprV0, rϕ0q and
oospV, ϕq do not depend on the choice of half-surface Σ
b
˚ of pΣ˚, σq if and only if
indCD
`
0 |Σ`˚0
´ n
ˇˇ
π0pΣ
σ
˚q
ˇˇ
`
@
w2pos0;Cq, rΣ
C
0˚sZ2
D
`
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ
˚q
̟os0;rpP
1
rq
“ indCD
`
0 |Σ`˚0
´ n
ˇˇ
π0pΣ
σ
˚q
ˇˇ
`
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ
˚q
deg rV0r
2
`
@
w2posq, rΣ˚sZ2
D
vanishes in Z2. Combining this with (9.31) and the first two identities in (9.5), we obtain the
CROrient 1os(1) property.
Since the parity of the index of D0r is the same as the parity of n, the CROrient 1os(2) property
follows from the Direct Sum property for the determinants of Fredholm operators; see [36, Sec-
tion 2]. The CROrient 1os(3) property holds by definition. Propositions 9.4(3) and 8.9 imply the
CROrient 6(a) property. The second statement of the CROrient 2(a) property follows immediately
from its pS2, τq case provided by Proposition 8.9.
Let η P H2pΣ,Σσ;Z2q. Since the composition of the retraction isomorphism and the restriction
homomorphism
H2
`
Σ0,Σ
σ0
0 ;Z2
˘
« H2
`
U, Urc;Z2˘ ÝÑ H2`Σ,Σσ;Z2˘
is surjective, some η0 PH
2pΣ0,Σ
σ0
0 ;Z2q is mapped to η under this composition. The tuple
η0 ¨ ros0 ” `pη0|pP1r ,S1r q ¨os0;rqS1rPpi0pΣσ00 q, η0|ΣC0 ¨os0;C˘
then induces the relative OSpin-structure η ¨os as below (9.29). By the first statement of the
CROrient 2(a) property for pS2, τq provided by Proposition 8.9 and the definition of the orientation
oos0;Cp
rV |
Σ`0
q of D`0 , the orientations oη¨osp
rV0, rϕ0q and oη¨ospV, ϕq are the same as oosprV0, rϕ0q and
oospV, ϕq, respectively, if and only ifÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ
˚q
@
η0|pP1r ,S1r q, rD
2
r`sZ2
D
`
@
η0|ΣC0
, rΣ`0 sZ2
D
“
@
η, rΣbsZ2
D
vanishes in Z2. This establishes the first statement of the CROrient 2(a) property.
Proof of CROrient 4(a) property . Suppose pΣ1, σ1q, pΣ2, σ2q, pV1, ϕ1q, pV2, ϕ2q, os1, os2,
D1 ” DpV1,ϕ1q, D2 ” DpV2,ϕ2q,
pV, ϕq ” pV1, ϕ1q\pV2, ϕ2q, os”os1\os2, and D ” D1\D2
are as in the statement of this property on page 104. Let pU1,rc1q, pU2,rc2q, prV1, rϕ1q, prV2, rϕ2q,
rosp1q0 ” `posp1q0;rqS1rPpi0pΣσ11 q, osp1q0;C˘, rosp2q0 ” `posp2q0;rqS1rPpi0pΣσ22 q, osp2q0;C˘,
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D1;t, and D2;t be as in the construction of the orientations oos1pV1, ϕ1q and oos2pV2, ϕ2q above
Proposition 9.4. The orientation oospV, ϕq of D is obtained via this construction applied with`
U,rc˘ “ `U1,rc1˘\`U2,rc2˘, `rV , rϕ˘ “ `rV1, rϕ1 \˘`rV2, rϕ2˘, Dt “ D1;t\D2;t,ros0 “ `posp1q0;rqS1rPpi0pΣσ11 q, posp2q0;rqS1rPpi0pΣσ22 q, osp1q0;C\osp2q0;C˘.
In particular,
os0;CpΣ
`
0 q “ os
p1q
0;C
`
Σ`1;0
˘
`os
p2q
0;C
`
Σ`2;0
˘
P Z2 .
The proof now proceeds via the diagram of Figure 9.2, as in the proof of Proposition 9.1(5), with
the orientations (9.6) replaced by
oos1`
rV1;0, rϕ1;0˘, oos`rV0, rϕ0˘, and oos2` rV2;0, rϕ2;0˘,
respectively, the orientations (9.7) replaced by
oos0;rprV0r, rϕ0rq “
$&%oosp1q0;rp
rV0r, rϕ0rq, if S1r Pπ0pΣσ11 q;
o
os
p2q
0;r
prV0r, rϕ0rq, if S1r Pπ0pΣσ22 q;
and the complex orientations on the determinants of D`1;0, D
`
0 , and D
`
2;0 replaced by
o
os
p1q
0;C
`rV1|Σ`1;0˘, oos0;C`rV |Σ`0 ˘, and oosp2q0;C`rV2|Σ`2;0˘,
respectively.
Proof of CROrient 5(a) property . Suppose pΣ, σq, e, os1, os2,
os ” xxos1, os2yyeR, D
1 ” DpV 1,ϕ1q, and D
2 ” DpV 2,ϕ2q
are as in the statement of this property on page 106. Let pU,rcq, prV 1, rϕ1q, prV 2, rϕ2q,
ros10 ” `pos10;rqS1rPpi0pΣσq, os10;C˘, ros20 ” `pos20;rqS1rPpi0pΣσq, os20;C˘,
D1t, and D
2
t be associated objects as in the construction above Proposition 9.4. The orientation
oospV, ϕq of D
1‘D2 is obtained via this construction applied with`rV , rϕ˘ “ `rV 1, rϕ1˘‘`rV 2, rϕ2˘, Dt “ D1t‘D2t ,ros0 “ `pos0;r”xxos10;r, os20;ryy‘qS1rPpi0pΣσq, os0;C”xxos10;C, os20;Cyy‘˘.
The exact triple (9.3) of Fredholm operators induces the exact triples of Fredholm operators given
by the rows in the diagram of Figure 9.6. The short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ
`rV 10 , rϕ10˘ ÝÑ `rV0, rϕ0˘ ÝÑ `rV 20 , rϕ20˘ ÝÑ 0
of real bundle pairs induces the exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the columns in this
diagram.
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0
0

0

0 // D10
//

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
D10r ‘D
1`
0
//

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
rV 1
nd`r
//

0
0 // D0 //

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
D0r ‘D
`
0
//

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
rVnd`r //

0
0 // D20
//

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
D20r ‘D
2`
0
//

À
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
rV 2
nd`r
//

0
0 0 0
Figure 9.6: Commutative square of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators for the proof of
the CROrient 5(a) property
By definition, the rows in this diagrams respect the orientations
oos10
`rV 10 , rϕ10˘, oos0`rV0, rϕ0˘, and oos20`rV 20 , rϕ20˘ (9.32)
of the operators in the left column, the orientations
oos10;r
`rV 10r, rϕ10r˘, oos0;r`rV0r, rϕ0r˘, and oos20;r`rV 20r, rϕ20r˘ (9.33)
of the operators in the direct sums in the middle column, the orientations
oos1
0;C
`rV 1|
Σ`0
˘
, oos0;C
`rV |
Σ`0
˘
, and oos2
0;C
`rV 2|
Σ`0
˘
(9.34)
on the last summands in middle column, and the complex orientations of the vector spaces in the
right column. The last column respects the complex orientations; the exact triple formed by the
last summands in the middle column respects the orientations (9.34), since
os0;CpΣ
`
0 q “ os
1
0;CpΣ
`
0 q`os
2
0;CpΣ
`
0 q.
The exact triple formed by the r-th summands in the middle column respects the orientations (9.33).
Since
indD10r “ rkV
1, indD20r “ rkV
2, and indD1`0 P 2Z,
the last two statements and Lemma 8.13 imply that the middle column respects the direct sum
orientations if and only if (7.24) holds. Since the (real) dimensions of rV 1
nd`r
are even, another
application of Lemma 8.13 combined with the statements implies that the left column respects the
orientations (9.32) if and only if (7.24) holds. The claim now follows from the continuity of the
isomorphisms
λ
`
Dt
˘
« λ
`
D1t
˘
bλ
`
D2t
˘
with respect to tP∆R.
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Proof of CROrient 7C(a) property . Let C0 be as in (7.35) with k, l“ 0. We denote by os1
the standard relative OSpin-structure on the trivial line bundle Σσ00 ˆR over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 and by B¯ the
standard real CR-operator on the real bundle pair pΣ0ˆC, σ0ˆcq over pΣ0, σ0q. Let pL, φq be a
rank 1 real bundle pair over pΣ0, σ0q so that the real line bundle L
φ over Σσ00 is orientable, osL be
a relative OSpin-structure on the real line bundle Lφ over Σσ00 ĂΣ0, and B¯L be a real CR-operator
on pL, φq. For nPZ`, let
pVn, ϕnq “ pΣ0ˆC
n, σ0ˆcq, osn;L “ St
n´1
Lφ
posLq “ xxos1, osn´1;Lyy‘,
pVn;L, ϕn;Lq “
`
Vn´1, ϕn´1
˘
‘pL, φq “
`
V1, ϕ1
˘
‘pVn´1;L, ϕn´1;Lq. (9.35)
Let Dn be the real CR-operator on pVn;L, ϕn;Lq given by the n-fold direct sum of the operators B¯
on each factor and Dn;L“Dn´1‘B¯L.
We first note that the CROrient 7C(a) holds for os1 and os1;L”osL, i.e.
oos1
`
V1, ϕ1
˘
“ o1os1
`
V1, ϕ1
˘
and oosLpL, φq “ o
1
osL
pL, φq. (9.36)
The first equality follows immediately from Propositions 9.4(2) and 9.2. So does the second if
osL“ ιΣ0pos0pL
φ, oqq for some orientation o on Lφ. In general,
osL “ η0 ¨ιΣ0
`
os0pL
φ, oq
˘
for some orientation o on V ϕ and some
η0 P H
2
`
Σ0,Σ
σ0
0 ;Z2
˘
« H2
`rΣ0, rΣrσ00 ;Z2˘,H2`U, Urc;Z2˘;
see the RelSpinPin 2 property on page 73. By the CROrient 2(a) property,
oosLpL, φq “ oιΣ0 pos0pLφ,oqq
pL, φq
`
resp. o1osLpL, φq “ o
1
ιΣ0 pos0pL
φ,oqqpL, φq
˘
if and only if xη,Σb0y “ 0. Along with the second statement in (9.36) with osL replaced by
ιΣ0pos0pL
φ, oqq, this implies the second statement itself.
The exact triple (7.36) induces exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the rows in the dia-
gram of Figure 9.7. The splitting in (9.35) induces exact triples of Fredholm operators given by
the columns in this diagram. The right column respects the complex orientations of the associ-
ated vector spaces. By the CROrient 5(a) property, the left (resp. middle) column respects the
orientations
o1os1
`
V1, ϕ1
˘
, o1osn;L
`
Vn;L, ϕn;L
˘
, and o1osn´1;L
`
Vn´1;L, ϕn´1;L
˘
,`
resp. o ros1`rV1, rϕ1˘, o rosn;L`rVn;L, rϕn;L˘, and o rosn´1;L`rVn´1;L, rϕn´1;L˘ ˘
if and only if pn´1q
`|pi0pΣσ00 q|
2
˘
is even.
By definition, the rows in Figure 9.7 respect the orientations oospV, ϕq, o rosprV , rϕq, and the complex
orientation on V |nd` with`
V, ϕ, os
˘
“
`
V1, ϕ1, os1
˘
,
`
Vn;L, ϕn;L, osn;L
˘
,
`
Vn´1;L, ϕn´1;L, osn´1;L
˘
,
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0
0

0

0 // B¯ //

r¯B //

V1|nd`
//

0
0 // Dn;L //

rDn;L //

Vn;L|nd`
//

0
0 // Dn´1;L //

rDn´1;L //

Vn´1;L|nd`
//

0
0 0 0
Figure 9.7: Commutative square of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators for the proof of
the property of the CROrient 7C(a) property
depending on the row. Along with the conclusion of the previous paragraph, (9.36), Lemma 8.13,
and the evenness of the real dimension of V1|nd` , this implies that
oosn;L
`
Vn;L, ϕn;L
˘
“ o1osn;L
`
Vn;L, ϕn;L
˘
@nPZ` .
By the RelSpinPin 5 property, every relative OSpin-structure on the real vector bundle V
ϕn;L
n;L over
Σσ00 ĂΣ0 equals osn;L for some relative OSpin-structure osL on L
φ. By [12, Theorem 1.1], every
real bundle pair pV0, ϕ0q over pΣ0, σ0q with V
ϕ0
0 orientable is isomorphic to pVn;L, ϕn;Lq for some
rank 1 real bundle pair pL, φq over pΣ0, σ0q with L
φ orientable. The last three statements imply
the CROrient 7C(a) property.
Proof of CROrient 7H3(a) property . Let C0 and r‚ be as in the statement of this property.
In light of the CROrient 1os(2) property, we can assume that r‚“|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|. We take os1, B¯, pL, φq,
osL, and B¯L as in the proof of the CROrient 7C(a) property and again define pVn, ϕnq, pVn;L, ϕn;Lq,
osn;L, Dn, and Dn;L as in (9.35) and just above and below. We denote by o1;nd the orientation
of V ϕ11 |nd induced by os1 and by on;L;nd the orientation of V
ϕn;L
n;L |nd induced by osn;L. By the same
reasoning as below (9.36), with Proposition 9.3 used in place of 9.2,
oos1
`
V1, ϕ1
˘
“ o`os1
`
V1, ϕ1
˘
and oosLpL, φq “ o
`
osL
pL, φq. (9.37)
The exact triple (7.39) induces exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the rows in the diagram
of Figure 9.8. The splitting in (9.35) induces exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the
columns in this diagram. The right column respects the orientations o1;nd, on;L;nd, and osn´1;L;nd
of the associated vector spaces. By the CROrient 5(a) property, the left (resp. middle) column
respects the orientations
o`os1
`
V1, ϕ1
˘
, o`osn;L
`
Vn;L, ϕn;L
˘
, and o`osn´1;L
`
Vn´1;L, ϕn´1;L
˘`
resp. o ros1`rV1, rϕ1˘, o rosn;L`rVn;L, rϕn;L˘, and o rosn´1;L`rVn´1;L, rϕn´1;L˘ ˘
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0
0

0

0 // B¯ //

r¯B //

V
ϕ1
1 |nd
//

0
0 // Dn;L //

rDn;L //

V
ϕn;L
n;L |nd
//

0
0 // Dn´1;L //

rDn´1;L //

V
ϕn´1;L
n´1;L |nd
//

0
0 0 0
Figure 9.8: Commutative square of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators for the proof of
the property of the CROrient 7H3(a) property
if and only if pn´1q
`|pi0pΣσ00 q|
2
˘
(resp. pn´1q
`|pi0pΣσ00 q|`1
2
˘
) is even.
By definition, the rows in Figure 9.8 respect the orientations oospV, ϕq, o rosprV , rϕq, and the orienta-
tion oV ;nd on V
ϕ|nd with`
V, ϕ, os, oV ;nd
˘
“
`
V1, ϕ1, os1, o1;nd
˘
,
`
Vn;L, ϕn;L, osn;L, on;L;nd
˘
,`
Vn´1;L, ϕn´1;L, osn´1;L, on´1;L;nd
˘
,
depending on the row. Since
pn´1q
ˆ
|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|
2
˙
` pn´1q
ˆ
|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q| ` 1
2
˙
`
`
dimV ϕ11 |nd
˘
i`ndDn´1;L
˘
– pn´1q
ˇˇ
π0pΣ
σ0
0 q
ˇˇ
` pn´1q
ˇˇ
π0pΣ
σ0
0 q
ˇˇ
– 0 mod 2,
the last two statements, (9.37), and Lemma 8.13 imply that
oosn;L
`
Vn;L, ϕn;L
˘
“ o`osn;L
`
Vn;L, ϕn;L
˘
@nPZ` .
Similarly to the end of the proof of the CROrient 7C(a) property, this in turn implies the CROri-
ent 7H3(a) property.
10 Orientations for twisted determinants
Let C be a smooth decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.3) and pV, ϕq be a real bundle
pair over C. In Section 9.1, we define an orientation oCpV
ϕ, oxq of
λRCpV, ϕq ” λ
ˆ kà
i“1
V ϕxi
˙
“
kâ
i“1
λpV ϕxiq. (10.1)
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This orientation generally depends on a tuple ox of orientations ox˚r of fibers of V
ϕ at one point x˚r
of each topological component S1r of the fixed locus Σ
σ of C and on the decorated structure of C.
In Section 10.2, we define an orientation oppV, ϕ; oxq of every real CR-operator D on the real bun-
dle pair pV, ϕq. This orientation a prior depends on a relative Pin-structure p on the real vector
bundle V ϕ over ΣσĂΣ, on a tuple ox of orientations as above, and on the decorated structure of C.
We establish properties of the orientations oCpV
ϕ, oxq and oppV, ϕ; oxq, analogous to the CROrient
properties of Sections 7.2 and 7.3, in Section 10.1 and in Sections 10.2 and 10.3, respectively.
The orientations oCpV
ϕ, oxq and oppV, ϕ; oxq determine an orientation oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq of the twisted
determinant rλCpDq ” λRCpV, ϕq˚bλpDq (10.2)
of D. In Section 10.4, we readily deduce properties of the orientations oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq from the
properties of the orientations oCpV
ϕ, oxq and oppV, ϕ; oxq established in Sections 10.1-10.3. By
Corollary 10.9(4), the orientation oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq does not depend on the choice of ox if pV, ϕq is
C-balanced; we then denote it by oC;ppV, ϕq. In this case, the properties established in Section 10.4
reduce to the CROrient properties of Sections 7.2 and 7.3 concerning orientations induced by Pin-
structures. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1(b).
Given a symmetric surface pΣ, σq, possibly nodal, we denote by N the number of the topological
components of its fixed locus Σσ.
10.1 Orientations of the twisting target
Suppose C is a smooth decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.3) and pV, ϕq is a real bundle
pair over C. For each topological component S1r of the σ-fixed locus Σ
σ, let
kr P t0u\rks and j
r
1pCq, . . . , j
r
kr
pCq P rks
be as in (7.9). We take x˚r PS
1
r to be the real marked point xjr1pCq if krą0 and any point in S
1
r if
kr“0. Fix a tuple
ox ”
`
ox˚r
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
(10.3)
of orientations ox˚r of V
ϕ at x˚r .
For each real marked point xi P S
1
r , the orientation ox˚r induces an orientation oxi of V
ϕ
xi by the
transfer along the positive direction of S1r determined by the chosen half-surface Σ
b of Σ. Along
with the ordered decompositions (7.10) and (7.11), the orientations oxi in turn determine an ori-
entation oCpV
ϕ, oxq of (10.1). If e is a short exact sequence of real bundle pairs over pΣ, σq and
o1x ”
`
o1
x˚r
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
and o2x ”
`
o2
x˚r
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
(10.4)
are tuples of orientations for fibers of pV 1, ϕ1q and pV 2, ϕ2q, respectively, as in (10.3), we denote by
xxo1x, o
2
xyyeR ”
`
ox˚r
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
the tuple of orientations for fibers of pV, ϕq so that the restriction of the induced exact sequence eR
in (7.21) to each x˚r respects the orientations o
1
x˚r
, ox˚r , and o
2
x˚r
. The following observations are
straightforward.
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Lemma 10.1. Let pV, ϕq be a rank n real bundle pair over a smooth decorated marked symmetric
surface C and ox be a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ at points x˚r in S
1
r ĂΣ
σ as in (10.3).
(1) The orientation oCpV
ϕ, oxq of λ
R
CpV, ϕq does not depend on the choice of half-surface Σ
b
˚ of an
elemental component Σ˚ of pΣ, σq if and only ifÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ
˚q
@ˆ
w1pV
ϕq, rS1r sZ2
Dˆkr´1
1
˙
`n
ˆ
kr´1
2
˙
“ 0 P Z2 .
(2) The interchange in the ordering of two consecutive components S1r and S
1
r`1 of Σ
σ preserves
the orientation oCpV
ϕ, oxq if and only if nkrkr`1 P2Z.
(3) The interchange of two real marked points xjri pCq and xjri1pCq
on the same connected component
S1r of Σ
σ with 2ď i, i1ďkr preserves oCpV
ϕ, oxq. The combination of the interchange of the
real points xjr1pCq and xjri pCq with 2ď iďkr and the replacement of the component ox˚r ”oxjr1 pCq
in (10.3) by oxjr
i
pCq
preserves oCpV
ϕ, oxq if and only if`
npkr´1q`
@
w1pV
ϕq, rS1r sZ2
D˘
pi´1q “ 0 P Z2. (10.5)
(4) The reversal of the component orientation ox˚r in (10.3) preserves oCpV
ϕ, oxq if and only if
kr P2Z.
Lemma 10.2. Suppose C is a smooth decorated marked symmetric surface, e is a short exact
sequence of real bundle pairs over C as in (7.20), and o1x and o
2
x are tuples of orientations for
fibers of pV 1, ϕ1q and pV 2, ϕ2q, respectively, as in (10.4). The isomorphism (7.22) respects the
orientations oCpV
1ϕ1 , o1xq, oCpV
ϕ, xxo1x, o
2
xyyeRq, and oCpV
2ϕ2, o2xq if and only if prkV
1qprkV 2q
`
k
2
˘
is even.
Suppose C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.35) which contains precisely one
conjugate pair pnd`,nd´q of nodes and no other nodes and pV0, ϕ0q is a real bundle pair over C0.
The fixed locus Σσ00 ĂΣ0 in this case is a disjoint union of circles. Given a tuple ox of orientations
for fibers of V ϕ00 as in (10.3), we define an orientation oC0pV
ϕ0
0 , oxq of
λRC0pV0, ϕ0q ” λ
ˆ kà
i“1
V
ϕ0
0 |xi
˙
“
kâ
i“1
λ
`
V
ϕ0
0 |xi
˘
(10.6)
as above Lemma 10.1. We call it the intrinsic orientation of λRC0pV0, ϕ0q induced by ox. We define
the limiting orientation o1C0pV
ϕ0
0 , oxq of (10.6) induced by ox similarly to the construction of the
limiting orientation above Proposition 9.2 with sRr p0q “x
˚
r . In this case, it is immediate that the
orientations oC0pV
ϕ0
0 , oxq and o
1
C0
pV ϕ00 , oxq are the same.
Suppose C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.35) which contains precisely one H3
node nd and no other nodes and pV0, ϕ0q is a real bundle pair over C0. Let S
1
‚1ĂΣ‚1, S
1
‚2ĂΣ‚2,
r‚, k‚1, k‚2, nd1,nd2, rC0, rC11, rC12, and prV0, rϕ0q be as in the paragraph containing (7.38) and just
below and rpC0q, j
1
1pC0q, j
1
2pC0q, and δRpC0q be as in the sentence containing (7.42) and just
below. The fixed locus Σσ00 ĂΣ0 in this case is a disjoint union of circles S
1
r with r ‰ r‚ and of
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the wedge S1‚1YndS
1
‚2 of two circles. We take x
˚
r PS
1
r for r‰ r‚ as above (10.3) and x
˚
r‚ “nd. For
r“1, 2, let
x‚r “
#
xi, if i” inf
 
j Prks : xj PS
1
‚r
(
ă8;
ndr, otherwise.
Given a tuple of orientations of V ϕ00 |x˚r as in (10.3), denote by ond1 and ond2 the induced orien-
tations of rV rϕ00 at nd1 and nd2, respectively. Let o‚1 be the orientation of V ϕ00 |x‚1 obtained by
transferring ond along the positive direction of S
1
‚1 determined by the chosen half-surface Σ
b of Σ.
We denote by o‚2 (resp. o
1
‚2) the orientation of V
ϕ0
0 |x‚2 obtained by transferring ond along the pos-
itive direction of S1‚2 (resp. transferring ond first around S
1
‚1 back to an orientation o
1
nd of V
ϕ0
0 |nd
and then transferring o1nd along the positive direction of S
1
‚2).
The tuples
rox;1 ” `o‚1, ond2 , pox˚r qS1rPpi0pΣσ00 q,r‰r‚˘ and rox;2 ” `ond1 , o‚2, pox˚r qS1rPpi0pΣσ00 q,r‰r‚˘
of orientations of fibers of rV rϕ00 determine orientations
roC0;1`V ϕ00 , ox˘ ” orC11`rV rϕ00 ,rox;1˘ and roC0;2`V ϕ00 , ox˘ ” orC12`rV rϕ00 ,rox;2˘ (10.7)
of the lines
λRrC11prV0, rϕ0q « λRC0pV0, ϕ0qbλ`V ϕ00 |nd˘ and λRrC12prV0, rϕ0q « λRC0pV0, ϕ0qbλ`V ϕ00 |nd˘, (10.8)
respectively. We denote the orientations of λRC0pV0, ϕ0q induced by the orientations (10.7) and ond
via the isomorphisms (10.8) by oC0;1pV
ϕ0
0 , oxq and oC0;2pV
ϕ0
0 , oxq, respectively.
Suppose in addition that pU,rcq is a flat family of deformations of C0 as in (7.31) over a disk ∆ĂC,
∆`
R
Ă∆˚
R
is as above (7.39), and pV, ϕq is a real bundle pair over pU,rcq extending pV0, ϕ0q. Let
sR1 , . . . , s
R
N be sections of U
rc over ∆R so that
sRr p0q “ x
˚
r @ r‰r‚, s
R
r‚
p0q “ x‚rpC0q.
For each tP∆R and r‰r‚, the orientation ox˚r induces an orientation oxr;t of V
ϕ at sRr ptq via the
vector bundle sR˚r V
ϕ. If rpC0q“1 (resp. rpC0q“2), the orientation o‚1 (resp. o
1
‚2) similarly induces
an orientation ox˚r‚ ;t of V
ϕ at sRr‚ptq. Let
ox;t “
`
ox˚r
˘
S1rPpi0pΣ
σq
, ot “ oCt
`
V
ϕt
t , ox;t
˘
.
We denote by
o`C0
`
ox
˘
” o`C0
`
V
ϕ0
0 , ox
˘
(10.9)
the orientation of λRC0pV0, ϕ0q obtained as the continuous extension of the orientations ot with
tP∆`
R
.
We define
ǫR
`
C0;V
ϕ0
0
˘
“
@
w1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚1sZ2`rS
1
‚2sZ2
D`
j1rpC0qpC0q`prpC0q´1qk‚1
˘
.
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For r˚“1, 2, let
δr˚pC0q “
`
k‚r˚´1
˘`
j1r˚pC0q`r
˚˘ ,
ǫr˚
`
C0;V
ϕ0
0
˘
“
@
w1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚r˚sZ2
D
j1r˚pC0q `
@
w1pV
ϕ0
0 q,
“
S1‚1sZ2
D
k‚2.
Lemma 10.3. Suppose C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface which contains precisely one
H3 node and no other nodes, pV0, ϕ0q is a rank n real bundle pair over C0, and ox is a tuple
of orientations of V ϕ00 at points x
˚
r P S
1
r for r ‰ r‚ and x
˚
r‚ “ nd. Let r
˚ “ 1, 2. The intrinsic
orientation oC0;r˚pV
ϕ0
0 , oxq and the limiting orientation (10.9) of λ
R
C0
pV0, ϕ0q are the same if and
only if
n
ˆ`
kr‚´1˘ δRpC0q`δr˚pC0q `
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ0
0
q
rąr‚
kr
˙
`ǫR
`
C0;V
ϕ0
0
˘
`ǫr˚
`
C0;V
ϕ0
0
˘
“ n
`
r˚´1
˘
`2Z .
Proof. In light of Lemma 10.1(2), we can assume that r‚“|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|. By the definitions of intrinsic
and limiting orientation, we can also assume that kr“0 for all r‰r‚. Let
ǫ1 “
@
w1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚1sZ2
D
, ǫ2 “
@
w1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚2sZ2
D
.
We denote by o2nd (resp. o
:
nd) the orientation of V
ϕ0
0 |nd obtained by transferring the orientation ond
(resp. o1nd) around S
1
‚2 back to nd.
Let r “ 1, 2. The decorated structure of C0 determines an orientation on S
1
‚r. If k‚r ‰ 0, this
decorated structure thus determines an oriented arc S1‚r;1Ă S
1
‚r from the node nd to the marked
point x‚r PS
1
‚r and an oriented arc S
1
‚r;2 from this marked point back to nd. The first (resp. second)
arc carries j11pC0q (resp. k‚r´1´j
1
1pC0q) marked points xi of C0 other than x‚r. Let V
R
r;1 (resp. V
R
r;2)
be the ordered direct sum of the j1rpC0q (resp. k‚r´j
1
rpC0q) fibers of V
ϕ0
0 at the marked points
xi P S
1
‚r;1 other than x‚r (resp. xi P S
1
‚r;2 including x‚r) in the order they appear on the arc. If
k‚r“0, we take V
R
r;1 and V
R
r;2 to be the zero vector spaces. The orientation ond (resp. o
1
nd, o
2
nd, o
:
nd)
of V ϕ00 |nd determines an orientation oxi (resp. o
1
xi
, o2xi , o
:
xi) of V
ϕ0
0 at each marked point xi PS
1
‚r
by the transfer in the positive direction of S1‚r. If in addition s“1, 2, let or;s (resp. o
1
r;s, o
2
r;s, o
:
r;s)
be the resulting orientation of V Rr;s.
By definition and the assumptions above,`
V
ϕ0
0
˘
C0
”
`
V
ϕ0
0
˘
C0;r‚
“ V R1;1‘V
R
1;2‘V
R
2;1‘V
R
2;2 .
The two intrinsic orientations of the lemma are described by
oC0;1
`
V
ϕ0
0 , ox
˘
“ o1;2‘o
1
1;1‘o2;1‘o2;2 ðñ nk‚2 P2Z, (10.10)
oC0;2
`
V
ϕ0
0 , ox
˘
“ o1;1‘o1;2‘o2;2‘o
2
2;1 ðñ nk P2Z. (10.11)
The limiting orientation of the lemma is described by
o`C0
`
ox
˘
“
#
o1;2‘o
1
2;1‘o
1
2;2‘o
:
1;1, if rpC0q“1;
o12;2‘o
:
1;1‘o
:
1;2‘o
2
2;1, if rpC0q“2.
(10.12)
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Combining (10.10)-(10.12) with
o
:
1;1 “
#
o11;1 iff j
1
1pC0qǫ2“0;
o1;1 iff j
1
1pC0qpǫ1`ǫ2q“0;
o22;1 “
#
o2;1 iff j
1
2pC0qǫ2“0;
o12;1 iff j
1
2pC0qpǫ1`ǫ2q“0;
o
:
1;2 “ o1;2 iff
`
k‚1´j
1
1pC0q˘ pǫ1`ǫ2q“0, o
1
2;2 “ o2;2 iff
`
k‚2´j
1
2pC0q˘ ǫ1“0,
we obtain the claim.
10.2 Orientations of real CR-operators
Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth decorated symmetric surface and pV, ϕq is a real bundle over pΣ, σq.
A tuple ox of orientations as in (9.1) determines an orientation opλpV, ϕq; oxq of every real CR-
operator Dλ on the rank 1 real bundle pair λpV, ϕq as above Proposition 8.2. A relative Pin
˘-
structure p on the real vector bundle V ϕ over Σσ Ă Σ is a relative OSpin-structure on the real
vector bundle
V
ϕ˘
˘ “ V
ϕ‘p2˘1qλpV ϕq
compatible with the canonical orientation of this vector bundle. Via the construction at the be-
ginning of Section 9.3, p thus determines an orientation oppV˘, ϕ˘q of every real CR-operator D˘
on the real bundle pair pV˘, ϕ˘q. Along with the canonical homotopy class of isomorphisms (7.6),
the orientations opλpV, ϕq; oxq and oppV˘, ϕ˘q determine an orientation oppV, ϕ; oxq of every real
CR-operator D on the real bundle pair pV, ϕq.
Suppose pV, ϕq is a rank 1 odd-degree real bundle pair over pS2, τq. In particular, the real line
bundle V ϕ over S1ĂS2 is not orientable. Let D be a real CR-operator on pV, ϕq. For an orientation
ox1 of V
ϕ at a point x1 in S
1ĂS2, we denote by
o˘0
`
V, ϕ; ox1
˘
” oι
S2
pp˘
0
pV ϕqq
`
V, ϕ; ox1
˘
(10.13)
the orientation ofD determined by the image (7.29) of the Pin˘-structure p˘0 pV
ϕq of Examples 1.20,
1.21, and 5.1 under the second map in (6.3) with X“S2.
Lemma 10.4. Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth decorated symmetric surface, pV, ϕq is a rank n real
bundle pair over pΣ, σq, p is a relative Pin˘-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ over Σσ ĂΣ,
and D is a real CR-operator on pV, ϕq. Let ox be a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ at points xr in
S1r ĂΣ
σ as in (9.1).
(1) The orientation oppV, ϕ; oxq of D does not depend on the choice of half-surface Σ
b
˚ of an ele-
mental component Σ˚ of pΣ, σq if and only if ̟ppΣ˚q“0.
(2) The interchange in the ordering of two consecutive components S1r and S
1
r`1 of Σ
σ preserves
the orientation oppV, ϕ; oxq if and only if
n`2Z ‰
`@
w1pV
ϕq, rS1r sZ2
D
`1
˘`@
w1pV
ϕq, rS1r`1sZ2
D
`1
˘
P Z2.
(3) The reversal of the component orientation oxr in (9.1) preserves oppV, ϕ; oxq if and only if
w1pV
ϕq|S1r ‰0.
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(4) If in addition η P H2pΣ,Σσ;Z2q, then the orientations oppV, ϕ; oxq and oη¨ppV, ϕ; oxq are the
same if and only if xη, rΣbsZ2y“0.
Proof. The first statement follows from the CROrient 1os(1) property applied to pV˘, ϕ˘q and
Proposition 9.1(2) applied to λpV, ϕq. The second claim follows from the CROrient 1os(2) prop-
erty applied to pV˘, ϕ˘q and Proposition 9.1(3) applied to λpV, ϕq. The third claim follows from
Proposition 9.1(4) applied to λpV, ϕq. The last statement follows from the RelSpinPin 6 property
on page 74 and the first part of the CROrient 2(a) property applied to pV˘, ϕ˘q.
Lemma 10.5. Suppose pΣ, σq, pV, ϕq, p, and D are as in Lemma 10.4.
(1) If o is an orientation on V ϕ and ox is a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ at points xr in S
1
r ĂΣ
σ as
in (9.1) obtained by restricting o, then the orientations oppV, ϕ; oxq and oR˘o ppqpV, ϕq of D are
the same if and only if (7.12) holds.
(2) If pV, ϕq is a rank 1 degree 1 real bundle pair over pS2, τq and ox1 is an orientation of V
ϕ at
a point x1 in S
1ĂS2, then the orientation (10.13) is the intrinsic orientation opV, ϕ; ox1q of
Proposition 8.2.
(3) If ox is a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ at points xr in S
1
r Ă Σ
σ as in (9.1) and (7.14) is a
decomposition of pΣ, σq into decorated symmetric surfaces of genera g1 and g2, respectively,
then the isomorphism (7.18) respects the orientations
op ” op
`
V, ϕ; ox
˘
, op;1 ” op|Σ1
`
V |Σ1 , ϕ|Σ1 ; ox|Σ1
˘
, op;2 ” op|Σ2
`
V |Σ2 , ϕ|Σ2 ; ox|Σ2
˘
, (10.14)
if and only if (7.19) with V1”V |Σ1 and V2”V |Σ2 holds.
Proof. (1) By the RelSpinPin 7(ses6X ) and CROrient 5(a) properties (the latter applied three
times if pPP`Σ pV
ϕq), the canonical homotopy class of isomorphisms (7.6) respects the orientations
oppV˘, ϕ˘q of DpV,ϕq˘ , oR˘o ppqpV, ϕq of DpV,ϕq, and
o0
`
λpV, ϕq;λpoq
˘
” oιΣpos0pλpV,ϕq,λpoqqq
`
λpV, ϕq
˘
(10.15)
of DλpV,ϕq, where ιΣ is the first map in (6.3) with X“Σ, if and only if (7.12) holds. By Proposi-
tion 9.4(2), the orientation (10.15) equals opλpV, ϕq, oxq. These two statements imply the claim.
(2) In this case, the real bundle pair pV, ϕq˘ is 3˘1 copies of pV, ϕq. By Proposition 8.9(2), the
isomorphism (8.34) respects the orientation
o˘0
`
p3˘1qpV, ϕq
˘
“ o
ι
S2
pp˘0 pV
ϕqq
`
p3˘1qpV, ϕq
˘
of p3˘1qD induced by the relative OSpin-structure ιS2pp
˘
0 pV
ϕqq on the real vector bundle V
ϕ˘
˘ over
S1ĂS2 and the intrinsic orientation opV, ϕ; ox1q on the factors λpDq on the right-hand side of (8.34).
By definition, this means that the orientation (10.13) on the first factor of λpDq equals opV, ϕ; ox1 q.
(3) For r“1, 2, we denote by V˘;r, ϕr, ϕ˘;r, pr, Dr, Dλ;r, D˘;r, and o
prq
x the restrictions of V˘, ϕ,
ϕ˘, p, D, a real CR-operator Dλ on λpV, ϕq, the real CR-operator D˘”D‘Dλ on pV˘, ϕ˘q, and
the tuple ox in (9.1), respectively, to Σr. The splitting in (7.5) induces the exact triples of Fredholm
operators given by the rows in the commutative diagram of Figure 10.1. The splitting (7.17) in-
duces the exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the left and middle columns in this diagram
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0
0

0

0 // D1 //

D˘;1 //

p2˘1qDλ;1 //

0
0 // D //

D˘ //

p2˘1qDλ //

0
0 // D2 //

D˘;2 //

p2˘1qDλ;2 //

0
0 0 0
Figure 10.1: Commutative square of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators for the proof
of Lemma 10.5(3)
and by the individual summands in the right column. The isomorphism (7.18) is induced by the
left column in this diagram.
By definition, the middle (resp. top/bottom) row respects the orientations op, oppV˘, ϕ˘q, and
opλpV, ϕq; oxq (resp. op;r, opr pV˘;r, ϕ˘;rq, and opλpVr, ϕrq; o
prq
x q). By the CROrient 4(a) prop-
erty (resp. Proposition 9.1(5)), the middle column (resp. the exact triple formed by the indi-
vidual summands in the right column), respects the orientations op1pV˘;1, ϕ˘;1q, oppV˘, ϕ˘q, and
op2pV˘;2, ϕ˘;2q (resp. opλpV1, ϕ1q; o
p1q
x q, opλpV, ϕq; oxq, and opλpV2, ϕ2q; o
p2q
x q). Since`
indDλ;1
˘`
indD2
˘
“
`
1´g1`degV1
˘
p`1´g2qn`deg V2
˘
, (10.16)
Lemma 8.13 and the last two sentences imply that the left column in the diagram respects the
orientations (10.14) in the Pin´-case if and only if the number (10.16) is even.
Since the exact triple formed by the individual summands in the right column in Figure 10.1 respects
the orientations opλpV1, ϕ1q; o
p1q
x q, opλpV, ϕq; oxq, and opλpV2, ϕ2q; o
p2q
x q, Lemma 8.13 implies that
the right column in the Pin`-case respects the direct sum orientations if and only if the number`
indDλ;1
˘`
indDλ;2
˘
“
`
1´g1`degV1
˘`
1´g2`deg V2
˘
is even. Since `
ind 3Dλ;1
˘`
indD2
˘
–
`
indDλ;1
˘`
indD2
˘
mod 2,
Lemma 8.13 again, (10.16), and the two sentences above (10.16) imply that the left column respects
the orientations (10.14) in the Pin`-case if and only if the number`
indDλ;1
˘`
indDλ;2
˘
`
`
ind 3Dλ;1
˘`
indD2
˘
– pn`1q
`
1´g1`degV1
˘
p1´g2q mod 2
is even.
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10.3 Degenerations and exact triples
We now describe the behavior of the orientations oppV, ϕ; oxq under flat degenerations of pΣ, σq
to nodal symmetric surfaces as in the CROrient 7C and 7H3 properties of Section 7.3. We first
suppose that C0 is a decorated symmetric surface with one conjugate pair of nodes nd
˘ as in (7.35)
and in the top left diagram of Figure 9.4 on page 158 so that xr PS
1
r for each rPrN s. We also sup-
pose that pV0, ϕ0q is a real bundle pair over pΣ0, σ0q. Let rC0, prΣ0, rσ0q, and rΣb0 be as below (7.35),
prV0, rϕ0q be the lift of pV0, ϕ0q to a real bundle pair over prΣ0, rσ0q. A relative Pin˘-structure p0 on
the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 lifts to a relative Pin
˘-structure rp0 on the real vector
bundle rV rϕ00 over rΣrσ00 Ă rΣ0. A tuple ox of orientations of the fibers of V ϕ00 |xr as in (9.1) lifts to a
tuple rox of orientations of the corresponding fibers of rV rϕ00 .
Let D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. We denote its lift to a real CR-operator on prV0, rϕ0q
by rD0. The orientation rop0`ox˘ ” orp0`rV0, rϕ0;rox˘ (10.17)
of rD0 and the complex orientation of V0|nd` determine an orientation
op0
`
ox
˘
” op0
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
(10.18)
of D0 via the isomorphism (7.37). In an analogy with the intrinsic orientation of the CROrient 7C
property, we call (10.18) the intrinsic orientation of D0 induced by p0 and ox.
Suppose in addition that pU,rcq is a flat family of deformations of C0 as in (7.31), pV, ϕq is a real
bundle pair over pU,rcq extending pV0, ϕ0q, sR1 , . . . , sRN are sections of Urc over ∆R with sRr p0q“xr
for all S1r Pπ0pΣ
σ0
0 q, and D”tDtu is a family of real CR-operators on pVt, ϕtq as in (7.33) extend-
ing D0. The decorated structure on C0, the relative Pin
˘-structure p0 on V
ϕ0
0 , and the tuple of
orientations ox of fibers of V
ϕ0
0 induce a decorated structure on the fiber pΣt, σtq of π for every
t P ∆R, a relative Pin
˘-structure pt on V
ϕt
t , and a tuple ox;t of orientations of fibers of V
ϕt
t as
above the CROrient 7C property and in (9.10). The latter in turn determine an orientation
ot ” opt
`
Vt, ϕt; ox;t˘
of Dt for each t P ∆
˚
R
as above Lemma 10.4. These orientations vary continuously with t and
extend to an orientation
o1p0poxq ” o
1
p0
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
(10.19)
of D0 as above the CROrient 7C property on page 110. In an analogy with the limiting orientation
of the CROrient 7C property, we call (10.19) the limiting orientation of D0 induced by ox.
Lemma 10.6. Suppose C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.35) which contains
precisely one conjugate pair pnd`,nd´q of nodes and no other nodes and carries precisely one real
marked point xr on each connected component S
1
r of Σ
σ0
0 , pV0, ϕ0q is a real bundle pair over C0,
and p is a relative Pin˘-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0. Let ox be a tuple
of orientations of V ϕ00 |xr as in (9.1) and D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. The intrinsic and
limiting orientations, (10.18) and (10.19), of D0 are the same.
Proof. Let rD0;λ be the lift of a real CR-operator D0;λ on λpV0, ϕ0q to λprV0, rϕ0q. We take
D0;˘ “ D0‘p2˘1qD0;λ, rD0;˘ “ rD0‘p2˘1q rD0;λ. (10.20)
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0
0

0

0 // D0 //

D0;˘ //

p2˘1qD0;λ //

0
0 // rD0 //

rD0;˘ //

p2˘1q rD0;λ //

0
0 // V0|nd`
//

V0;˘|nd`
//

p2˘1qλCpV0|nd`q
//

0
0 0 0
Figure 10.2: Commutative square of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators for the proof
of Lemma 10.6
These two decompositions and the one in (7.5) induce the exact triples of Fredholm operators given
by the rows in the diagram of Figure 10.2. The exact triple (7.36) of Fredholm operators induces
the exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the columns in this diagram.
By definition, the columns in Figure 10.2 respect the complex orientations on the vector spaces in
the bottom row, the orientations
rop0`ox˘ ” orp0`rV0, rϕ0;rox˘, rop0 ” orp0prV0;˘, rϕ˘q, and ro0;λpoxq ” ro`λprV , rϕq;rox˘ (10.21)
of rD0, rD0;˘, and rD0;λ constructed above Lemma 10.4 and Propositions 9.4 and 9.1, respectively,
and the associated intrinsic orientations op0poxq,
op0 ” op0
`
pV0q˘, pϕ0q˘
˘
, (10.22)
and o0poxq as in (10.18), the CROrient 7C property with os0 “ p0, and (9.9). The bottom row
respects the complex orientations of V0|nd`, V0;˘, and λCpV0|nd`q. By definition, the middle row
respects the three orientations in (10.21); the top row respects the limiting orientations o1p0poxq,
o1p0 ” o
1
p0
`
pV0q˘, pϕ0q˘
˘
, (10.23)
and o10poxq as in (10.19), the CROrient 7C(a) property with os0“p0, and (9.11).
By the CROrient 7C property and Proposition 9.2,
op0 “ o
1
p0 and o0poxq “ o
1
0poxq,
respectively. Since the (real) dimension of V0|nd` is even, Lemma 8.13 and the previous paragraph
thus imply that the orientations (10.18) and (10.19) the same.
We next suppose that C0 is a decorated symmetric surface with one H3 node nd as above (7.38)
and in the top left diagram of Figure 9.5 on page 160 so that xr P S
1
r for each r P rN s different
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from the index r‚ of the singular topological component of Σ
σ0
0 and xr‚“nd (as in Proposition 9.3,
we allow a “marked point” to be a node). We also suppose that pV0, ϕ0q is a real bundle pair
over pΣ0, σ0q. Let rC0, prΣ0, rσ0q, rΣb0, nd1 PS1‚1, and nd2 PS1‚2 be as in and below (7.38) and prV0, rϕ0q
be the lift of pV0, ϕ0q to a real bundle pair over prΣ0, rσ0q. A relative Pin˘-structure p0 on the real
vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0 lifts to a relative Pin
˘-structure rp0 on the real vector bundle rV rϕ00
over rΣrσ00 Ă rΣ0. A tuple ox of orientations of the fibers of V ϕ00 |xr as in (9.1) lifts to a tuple rox of
orientations of the corresponding fibers of rV rϕ00 as in (9.12).
Let D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. We denote its lift to a real CR-operator on prV0, rϕ0q
by rD0. The orientation rop0`ox˘ ” orp0`rV0, rϕ0;rox˘ (10.24)
of rD0 and the orientation ond”oxr‚ of V0|nd determine an orientation
op0
`
ox
˘
” op0
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
(10.25)
ofD0 via the isomorphism (7.40). We call (10.25) the intrinsic orientation ofD0 induced by p0 and ox.
Suppose in addition that pU,rcq is a flat family of deformations of C0 as in (7.31), pV, ϕq is a real
bundle pair over pU,rcq extending pV0, ϕ0q, sR1 , . . . , sRN are sections of Urc over ∆R satisfying (9.15),
and D”tDtu is a family of real CR-operators on pVt, ϕtq as in (7.33) extending D0. The decorated
structure on C0 determines an open subspace ∆
`
R
Ă ∆R and a decorated structure on the fiber
pΣt, σtq of π for every tP∆R. The relative Pin
˘-structure p0 on V
ϕ0
0 and the tuple of orientations ox
of fibers of V ϕ00 induce a relative Pin
˘-structure pt on V
ϕt
t and a tuple ox;t of orientations of fibers
of V ϕtt as above the CROrient 7H3 property and (9.16), respectively. For each tP∆
˚
R
, the decorated
structure on pΣt, σtq, the relative Pin
˘-structure pt, and the tuple ox;t determine an orientation
ot ” opt
`
Vt, ϕt; ox;t˘ (10.26)
of Dt as above Lemma 10.4. We denote by
o`p0poxq ” o
`
p0
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
(10.27)
the orientation of D0 obtained as the continuous extension of the orientations (10.26) with tP∆
`
R
.
We call (10.27) the limiting orientation of D0.
Let W1pV0, ϕ0qr‚ be as in (9.18). Define
W1pV0, ϕ0q ”
ˇˇ 
S1r Pπ0pΣ
σ0
0 q : r‰r‚, w1pV
ϕ0
0 q|S1r ‰0
(ˇˇ
`
ˇˇ
trPr2s : w1pV
ϕ0
0 q|S1‚r‰0
(ˇˇ
.
Lemma 10.7. Suppose C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.35) which contains
precisely one H3 node nd and no other nodes and carries precisely one real marked point xr on
each smooth connected component S1r of Σ
σ0
0 and a marked point xr‚ “nd on the nodal connected
component of Σσ00 . Let pV0, ϕ0q be a rank n real bundle pair over pΣ0, σ0q, p be a relative Pin
˘-
structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 ĂΣ0, ox be a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ0
0 |xr as
in (9.1), and D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. The intrinsic and limiting orientations, (10.25)
and (10.27), of D0 are the same if and only if`
xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚1sZ2y`1
˘
xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚2sZ2y ` n
`
W1pV0, ϕ0q´r‚
˘
´W1pV0, ϕ0qr‚
“
#
2Z P Z2, if pPP
´
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q;
|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|`W1pV0, ϕ0q`2Z P Z2, if pPP
`
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q.
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0
0

0

0 // D0 //

D0;˘ //

p2˘1qD0;λ //

0
0 // rD0 //

rD0;˘ //

p2˘1q rD0;λ //

0
0 // V ϕ00 |nd
//

V
ϕ0;˘
0;˘ |nd
//

p2˘1qλpV ϕ00 |ndq
//

0
0 0 0
Figure 10.3: Commutative square of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators for the proof
of Lemma 10.7
Proof. Let D0;λ, rD0;λ, D0;˘, and rD0;˘ be as in the proof of Lemma 10.6. We denote by o˘nd the
canonical orientation on
λ
`
V
ϕ0;˘
0;˘
˘
« λ
`
V
ϕ0
0
˘bp3˘1q
.
The decompositions in (7.5) and (10.20) induce the exact triples of Fredholm operators given by
the rows in the diagram of Figure 10.3. The exact triple (7.39) of Fredholm operators induces the
exact triples of Fredholm operators given by the columns in this diagram.
By definition, the left and middle columns in this figure and the exact triple formed by each
summand in the right column respect the orientations ond, o
˘
nd, and ond of the vector spaces in
the bottom row, the orientations (10.21) of rD0, rD0;˘, and rD0;λ, respectively, and the associated
intrinsic orientations op0poxq, op0 , and o0poxq as in (10.25), (10.22), and (9.14). The bottom row
respects the orientations ond, o
˘
nd, and ond. By definition, the middle row respects the orientations
in (10.21); the top row respects the limiting orientations o1p0poxq, o
1
p0 , and o
1
0poxq as in (10.27),
(10.23), and (9.17).
By the CROrient 7H3(a) property applied to pV0, ϕ0q˘, op0“o
1
p0 if and only if
pn`1q
`
|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|´r‚
˘
P 2Z. (10.28)
By Proposition 9.3 applied to λpV0, ϕ0q, o
1
0poxq“o0poxq if and only if (9.19) holds. By Lemma 8.13,
the total number of rows and columns in Figure 10.3 which respect the orientations is of the same
parity as `
ind p2˘1qD0;λ
˘`
dimV ϕ00 |nd
˘
– n
`ˇˇ
π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|`W1pV0, ϕ0q
˘
mod 2. (10.29)
Combining the statements in this paragraph and the previous one, we obtain the claim in the
Pin´-case.
Since the exact triple formed by the individual summands in the right column in Figure 10.3
respects the orientations o0poxq, ro0;λpoxq, and ond, Lemma 8.13 implies that the right column in
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the Pin`-case respects the direct sum orientations if and only if the number`
indD0;λ
˘`
dim λpV ϕ00 |ndq
˘
–
ˇˇ
π0pΣ
σ0
0 q
ˇˇ
`W1pV0, ϕ0q mod 2
is even. Combining this with the statements in the previous two paragraphs, we obtained the claim
in the Pin`-case.
We are now in a position to obtain an analogue of the CROrient 5 property for the orientations
constructed above Lemma 10.4. We first prove Proposition 10.8 below under the assumption that
the complex vector bundle V 1 in (7.20) is topologically trivial as a consequence of the already
established CROrient 5(a) property on page 106. We then reduce the general case to this special
case by bubbling off the non-trivial part of V 1 onto conjugate pairs of spheres and using the already
established CROrient 7C(a) property on page 110 and Lemma 10.6.
Proposition 10.8. Suppose pΣ, σq is a smooth decorated symmetric surface, e and o2x are as in
Lemma 10.2, os1 is a relative OSpin-structure on the real vector bundle V 1ϕ
1
over ΣσĂΣ, o1x is the
tuple orientations for pV 1, ϕ1q as in (9.1) obtained by restricting the orientation o1 of V 1ϕ
1
determined
by os1, and p2 is a relative Pin˘-structure on V 2ϕ
2
. The homotopy class of isomorphisms (7.23)
respects the orientations
oppoxq ” oxxos1,p2yyeR
`
V, ϕ; xxo1x, o
2
xyyeR
˘
, oos1 ” oos1
`
V 1, ϕ1
˘
, op2po
2
xq ” op2
`
V 2, ϕ2; o2x
˘
(10.30)
if and only if
prkV 1qprkV 2`1q
ˆ
|π0pΣ
σq|
2
˙
P 2Z. (10.31)
Proof. Let p“xxos1, p2yyeR and ox“xxo
1
x, o
2
xyyeR .
(1) We first assume that the restriction of V 1 to each connected component of Σ is of degree 0. Let
D1, D2, and D2λ be real CR-operators on pV
1, ϕ1q, pV 2, ϕ2q, and λpV 2, ϕ2q, respectively, and set
D “ D1‘D2, D2˘ “ D
2‘p2˘1qD2λ.
By the assumption that V 1ϕ
1
is orientable and [12, Lemma 3.2], we can identify the rank 1 real
bundle pair λpV 1, ϕ1q over pΣ, σq with the trivial rank 1 real bundle
pV1, ϕ1q ”
`
ΣˆC, σˆc
˘
so that the induced identification of the real line bundles λpV 1ϕ
1
q and ΣσˆR respects the orien-
tation o1 and the standard orientation on R. We denote by Dλ the real CR-operator on λpV, ϕq
corresponding to D2λ under the induced identification of
λpV, ϕq « λpV 1, ϕ1qbλpV 2, ϕ2q
with λpV 2, ϕ2q and take
D˘ “ D‘p2˘1qDλ.
The decompositions of D˘ and D
2
˘ above induce the exact triples of Fredholm operators given by
the middle and bottom rows in the first diagram of Figure 10.4. The exact sequence e in (7.20)
induces the exact triples given by the left and middle columns in this diagram.
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0
0

0 // D1
id //

D1 //

0

0 // D //

D˘ //

p2˘1qDλ //
“

0
0 // D2 //

D2˘
//

p2˘1qD2λ
//

0
0 0 0
0

0

0

0 // D10
//

D100‘D
1`
0
//

rV 10 |S` //

0
0 // D0 //

D0;0‘D
`
0
//

rV0|S` //

0
0 // D20
//

D20;0‘D
2`
0
//

rV 20 |S` //

0
0 0 0
Figure 10.4: Commutative squares of exact rows and columns of Fredholm operators for the proof
of Proposition 10.8
By definition, the middle and bottom rows in the diagram respect the orientations oppoxq of D and
op2poxq of D
2, oppV˘, ϕ˘q of D˘ and op2pV
2
˘, ϕ
2
˘q of D˘, and
oλpoxq ” o
`
λpV, ϕq; ox
˘
and oλpo
2
xq ” o
`
λpV 2, ϕ2q; o2x
˘
(10.32)
of Dλ and D
2
λ, respectively. By the assumption on the identification of λpV
1, ϕ1q with pV1, ϕ1q,
the identification in the right column respects the orientations (10.32). By the second identity in
the RelSpinPin 7(ses3X) property on page 74 and the CROrient 5(a) property, the middle column
respects the orientations oos1 , oppV˘, ϕ˘q, and op2pV
2
˘, ϕ
2
˘q if and only if (10.31) holds. Along with
Lemma 8.13, the last three statements imply that the left column in the first diagram in Figure 10.4
respects the orientations (10.30) if and only if (10.31) holds, provided the restriction of V 1 to each
connected component of Σ is of degree 0.
(2) We now deduce the general case from the special case in (1) and Lemma 10.6. Let pΣ0, σ0q
be a decorated marked symmetric surface consisting of pΣ, σq with conjugate pairs of copies of S2
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attached at one conjugate pair of points on each elemental component of pΣ, σq. We denote by
Σ00, S
`,Σ`0 ĂΣ0
the copy of Σ, the set of the nodal points carried by the distinguished half Σb00“Σ
b, and the union
of the additional copies of S2 attached at S`. Let pU,rcq be a family of deformations of C0”pΣ0, σ0q
over ∆ĂC2|S
`| so that the fiber Ct1 of pU,rcq over some t1P∆R is pΣ, σq and sR1 , . . . , sRN be sections
of Urc over ∆R with sRr pt1q“xr for each S1r Pπ0pΣσq. Let
0 ÝÑ prV 1, rϕ1q ÝÑ prV , rϕq ÝÑ prV 2, rϕ2q ÝÑ 0 (10.33)
be a short exact sequence of real bundle pairs over pU,rcq restricting to e over t1 so that the re-
striction of rV 1 to each topological component of Σ00 is of degree 0; such a sequence exists because
the restriction of V 1 to each elemental component of pΣ, σq is of even degree. We denote the exact
sequence (10.33) by re and the restrictions of prV 1, rϕ1q, prV 1, rϕ1q, and prV 2, rϕ2q to Σ00 by prV 100, rϕ100q,
prV00, rϕ00q, and prV 200, rϕ200q, respectively.
For each t P∆R, the tuples o
1
x, ox, and o
2
x of orientations of fibers of V
1ϕ1 , V ϕ, and V 2ϕ
2
induce
tuples o1x;t, ox;t, and o
2
x;t of orientations of fibers of
rV 1rϕ1tt , rV rϕtt , and rV 2rϕ2tt via the vector bundles
sR˚r
rV 1rϕ1 , sR˚r rV rϕ, and sR˚r rV 2rϕ2. Let ros1 and rp2 be relative OSpin-structures on the real vector
bundles rV 1rϕ1 and rV 2rϕ2, respectively, over UrcĂ U restricting to os1 and p2 on Σt1 so that w2p ros1q
and w2prp2q vanish on each added copy of S2. We define
rp “ @@ ros1,rp2DDreR , os100 “ ros1|Σ00 , p00 “ rp|Σ00 , p200 “ rp2|Σ00 ,
os1t “ ros1|Σt , pt “ rp|Σt , p2t “ rp2|Σt @ tP∆R , (10.34)
oos1;t “ oos1t
`rV 1t , rϕ1t˘, op;tpoxq “ opt` rVt, rϕt; ox;t˘, op2t po2xq “ op2t `rV 2t , rϕ2t ; o2x;t˘ @ tP∆˚R. (10.35)
Let D1”tD1tu and D
2”tD2tu be families of real CR-operators on pV
1
t , ϕ
1
tq and pV
2
t , ϕ
2
tq, respectively,
as in (7.33), and
Dt “ D
1
t‘D
2
t @tP∆R . (10.36)
We denote by D100, D00, and D
2
00 the real CR-operators on p
rV 100, rϕ100q, prV 100, rϕ100q, and prV 200, rϕ200q,
respectively, induced by D10, D0, and D
2
0 and by D
`
00, D
`
00, and D
`
00 the real CR-operators on
rV 1|Σ`0 ,rV |
Σ`0
, and rV 1|
Σ`0
, respectively, induced by D10, D0, and D
2
0. The orientations (10.35) of D
1
t, Dt,
and D2t extend continuously to orientations
o1os1;0 ” oos10
`rV 10 , rϕ10˘, o1p;0poxq ” op0`rV0, rϕ0; ox;0˘, and o1p2;0po2xq ” op20`rV 20 , rϕ20; o2x;0˘ (10.37)
of D10, D0, and D
2
0, respectively; these are the analogues of the limiting orientations of the CROr-
ient 7C(a) property. We denote by
oos1;0 ” oos10
`rV 10 , rϕ10˘, op;0poxq ” op0`rV0, rϕ0; ox;0˘, and op2;0po2xq ” op20`rV 20 , rϕ20; o2x;0˘ (10.38)
the corresponding analogues of the intrinsic orientation of the CROrient 7C(a) property. By
Lemma 10.6 applied |S`| times, these orientations are the same as the limiting orientations (10.37).
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The exact triple (7.36), the decomposition (7.17), and the isomorphism (7.7) induce the exact triples
of Fredholm operators given by the rows in the second diagram of Figure 10.4. The restriction of
the exact sequence (10.33) to Σ0 induces the exact triples given by the columns in this diagram.
Since the decompositions (10.36) induce an isomorphism
λpDq « λpD1qbλpD2q
of line bundle over ∆R and the orientations (10.37) restrict to the orientations (10.30) for t “ t1,
it is sufficient to show that the left column respects the limiting orientations (10.38) if and only if
(10.31) holds.
The right column and the exact triple formed by the second summands in the middle column respect
the complex orientations of all terms. Since the restriction of rV 100 to each topological component
of Σ00 is of degree 0, (1) above implies that the exact triple formed by the first summands in the
middle column respects the orientations
oos1;00 ” oos100
`rV 100, rϕ10˘, op;00poxq ” op00`rV0, rϕ00; ox;0˘, and op2;00po2xq ” op200`rV 200, rϕ200; o2x;0˘
of D100, D00, and D
2
00, respectively, if and only if (10.31) holds. Since the (real) index of D
1`
0 is
even, Lemma 8.13 then implies that the middle column respect the direct sum orientations
roos1;0 ” roos10`rV 10 , rϕ10˘, rop;0poxq ” rop0`rV0, rϕ0; ox;0˘, and rop2;0po2xq ” rop20`rV 20 , rϕ20; o2x;0˘ (10.39)
if and only if (10.31) holds.
The orientations
oCos1;0 ” o
C
os10
`rV 10 , rϕ10˘, oCp;0poxq ” op0`rV0, rϕ0; ox;0˘, and oCp2;0po2xq ” op20`rV 20 , rϕ20; o2x;0˘ (10.40)
of D10, D0, and D
2
0, respectively, determined by the orientations (10.39) and the complex orienta-
tions of the vector spaces in the right column via the rows in the second diagram of Figure 10.4
are the analogues of the C-split orientations of Corollary 7.3. By the proof of Lemma 10.5(3),
these orientations are the same as the orientations (10.38). Along with the sentence after (10.38),
this implies that the rows in this diagram respect the orientations (10.37), the orientations (10.39),
and the complex orientations of rV 10 |S` , rV0|S` , and rV 20 |S` . Since the right column respects these
complex orientations, the middle column respects the orientations (10.39) if and only if (10.31)
holds, and the (real) dimension of rV 1|S` is even, Lemma 8.13 implies that the left column respects
the limiting orientations (10.37) if and only if (10.31) holds.
10.4 Properties of twisted orientations
Suppose C is a smooth decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.3), pV, ϕq is a real bundle
pair over C, p is a relative Pin˘-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ over Σσ Ă Σ, and ox is
a tuple of orientations of fibers of V ϕ as in (10.3). For any real CR-operator D on the real bun-
dle pair pV, ϕq, we denote by oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq the orientation of the twisted determinant (10.2) of D
induced by the orientations oCpV
ϕ, oxq of λ
R
CpV, ϕq and oppV, ϕ; oxq of D defined in Section 10.1
and 10.2, respectively.
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Suppose C is a marked symmetric surface with the underlying symmetric surface pS2, τq and k“2
real marked points, pV, ϕq is a rank 1 odd-degree real bundle pair over pS2, τq, and ox1 is an
orientation of V ϕx1 . We then denote by
o˘C;0
`
V, ϕ; ox1
˘
” oC;ι
S2
pp˘
0
pV ϕqq
`
V, ϕ; ox1
˘
(10.41)
the orientation on rλCpDq determined by the image (7.29) of the Pin˘-structure p˘0 pV ϕq of Exam-
ples 1.20, 1.21, and 5.1 under the second map in (6.3) with X“S2.
The first three statements of Corollary 10.9 below extend the three statements of the CROrient 1p
property on page 102 to real bundle pairs pV, ϕq over smooth marked symmetric surfaces Cwithout
the balancing restriction. The last statement of this corollary, the first and last statements of
Corollary 10.10, and Corollary 10.11 extend the CROrient 2(b), 3, 4(b), and 5(b) properties in
the same way. Corollaries 10.12 and 10.13 extend the CROrient 7C(b) and 7H3(b) properties of
Section 7.3 to real bundle pairs pV0, ϕ0q over marked symmetric surfaces C0 without the balancing
restriction. According to the middle statement of Corollary 10.10, the orientations oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq
satisfy the conclusion of the CROrient 6(b) property on page 107.
Corollary 10.9. Suppose C is a smooth decorated marked symmetric surface, pV, ϕq is a rank n
real bundle pair over C, p is a relative Pin˘-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ over ΣσĂΣ,
and D is a real CR-operator on pV, ϕq. Let ox be a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ at points x˚r in
S1r ĂΣ
σ as in (10.3).
(1) The orientation oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq on rλCpDq does not depend on the choice of half-surface Σb˚ of
an elemental component Σ˚ of pΣ, σq if and only ifÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ
˚q
@ˆ
w1pV
ϕq, rS1r sZ2
Dˆkr´1
1
˙
` n
ˆ
kr´1
2
˙
“ ̟ppΣ˚q P Z2 .
(2) The interchange in the ordering of two consecutive components S1r and S
1
r`1 of Σ
σ preserves
the orientation oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq if and only if
n
`
krkr`1`1
˘
`2Z ‰
`@
w1pV
ϕq, rS1r sZ2
D
`1
˘`@
w1pV
ϕq, rS1r`1sZ2
D
`1
˘
P Z2.
(3) The interchange of two real marked points xjri pCq and xjri1pCq
on the same connected component
S1r of Σ
σ with 2ď i, i1ďkr preserves oC;ppV
ϕ, oxq. The combination of the interchange of the
real points xjr
1
pCq and xjr
i
pCq with 2ď iďkr and the replacement of the component ox˚r ”ox˚jr
1
pCq
in (10.3) by ox˚
jr
i
pCq
preserves oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq if and only if (10.5) holds.
(4) The reversal of the component orientation ox˚r in (10.3) preserves oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq if and only if
kr`2Z “
@
w1pV
ϕq, rS1r sZ2
D
`1 P 2Z.
(5) If in addition ηPH2pΣ,Σσ;Z2q, then the orientations oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq and oC;η¨ppV, ϕ; oxq are the
same if and only if xη, rΣbsZ2y“0.
Proof. The five statements of this corollary follow from the four statements of Lemma 10.1 and
the four statements of Lemma 10.4.
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Corollary 10.10. Suppose C, pV, ϕq, p, and D are as in Corollary 10.9.
(1) If o is an orientation on V ϕ and ox is a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ at points x˚r in S
1
r ĂΣ
σ as
in (10.3) obtained by restricting o, then the orientation oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq on rλCpDq corresponds
to the homotopy class of isomorphisms of λpDq and λRCpV, ϕq determined by the orientations
oR˘o ppqpV, ϕq and λ
R
Cpoq if and only if (7.12) holds.
(2) If pΣ, σq“pS2, τq, k“2, rkV “1, deg V “1, and ox1 is an orientation of V
ϕ
x1 , then (10.41) is
the orientation of rλCpDq corresponding to the homotopy class of the isomorphism (7.27) with
a“1.
(3) If ox is a tuple of orientations of V
ϕ as in (10.3) and C“ C1\C2 is a decomposition of C into
decorated marked symmetric surfaces as above (7.16) of genera g1 and g2, respectively, then
oC;ppV, ϕq “ oC1;p|C1
`
V |C1 , ϕ|C1 ; ox|C1˘ \ oC2;p|C2
`
V |C2 , ϕ|C2 ; ox|C2˘
if and only if (7.19) with V1”V |C1 and V2”V |C2 holds.
Proof. (1) By the assumption on ox, the orientations λ
R
Cpoq and oCpV
ϕ, oxq of λ
R
CpV, ϕq are the
same. Along with the definition of the orientation oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq of rλCpDq above Corollary 10.9
and Lemma 10.5(1), this implies the claim.
(2) By Lemma 10.5(2), the orientation (10.13) of D is the same as the intrinsic orientation
opV, ϕ; ox1q defined above Proposition 8.2. By Proposition 8.2(2),
o
`
V, ϕ; ox1
˘
” o2,0
`
V, ϕ; ox1
˘
“ o2,0
`
ox1
˘
.
The claim thus follows from the definitions of the twisted orientation (10.41) and the evaluation
orientation o2,0poxq.
(3) Since the decomposition C“ C1\C2 respects the orderings of the connected components of the
fixed loci, the isomorphism (7.16) respects the orientations
oC
`
V ϕ, ox
˘
, oC1` V
ϕ1
1 , ox|C1
˘
, and oC2
`
V
ϕ2
2 , ox|C2
˘
.
The claim thus follows from Lemma 10.5(3).
Corollary 10.11. Suppose C, e, and o2x are as in Lemma 10.2, os
1 is a relative OSpin-structure
on the real vector bundle V 1ϕ
1
over ΣσĂΣ, and o1x is the tuple orientations for pV
1, ϕ1q as in (10.4)
obtained by restricting the orientation o1 of V 1ϕ
1
determined by os1. If p2 PPΣpV
2ϕ2q, then
oC;xxos1,p2yyeR
`
V, ϕ; xxo1x, o
2
xyyeR
˘
“
`
oos1pV
1, ϕ1qλRCpos
1q˘
e
oC;p2
`
V 2, ϕ2; o2x
˘
if and only if (7.25) holds.
Proof. This claim follows immediately from Proposition 10.8 and Lemma 10.2.
It remains to describe the behavior of the orientations oC;ppV, ϕ; oxq under the flat degenerations
of the CROrient 7C and 7H3 properties in Section 7.3. We first suppose that C0 is a decorated
symmetric surface with one conjugate pair of nodes nd˘ as in (7.35), pV0, ϕ0q is a real bundle pair
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over pΣ0, σ0q, p0 is a relative Pin
˘-structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ00 over Σ
σ0
0 Ă Σ0, and
ox is a tuple of orientations of the fibers of V
ϕ0
0 at points x
˚
r P S
1
r as in (10.3). Let D0 be a real
CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. We define the associated intrinsic and limiting orientations,
oC0;p0
`
ox
˘
” oC0;p0
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
and o1C0;p0
`
ox
˘
” o1C0;p0
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
, (10.42)
of the twisted determinant rλC0pD0q ” λRC0pV0, ϕ0q˚bλpD0q (10.43)
of D0 to be the orientations induced by the intrinsic and limiting orientations of λ
R
C0
pV0, ϕ0q defined
after Lemma 10.2 and the intrinsic and limiting orientations of D0 in (10.18) and (10.19), respec-
tively. The observation below (10.6) and Lemma 10.6 immediately give the following conclusion.
Corollary 10.12. The intrinsic and limiting orientations (10.42) on rλC0pD0q are the same.
Suppose finally that C0 is a decorated marked symmetric surface as in (7.35) which contains
precisely one H3 node nd and no other nodes, pV0, ϕ0q and p0 are as above Corollary 10.12, ox is a
tuple of orientations of the fibers of V ϕ00 at points x
˚
r PS
1
r for r‰r‚ and x
˚
r‚“nd as above (10.7). Let
D0 be a real CR-operator on pV0, ϕ0q. We define the associated intrinsic and limiting orientations,
oC0;p0;1
`
ox
˘
” oC0;p0;1
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
, oC0;p0;2
`
ox
˘
” oC0;p0;2
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
,
and o`C0;p0
`
ox
˘
” o`C0;p0
`
V0, ϕ0; ox
˘
,
(10.44)
of the twisted determinant (10.43) of D0 to be the orientations induced by the intrinsic and limit-
ing orientations of λRC0pV0, ϕ0q as below (10.8) and in (10.9) and the intrinsic and limiting orien-
tations of D0 in (10.25) and (10.27). Let ǫRpC0;V
ϕ0
0 q, δr˚pV0, ϕ0q, and ǫr˚pC0;V
ϕ0
0 q be as above
Lemma 10.3 and W1pV0, ϕ0qr‚ and W1pV0, ϕ0q be as above Lemma 10.7. These two lemmas imme-
diately give the following conclusion.
Corollary 10.13. Let r˚“1, 2. The intrinsic and limiting orientations, oC0;p0;r˚poxq and o
`
C0;p0
poxq
in (10.42) on rλC0pD0q are the same if and only if
pn`1q
ˆ`
kr‚´1˘ δRpC0q`δr˚pC0q `
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ0
0
q
rąr‚
pkr´1q˙ `
ÿ
S1rPpi0pΣ
σ0
0
q
rąr‚
pkr´1q ´W1pV0, ϕ0qr‚
`
`
kr‚´1`
@
w1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚1sZ2`rS
1
‚2sZ2
D˘
δRpC0q `
`
k‚r˚´1`xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚r˚sZ2y
˘
j1r˚pC0q
` xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚1sZ2y
`
k‚2´1`xw1pV
ϕ0
0 q, rS
1
‚2sZ2y
˘
`
`
k‚1´1
˘
r˚
“ n
`
r˚´1
˘
`2Z`
#
np|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|`W1pV0, ϕ0qq P Z2, if pPP
´
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q;
pn`1qp|π0pΣ
σ0
0 q|`W1pV0, ϕ0qq P Z2, if pPP
`
Σ0
pV ϕ00 q.
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Chapter 3
Real Enumerative Geometry
Invariant signed counts of real rational J-holomorphic curves in compact real symplectic fourfolds
pX,ω, φq, now known as Welschinger’s invariants, were defined in [33] and interpreted in terms of
moduli spaces of J-holomorphic maps from the disk D2 in [29]. An adaptation of the interpretation
of [29] in terms of real J-holomorphic maps from the Riemann sphere P1 later appeared in [9]. The
two moduli-theoretic perspectives on Welschinger’s invariants lead to the WDVV-type relations
for these curve counts announced in [29] and established 11 years later in [3]. In contrast to the
intrinsically defined curve signs of [33], the curve signs of [29, 9] depend on the choice of a relative
Pin-structure on the fixed locus Xφ of the involution φ on X. The main theorem of this chapter,
Theorem 12.1, provides a precise relation between the signs of [33] and [29, 9]. While the proof of
this theorem implements the approach suggested in [29, Section 8], its statement is different from
that of [30, Theorem 11].
Section 11 obtains the key topological results concerning Pin-structures on a surface Y used in
the proof of Theorem 12.1. Theorems 11.3 and 11.4 in this section relate the restriction of a Pin-
structure p on Y along an immersed loop α in Y and the number of nodes of α. The proof of these
theorems uses the classical perspective of Definition 1.1 on Spin- and Pin-structures.
Section 12 recalls Welschinger’s definition of invariant signed counts of real rational J-holomorphic
curves in [33] and the perspectives on these invariants in [29, 9]. It fully describes the first author’s
further re-interpretation of Welschinger’s invariants in [3] as the degrees of relatively orientable
pseudocycles from moduli spaces of real pseudoholomorphic maps with signed marked points intro-
duced in [9]. Theorem 12.1 is then proved by combining this re-interpretation with Theorem 11.3.
The description of Welschinger’s invariants as the degrees of relatively orientable pseudocycles and
the proof of Theorem 12.1 make use the properties of orientations of determinants of real Cauchy-
Riemann operators provided by Theorem 7.1, which in turn uses the trivializations perspective
of Definition 1.3 on Spin- and Pin-structures and the trivializations perspective of Definition 6.3
on relative Spin- and Pin-structures. The proof of Theorem 12.1 thus depends on the perspec-
tives of Definitions 1.1 and 1.3 being equivalent in a way respecting the properties of Spin- and
Pin-structures listed in Section 1.2; such an equivalence is provided by Theorem 1.4.
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11 Pin-structures and immersions
Let Y be a smooth manifold. For αPLpY q, define ´αPLpY q by
´αpzq “ αpzq @ zPS1ĂC.
A smooth map α : S1ÝÑY is an immersion if dzα‰0 for all zPS
1. For such a map, let
Nα ”
α˚TY
Imdα
ÝÑ S1
denote its normal bundle. Thus, an immersion α determines an exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TS1 ÝÑ α˚TY ÝÑNα ÝÑ 0 (11.1)
of real vector bundles over S1, which we denote by epαq. A node of such a map is a pair tz1, z2u
of distinct points of S1 such that αpz1q“αpz2q; a triple self-intersection point of α corresponds to
3 nodes in this definition. We call an immersion α admissible if
Imdz1α ‰ Imdz2α
for every node tz1, z2u of α. The number of nodes of an admissible immersion α is finite; we denote
it by δpαq.
Suppose α : S1 ÝÑ Y is an immersion. By Example 1.8, the standard orientation on S1 Ă C
determines an OSpin-structure os0pTS
1q on the first non-trivial vector bundle in the short exact
sequence (11.1). By the SpinPin 1 property in Section 6.2, each of the other two bundles in (11.1)
admits a Pin˘-structure. Along with the H1pY ;Z2q-equivariance of the second map in (1.24) in
the second input and the SpinPin 2 property, this implies that the map
P˘pNαq ÝÑ P˘pα˚TY q, p2 ÝÑ xxos0pTS
1q, p2yyepαq, (11.2)
is anH1pY ;Z2q-equivariant bijection. By the SpinPin 2 property, P
˘pNαq consists of two elements.
Let Y be a smooth surface (manifold of real dimension 2), possibly with boundary, and α : S1ÝÑY
be an immersion. The last non-trivial vector bundle in (11.1) is then a line bundle. Lemma 1.16 and
Remark 1.18 identify the left-hand side of (11.2) with Z2 by specifying a Pin
˘-structure p˘0 pNαq
corresponding to 0PZ2.
For a Pin˘-structure p on TY , we define tppαqP Z2 by@@
os0pTS
1q, p˘
tppαq
pNαq
DD
epαq
“ α˚p . (11.3)
If Nα is orientable, the identification of P˘pNαq with Z2 does not depend on the orientation of α.
Along with the first statement in the SpinPin 7(ses3) property, this implies that
tpp´αq “ tppαq @ pPP
˘pTY q if w1pα
˚TY q “ 0. (11.4)
If Nα is not orientable, the identification of P`pNαq with Z2 does not depend on the orienta-
tion of α and the identification of P´pNαq with Z2 does. Along with the first statement in the
SpinPin 7(ses3) property, this implies that
tpp´αq “ tppαq @ pPP
´pTY q, tpp´αq “ tppαq`
@
w1pY q, rαsZ2
D
@ pPP`pTY q. (11.5)
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For os P OSppTY q, let tospαq ” tppαq be the element of Z2 determined by the preimage p of os
under (1.15). By the SpinPin 4 property and (1.26), this element is the same for the two possibilities
for the domain of (1.15).
Example 11.1. Let α : S1ÝÑR2 be the standard inclusion of the unit circle and
α´ : S
1 ÝÑ SOp2q
be as in the n “ 2 case of the proof of Lemma 2.2. The standard orientations on S1 and R2
determine an orientation on Nα via the exact sequence (11.1); it is given by the inward pointing
radial direction. The Spin-structure on
TR2|S1 “ R
2ˆR2
ˇˇ
S1
“ S1ˆR2
induced by the canonical Spin-structures on the oriented line bundles TS1 and Nα via the exact
sequence (11.1) is described by the section
S1 ÝÑ SO
`
TR2|S1
˘
“ S1ˆSOp2q, e2piit ÝÑ
`
e2piit, α´ptq
˘
.
Since this loop generates π1pSOp2qq, this OSpin-structure differs from the restriction of the unique
OSpin-structure os on the oriented vector bundle TR2 over R2. Thus, tospαq“1.
Example 11.2. Let Y , SγR;1ĂY , oRP1 , oSγR;1 , and p
`
0 be as in Example 1.22. By (1.41) and (11.4),
tp`0
pαq“0 for every smooth parametrization α : S1ÝÑY of SγR;1. Since the restriction homomor-
phism
H1pY ;Z2q ÝÑ H
1
`
SγR;1;Z2
˘
is trivial, the SpinPin 2(a) property and the H1pY ;Z2q-equivariance of (1.30) in the first input
then imply that tp`1
pαq“0 for the other Pin`-structure p`1 on Y as well.
We call a topological surface Y closed if it is compact and without boundary. For such a surface
and α, β PH1pY ;Z2q, let
α¨β ”
@
pPDY αqpPDY βq, rY sZ2
D
P Z2
denote the homology intersection number of α and β. By Wu’s relations [24, p132],
w2pY q “ w
2
1pY q P H
2pY ;Z2q, xw1pY q, αy “ α
2 P Z2 @αPH1pY ;Z2q. (11.6)
Theorem 11.3. Let Y be a smooth closed surface. For every Pin´-structure p on TY , there exists
a map
µp : H1pY ;Z2q ÝÑ Z2
such that tppαq“1`µpprαsZ2q`δpαq for every admissible immersion α : S
1ÝÑY and
µp
`
α`β
˘
“ µppαq`µppβq`α¨β`xw1pY q, αyxw1pY q, βy @α, β PH1pY ;Z2q. (11.7)
Furthermore,
µη¨ppαq “ µppαq ` xη, αy @ ηPH
1pY ;Z2q, αPH1pY ;Z2q. (11.8)
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Theorem 11.4. Let Y be a smooth closed surface. For every Pin`-structure p on TY , there exists
a map
µp : H1pY ;Zq ÝÑ Z2
such that tppαq“1`µpprαsZq`δpαq for every admissible immersion α : S
1ÝÑY and
µpp0q “ 0, µp
`
α`β
˘
“ µppαq`µppβq`α¨β @α, β PH1pY ;Zq. (11.9)
Furthermore,
µη¨ppαq “ µppαq ` xη, αZ2y @ ηPH
1pY ;Z2q, αPH1pY ;Zq, (11.10)
where αZ2 PH1pY ;Z2q is the Z2-reduction of α.
11.1 Admissible immersions into surfaces
We deduce Theorems 11.3 and 11.4 from Proposition 11.5 below. The latter is in turn a consequence
of the four lemmas stated in the present section and proved in the next.
Proposition 11.5. Let Y be a smooth closed surface and α1, . . . , αm : S
1ÝÑY be admissible loops.
If
mÿ
i“1
rαisZ2 “ 0 P H1pY ;Z2q (11.11)
and pPP´pTY q, then
mÿ
i“1
`
tppαiq`δpαiq
˘
“ m`
ÿ
iăj
´
αi ¨αj`
@
w1pY q, rαisZ2
D@
w1pY q, rαj sZ2
D¯
P Z2. (11.12)
If (11.11) holds with Z-coefficients and pPP`pTY q, then
mÿ
i“1
`
tppαiq`δpαiq
˘
“ m`
ÿ
iăj
αi ¨αj P Z2. (11.13)
Proof of Theorem 11.3. Let p be a Pin´-structure on TY . If admissible loops α1, α2 : S
1ÝÑY
agree in H1pY ;Z2q, then (11.12) and (11.6) give`
tppα1q`δpα1q
˘
`
`
tppα2q`δpα2q
˘
“ α1 ¨α1`
@
w1pY q, rα1sZ2
D
“ 0 .
Thus, the map
µp : H1pY ;Z2q ÝÑ Z2, µp
`
rαsZ2
˘
“ tppαq`δpαq`1,
is well-defined (α : S1ÝÑY is an admissible loop above). By the m“3 case of (11.12) and (11.6),
µp
`
α`β
˘
`µppαq`µppβq “ α¨β`xw1pY q, αyxw1pY q, βy ` pα`βq¨pα`βq`xw1pY q, α`βy
“ α¨β`xw1pY q, αyxw1pY q, βy.
This establishes (11.7). Since the H1pY ;Z2q-action of the SpinPin 2 property is natural and free,
tη¨ppαq “ tppαq`
@
α˚η, rS1sZ2
D
“ tppαq `
@
η, rαsZ2
D
(11.14)
for every ηPH1pY ;Z2q and every admissible loop α : S
1ÝÑY . This implies (11.8).
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Proof of Corollary 11.4. Let p be a Pin`-structure on TY . If admissible loops α1, α2 : S
1ÝÑY
agree in H1pY ;Zq, then (11.13) and (11.6) give`
tppα1q`δpα1q
˘
`
`
tpp´α2q`δpα2q
˘
“ α1 ¨α1 “
@
w1pY q, rα1sZ2
D
.
Along with the second statement in (11.5), this implies that the map
µp : H1pY ;Zq ÝÑ Z2, µp
`
rαsZ2
˘
“ tppαq`δpαq`1,
is well-defined and satisfies
µppαq`µpp´αq “
@
w1pY q, αZ2
D
@αPH1pY ;Zq. (11.15)
By the m“3 case of (11.13) and (11.6),
µp
`
α`β
˘
`µpp´αq`µpp´βq “ α¨β`pα`βq¨pα`βq “ α¨β`xw1pY q, αy ` xw1pY q, βy.
Along with (11.15), this implies the second claim in (11.9). The first claim in (11.9) follows
immediately from Example 11.1. The relation (11.10) follows from (11.14).
We will deduce Proposition 11.5 from the four lemmas stated below; they are proved in Section 11.2.
Lemma 11.6 obtains an analogue of this proposition for the boundary components of a compact
bordered surface. Lemma 11.7 is used in the proof of Proposition 11.5 to deduce its case for disjoint
embedded loops from Lemma 11.6. Lemma 11.8 and the crucial Lemma 11.9 reduce the general
case of this proposition to this special case.
Lemma 11.6. Let Y be a compact surface with boundary components α1, . . . , αm. If p is a Pin
`-
structure on TY , then
mÿ
i“1
tppαiq “ χpY q`2Z P Z2 . (11.16)
If p is a Pin´-structure on TY , then
mÿ
i“1
tppαiq “ m`2Z P Z2 . (11.17)
Lemma 11.7. Let Y be a smooth surface and C1, . . . , Cm Ă Y be a collection of disjoint simple
circles such that
mÿ
i“1
“
Ci
‰
Z2
“ 0 P H1pY ;Z2q. (11.18)
(1) There exists an immersion f : Σ ÝÑ Y from a compact surface with boundary components
pBΣq1, . . . , pBΣqm so that the restriction of f to each pBΣqi is a homeomorphism onto Ci.
(2) If in addition the circles Ci are oriented and (11.18) holds with Z coefficients, then there ex-
ists an immersion f : Σ ÝÑ Y from a compact oriented surface with boundary components
pBΣq1, . . . , pBΣqm so that the restriction of f to each pBΣqi is an orientation-preserving home-
omorphism onto Ci.
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pαi
αj
α1i1
α1j1
Figure 11.1: Smoothing a node of a collection of oriented curves
Let Y be a smooth surface and α1, . . . , αm : S
1 ÝÑ Y be admissible loops. By applying a small
deformation, we can deform these loops so that all their intersection and self-intersection points
are simple nodes, i.e.ˇˇ 
pi, zqPt1, . . . ,muˆS1 : αipzq“p
(ˇˇ
ď 2 @ pPY, Imdz1αi ‰ Imdz2αj @ pi, z1q‰pj, z2q.
We can then smooth out all intersection and self-intersection points in accordance with the orien-
tations of the loops inside of small coordinate charts as in Figure 11.1. We call the new collection
α11, . . . , α
1
m1 : S
1 ÝÑ Y
of oriented loops a smoothing of the collection α1, . . . , αm.
Lemma 11.8. Let Y be a smooth surface and α1, . . . , αm : S
1 ÝÑ Y be admissible loops. If
α11, . . . , α
1
m1 is a smoothing of α1, . . . , αm, then
m1ÿ
i“1
rα1isZ “
mÿ
i“1
rαisZ P H1pY ;Zq. (11.19)
If in addition Y is closed, then
m1 ” m`
mÿ
i“1
δpαiq `
ÿ
iăj
αi ¨αj mod 2 . (11.20)
Lemma 11.9. Let Y , α1, . . . , αm, and α
1
1, . . . , α
1
m1 be as in Lemma 11.8.
(a) If p is a Pin`-structure on TY , then
m1ÿ
i“1
tppα
1
iq “
mÿ
i“1
tppαiq . (11.21)
(b) If p is a Pin´-structure on TY , then
m1ÿ
i“1
tppα
1
iq `
ÿ
iăj
@
w1pY q, rα
1
isZ2
D@
w1pY q, rα
1
j sZ2
D
“
mÿ
i“1
tppαiq `
ÿ
iăj
@
w1pY q, rαisZ2
D@
w1pY q, rαj sZ2
D
.
(11.22)
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Proof of Proposition 11.5. By Lemmas 11.7 and 11.9, we can replace the collection α1, . . . , αm
by its smoothing. Thus, we can assume that the images C1, . . . , Cm of the loops α1, . . . , αm are
disjoint circles. Along with (11.11) and (11.6), this implies that@
w1pY q, rCisZ2
D
“ 0 @ i“1, . . . ,m. (11.23)
Thus, (11.12) and (11.13) in this situation reduce to
mÿ
i“1
tppαiq ” m mod 2. (11.24)
Since the normal bundle of each Ci is orientable by (11.23), tppαiq does not depend on the orien-
tation of αi even for pPP
`pTY q in this case.
Let f : ΣÝÑY be as in Lemma 11.7(1). Thus,
mÿ
i“1
tppαiq ”
m1ÿ
i“1
tf˚p
`
f |pBΣqi
˘
mod 2 @ pPP˘pTY q. (11.25)
Along with (11.17) with pY, pq replaced by pΣ, f˚pq, this implies (11.24) for all pPP´pTY q.
Suppose (11.11) holds with Z-coefficients. Let f : Σ ÝÑ Y be as in Lemma 11.7(2). Since Σ is
oriented, χpΣq is of the same parity as m1. Along with (11.16) with pY, pq replaced by pΣ, f˚pq,
this implies (11.24) for all pPP`pTY q.
Example 11.10. Let Y be a smooth closed surface. By (11.7) and (11.6), µpp0q“0 for every
pPP´pTY q; this is consistent with the conclusion of Example 11.1. By (11.9) and (11.6),
µppαq`µpp´αq “
@
w1pY q, αZ2
D
@αPH1pY ;Zq, pPP
`pTY q ;
this is consistent with the second statement in (11.5). This relation in particular implies that the
normal bundle to an (embedded) circle C in a smooth closed connected unorientable surface Y
representing the unique two-torsion element α of H1pY ;Zq is trivializable if TY admits a Pin
`-
structure. This can be obtained directly from the evenness of χpY q, as such a class α is the sum
of the basis elements α1, . . . , αm in the proof of Corollary 11.11 below.
Corollary 11.11. Let Y be a closed connected unorientable surface. If the dimension of H1pY ;Z2q
is at most 3, then TY admits a canonical Pin´-structure p´0 pY q; it is preserved by every homeo-
morphism of Y .
Proof. We first recall an observation from the proof of [10, Lemma 2.2]. By [27, Theorem 77.5], Y
is the connected sum of m copies of RP2 for some mPZ`; the dimension of H1pY ;Z2q then is m.
By [27, Theorem 77.5], Y can be represented by the labeling scheme α1α1. . .αmαm; see Figure 11.2.
From the labeling scheme, it is immediate that αi ¨αi“1 and αi ¨αj“0 if i‰ j. Thus, there exists
a basis α1, . . . , αm for H1pY ;Z2q diagonalizing the Z2-intersection form.
By the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Cohomology [26, Theorems 53.5], the homomorphism
κ : H1pY ;Z2q ÝÑ HomZ2
`
H1pY ;Z2q,Z2
˘
,
 
κpηq
(
pαq “ xη, αy,
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α1α1
α11
α3α2
α2 α3
Figure 11.2: Labeling scheme for Y “RP2#RP2#RP2 and a deformation α11 of the loop α1 used to
compute the intersection product on H1pY ;Z2q
is an isomorphism. By the SpinPin 1 property in Section 1.2 and (11.6), TY admits a Pin´-
structure p. Along with (11.8), these two statements imply that TY admits a unique Pin´-structure
p´0 pY q so that
µp´0 pY q
pαiq “ 0 @ i“1, . . . ,m. (11.26)
If mď3, a basis α1, . . . , αm diagonalizing the Z2-intersection form is unique up to the permutations
of its elements. The Pin´-structure determined by (11.26) then does not depend on the choice of
such a basis and is preserved by every homeomorphism of Y .
Remark 11.12. If m“4 and α1, . . . , α4 are as in the proof of Corollary 11.11, then
α11 ” α2`α3`α4, α
1
2 ” α1`α3`α4, α
1
3 ” α1`α2`α4, α
1
4 ” α1`α2`α3
is another basis for H1pY ;Z2q diagonalizing the Z2-intersection form and µp´0 pY q
pα1iq“1 for all i.
Every disjoint collections C1, . . .CmĂY of circles representing a diagonalizing basis for H1pY ;Z2q
presents Y as the real blowup of S2 at m distinct points (with S2 obtained from Y by contracting
the circles). For any two collections x1, . . . , xm and x
1
1, . . . , x
1
m of distinct points on S
2, there exists
a homeomorphism from the blowup Y at the first set to the blowup Y 1 at the second set so that the
i-th “exceptional divisor” Ci for the first blowup is taken to C
1
i for all i. For any two diagonalizing
bases α1, . . . , αm and α
1
1, . . . , α
1
m for H1pY ;Z2q, there thus exists a homeomorphism f of Y so that
f˚αi“α
1
i for all i. This implies that Corollary 11.11 does not extend to mě4.
11.2 Proofs of Lemmas 11.6-11.9
We now establish the four lemmas stated in Section 11.1.
Proof of Lemma 11.6. We can assume that Y is connected and m ě 1. Let Σ be the closed
surface obtained from Y by attaching disks along the boundary components of Y . By the SpinPin 1
property in Section 1.2 and (11.6), TΣ admits a Pin´-structure; if the Euler characteristic
χpΣq “ χpY q`m
is even, then TΣ also admits a Pin`-structure. By Example 11.1, (11.16) and (11.17) hold if p
is the restriction p0 of a Pin
˘-structure on TΣ. By Corollary A.14, any other Pin˘-structure p
on TY differs from p0 on an even number of boundary components. This establishes (11.16) if
χpY q and m are of the same parity and (11.17) in all cases.
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Suppose χpY q and m are not of the same parity, i.e. χpΣq is odd, and thus Σ does not admit a
Pin`-structure by the SpinPin 1 property. Let Σ1ĂΣ be the surface obtained from Y by attaching
disks along the boundary components α2, . . . , αm of Y . By the SpinPin 1 property, TΣ
1 admits a
Pin`-structure p1. If tp1pα1q “ 1, then Example 11.1 implies that p
1 extends to a Pin`-structure
on TΣ. Thus,
tp1pα1q “ 0 ” χpΣ
1q“χpY q`pm´1q mod 2.
Along with Example 11.1, this implies that (11.16) holds if p is the restriction p0 of p
1. By
Corollary A.14, any other Pin`-structure p on TY differs from p0 on an even number of boundary
components. This establishes (11.16) in the remaining case.
Proof of Lemma 11.7. Let Σ1, . . . ,Σn be the topological components of the surface obtained
by cutting Y along the circles C1, . . . , Cm. Triangulate Y so that each Ci is a subcomplex (and no
edges of the same 2-simplex are identified). Then,
mÿ
i“1
Ci “ B
kÿ
j“1
∆j P C1pY ;Z2q (11.27)
for some 2-simplices ∆j Ă Y . Since the right-hand side of (11.27) contains no 1-simplicies in the
interior of any Σj, Σ”∆1Y. . .Y∆k is the union of some of the bordered surfaces Σ1, . . . ,Σn; the
boundary of Σ is C1Y. . .YCm.
By the above, the boundary of each surface Σj above is a union of some of the circles C1, . . . , Cm.
Suppose the circle Ci are oriented and (11.18) holds with Z coefficients. Then,
mÿ
i“1
Ci “ B
kÿ
j“1
aj∆j P C1pY ;Zq (11.28)
for some aj PZ
` and oriented simplicies ∆j ĂY so that each unoriented simplex appears at most
once. For each aPZ`, let Σ1a be the union of the 2-simplices ∆j with aj“a. Since the right-hand
side of (11.28) contains no 1-simplicies in the interior of any Σj, each Σ
1
a is the union of some of
the bordered surfaces Σ1, . . . ,Σn. The orientations of the simplices ∆j orient Σ
1
a. Define
Σ “
8ğ
a“1
t1, . . . , auˆΣ1a, f : Σ ÝÑ Y, fpb, xq “ x @xPΣ
1
a, b“1, . . . , a, aPZ
` .
By (11.28), the initial orientation of each Ci agrees with its boundary orientation as a component
of BΣ.
Proof of Lemma 11.8. The right-hand sides in (11.19) and (11.20) are invariant under small
deformations of the loops αi. Thus, we can assume that all intersection and self-intersection points
of α1, . . . , αm are simple nodes. Smoothing each node then changes the number of loops by one.
This implies (11.20); (11.19) is immediate from the construction of the smoothing.
Proof of Lemma 11.9. The right-hand sides in (11.21) and (11.22) are invariant under small
deformations of the loops αi. Thus, we can assume that all intersection and self-intersection points
of α1, . . . , αm are simple nodes. We show below that (11.21) and (11.22) hold if α
1
1, . . . , α
1
m1 are
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obtained from α1, . . . , αm by smoothing one node or intersection point p of α1, . . . , αm. This suf-
fices to establish the two identities.
If U0, U1 Ă S
1 are open (proper, connected) arcs covering S1, we denote by U01ĂU0XU1 the
connected component that follows U0´U1 and precedes U1´U0 with respect to the standard
orientation of S1 and by U10ĂU0XU1 the other connected component. Let
I2, I2;1 P Op2q, rI2 P Spinp1q Ă Pin˘p1q, and rI2,pI2 P Spinp2q Ă Pin˘p2q
be as in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Fix a metric on TY . We establish (11.12) and (11.13) using the
perspective of Definition 1.1(a).
Let α : S1ÝÑY be an immersion. We trivialize α˚TY with its metric over U0 and U1 by taking
the first vector field to be the oriented vector field on S1 of unit length with respect to the pullback
metric and choosing the second vector field so that the transition function gα01 from U1 to U0
equals I2 on U01. This implies that
gα01
ˇˇ
U10
“
#
I2, if w1pα
˚TY q“0;
I2;1, if w1pα
˚TY q‰0.
The transition function rg101 for os0pTS1q on TS1 equals rI1.
If Nα (or equivalently α˚TY ) is orientable, the canonical Pin˘-structure p˘0 pNιq on Nα is specified
by the transition function rg201“rI1. By (3.35), the transition function
rg01” ι2;1`rg101, rg201˘ : U0XU1 ÝÑ Pin˘p2q (11.29)
specifying the Pin˘-structure xxos0pTS
1q, p˘0 pNιqyyepαq then equals
rI2. The above trivializations
for α˚TY can thus be lifted to trivializations for the Pin˘-structure α˚p on α˚TY so that the
associated transition function rgp01 satisfies
rgp01 ˇˇU01 “ rI2, rgp01 ˇˇU10 “ pI tppαq2 , (11.30)
if α˚TY is orientable.
If the vector bundle α˚TY is not orientable, the transition function (11.29) specifying the Pin˘-
structure xxos0pTS
1q, p˘0 pNιqyyepαq is described by
rg01 ˇˇU01 “ rI2, rg01 ˇˇU10 “ rI‹2;1,
for a certain element rI‹2;1 PPin˘p2q in the preimage of I2;1 under (2.26). The above trivializations
for α˚TY can thus be lifted to trivializations for the Pin˘-structure α˚p on α˚TY so that the
associated transition function rgp01 satisfies
rgp01 ˇˇU01 “ rI2, rgp01 ˇˇU10 “ rI‹2;1pI tppαq2 , (11.31)
if α˚TY is not orientable.
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Figure 11.3: The space S and the loops α,αa, αbĂS
Let pPY be either a simple node of a loop α so that smoothing p breaks α into loops αa and αb, as
in Figure 11.3, or a transverse intersection point of distinct loops αa and αb so that smoothing p
combines αa and αb into a single loop α. Since α is homologous to the sum of αa and αb,@
w1pY q, rαasZ2
D
`
@
w1pY q, rαbsZ2
D
“
@
w1pY q, rαsZ2
D
. (11.32)
Let U Ă Y be a square coordinate neighborhood of p intersecting the collection α1, . . . , αm along
the two diagonals and U2ĂU 1ĂU be neighborhoods of p so that U2ĂU 1 and U 1ĂU . We smooth
out p inside of U2 and define
S “
`
U 1\α´1pY ´U2q
L˘
„, U 1 Q αpzq „ zPS1 @ zPα´1pU 1´U2q,
f : S ÝÑ Y, fpxq “
#
x, if xPU 1;
αpzq, if zPα´1
`
Y ´U2
˘
;
U0 “ S´α
´1pY ´Uq.
Let Ua, UbĂα
´1pY´U 1q be the connected components so that Ua is contained in the domain of the
loop αa and Ub is contained in the domain of the loop αb. The collection tUa, Ub, U0u is then an
open cover of S. For ‚“ta, bu, we denote by U0‚ĂU0XU‚ the connected component that follows
U0´UaYUb and precedes U‚´U0 with respect to the standard orientation of S
1 and by U‚0ĂU0XU‚
the other connected component.
Let ξ PΓpS; f˚TY q be such that ξ|Ua is the standard oriented unit vector field on the domain S
1
of αa, ξ|Ub is its analogue for αb, and ξ|U 1 is as depicted in Figure 11.3. We trivialize f
˚TY over Ua,
Ub, and U0 by taking the first vector field to be ξ and choosing the second vector field so that the
transition functions gf0a from Ua to U0 and g
f
0b from Ub to U0 satisfy
g
f
0a
ˇˇ
U0a
“ I2 and g
f
0b
ˇˇ
U0b
“ I2 .
This implies that
g
f
0‚
ˇˇ
U‚0
“
#
I2, if w1pα
˚
‚TY q“0, ‚“a, b;
I2;1, if w1pα
˚
‚TY q‰0, ‚“a, b.
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Ua
Ub
Ua0 U0a
U0b Ub0
rgp$a rI2
rgp%brI2
Figure 11.4: Open cover of the domain of α and transition functions (11.34) for α˚p
In light of (11.30) and (11.31), these trivializations for f˚TY can be lifted to trivializations for the
Pin˘-structure f˚p on f˚TY so that the associated transition functions rgp0a and rgp0b satisfy
rgp0a ˇˇU0a , rgp0b ˇˇU0b “ rI2, rgp0‚ ˇˇU‚0 “
#pI tppα‚q2 , if w1pα˚‚TY q“0, ‚“a, b;rI‹2;1pI tppα‚q2 , if w1pα˚‚TY q‰0, ‚“a, b. (11.33)
Let ι : S1ÝÑS be the continuous map so that α“f ˝ι. This map identifies the open subsets
Ua, Ub, U0a, Ua0, U0b, Ub0 Ă S
with their preimages. We denote by U$0 Ă ι
´1pU0q the connected component containing Ua0 and U0b
and by U%0 Ă ι
´1pU0q the other connected component; see Figure 11.4. The collection tUa, Ub, U
$
0 , U
%
0 u
is then an open cover of S1 and
UaXU
%
0 “ U0a, UaXU
$
0 “ Ua0, UbXU
$
0 “ U0b, UbXU
%
0 “ Ub0;
all other intersections are empty.
The pullbacks by ι of the above trivializations of f˚TY induce trivializations Φa,Φb,Φ
$
0 ,Φ
%
0 of
ι˚f˚TY “α˚TY over Ua, Ub, U
$
0 , U
%
0 , respectively, so that the first vector field in each trivialization
is the standard oriented unit vector field on the domain S1 of α. The pullbacks by ι of the above
trivializations of f˚p induce trivializations rΦa, rΦb, rΦ$0 , rΦ%0 of ι˚f˚p “ α˚p over Ua, Ub, U$0 , U%0 ,
respectively. By (11.33), the associated transition functions rgpa% from U%0 to Ua, rgp$a from Ua
to U$0 , rgpb$ from U$0 to Ub, and rgp%b from Ub to U%0 are given by
rgpa% “ rI2, rgpb$ “ rI2,
rgp$a “
#pI tppαaq2 , if w1pα˚aTY q“0;rI‹2;1pI tppαaq2 , if w1pα˚aTY q‰0; rgp%b “
#pI tppαbq2 , if w1pα˚bTY q“0;rI‹2;1pI tppαbq2 , if w1pα˚bTY q‰0.
(11.34)
Suppose w1pα
˚
aTY q “ 0. Multiplying the trivializations rΦb and rΦ$0 by ppI tppαaq2 q´1 turns the last
transition function in (11.34) into
rgp%bpI tppαaq2 “
#pI tppαaq`tppαbq2 , if w1pα˚bTY q“0;rI‹2;1pI tppαaq`tppαbq2 , if w1pα˚bTY q‰0; (11.35)
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and makes the remaining three transition functions rI2. This modification does not effect the
associated trivializations of α˚TY . Comparing (11.35) with (11.30) and (11.31), we conclude that
tppαq “ tppαaq ` tppαbq
if w1pα
˚
aTY q“0 or w1pα
˚
bTY q“0.
Supposew1pα
˚
aTY q‰0 and w1pα
˚
bTY q‰0. Multiplying the trivializations
rΦb and rΦ$0 by prI‹2;1pI tppαaq2 q´1
turns the last transition function in (11.34) into
rgp%brI‹2;1pI tppαaq2 “ r`I‹2;1 2˘pI tppαaq`tppαbq2 “
#pI tppαaq`tppαbq2 , if pPP`pTY q;pI tppαaq`tppαbq`12 , if pPP´pTY q; (11.36)
and makes the remaining three transition functions rI2. This modification multiplies the associ-
ated trivializations Φb and Φ
$
0 of α
˚TY by I2;1 and thus leaves the first vector field unchanged.
Comparing (11.36) with (11.31), we conclude that
tppαq “
#
tppαaq`tppαbq, if pPP
`pTY q;
tppαaq`tppαbq`1, if pPP
´pTY q;
if w1pα
˚
aTY q‰0 and w1pα
˚
bTY q‰0.
By the last two paragraphs,
tppαq “
#
tppαaq`tppαbq, if pPP
`pTY q;
tppαaq`tppαbq`
@
w1pY q, rαasZ2
D@
w1pY q, rαbsZ2
D
, if pPP´pTY q.
Combining this with (11.32), we obtain (11.21) and (11.22), with α11, . . . , α
1
m1 being loops obtained
from α1, . . . , αm by smoothing one node or intersection point p of α1, . . . , αm.
Remark 11.13. Let α be as in the paragraph containing (11.31). By Examples 1.20 and 1.21, the
canonical Pin˘-structure p˘0 pNιq on Nα is specified by the transition function satisfying rg201|U01“rI1
and rg201|U10“rI1;1. Along with (2.36), this implies that rI‹2;1“rI2;1.
12 Counts of real rational curves
We recall Welschinger’s definition of invariant signed counts of real rational J-holomorphic curves
in compact real symplectic fourfolds pX,ω, φq and the perspectives of [29, 9] on these invariants
in Section 12.1. This section concludes with the statement of Theorem 12.1, which compares
Welschinger’s intrinsic definition of curve signs with a definition depending on a Pin´-structure
as in [29, 9, 3]. The relevant notation and orientations for the Deligne-Mumford spaces M
τ
k,l of
stable real curves and for the moduli spaces of stable maps are specified in Sections 12.2 and 12.3,
respectively. After describing the invariant signed counts of real rational J-holomorphic curves
from the perspective of [29, 9, 3] in Section 12.4, we establish Theorem 12.1 in Section 12.5.
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12.1 Definitions and main theorem
Let pX,ω, φq be a compact connected real symplectic manifold of (real) dimension 2n. The fixed
locus Xφ of the anti-symplectic involution φ on X is then a Lagrangian submanifold of pX,ωq. Let
H
φ
2 pX;Zq “
 
B PH2pX;Zq : φ˚pBq“´B
(
,rHφ2 pXq “  pB, bqPHφ2 pX;Zq‘H1pXφ;Zq : xw2pXq, By“xw1pXφq, by(, (12.1)
d : H2pX;Zq ÝÑ rHφ2 pXq, dpBq “ `B´φ˚B, 0˘.
If pΣ, σq is a symmetric surface as in Section 7.1 with fixed locus Σσ and u : ΣÝÑX is a continuous
map such that u˝σ “ φ˝u, then `
u˚rΣsZ, u˚rΣ
σsZ
˘
P rHφ2 pXq ;
see [12, Lemma 2.2].
We denote by Jω the space of ω-compatible (or -tamed) almost complex structures J on X and by
J
φ
ω ĂJω the subspace of almost complex structures J such that φ
˚J“´J . Let
c1pX,ωq ” c1pTX, Jq P H
2pXq
be the first Chern class of TX with respect to some J P Jω; it is independent of such a choice.
Define
ℓω : H2pX;Zq ÝÑ Z, ℓωpBq “
@
c1pX,ωq, B
D
`n´3.
For J PJω and B PH2pX;Zq, a subset C ĂX is a genus 0 (or rational) irreducible J-holomorphic
degree B curve if there exists a simple (not multiply covered) J-holomorphic map
u : P1 ÝÑ X s.t. C “ upP1q, u˚rP
1s “ B. (12.2)
If J PJφω , such a curve C is real if in addition φpCq“C; if so, then B PH
φ
2 pX;Zq. We say that such
a curve is of degree rB”pB, bq P rHφ2 pXq
if there exists a simple J-holomorphic map u as in (12.2) so that
u˝τ “ φ˝u and u˚
`
rS1sZ
˘
“ b P H1
`
Xφ;Z
˘
, (12.3)
where τ is the standard conjugation on P1 as in (7.26) and S1ĂP1 is its fixed locus.
From now on until the end of Section 12.1, we assume that the real dimension of X is 4. For
B PH2pXq, we denote by
B2 ”
@
PDXpBq, B
D
P Z
the homology self-intersection number of B. A point xPC is a simple node ifˇˇ
u´1pxq
ˇˇ
“ 2 and
à
zPu´1pxq
Imdzu “ TxX .
A (simple) node x of a real J-holomorphic curve C in X can be of 3 types
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(E) xPXφ is an isolated point of Cφ”CXXφ,
(H) xPXφ is a non-isolated point of Cφ,
(C) xPX´Xφ is a non-real point.
We denote by δEpCq and δHpCq the numbers of simple nodes of C of types E and H, respectively.
The nodes of type C come in pairs tx, φpxqu; we denote the number of such pairs by δCpCq. If C is
the image of an immersion u as in (12.2) with transverse intersection points, i.e. xPC is a simple
node whenever |u´1pxq|‰1, then
δEpCq ` δHpCq ` 2δCpCq “
1
2
`
B2´xc1pX,ωq, By`2
˘
. (12.4)
Suppose B PHφ2 pX;Zq and lPZ
ě0 are such that
k ” ℓωpBq´2l P Z
ě0 . (12.5)
For a generic J PJφω , the set MppB;Jq of rational irreducible real J-holomorphic degree B curves
CĂX passing through a tuple
p”
`
ppR1 , . . . , p
R
k q, pp
`
1 , . . . , p
`
l q
˘
P qXk,l”` qXφ˘kˆpX´Xφql
of k points in a connected component qXφ of Xφ and l points in X´Xφ in general position is
finite. Furthermore, every such curve is the image of an immersion u as in (12.2) with transverse
intersection points. By (12.5), either k ą 0 or xc1pX,ωq, By is odd. This implies that for every
C PMppB;Jq there exists a J-holomorphic immersion u as in (12.2) satisfying the first condition
in (12.3). The set MppB;Jq thus decomposes into the subsets Mpp rB;Jq of degree rB curves with
rB“pB, bq P rHφ2 pXq Ă Hφ2 pX;Zq‘H1pXφ;Zq.
According to [33, Theorem 0.1], the sum
N
φrB,l` qXφ˘ ” ÿ
CPMpp rB;Jq
p´1qδEpCq (12.6)
is independent of the choices of J PJφω and pP qXk,l.
By the SpinPin 1(a) property on page 7 and (11.6), (the tangent bundle of) Xφ admits a Pin´-
structure. By the RelSpinPin 1(a) property on page 73 and (11.6), XφĂX also admits a relative
Pin`-structure p with w2ppq “ w2pXq. By [29, Proposition 5.1], a relative Pin
´-structure p on
XφĂX with xw2ppq, By“0 determines a sign sk,l;ppCqPt˘1u for every C PMpp rB;Jq; so does a rel-
ative Pin`-structure p on XφĂX with xw2ppq, By“xw1pXq, by. By the proof of [29, Theorem 1.3],
the sum
N
φ;prB,l` qXφ˘ ” ÿ
CPMpp rB;Jq
sk,l;ppCq (12.7)
is independent of the choices of J and the points p in Xφ if p is a relative
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‚ Pin´-structure on XφĂX with xw2ppq, B
1y“0 for every pB1, b1qP rHφ2 pXq or
‚ Pin`-structure on Xφ with xw2ppq, B
1y“xw1pXq, b
1y for every pB1, b1qP rHφ2 pXq.
Along with (6.23) and the condition in (12.1), this implies that the counts (12.7) are well-defined
in particular if p is
‚ the image of a Pin´-structure on Xφ under the second map ιX in (6.3) or
‚ a relative Pin`-structure on Xφ with w2ppq“w2pXq.
For a Pin˘-structure p onXφ such that the relative Pin˘-structure ιXppq satisfies the corresponding
condition in the first pair of bullets, we set
sk,l;ppCq “ sk,l;ιXppqpCq, N
φ;prB,l “ Nφ;ιXppqrB,l .
Theorem 12.1. Let pX,ω, φq be a compact real symplectic fourfold. There exists a collection`
wsp : rHφ2 pXqÝÑZ2˘pPP´pXφq
of group homomorphisms so that
wsp
`
dpB1q˘ “ dpB1q2{2, wsη¨ppB, bq “ wsppB, bq`xη, by, (12.8)
sk,l;ppCq “ p´1q
wsppB,bq`l´1`δEpCq (12.9)
for all p PP´pXφq, η PH1pXφ;Z2q, B
1 PH2pX;Zq, pB, bq P rHφ2 pXq with B ‰ 0, k, l PZě0 satisfy-
ing (12.5), and C PMpppB, bq;Jq if pP qXk,l and J PJφω are generic.
Let µp be as in Theorem 11.3. We show in Section 12.5 that (12.9) hold with
wsp : rHφ2 pXq ÝÑ Z2, wsppB, bq “ xc1pX,ωq, By2`B22 ` µppbq . (12.10)
By (11.7), this map is a group homomorphism which satisfies the first property in (12.8). By (11.8),
it also satisfies the second property in (12.8).
By (12.6), (12.7), and (12.9),
N
φ;prB,l “ p´1qwspp rBq`l´1NφrB,l . (12.11)
Thus, Theorem 12.1 establishes a comparison between the counts of real genus 0 J-holomorphic
curves in pX,ω, φq with the intrinsic signs of [33] and the counts of such curves with signs depen-
dent on a Pin´-structure on Xφ as in [29, 9].
By the RelSpinPin 2 property, a relative Pin´-structure p on Xφ ĂX satisfying the first bullet
condition after (12.7) is of the form
p “ η ¨ιX pp
1q with ηPH2pX,Xφ;Z2q, p
1 PP´pXφq s.t. xη|X , B
1y “ 0 @ pB1, b1qP rHφ2 pXq.
If C is an element of MppB;Jq, u is as in (12.2), and D
2
`ĂP
1 is a disk cut out by S1, then
sk,l;ppCq “ p´1q
xη,u˚rD2`sZ2ysk,l;p1pCq . (12.12)
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This identity is a direct consequence of the CROrient 2 property on page 102. By the condition
of η above, the exponent in (12.12) does not depend on the choice of D2`. The identity (12.12)
translates into a signed relation between counts Nφ;prB,l and Nφ;p1rB,l of rational curves with a refined
notion of the degree rB incorporating an element of the quotient
H2pX,X
φ;Zq
L 
B1`φ˚B
1 : B1PH2pX,X
φ;Z2q
(
to encode the relative homology class of u˚rD
2
`sZ2 .
12.2 Moduli spaces of real curves
Let PSLτ2CĂPSL2C be the subgroup of automorphisms of P
1 commuting with the conjugation τ
on P1. For kPZě0, let rks“t1, . . . , ku as before. For k, lPZě0 with k`2lě3, we denote by Mτk,l the
Deligne-Mumford moduli space of equivalence classes of smooth real genus 0 curves with separating
fixed locus, k real marked points, and l conjugate pairs of marked points. Thus,
Mτk,l «
 `
pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls
˘
: xiPS
1, z˘i PP
1´S1, z`i “τpz
´
i q,
xi‰xj , z
`
i ‰z
`
j , z
´
j @ i‰j
(L
PSLτ2C.
The elements of Mτk,l are the equivalence classes of the marked symmetric Riemann surfaces
C”
`
Σ“P1, pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls, σ“τ
˘
(12.13)
modulo the reparametrizations by PSLτ2C. This space is a smooth manifold of dimension k`2l´3.
Its topological components are indexed by the possible distributions of the points z`i between the
interiors of the two disks cut out by the fixed locus S1 of the standard involution τ on P1 and by
the orderings of the real marked points xi on S
1.
If k`2lě4 and iPrks, let
fRk,l;i : M
τ
k,l ÝÑ M
τ
k´1,l (12.14)
be the forgetful morphism dropping the i-th real marked point. The associated exact sequence
0 ÝÑ ker dfRk,l;i ÝÑ TM
τ
k,l
dfR
k,l;i
ÝÝÝÑ fR ˚k,l;iTM
τ
k´1,l ÝÑ 0
induces an isomorphism
λ
`
Mk,l
˘
« fR˚k,l;iλ
`
Mk´1,l
˘
b
`
ker dfRk,l;i
˘
. (12.15)
If k`2lě5 and iPrls, we similarly denote by
fk,l;i : M
τ
k,l ÝÑ M
τ
k,l´1 (12.16)
the forgetful morphism dropping the i-th conjugate pair of marked points. It induces an isomor-
phism
λ
`
Mk,l
˘
« f ˚k,l;iλ
`
Mk,l´1
˘
bλ
`
ker dfk,l;i
˘
. (12.17)
For each CPMk,l as in (12.13),
ker dCfk,l;i « Tz`i
P
1
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Figure 12.1: The structure of the Deligne-Mumford compactification M
τ
0,2 of M
τ
0,2.
is canonically oriented by the complex orientation of the fiber P1 at z`i . We denote the resulting
orientation of the last factor in (12.17) by o`i .
Suppose l PZ` and CPMτk,l is as in (12.13) with Σ“P
1. Let D2`ĂCĂP
1 be the disk cut out by
the fixed locus S1 of τ which contains z`1 . We orient S
1ĂD2`ĂC in the standard way. If k`2lě4
and iPrks, this determines an orientation oRi of the fiber
ker dCf
R
k,l;i « TxiS
1
of the last factor in (12.15) over fRk,l;ipCq.
Let px1, xj2pCq, . . . , xjkpCqq be the ordering of the real marked points of C starting with x1 and
going in the direction of the standard orientation of S1. We denote by δRpCq PZ2 the sign of the
permutation sending
̟C :
 
2, . . . , k
(
ÝÑ
 
2, . . . , k
(
, ̟Cpiq “ jipCq .
If k“0, we take δRpCq“0. For l
˚Prls, let
δcl˚pCq “
ˇˇ 
iPrls´rl˚s : z`i RD
2
`
(ˇˇ
` 2Z P Z2.
In particular, δRpCq“0 if kď2 and δ
c
l pCq“0. The functions δR and δl˚ are locally constant onM
τ
k,l.
The space Mτ1,1 is a single point; we take o1,1”`1 to be its orientation as a plus point. We identify
the one-dimensional space Mτ0,2 with R
`´t1u via the cross ratio
ϕ0,2 : M
τ
0,2 ÝÑ R
`´t1u, ϕ
`
rpz`1 , z
´
1 q, pz
`
2 , z
´
2 qs
˘
“
z`2 ´z
´
1
z´2 ´z
´
1
:
z`2 ´z
`
1
z´2 ´z
`
1
“
|1´z`1 {z
´
2 |
2
|z`1 ´z
`
2 |
2
; (12.18)
see Figure 12.1. This identification, which is the opposite of [13, (3.1)] and [15, (1.12)], determines
an orientation o0,2 on M
τ
0,2.
We now define an orientation ok,l on M
τ
k,l for lPZ
` and k`lě3 inductively. If kě1, we take ok,l to
be so that the i“k case of the isomorphism (12.15) is compatible with the orientations ok,l, ok´1,l,
and oRk on the three line bundles involved. If lě 2, we take ok,l to be so that the i“ l case of the
isomorphism (12.17) is compatible with the orientations ok,l, ok,l´1, and o
`
l . By a direct check, the
orientations on Mτ1,2 induced from M
τ
0,2 via (12.15) and M
τ
1,1 via (12.17) are the same. Since the
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fibers of fk,l;l|Mτk,l are even-dimensional, it follows that the orientation ok,l on M
τ
k,l is well-defined
for all l PZ` and k PZě0 with k`2lě 3. This orientation is as above [9, Lemma 5.4]. For l˚ P rls,
we denote by ok,l;l˚ the orientation on M
τ
k,l which equals ok,l at C if and only if δRpCq “ δ
c
l˚pCq.
The next statement is straightforward.
Lemma 12.2. The orientations ok,l;l˚ on M
τ
k,l with k, l PZ
ě0 and l˚ P rls such that k`2lě3 and
satisfy the following properties:
(oM1) the isomorphism (12.17) with pl, iq replaced by pl` 1, l
˚` 1q respects the orientations ok,l`1;l˚`1,
ok,l;l˚, and o
`
l˚`1;
(oM2) ok,l;l˚ is preserved by the interchange of two real points xi and xj with 2ď i, jďk;
(oM3) if 2ď iď k and CPM
τ
k,l, ok,l;l˚ is preserved at C by the interchange of the real points x1
and xjipCq with 2ď iďk if and only if pk´1qpi´1qP2Z;
(oM4) if 1ď i, j ď l, CPM
τ
k,l, and the marked points z
`
i and z
`
j of C lie on the same connected
component of P1´S1, then ok,l;l˚ is preserved at C by the interchange of conjugate pairs
pz`i , z
´
i q and pz
`
j , z
´
j q;
(oM5) ok,l;l˚ is preserved by the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with l
˚ă iď l;
(oM6) ok,l;l˚is reversed by the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with 1
˚ă iď l˚;
(oM7) if CPM
τ
k,l, ok,l;l˚ is preserved at C by the interchange of the points in the conjugate pair
pz`1 , z
´
1 q if and only if
k ‰ 0 and l´l˚ –
ˆ
k
2
˙
mod 2 or k “ 0 and l´l˚ – 1 mod 2.
12.3 Moduli spaces of real maps
We denote by j the standard complex structure on P1. Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic
manifold and k, l P Zě0. If rB ” pB, bq P rHφ2 pXq and J P Jφω , a real J-holomorphic degree rB map
from pP1, τq is a smooth map u : P1ÝÑX so that
u˝τ “ φ˝u, u˚rP
1s “ B, u˚
`
rS1sZ
˘
“ b, B¯Ju|z”
1
2
`
dzu`J ˝dzu˝j
˘
“ 0 @ zPΣ.
Such a map is called simple if u ‰ u1 ˝h for any holomorphic map h : P1ÝÑP1 of degree larger
than 1. We denote by Mk,lp rB;Jq the moduli space of equivalence classes of real degree rB J-
holomorphic maps from pP1, τq with k real marked points and l conjugate pairs of marked points
modulo reparametrizations by PSLτ2C. The elements of Mk,lp
rB;Jq are the equivalence classes of
tuples
u “
`
u : P1ÝÑX, pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls, τ
˘
(12.19)
such that
C”
`
P
1, pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls, τ
˘
(12.20)
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is a marked symmetric Riemann surface with k real marked points and l conjugate pairs of marked
points and u is a real J-holomorphic degree rB map from pP1, τq. A marked map u as in (12.19) is
called simple if u is simple. We denote by
M˚k,lp
rB;Jq ĂMk,lp rB;Jq
the subspace of the equivalence classes of simple maps. For a generic J PJφω , this subspace is a
smooth manifold of dimension ℓωpBq.
From now on, we assume that B‰0. If iPrls, let
fk,l;i : M
˚
k,lp
rB;Jq ÝÑM˚k,l´1p rB;Jq (12.21)
be the forgetful morphism dropping the i-th conjugate pair of marked points. Similarly to (12.17),
it induces an isomorphism
λ
`
M˚k,lp
rB;J q˘ « f ˚k,l;iλ`M˚k,l´1p rB;J q˘ bλ`ker dfk,l;i˘ . (12.22)
For each uPM˚k,lp
rB;Jq as in (12.13),
ker dufk,l;i « Tz`i
P
1
is canonically oriented by the complex orientation of the fiber P1 at z`i . We again denote the
resulting orientation of the last factor in (12.17) by o`i .
For each iPrks, let
evRi : M
˚
k,lp
rB;Jq ÝÑ Xφ, evRi `ru, pxiqiPrks, pz`i , z´i qiPrls, τ s˘ “ upxiq,
be the evaluation morphism for the i-th real marked point. For each iPrls, let
ev`i : M
˚
k,lp
rB;J, νq ÝÑ X, ev`i `ru, pxiqiPrks, pz`i , z´i qiPrls, τ s˘ “ upz`i q,
be the evaluation morphism for the positive point of the i-th conjugate pair of marked points. We
define
ev”
kź
i“1
evRi ˆ
lź
i“1
ev`i : M
˚
k,lp
rB;Jq ÝÑ Xk,l”pXφqkˆX l (12.23)
to be the total evaluation map.
For a real J-holomorphic map u from pP1, τq, let
D
φ
J ;u : Γpuq ”
 
ξPΓpP1;u˚TXq : ξ˝τ “dφ˝ξ
(
ÝÑ Γ0,1puq ”
 
ζ PΓpP1; pT ˚Σ, jq0,1bCu
˚pTX, Jqq : ζ˝dτ “ dφ˝ζ
(
be the linearization of the B¯J -operator on the space of real maps from pP
1, τq. This is a real CR-
operator on the real bundle pair u˚pTX,dφq over pP1, τq in the terminology of Section 7.1. For a
tuple u as in (12.19) so that rusPMk,lp rB;Jq, define
λRupXq “
kâ
i“1
λ
`
TupxiqX
φ
˘
, λCupXq “
lâ
i“1
λ
`
Tupz`i q
X
˘
,
rλu`DφJ ,X˘ “ λRupXq˚bλCupXq˚bλ`DφJ ;u˘.
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For a generic J PJφω , the real CR-operator D
φ
J ;u is surjective for every rusPM
˚
k,lp
rB;Jq and thus
λ
`
D
φ
J ;u
˘
“ λ
`
kerDφJ ;u
˘
.
Suppose in addition that p is a relative Pin˘-structure on XφĂX, lPZ`, and
k`2Z ‰
@
w2pXq, B
D
P Z2 . (12.24)
For a tuple u as in (12.19), p pulls back to a relative Pin˘-structure u˚p on the real bundle pair
u˚pTX,dφq over pP1, τq. For such a tuple, we choose D2`ĂP
1 to be the half-disk cut out by the
fixed locus S1ĂP1 of τ so that z`1 PD
2
`. The line λ
C
upXq is oriented by the symplectic orientation oω
of pX,ωq. By Theorem 7.1 and (12.24), p thus determines an orientation
oDp;u ” oC;ppu
˚TX, u˚dφq
for each tuple u as in (12.19) so that rusPMk,lp rB;Jq; this orientation varies continuously with u.
If k`2lě3, let
fk,l : M
˚
k,lp
rB;Jq ÝÑ Mτk,l
be the forgetful morphism dropping the map component u from each tuple u as in (12.19). If J PJφω
is generic and uPM˚k,lp
rB;Jq, the associated exact sequence
0 ÝÑ kerDJ ;u“ker dufk,l ÝÑ TuM
˚
k,lp
rB;Jq dufk,lÝÝÝÑ Tfk,lpuqMτk,l ÝÑ 0
of vector spaces induces an isomorphism
λupevq ” λ
R
upXq
˚bλCupXq
˚bλu
`
M˚k,lp
rB;Jq˘ « rλu`DφJ ,X˘bλfk,lpuq`Mτk,l˘. (12.25)
By the previous paragraph, a relative Pin˘-structure p on XφĂX determines an orientation oDp;u
on the first factor on the right-hand side above. For each l˚Prls, oDp;u and the orientation ok,l;l˚ of
Lemma 12.2 on the second factor in (12.25) thus determine an orientation op;l˚;u on λupevq; this
orientation varies continuously with u.
If u1 is a marked map obtained from u PM˚k,lp
rB;Jq by interchanging the points in a conjugate
pair pz`i , z
´
i q, we identify λ
C
upXq with λ
C
u1pXq via the isomorphism dupz`i q
φ in the i-th factor. This
identification is orientation-preserving with respect to oω if and only if n P 2Z. For i P rks and
uPM˚k,lp
rB;Jq with the associated marked curve C as in (12.20), let
jipuq “ jipCq P rks
be as in Section 12.2. We set
`
´1
2
˘
” 0 as before. The next statement follows immediately from
Lemma 12.2 and the CROrient 1p and 2 properties in Section 7.2.
Lemma 12.3. Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic manifold of dimension 2n, k, l P Zě0 with
k`2lě3, l˚Prls, rB P rHφ2 pXq, and J PJφω is generic. If k and rB”pB, bq satisfy (12.24), then every
relative Pin˘-structure p on XφĂX determines a relative orientation op;l˚ of the map (12.23) with
the following properties:
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(op1) if η PH
2pX,Xφ;Z2q and uPM
˚
k,lp
rB;Jq, the orientations op;l˚ and oη¨p;l˚ at u are the same
if and only if xη, u˚rD
2
`sZ2y“0;
(op2) the orientations op;l˚`1oω and o
`
l˚`1op;l˚ of the composition
M˚k,l`1p
rB;Jq fk,l`1;l˚`1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑM˚k,lp rB;Jq evÝÑ Xk,l
are the same;
(op3) the interchange of two real points xi and xj with 2ď i, jďk preserves op;l˚ ;
(op4) if 2ď iďk and uPM
˚
k,lp
rB;Jq, op;l˚ is preserved at u by the interchange of the real points x1
and xjipuq with 2ď iďk if and only if pk´1qpi´1qnP2Z;
(op5) if 1 ď i, j ď l
˚, u P M˚k,lp
rB;Jq, and the marked points z`i and z`j of u lie on the same
connected component of P1´S1, then op;l˚ is preserved at u by the interchange of conjugate
pairs pz`i , z
´
i q and pz
`
j , z
´
j q;
(op6) if l
˚ă iď l (resp. 1˚ă iď l˚) and u PM˚k,lp
rB;Jq, op;l˚ is preserved (resp. reversed) at u by
the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz`i , z
´
i q if and only if nP2Z;
(op7) if rB“pB, bq and u PM˚k,lpB;J, νq, op;l˚ is reversed at u by the interchange of the points in
the conjugate pair pz`1 , z
´
1 q if and only if
xc1pX,ωq, By´1´k
2
` l´l˚`n
ˆ
k´1
2
˙
`xw2ppq, By “
#
0, if pPP´XpX
φq;
xw2pXq, By, if pPP
`
XpX
φq.
12.4 Definition of signed invariants
Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic manifold of dimension 2n,
k, l, l˚ P Zě0 with l˚ ě 1, k`2pl˚`lqě3,
rB”pB, bqP rHφ2 pXq, J PJφω , and (12.24) holds. For a tuple
h”phi : HiÝÑXqiPrl˚s (12.26)
of maps, define
Z˚k,l;hp
rB;Jq “  `u, pyiqiPrl˚s˘PM˚k,l˚`lp rB;Jqˆ l˚ź
i“1
Hi : ev
`
i puq“hipyiq @ iPrl
˚s
(
.
We denote by
evk,l;h : Z
˚
k,l;h
` rB;J˘ ÝÑ Xk,l (12.27)
the map induced by (12.23) with l replaced by l˚`l.
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If J PJφω is generic and the maps hi are smooth and generically chosen, (12.27) is a smooth map
from a smooth manifold of dimension
dimZ˚k,l;h
` rB;J˘ “ ℓωp rBq`k`2pl˚`lq ´ l˚ÿ
i“1
codimhi ,
where codimhi is dimM´dimHi. Orientations on Hi determine an orientation oh on
Mh ”
l˚ź
i“1
Hi . (12.28)
Along with oh and the symplectic orientation oω of X, each relative orientation op;l˚ of Lemma 12.3
with l replaced by l˚`l determines a relative orientation op;h of the map (12.27). If
ℓωp rBq`k`2pl˚`lq ´ l˚ÿ
i“1
codimhi “ pk`2lqn, (12.29)
then (12.27) is a smooth map between manifolds of the same dimension. If in addition ruPZ˚k,l;hp rB;Jq
is a regular point of this map, we set sppruq to be `1 if the isomorphism
druevk,l;h : TruZ˚k,l;h` rB;J˘ ÝÑ Tevk,l;hpruqXk,l
lies in the homotopy class determined by op;h and set sppruq to be ´1 otherwise.
The equality in (12.29) holds if codimhi“2 for every iPrl
˚s and
ℓωp rBq “ pn´1qpk`2lq.
If ru”pu, pyiqiPrl˚sq is a regular point of (12.27) and u is as in (12.19) with l replaced by l˚`l, then
the homomorphism
Tz`i
P
1‘TyiHi ÝÑ Tupz`i q
X“ThipyiqX, pv,wq ÝÑ dz`i
upvq`dyihipwq, (12.30)
is an isomorphism for every iPrl˚s. Its domain and target are oriented by the vertical orientation o`i
of (12.21) with l replaced by l˚ l`, the given orientation ohi of Hi, and the symplectic orientation oω
of X. We set sipruq to be `1 if this isomorphism is orientation-preserving and to be ´1 if it is
orientation-reversing. By Lemma 12.3(op2),
sppruq “ sl˚`1pruqsp`fk,l˚`1`l;l˚`1pruq˘ (12.31)
if hl˚`1 is another codimension 2 smooth map into X; see the proof of the real divisor relation in
[3, Proposition 5.2].
Let u1 PM˚k,1`lp
rB, Jq be the image of ruPZ˚k,l;hp rB;Jq under the composition
Z˚k,l;hp
rB;Jq ĂM˚k,l˚`lp rB, JqˆMh ÝÑM˚k,l˚`lp rB, Jq fk,2`l;2˝...˝fk,l˚`l;l˚ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑM˚k,1`lp rB, Jq
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and u“ fk,1`l;1pu
1q. By (12.31), the sign
sppuq ” s1pruq. . .sl˚pruqsppruq P  ˘ 1( (12.32)
is independent of generic choices of h2, . . . , hl˚ and ruPZ˚k,l;hp rB;Jq with the pair pu1, y1q fixed. By
Lemma 12.3(op5), this sign is also independent of the choices of h1 and pu
1, y1q with u fixed if l
˚ě2
and the marked points z`1 and z
`
2 of ru lie in the same component of P1´S1.
If φ1 is an involution on H1 so that
φ˝h1“h1˝φ1 : H1 ÝÑ X,
then the tuple pu obtained from ru by exchanging the marked points z`1 and z´1 and replacing y1
by φ1py1q lies in Z
˚
k,l;hp
rB;Jq. If in addition h1 is orientation-reversing, then s1ppuq“ s1pruq. Along
with the conclusions of the previous paragraph, this implies that the sign (12.32) is independent
of the choices of h1 and pu
1, y1q with u fixed if the relative orientation op;l˚ is reversed at u by the
interchange of the points in the conjugate pair pz`1 , z
´
1 q. By Lemma 12.3(op7), the latter is the
case if
xc1pX,ωq, By´1´k
2
`l`n
ˆ
k´1
2
˙
`xw2ppq, By “
#
0, if pPP´X pX
φq;
xw2pXq, By, if pPP
`
X pX
φq.
We then set sk,l;ppupP
1qq“sppuq. This in particular defines the signs sk,l;ppCq above Theorem 12.1.
12.5 Proof of Theorem 12.1
Let pX,ω, φq be a compact real symplectic fourfold and p P P´pXφq. Suppose k, l P Zě0 andrB”pB, bqPHφ2 pXq satisfy (12.5), pPXk,l and J PJφω are generic, rus PM˚k,lp rB;Jq is as in (12.19),
and
C”upP1q PMpppB, bq;Jq .
In particular, u is an immersion with transverse intersection points and the loop
uR”u|S1 : S
1 ÝÑ Xφ
is admissible in the sense of Theorem 11.3.
Choose embeddings h1 : H1ÝÑX and h2 : H2ÝÑX of two oriented codimension 2 submanifolds
transverse to C and intersecting it only at smooth points y1 and y2, respectively, so that the
isomorphisms (12.30) with i“1, 2 are orientation-preserving. Let
ru “ `u, py1, y2q˘
be the representative of the unique element of
Z˚k,l;h ” Z
˚
k,l;ph1,h2q
p rB;Jq ĂM˚k,l`2ˆY1ˆY2 ”M˚k,l`2p rB, JqˆY1ˆY2
projecting to u. In particular, upz`1 q “ y1 and upz
`
2 q “ y2. We use the l
˚ “ 2 case of (12.32) to
show that
sk,l;ppCq”sppuq”sppruq “ p´1qwsppB,bq`l´1`δEpCq, (12.33)
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with wsp given by (12.10).
The conjugation dφ on TX descends to a conjugation ϕ on the normal bundle
N”
u˚TX
Imdu
ÝÑ TP1
for the immersion u so that
0 ÝÑ pTP1, τq
du
ÝÑ u˚pTX,dφq
pi
ÝÑ pN, ϕq ÝÑ 0 (12.34)
is an exact sequence of real bundle pairs over pP1, τq. Let
V 1u “ Tz`3
P
1‘. . .‘T
z`
l`2
P
1‘Tx1S
1‘. . .‘TxkS
1,
Nu “Nz`3
‘. . .‘N
z`
l`2
‘Nϕx1‘. . .‘N
ϕ
xk
.
(12.35)
We denote by B¯ the real CR-operator on the rank 1 real bundle pTP1,dτq over pP1, τq determined
by the holomorphic B¯-operator on TP1. The linearization Du ” D
φ
J ;u of the B¯J -operator on the
space of real maps from pP1, τq descends to a real CR-operator D2u on the real bundle pair pN, ϕq
and induces an exact sequence
0 ÝÑ B¯ ÝÑ Du ÝÑ D
2
u ÝÑ 0
of real CR-operators. Since
degN“
@
u˚c1pX,ωq, rP
1s
D
´2 “ k`2l´1 ě ´1, (12.36)
the operator D2u is surjective. Furthermore, the homomorphism
ev2u : kerD
2
u ÝÑNu, ev
2
upξq “
``
ξpz`2`iq˘ iPrls,
`
ξpxiq˘ iPrks
˘
,
is an isomorphism; see the discussion above Corollary 7.7.
We can assume that z`1 “0 and z
`
2 PR
`. Let D2`ĂP
1 be the disk cut out by the fixed locus S1 of
the involution τ on P1 which contains z`1 and oS1 be the usual counterclockwise orientation on TS
1.
We also assume that z`i PD
2
` for every iě3 and that the real marked points x1, . . . , xk are ordered
by their position with respect to the orientation oS1 on S
1. We denote by o1u the orientation of V
1
u
determined by the complex orientations of Tz`i
P
1 and the orientations oS1 of TxiS
1 via the first
ordered identification in (12.35).
We identify a neighborhood of ru in Z˚k,l;h with its projection to M˚k,l`2. Let C be the marked
domain of u. By (12.18) and the paragraph immediately after (12.18), the natural isomorphism
Tfk,l`2pruqMτk,l`2 « Tz`2 R`‘V 1u
respects the orientation ok,l`2;2 on Tfk,l`2pruqMτk,l`2, the opposite oR of the standard orientation on
T
z`2
R
`, and the orientation o1u on V
1
u. Along with (12.25) and the short exact sequence preced-
ing (12.25), this implies that the natural isomorphism
TruM˚k,l`2 « `kerDu˘‘Tz`2 R`‘V 1u (12.37)
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respects the orientations op;2 and o
D
p;u on
λrupevq ” λ`TevpruqXk,l`2˘ ˚bλ`TruM˚k,l`2˘ and rλCpDuq ” λ`TpXk,l˘ ˚bλ`kerDu˘,
respectively, the orientations oR on Tz`2
R
` and o1u on V
1
u, and the symplectic orientations oω on
Ty1X and Ty2X.
By the transversality of u to H1 and H2,
TruZ˚k,l;hXTz`2 R` “ t0u and TruZ˚k,l;h X
`
ker B¯
˘
“ t0u,
i.e. the hypersurfaces H1 and H2 fix the positions of the first two pairs of marked points of the
elements of Z˚k,l;h. Since Z
˚
k,l;h is of codimension 4 in M
˚
k,l`2, this implies that the composition
TruZ˚k,l;h ãÝÑ TruM˚k,l`2 ÝÑ `kerDu˘‘V 1u ÝÑ `kerD2u˘‘V 1u (12.38)
of the inclusion, projection, and quotient maps is an isomorphism. Along with the homotopy class
o´C;0pN, ϕq of isomorphisms
λpD2uq « λpNuq
as above the CROrient 6 property in Section 7.2, the isomorphism (12.38) determines a homotopy
class oX;ru of isomorphisms
λ
`
TruZ˚k,l;h˘ « λpD2uqbλpV 1uq « λpNuq b λpV 1uq “ λ`TpXk,l˘
from λpTruZ˚k,l;hq to λpTpXk,lq.
Lemma 12.4. The differential of (12.27) at ru is an isomorphism which lies in the homotopy
class oX;ru.
Proof. Define
ev1u : V
1
u ÝÑ TpXk,l, ev
1
u p`v
`
2`iqiPrls, pv
R
i qiPrks
˘
“
``
dxiupv
R
i q
˘
iPrks
,
`
d
z`
2`i
upv`2`iq˘ iPrls
˘
.
Since the diagram
V 1u
// TruZ˚k,l;h
druevk,l;h

// kerD2u
ev2u

V 1u
ev1u // TpXk,l //Nu
commutes, the isomorphism druevk,l;h lies in the homotopy class oX;ru if and only if the isomor-
phism ev2u lies in the homotopy class o
´
C;0pN, ϕq. The latter is the case by Corollary 7.7.
Lemma 12.5. Let tp be as in (11.3) and op;h be as above (12.29). The relative orientations oX;ru
and op;h of (12.27) at ru are the same if and only ifˆ
k`1
2
˙
`xw2pXq, By“1`tppuRq P Z2.
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By Lemmas 12.4 and 12.5 and Theorem 11.3,
sppruq “ p´1qkpk`1q2 `xw2pXq,By`µppbq`δH pCq .
Along with (12.4) and (12.5), this establishes the equality in (12.33).
Proof of Lemma 12.5. Let eR be the real part of the short exact sequence e in (12.34); see
(7.20) and (7.21). By (11.3),@@
os0pTS
1, oS1q, p
´
tppuRq
pNϕq
DD
eR
“ u˚Rp P P
´
`
u˚RTX
φ
˘
. (12.39)
Fix an orientation o2u on Nu. Let ou be the orientation of TpXk,l determined by the orientations o
2
u
and o1u via the isomorphism
TpXk,l «Nu‘V
1
u .
This orientation agrees with the orientation o:u defined via the isomorphism
λ
`
TpXk,l
˘
« λpV 1uqbλpNuq
if and only if kP2Z.
The orientations ou on TpXk,l and o
2
u on Nu determine orientations poDp;u on kerDu and po2u on kerD2u
via the homotopy classes oDp;u and o
´
C;0pN, ϕq of isomorphisms
λ
`
kerDu
˘
« λpTpXk,lq and λ
`
kerD2u
˘
« λpNuq,
respectively. We denote by poD:p;u the orientation on kerDu similarly determined by the orienta-
tions o:u and o
D
p;u and by po2:u the orientation on kerDu2 determined by the orientations o2u and
o´
C;tppuRq
pN, ϕq. By (12.39) and the CROrient 5 property in Section 7.2, the isomorphism
λ
`
kerDu
˘
« λ
`
ker B¯
˘
bλ
`
kerD2u
˘
(12.40)
induced by the exact triple of the left column of the first diagram in Figure 12.2 respects the
orientations poD:p;u, po1u ” o0pTP1,dτ ; oS1q,
and po2:u if and only if `k2˘ is even. Along with the conclusion of the previous paragraph and the
CROrient 2(b) property, this implies that the isomorphism (12.40) respects the orientations poDp;u,po1u, and po2u if and only if `k`12 ˘ is of the parity tppuRq.
The orientation ou on TpXk,l and the symplectic orientation oω on X determine orientations pop;ru
on TruM˚k,l`2 and pop;h;ru on TruZ˚k,l;h via the homotopy classes op;2 and op;h of isomorphisms
λ
`
TruM˚k,l`2˘ « λ`Ty1X‘Ty2X‘TpXk,l˘ and λ`TruZ˚k,l;h˘ « λ`TpXk,l˘,
respectively. We denote by poX;ru the orientation on TruZ˚k,l;h similarly determined by the orienta-
tions ou and oX;ru. The relative orientations oX;ru and op;h of (12.27) at ru are the same if and only if
the orientations pop;h;ru and poX;ru of TruZ˚k,l;h are the same.
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0
0

0

0 // ker B¯ //

`
ker B¯
˘
‘Tz`2
R
` //

Tz`2
R
` //

0
0 // kerDu //

TruM˚k,l`2 drufk,l`2 //

Tfk,l`2pruqMτk,l`2 //

0
0 // kerD2u //

`
kerD2u
˘
‘V 1u

// V 1u
//

0
0 0 0
0

0

0 //

`
ker B¯
˘
‘Tz`2
R
` g0 //

Ny1H1‘Ny2H2
// 0
0 // TruZ˚k,l;h
p12.38q

  // TruM˚k,l`2 g //

Ny1H1‘Ny2H2 //

0
0 //
`
kerD2u
˘
‘V 1u

`
kerD2u
˘
‘V 1u

// 0
0 0
Figure 12.2: Commutative squares of exact rows and columns for the proof of Lemma 12.5.
The right column in the first diagram of Figure 12.2 respects the orientations oR on Tz`2
R
`, ok,l`2;2
on Tfk,l`2pruqMτk,l`2, and o1u on V 1u. By the sentence containing (12.37), the middle row respects
the orientations poDp;u on kerDu, pop;ru on TruM˚k,l`2, and ok,l`2;2 on Tfk,l`2pruqMτk,l`2. Along with the
conclusion after (12.40) concerning the left column and Lemma 8.13, this implies that the middle
column in the first diagram of Figure 12.2 respects the orientations po1u‘oR, pop;ru, and po2u‘o1u if and
only if the sumˆ
k`1
2
˙
`tppuRq`
`
dimTz`2
R
`
˘`
dimpkerD2uq˘ “
ˆ
k`1
2
˙
`tppuRq`xw2pXq, By`1 (12.41)
vanishes in Z2; the equality above follows from (12.36).
For i“1, 2, let
πi : TyiX ÝÑNyiHi”
TyiX
TyiHi
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be the projection to the normal bundle ofHi at yi. We denote by oN the orientation onNy1H1‘Ny2H2
induced by the symplectic orientation oω on X and the given orientations on H1 and H2. Define
g0 :
`
ker B¯
˘
‘Tz`
2
R
` ÝÑNy1H1‘Ny2H2, g0pξ, vq “
`
π1
`
dz`
1
upξpz`1 qq˘ , π2
`
dz`
2
upξpz`2 q`vq˘
˘
,
g : TruM˚k,l`2 ÝÑNy1H1‘Ny2H2, gpξq “ `π1`druev1pξq˘ , π2`druev2pξq˘˘.
Since the isomorphisms (12.30) with i“1, 2 are orientation-preserving, the conclusion of Exam-
ple 7.8 implies that g0 is an isomorphism which respects the orientations po1u‘oR and oN.
The middle row in the second diagram of Figure 12.2 respects the orientations pop;h;ru on TruZ˚k,l;h,pop;ru on TruM˚k,l`2, and oN on Ny1H1‘Ny2H2. The isomorphism in the left column respects the
orientations poX;ru on TruZ˚k,l;h and po2u‘o1u on pkerD2uq‘V 1u. Combining this with the conclusion of
the previous paragraph concerning the isomorphism in the top row, the sentence containing (12.41),
and Lemma 8.13, we conclude that the orientations pop;ru and poX;ru if and only if the number (12.41)
vanishes in Z2.
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Appendices
A Cˇech cohomology
This appendix contains a detailed review of Cˇech cohomology, including for sheaves of non-abelian
groups, describes its connections with singular cohomology and principal bundles, and classifies
oriented vector bundles over bordered surfaces. We carefully specify the assumptions required in
each statement.
We generally follow the perspective of [32, Chapter 5]. In particular, a sheaf S over a topological
space Y is a topological space along with a projection map π : S ÝÑ Y so that π is a local
homeomorphism. For a sheaf S of modules over a ring R as in [32] and in Section A.1 below,
Sy ” π
´1pyq is a module over R for every y P Y and the module operations are continuous with
respect to the topology of S. For a sheaf S of groups (not necessarily abelian), as in Sections A.2-
A.4 below, Sy is a group for every y PY and the group operations are continuous with respect to
the topology of S. For a collection tUαuαPA of subsets of a space Y and α0, α1, . . . , αp PA, we set
Uα0α1...αp “ Uα0XUα1X. . .XUαp Ă Y .
A.1 Identification with singular cohomology
For a sufficiently nice topological space Y and a module M over a ring R, the Cˇech cohomology
group qHppY ;Mq of Y with coefficients in the sheaf Y ˆM of germs of locally constant functions
on Y with values in M is well-known to be canonically isomorphic to the singular cohomology
group HppY ;Mq of Y with coefficients in M . Proposition A.1 below makes this precise in the
M“Z2 case relevant to our purposes, making use of the locally H
k-simple notion of Definition 3.2.
The statement and proof of this proposition apply to an arbitrary module M over a ring R. The
p“1 case of the isomorphism of Proposition A.1 is described explicitly at the end of this section.
Proposition A.1. Let k P Zě0. For every paracompact locally Hk-simple space Y , there exist
canonical isomorphisms
ΦY : H
ppY ;Z2q
«
ÝÑ qHppY ;Z2q, p“0, 1 . . . , k . (A.1)
If Y is another paracompact locally Hk-simple space and f : Y ÝÑ Y 1 is a continuous map, then
the diagram
HppY 1;Z2q
ΦY 1 //
f˚

qHppY 1;Z2q
f˚

HppY ;Z2q
ΦY // qHppY ;Z2q
(A.2)
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commutes for every pďk.
Proof. Let p P Zě0 and Y be a topological space. Denote by SpY ÝÑ Y the sheaf of germs of
Z2-valued singular p-cochains on Y as in [32, 5.31], by
dp : S
p
Y ÝÑ S
p`1
Y (A.3)
the homomorphism induced by the usual differential in the singular cohomology theory, and by
dp;Y : Γ
`
Y ;SpY
˘
ÝÑ Γ
`
Y ;Sp`1Y
˘
the resulting homomorphism between the spaces of global sections. Let ZpY ĂS
p
Y be the kernel of
the sheaf homomorphism (A.3) so that
t0u ÝÑ ZpY ÝÑ S
p
Y
dp
ÝÑ Zp`1Y (A.4)
is an exact sequence of sheaves. If Y is locally path-connected, Z0Y “Y ˆZ2.
From now on, we assume that Y is paracompact. By the exactness of (A.4),
ker dp;Y “ Γ
`
Y ;Zp
˘
“ qH0`Y ;Zp˘. (A.5)
By [32, p193], each sheaf SpY is fine. By [32, p202], this implies thatqHqpY ;SpY q “ 0 @ pPZě0, qPZ` . (A.6)
Each Z2-valued singular p-cochain ̟ on Y determines a section pρy,Y p̟qqyPY of S
p
Y over Y . By
[32, 5.32], the induced homomorphism
HppY ;Z2q ÝÑ H
p
`
ΓpY ;S˚Y q,d˚;Y
˘
, r̟s ÝÑ
“
pρy,Y p̟qqyPY
‰
, (A.7)
is an isomorphism. Combining the p“0 cases of this isomorphism and of the identification (A.5),
we obtain an isomorphism (A.1) for p“0.
Suppose Y is locally Hk-simple and pPZ` with pďk. The sequence
t0u ÝÑ Zp´q´1Y ÝÑ S
p´q´1
Y ÝÑ Z
p´q
Y ÝÑ t0u (A.8)
of sheaves is then exact for every q P Zě0 with q ă p. From the exactness of the associated long
sequence in Cˇech cohomology, (A.5), and (A.6), we obtain isomorphisms
qδY : Hp`ΓpY ;S˚Y q, d˚;Y ˘ ” ker dp;YImdp´1;Y “ qH
0pY ;Zpq
dp´1p qH0pY ;Sp´1qq «ÝÑ qH1`Y ;Zp´1Y ˘,qδY : qHqpY ;Zp´qY q «ÝÑ qHq`1`Y ;Zp´q´1Y ˘ @ qPZ`, qăp.
Putting these isomorphisms together, we obtain an isomorphismqδpY : Hp`ΓpY ;S˚Y q, d˚;Y ˘ ÝÑ qHp`Y ;Z0Y ˘“ qHp`Y ;Z2˘. (A.9)
Combining (A.7) with this isomorphism, we obtain an isomorphism as in (A.1) with pą0.
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Suppose Y is another paracompact locally Hk-simple space. A continuous map f : Y ÝÑY 1 induces
commutative diagrams
HppY 1;Z2q
« //
f˚

Hp
`
ΓpY 1; S˚Y 1q, d˚;Y 1
˘
f˚

t0u // Zp´q´1Y 1
//
f˚

S
p´q´1
Y 1
//
f˚

Z
p´q
Y 1
f˚

// t0u
HppY ;Z2q
« // Hp
`
ΓpY ; S˚Y q, d˚;Y
˘
t0u // Zp´q´1Y
// S
p´q´1
Y
// Z
p´q
Y
// t0u
for all p, q PZě0 with qă pď k. Combining the p“ 0 cases of the first diagram above and of the
identifications (A.5) for Y and for Y 1, we obtain a commutative diagram (A.2) for p “ 0. The
second commutative diagram above induces a commutative diagram
Hp
`
ΓpY 1; S˚Y 1q,d˚;Y 1
˘ « //
f˚

qHp`Y 1;Z2˘
f˚

Hp
`
ΓpY ; S˚Y q,d˚;Y
˘ « // qHp`Y ;Z2˘
with the horizontal isomorphisms as in (A.9). Combining this with the first commutative diagram
in this paragraph, we obtain (A.2) with pą0.
Let Y be a paracompact locally H1-simple space. We now describe the p “ 1 case of the iso-
morphism (A.1) explicitly. Suppose ̟ is a Z2-valued singular 1-cocycle on Y . Since Y is locally
H1-simple, there exist an open cover tUαuαPA of Y and a Z2-valued singular 0-cochain µα on Uα
for each αPA so that
d0;Uαµα “ ̟
ˇˇ
Uα
@αPA.
We define a Cˇech 1-cocycle η on Y by
ηαβ “ µβ
ˇˇ
Uαβ
´ µα
ˇˇ
Uαβ
P S1Y
`
Uαβ
˘
@α, β PA. (A.10)
Since d0;Uαβηαβ “ 0 and Y is locally path-connected, ηαβ is a locally constant function on Uαβ .
Thus, η takes values in the sheaf of germs of Z2-valued continuous functions on Y and so defines
an element rηs of qH1pY ;Z2q. This is the image of r̟s under the p“1 case of the isomorphism ΦY
in (A.1).
Suppose Y is a CW complex and ̟ is a Z2-valued singular 1-cocycle on Y as above. For each
vertex α P Y0 of Y , let Uα Ă Y denote the (open) star of α, i.e. the union of all open cells e˚ of Y
so that α is contained in the closed cell e. In particular, Uα is an open neighborhood of α and the
collection tUαuαPY0 covers the 1-skeleton Y1ĂY . We take
tUαuαPA ” tUαuαPY0 \
 
Y ´Y1u;
this is an open cover of Y . By adding extra vertices to Y1, we can ensure that no closed 1-cell is a
cycle. This implies that every closed 1-cell e of Y runs between distinct vertices α and β with
e Ă UαYUβ, eXUαβ “ e˚, eX Uγ “ H @ γ PA´tα, βu. (A.11)
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For every αPA, there then exists a Z2-valued singular 0-cochain µα on Uα so that
d0;Uαµα “ ̟
ˇˇ
Uα
, µαpαq “ 0 @ αPA.
Every closed 1-cell e of Y is cobordant to the difference of a singular 1-simplex exβ running from
a point x P e˚ to β and a singular 1-simplex exα running from x to α. By (A.11), exα Ă Uα and
exβĂUβ. Since ̟ is a cocycle, it follows that
̟peq “ ̟
`
exβ´exα
˘
“ ̟
`
exβ
˘
´̟
`
exα
˘
“
 
d0;Uβµβ
(`
exβ
˘
´
 
d0;Uαµα
(`
exα
˘
“
`
µβpβq´µβpxq
˘
´
`
µαpαq´µαpxq
˘
“ µαpxq´µβpxq.
Along with (A.10), this implies that the Cˇech cohomology class rηs”ΦY pr̟sq corresponding to r̟s
under the isomorphism (A.1) is represented by a collection tηαβuα,βPA associated with an open cover
tUαuαPA of Y such that
e˚ Ă Uαβ, ηαβ
ˇˇ˚
e
“ ̟peq P Z2
for all α, β PY0 and every closed 1-cell e with vertices α and β.
A.2 Sheaves of groups
Cˇech cohomology groups qHp are normally defined for sheaves or presheaves of (abelian) modules
over a ring. The sets qH0 and qH1 can be defined for sheaves or presheaves of non-abelian groups as
well. The first set is still a group, while the second is a pointed set, i.e. it has a distinguished ele-
ment. A short exact sequence of such sheaves gives rise to an exact sequence of the corresponding
Cˇech pointed sets, provided the kernel sheaf R lies in the center ZpSq of the ambient sheaf S; see
Proposition A.3. The main examples of interest are the sheaves S of germs of continuous functions
over a topological space Y with values in a Lie group G, as in Section A.3.
We denote the center of a group G by ZpGq. We call a collection``
δp : C
pÝÑCp`1
˘
p“0,1,2
, ˚ : C0ˆC1ÝÑC1
˘
consisting of maps δp between groups C
p with the identity element 1p and a left action ˚ a short
cochain complex if
δp1p “ 1p`1, δp`1˝δp “ 1p`2, δ1pf ˚gq “ δ1g @ f PC
0, gPδ´11
`
ZpC2q
˘
, (A.12)
δ0pf ¨f
1q “ f ˚pδ0f
1q, f ˚g “ pδ0fqg @ f, f
1PC0, gPZpC1q, (A.13)
δp
`
g ¨g1
˘
“
`
δpg
˘`
δpg
1
˘
@ gPCp, g1 PZpCpq, p“1, 2. (A.14)
By the second condition in (A.13),
C0˚tgu “
`
Im δ0
˘
¨tgu @ gPZpC1q. (A.15)
By both conditions in (A.13),
H0pC˚q ” H0
`
pCp, δpqp“0,1,2, ˚
˘
” ker δ0 ” δ
´1
0 p11q (A.16)
is a subgroup of C0. By the last property in (A.12), ˚ restricts to an action on ker δ1 ” δ
´1
1 p12q.
We can thus define
H1pC˚q ” H1
`
pCp, δpqp“0,1,2, ˚
˘
“ ker δ1
L
C0 ; (A.17)
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this is a pointed set with the distinguished element given by the image of Im δ0 Q11 in H
1pC˚q.
By (A.13) and the p“ 1 case of (A.14), δ0 and δ1 are group homomorphisms if the group C
1 is
abelian and ˚ is the usual action of the 1-coboundaries on the 1-cochains via the group operation. In
this case, (A.17) agrees with the usual definition and the last condition in (A.12) is automatically
satisfied. If in addition the group C2 is also abelian, as happens for the kernel complex B˚ in
Lemma A.2 below, then the map δ2 is a group homomorphism as well and
H2pC˚q ” H2
`
pCp, δpqp“0,1,2, ˚
˘
“ ker δ2
L
Im δ1
is a well-defined abelian group.
A morphism of short cochain complexes
ι”pιpqp“0,1,2,3 :
`
pBp, δpqp“0,1,2, ˚
˘
ÝÑ
`
pCp, δpqp“0,1,2, ˚
˘
is a collection of group homomorphisms ιp : B
p ÝÑCp that commute with the maps δp and the
actions ˚. Such a homomorphism induces morphisms
ι˚ : H
ppB˚q ÝÑ HppC˚q, p “ 0, 1,
of pointed sets, i.e. ι˚ takes the distinguished element of the domain to the distinguished element
of the target; the map ι0 is a group homomorphism. The kernel of such a morphism is the preimage
of the distinguished element of the target. The next lemma is an analogue of the Snake Lemma
[32, Proposition 5.17] for short cochain complexes of groups.
Lemma A.2. For every short exact sequence
t1u ÝÑ
`
pBp, δpqp“0,1,2, ˚
˘ ι
ÝÑ
`
pCp, δpqp“0,1,2, ˚
˘ j
ÝÑ
`
pDp, δpqp“0,1,2, ˚
˘
ÝÑ t1u
of short cochain complexes of groups such that ιppB
pqĂZpCpq for p“1, 2, there exist morphisms
Bp : H
ppD˚q ÝÑ Hp`1pB˚q, p “ 0, 1, (A.18)
of pointed sets such that the sequence
t1u ÝÑ H0pB˚q
ι˚
ÝÑ H0pC˚q
j˚
ÝÑ H0pD˚q
B0ÝÑ
B0ÝÑ H1pB˚q
ι˚
ÝÑ H1pC˚q
j˚
ÝÑ H1pD˚q
B1ÝÑ H2pB˚q
(A.19)
of morphisms of pointed sets is exact. The maps Bp are natural with respect to morphisms of short
exact sequences of short cochain complexes of groups.
Proof. We proceed as in the abelian case. Given dp Pker δpĂD
p, let cp PC
p be such that jppcpq“dp.
Since
jp`1
`
δppcpq
˘
“ δp
`
jppcpq
˘
“ δppdpq “ 1p`1 P D
p`1,
there exists a unique bp`1PB
p`1 such that ιp`1pbp`1q“δppcpq. By the second condition in (A.12),
bp`1Pker δp`1. We set
Bp
`
rdps
˘
“
“
bp`1
‰
P Hp`1pB˚q.
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By the first condition in (A.13), rb1s is independent of the choice of c0 PC
0 such that j0pc0q“d0.
By the p“1 case of (A.14) and the assumption that ιppB
pqĂZpCpq for p“1, 2, rb2s is independent
of the choice of c1 PC
1 such that j1pc1q“d1. By the last condition in (A.12) and the assumption
that ι2pB
2q ĂZpC2q, rb2s does not depend on the choice of representative d1 for rd1s. Thus, the
maps (A.18) are well-defined. By the first condition in (A.12), Bppr1psq“ r1p`1s, i.e. Bp is a mor-
phism of pointed sets. By the construction, the maps Bp are natural with respect to morphisms of
exact sequences of short cochain complexes.
It is immediate that (A.19) is exact at H0pB˚q and H0pC˚q and that
j˚˝ι˚“r11s : H
1pB˚qÝÑH1pD˚q, Bp˝j˚“r1p`1s : H
ppC˚qÝÑHp`1pB˚q .
The exactness of (A.19) at H1pB˚q is immediate from (A.15) with g“11 PZpC
1q. The exactness at
H1pC˚q follows from (A.15) with g“11 PZpD
1q, the second condition in (A.13), and the assumption
that ι1pB
1q Ă ZpC1q. The exactness at H0pD˚q follows from (A.15) with g “ 11 P ZpB
1q, both
conditions in (A.13), and the assumption that ι1pB
1qĂZpC1q. The exactness at H1pD˚q follows
from the assumption that ιppB
pqĂZpCpq for p“1, 2 and the p“1 case of (A.14).
We next review the definitions and key properties of the group qH0 and pointed set qH1 for a sheaf S
of groups over a topological space Y . We denote by ZpSqĂS the subsheaf consisting of the cen-
ters ZpSyq of the groups Sy with yPY and by 1y PSy the identity element of Sy.
Let U”tUαuαPA be an open cover of Y . As in the abelian case, the set
qCppU ;Sq ” ź
α0,α1,...,αpPA
Γ
`
Uα0α1...αp ; S˘
of Cˇech p-cochains is a group under pointwise multiplication of sections:
¨ : qCppU ;Sq ˆ qCppU ;Sq ÝÑ qCppU ;Sq,
th ¨ h1uα0α1...αppyq “ hα0α1...αppyq ¨ h
1
α0α1...αk
pyq @α0, α1, . . . , αp PA, yPUα0α1...αp .
The identity element 1pP qCppU ;Sq is given by
p1pqα0α1...αppyq “ 1y @α0, α1, . . . , αp PA, yPUα0α1...αp .
Define the boundary maps by
δ0 : qC0pU ;Sq ÝÑ qC1pU ;Sq, pδ0fqα0α1 “ fα0 ˇˇUα0α1 ¨ f´1α1 ˇˇUα0α1 ,
δ1 : qC1pU ;Sq ÝÑ qC2pU ;Sq, pδ1gqα0α1α2 “ gα1α2 ˇˇUα0α1α2¨ g´1α0α2 ˇˇUα0α1α2¨ gα0α1 ˇˇUα0α1α2 .
We also define a left action of qC0pU ;Sq on qC1pU ;Sq by
˚ : qC0pU ;Sq ˆ qC1pU ;Sq ÝÑ qC1pU ;Sq,
tf ˚guα0α1 “ fα0
ˇˇ
Uα0α1
¨ gα0α1 ¨ f
´1
α1
ˇˇ
Uα0α1
P ΓpUα0α1 ;Sq.
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We now construct a short cochain complex. Let
Cp
`
U ; S˘ “
# qCppU ;Sq, if p“0, 1, 2;
Abelp qCppU ;Sqq if p“3.
For p“0, 1, we take
δp : C
p
`
U ; S˘ ÝÑ Cp`1
`
U ; S˘
to be the maps defined above. We take δ2 to be the composition of the map
δ2 : qC2pU ;Sq ÝÑ qC3pU ;Sq,`
δ2h
˘
α0α1α2α3
“ hα1α2α3
ˇˇ
Uα0α1α2α3
h´1α0α2α3
ˇˇ
Uα0α1α2α3
hα0α1α3
ˇˇ
Uα0α1α2α3
h´1α0α1α2
ˇˇ
Uα0α1α2α3
,
with the projection qC3pU ;SqÝÑC3`U ; S˘ . The tuple``
δp : C
ppU ;SqÝÑCp`1pU ;Sq
˘
p“0,1,2
, ˚ : C0pU ;SqˆC1pU ;SqÝÑC1pU ;Sq
˘
is then a short cochain complex of groups. We denote the associated group (A.16) and the pointed
set (A.17) by qH0pU ;Sq and qH1pU ;Sq, respectively.
Let U 1”tU 1αuαPA1 be an open cover of Y refining U , i.e. there exists a map µ : A
1ÝÑA such that
U 1αĂUµpαq for every αPA
1. Such a refining map induces group homomorphisms
µ˚p : qCppU ;Sq ÝÑ qCppU 1;Sq, (A.20)`
µ˚ph
˘
α0...αp
“ hµpα0q...µpαpq
ˇˇ
U 1α0...αp
@ hP qCppU ;Sq, α0, . . . , αp PA1.
These homomorphisms commute with δ0, δ1, and the action of qC0p¨;Sq on qC1p¨;Sq. Thus, µ
induces maps
R0U 1,U :
qH0pU ;Sq ÝÑ qH0pU 1;Sq and R1U 1,U : qH1pU ;Sq ÝÑ qH1pU 1;Sq (A.21)
of pointed sets; the first map above is a group homomorphism.
If µ1 : A1ÝÑA is another refining map, then U 1αĂUµpαqµ1pαq for every αPA
1 and thus
µ˚0
ˇˇ
ker δ0
“ µ1˚0
ˇˇ
ker δ0
: ker δ0 ÝÑ ker δ0 Ă qC0pU 1;Sq.
For gP qC1pU ;Sq, define
h1g P qC0pU 1;Sq by ph1gqα “ gµ1pαqµpαq|U 1α .
If gPker δ1Ă qC1pU ;Sq, then
gµpα0qµpα1q
ˇˇ
Uµ1pα1qµpα0qµpα1q
¨ g´1
µ1pα1qµpα1q
ˇˇ
Uµ1pα1qµpα0qµpα1q
“ g´1
µ1pα1qµpα0q
ˇˇ
Uµ1pα1qµpα0qµpα1q
,
gµ1pα0qµpα0q
ˇˇ
Uµ1pα1qµ1pα0qµpα0q
¨ g´1
µ1pα1qµpα0q
ˇˇ
Uµ1pα1qµ1pα0qµpα0q
“ g´1
µ1pα1qµ1pα0q
ˇˇ
Uµ1pα1qµ1pα0qµpα0q
for all α0, α1 PA. From this, we find that
µ1˚1 g “ ph1gq ˚ pµ
˚
1gq @ gPker δ1 Ă
qC1pU ;Sq.
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By the previous paragraph, the pointed maps (A.21) are independent of the choice of refining map
µ : A1ÝÑA. We can therefore define the group qH0pY ;Sq and the pointed set qH1pY ;Sq as the direct
limits of the groups qH0pU ;Sq and of the pointed sets qH1pU ;Sq, respectively, over open covers of Y .
The map
ΓpY ;Sq ÝÑ qH0pY ;Sq, f ÝÑ `f |Uα˘αPA , (A.22)
is a group isomorphism.
If S is a sheaf of abelian groups, as happens for the kernel sheaf R in Proposition A.3 below, the
definitions of qH0pY ;Sq and qH1pY ;Sq above reduce to the ones in [32, Section 5.33]. Furthermore,
qH2pU ;Sq ” kerpδ2 : qC2pU ;SqÝÑ qC3pU ;Sqq
Impδ1 : qC1pU ;SqÝÑ qC2pU ;Sqq
is a well-defined abelian group for every open cover U of Y . The group homomorphisms
R2U 1,U :
qH2pU ;Sq ÝÑ qH2pU 1;Sq
induced by refining maps still depend only on the covers U and U 1. The abelian group qH2pY ;Sq
is again the direct limit of the groups qH2pU ;Sq over all open covers U of Y .
A homomorphism ι : RÝÑS of sheaves of groups over Y induces maps
ι˚ : ΓpY ;Rq ÝÑ ΓpY ;Sq, ι˚ : qH0pY ;Rq ÝÑ qH0pY ;Sq, ι˚ : qH1pY ;Rq ÝÑ qH1pY ;Sq
between pointed spaces. The first two maps are group homomorphisms which commute with the
identifications (A.22).
Proposition A.3. Let Y be a paracompact space. For every short exact sequence
t1u ÝÑ R
ι
ÝÑ S
j
ÝÑ TÝÑ t1u (A.23)
of sheaves of groups over Y such that ιpRqĂZpSq, there exist morphisms
qδp : qHppY ;Tq ÝÑ qHp`1pY ;Rq, p “ 0, 1, (A.24)
of pointed sets such that the sequence
t1u ÝÑ qH0pY ;Rq ι˚ÝÑ qH0pY ;Sq j˚ÝÑ qH0pY ;Tq qδ0ÝÑ
qδ0ÝÑ qH1pY ;Rq ι˚ÝÑ qH1pY ;Sq j˚ÝÑ qH1pY ;Tq qδ1ÝÑ qH2pY ;Rq (A.25)
of morphisms of pointed sets is exact. The maps qδp are natural with respect to morphisms of short
exact sequences of sheaves of groups over Y .
Proof. Let U”tUαuαPA be an open cover of Y ,
BppUq “ Cp
`
U ;R
˘
, CppUq “ Cp
`
U ; S˘ , DppUq “ Cp
`
U ;T
˘
.
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Since ιpRqĂZpSq, ι˚pB
ppUqqĂZpCppUqq for all p. By the exactness of (A.23), the sequence
t1u ÝÑ BppUq
ι˚
ÝÑ CppU q
j˚
ÝÑ DppUq
of groups is exact. For p“0, 1, 2, 3, we denote by D
p
pUqĂDppU q the image of j˚. For p“0, 1, let
H
p
pU ;Tq be the Cˇech pointed sets determined by the short cochain complex D
˚
pUq.
The sequence
t1u ÝÑ BppUq
ι˚
ÝÑ CppUq
j˚
ÝÑ D
p
pUq ÝÑ t1u (A.26)
of short cochain complexes is exact. By Lemma A.2, there thus exist morphismsqδp : HppU ;Tq ÝÑ qHp`1pU ;Rq, p “ 0, 1, (A.27)
of pointed sets such that the sequence
t1u ÝÑ qH0pU ;Rq ι˚ÝÑ qH0pU ;Sq j˚ÝÑ H0pU ;Tq qδ0ÝÑqδ0ÝÑ qH1pU ;Rq ι˚ÝÑ qH1pU ;Sq j˚ÝÑ qH1pU ;Tq qδ1ÝÑ qH2pU ;Rq (A.28)
of morphisms of pointed sets is exact.
Let U 1 ” tU 1αuαPA1 be an open cover of Y refining U and µ : A
1ÝÑA be a refining map. By
the naturality of the morphisms (A.27), the group homomorphisms (A.20) induce commutative
diagrams
H
p
pU ;Tq
R
p
U 1,U

qδp
// qHp`1pU ;Rq
R
p`1
U 1,U

H
p
pU 1;Tq
qδp
// qHp`1pU 1;Rq
of pointed sets. Taking the direct limit of the morphisms (A.27) over all open covers of Y , we thus
obtain morphisms qδp : HppY ;Tq ÝÑ qHp`1pY ;Rq, p “ 0, 1, (A.29)
of pointed sets such that the sequence (A.25) with qH˚pY ;Tq replaced by Hp`1pY ;Tq is exact.
The inclusions ip : D
p
pUqÝÑDppUq of short cochain complexes commute with the refining homo-
morphisms (A.20) and induce morphisms
i˚ : H
p
pU ;Tq ÝÑ qHppU ;Tq and i˚ : HppY ;Tq ÝÑ qHppY ;Tq (A.30)
of pointed sets. By the paracompactness of Y and the reasoning in [32, p204], for every open
cover U ” tUαuαPA of Y and every element dp of D
ppUq there exist an open cover U 1” tU 1αuαPA1
refining U , a refining map µ : A1ÝÑA, and an element d1p of D
p
pU 1q such that ippd
1
pq“µ
˚
ppdpq. This
implies that the second map in (A.30) is a bijection. Composing (A.29) with this bijection, we
obtain a morphism as in (A.24) so that the sequence (A.25) is exact.
A morphism of short exact sequences of sheaves of groups over Y as in (A.23) induces morphisms of
the corresponding exact sequences of short cochain complexes as in (A.26) and of the inclusions ip
above. Thus, it also induces morphisms of the corresponding maps as in (A.27) and as on the
left-hand side of (A.30). These morphisms commute with the associated maps (A.21) and thus
induce morphisms of the maps as in (A.24). This establishes the last claim.
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A.3 Sheaves determined by Lie groups
For a Lie group G and a topological space Y , we denote by SY pGq the sheaf of germs of continuous
G-valued functions on Y and let
qHppY ;Gq “ qHp`Y ;SY pGq˘ @ p“0, 1.
If G is abelian, we use the same notation for all pPZ. We begin this section by applying Proposi-
tion A.3 to short exact sequences of sheaves arising from short exact sequences
t1u ÝÑ K
ι
ÝÑ G
j
ÝÑ Q ÝÑ t1u (A.31)
of Lie groups. For certain kinds of exact sequences (A.31), the topological condition on Y of Defi-
nition A.4 appearing in the resulting statement of Corollary A.5 reduces to the locally H1-simple
notion of Definition 3.2. For such exact sequences of Lie groups and topological spaces, we combine
Proposition A.1 and Corollary A.5 to obtain an exact sequence mixing Cˇech and singular cohomol-
ogy; see Proposition A.6.
A homomorphism ι : KÝÑG of Lie groups induces a homomorphism
ι : SY pKq ÝÑ SY pGq
of sheaves over every topological space and thus morphisms
ι˚ : qHppY ;Kq ÝÑ qHppY ;Gq
of pointed sets for p“0, 1; the p“0 case of ι˚ is a group homomorphism.
A continuous map f : Y ÝÑY 1 induces group homomorphisms
f˚ : qCp`U ;SY 1pGq˘ ÝÑ qCp`f´1pUq;SY pGq˘, pPZ,
for every open cover U of Y 1 that commute with the Cˇech coboundaries and group actions for the
sheaves SY 1pGq and SY pGq constructed in Section A.2 and with the refining homomorphisms as
in (A.20). Thus, f induces morphisms
f˚ : qHppY 1;Gq ÝÑ qHppY ;Gq
of pointed sets for p“ 0, 1; the p“ 0 case of f˚ is a group homomorphism. If G is abelian, then
f induces such a morphism for every p P Z and this morphism is a group homomorphism. If in
addition ι is a homomorphism of Lie groups as above, then the diagram
qHppY 1;Kq ι˚ //
f˚

qHppY 1;Gq
f˚
qHppY ;Kq ι˚ // qHppY ;Gq
commutes.
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Definition A.4. Let (A.31) be a short exact sequence of Lie groups. A topological space Y is
locally simple with respect to (A.31) if it is locally path-connected and for every neighborhood UĂY
of a point y PY and a continuous map fU : U ÝÑQ there exist a neighborhood U
1ĂU of y and a
continuous map f 1U : U
1ÝÑG such that fU |U 1“ j˝f
1
U .
For any topological space Y , a short exact sequence (A.31) of Lie groups induces an exact sequence
t1u ÝÑ SY pKq
ι
ÝÑ SY pGq
j
ÝÑ SY pQq
of sheaves over Y . The last map above is surjective if and only if Y is locally simple with respect
to (A.31). If the restriction of j to the identity component G0 of G is a double cover of Q0 and
π1pQ0q is (possibly infinite) cyclic, then the condition of Definition A.4 is equivalent to Y being
locally H1-simple. This follows from the lifting property for covering projections [27, Lemma 79.1],
Hurewicz isomorphism for π1 [31, Proposition 7.5.2], and the Universal Coefficient Theorem for
Cohomology [26, Theorem 53.3].
Corollary A.5. Let Y be a paracompact space and (A.31) be a short exact sequence of Lie groups
such that ιpKqĂZpGq. If Y is locally simple with respect to (A.31), then there exist morphismsqδp : qHppY ;Qq ÝÑ qHp`1pY ;Kq, p “ 0, 1, (A.32)
of pointed sets such that the sequence
t1u ÝÑ qH0pY ;Kq ι˚ÝÑ qH0pY ;Gq j˚ÝÑ qH0pY ;Qq qδ0ÝÑqδ0ÝÑ qH1pY ;Kq ι˚ÝÑ qH1pY ;Gq j˚ÝÑ qH1pY ;Qq qδ1ÝÑ qH2pY ;Kq (A.33)
of morphisms of pointed sets is exact. The maps qδp are natural with respect to morphisms of short
exact sequences of Lie groups and with respect to continuous maps between paracompact spaces that
are locally simple with respect to (A.31).
Proof. Since Y is locally simple with respect to (A.31), the sequence
t1u ÝÑ SY pKq
ι
ÝÑ SY pGq
j
ÝÑ SY pQq ÝÑ t1u (A.34)
of sheaves over Y is exact. Since ιpKq Ă ZpGq, ιpSY pKqq Ă ZpSY pGqq. The existence of mor-
phisms (A.32) so that the sequence (A.33) is exact thus follows from the first statement of Propo-
sition A.3.
A morphism of short exact sequences of Lie groups as in (A.31) satisfying the conditions at the
beginning of the statement of the proposition induces a morphism of the corresponding short exact
sequences of sheaves as in (A.34). Thus, the naturality of (A.32) with respect to morphisms of
short exact sequences of Lie groups follows from the second statement of Proposition A.3.
A continuous map f : Y ÝÑ Y 1 between paracompact spaces that are locally simple with respect
to (A.31) induces a morphism of the corresponding exact sequences of short cochain complexes
as in (A.26) and of the inclusions ip as in the proof of Proposition A.3. Thus, it also induces
morphisms of the corresponding maps as in (A.27) and as on the left-hand side of (A.30). These
morphisms commute with the associated maps (A.21) and thus induce morphisms of the maps as
in (A.32). This establishes the naturality of (A.32) with respect to continuous maps.
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Proposition A.6. Let Y be a paracompact locally H1-simple space and
t1u ÝÑ Z2
ι
ÝÑ G
j
ÝÑ Q ÝÑ t1u (A.35)
be an exact sequence of Lie groups such that ιpZ2qĂZpGq and π1pQ0q is cyclic. Then there exist
morphisms qδ0 : qH0pY ;Qq ÝÑ H1pY ;Z2q and qδ1 : qH1pY ;Qq ÝÑ qH2pY ;Z2q, (A.36)
of pointed sets such that the sequence
t1u ÝÑ H0pY ;Z2q
ι˚
ÝÑ qH0pY ;Gq j˚ÝÑ qH0pY ;Qq qδ0ÝÑqδ0ÝÑ H1pY ;Z2q ι˚ÝÑ qH1pY ;Gq j˚ÝÑ qH1pY ;Qq qδ1ÝÑ qH2pY ;Z2q (A.37)
of morphisms of pointed sets is exact. If in addition Y is locally H2-simple, then the same statement
with qH2pY ;Z2q replaced by H2pY ;Z2q also holds. The maps qδ0 and qδ1 are natural with respect to
morphisms of exact sequences of Lie groups as in (A.6) and with respect to continuous maps between
paracompact locally H1-simple spaces.
Proof. Since Y is locally H1-simple, it is locally simple with respect to the exact sequence (A.35)
in the sense of Definition A.4. Thus, this proposition with all HppY ;Z2q replaced by qHppY ;Z2q is a
specialization of Corollary A.5. By Proposition A.1, we can then replace qH0pY ;Z2q by H0pY ;Z2q
and qH1pY ;Z2q by H1pY ;Z2q. If in addition Y is locally H2-simple, then qH2pY ;Z2q can also be
replaced by H2pY ;Z2q.
A.4 Relation with principal bundles
Let G be a Lie group and Y be a topological space. We recall below the standard identification of the
set PrinY pGq of equivalence (isomorphism) classes of principal G-bundles over Y with the pointed
set qH1pY ;Gq. This identification is key for applying Proposition A.6 to principal G-bundles, in-
cluding to study Spin- and Pin˘-structures in the classical perspective of Definition 1.1.
Suppose πP : P ÝÑ Y is a principal G-bundle. Let U ” pUαqαPA be an open cover of Y so that
the principal G-bundle P |Uα is trivializable for every α PA. Thus, for every α PA there exists a
homeomorphism
Φα : P
ˇˇ
Uα
ÝÑ UαˆG s.t.
πα;1˝Φα “ πP , πα;2
`
Φαppuq˘ “
`
πα;2
`
Φαppq˘
˘
¨u @ pPP |Uα, uPG,
where πα;1, πα;2 : UαˆGÝÑUα, G are the two projection maps. Thus, for all α, β PA there exists
a continuous map
gαβ : Uαβ ÝÑ G s.t. πα;2
`
Φαppq
˘
“ gαβ
`
πP ppq˘ ¨
`
πβ;2
`
Φβppq˘
˘
@ pPP
ˇˇ
Uαβ
.
These continuous maps satisfy
gβγ
ˇˇ
Uαβγ
¨g´1αγ
ˇˇ
Uαβγ
¨gαβ
ˇˇ
Uαβγ
“ 1 @α, β, γ PA.
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Therefore, gP ”pgαβqα,βPA lies in ker δ1Ă qC1pU ;SY pGqq and thus defines an element
rgP s P qH1pY ;Gq.
We show below that rgP s depends only on the isomorphism class of P .
Suppose U 1”tU 1αuαPA1 is a refinement of U . If µ : A
1ÝÑA is a refining map, then
Φα”Φµpαq
ˇˇ
P |U 1α
: P
ˇˇ
U 1α
ÝÑ U 1αˆG
is a trivialization of the principal G-bundle P |U 1α for every α PA
1. The corresponding transition
data is
g1P ”
 
gµpαqµpβq|U 1
αβ
: U 1αβÝÑG
(
α,βPA1
“ µ˚1gP .
Since
rgP s “ rµ
˚
1gP s P
qH1pY ;Gq,
it is thus sufficient to consider trivializations of isomorphic vector bundles over a common cover
(otherwise we can simply take the intersections of open sets in the two covers).
Suppose Ψ: P ÝÑP 1 is an isomorphism of principal G-bundles over Y and the principal G-bundle
P 1|Uα is trivializable for every αPA. Thus, for every αPA there exists a homeomorphism
Φ1α : P
1
ˇˇ
Uα
ÝÑ UαˆG s.t.
πα;1˝Φ
1
α “ πP 1, πα;2
`
Φ1αpp
1uq˘ “
`
πα;2
`
Φ1αpp
1q˘
˘
¨u @ p1PP |Uα , uPG.
For every αPA, there then exists a continuous map
fα : Uα ÝÑ G s.t. πα;2
`
Φ1α
`
Ψppq˘
˘
“ fα
`
πP ppq
˘
¨
`
πα;2
`
Φαppq˘
˘
@ pPP
ˇˇ
Uα
.
The transition data gP 1”pg
1
αβqα,βPA determined by the collection tΦ
1
αuαPA of trivializations of P
1
then satisfies
g1αβ “ fα
ˇˇ
Uαβ
¨gαβ ¨f
´1
β
ˇˇ
Uαβ
@α, β PA.
Thus, gP 1“f ˚gP , where f”pfαqαPA, and“
gP 1
‰
“
“
gP
‰
P qH1pY ;Gq.
We conclude that the element rgP sP qH1pY ;Gq constructed above depends only on the isomorphism
class of the principal G-bundle P over Y .
Conversely, suppose rgsP qH1pY ;Gq. Let U”pUαqαPA be an open cover of Y and g”tgαβuα,βPA be
an element of ker δ1Ă qC1pU ;SY pGqq representing rgs. Define
πPg : Pg “
´ ğ
αPA
tαuˆ UαˆG
M¯
„gÝÑ Y,`
α, y, gαβpyqu
˘
„g
`
β, y, u
˘
@α, β PA, py, uqPUβˆG .
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This is a principal G-bundle over Y with trivializations
Φα : Pg
ˇˇ
Uα
ÝÑ UαˆG, Φα
`
rα, y, uqs
˘
“ py, uq,
for αPA and the associated transition data g. Thus,“
gPg
‰
“ rgs P qH1pY ;Gq. (A.38)
We show below that the isomorphism class rPgs of Pg depends only on rgs.
Suppose U 1”tU 1αuαPA1 is a refinement of U and µ : A
1ÝÑA is a refining map. The map
Ψ: Pµ˚g”
´ ğ
αPA1
tαuˆ U 1αˆG
M¯
„µ˚gÝÑ Pg”
´ ğ
αPA
tαuˆ UαˆG
M¯
„g,
Ψ
`
rα, y, us
˘
“
“
µpαq, y, u
‰
,
is then an isomorphism of principal G-bundles. Thus, it is sufficient to show that if
g, g1 P ker δ1 Ă qC1`U ;SY pGq˘ and rgs “ rg1s P qH1`U ;SY pGq˘,
then the principal G-bundles Pg and Pg1 are isomorphic. By definition, there exists
f”pfαqαPA P qC0`U ;SY pGq˘ s.t. g1 “ f ˚g.
The map
Ψ: Pg“
´ ğ
αPA
tαuˆ UαˆG
M¯
„gÝÑ Pg1“
´ ğ
αPA
tαuˆ UαˆG
M¯
„g1 ,
Ψ
`
rα, y, us
˘
“
“
α, y, fαpyq¨u
‰
,
is then an isomorphism of principal G-bundles.
Let P be a principal G-bundle over Y , tΦαuαPA be a collection of trivializations of P over an open
cover U”pUαqαPA, and gP ”pgαβqα,βPA be the corresponding transition data. The map
Ψ: P ÝÑ PgP ”
´ ğ
αPA
tαuˆ UαˆG
M¯
„g, Ψppq “
“
α,Φαppq
‰
@ pPP |Uα , αPA,
is then an isomorphism of principal G-bundles. Along with (A.38), this implies that the maps
PrinY pGq ÝÑ qH1pY ;Gq, rP s ÝÑ rgP s,qH1pY ;Gq ÝÑ PrinY pGq, rgs ÝÑ rPgs, (A.39)
are mutual inverses that identify PrinY pGq with qH1pY ;Gq.
If f : Y ÝÑY 1 is a continuous map and P ÝÑY 1 is a principal G-bundle, then“
gf˚P
‰
“ f˚
“
gP
‰
P qH1pY ;Gq.
Thus, the identifications (A.39) are natural with respect to continuous maps.
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Corollary A.7. Let Y be a paracompact locally H1-simple space and ΦY be as in (A.1). For every
real line bundle V over Y ,
qH1`Y ;Z2˘ Q ΦY `w1pV q˘ “ “gOpV q‰ P qH1`Y ; Op1q˘
under the canonical identification of the groups Z2 and Op1q.
Proof. By the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Cohomology [26, Theorem 53.5], the homomor-
phism
κ : H1pY ;Z2q ÝÑ Hom
`
π1pY q,H
1pS1;Z2q
˘
,
 
κpηq
(`
f : S1ÝÑY
˘
“ f˚η,
is injective. By the naturality of w1, ΦY , and (A.39), it is thus sufficient to show thatqH1`RP1;Z2˘ Q ΦRP1`w1pf˚V q˘ “ “gOpf˚V q‰ P qH1`RP1; Op1q˘ (A.40)
for every continuous map f : RP1ÝÑY . Since every line bundle over the interval r0, 1s is trivializ-
able, the line bundle f˚V is isomorphic to either the trivial line bundle τ1 or the real tautological
line bundle γR;1. Both sides of (A.40) vanish in the first case. Since (A.39) is a bijection, this
implies that the right-hand side of (A.40) does not vanish in the second case. The left-hand side
of (A.40) does not vanish in this case by the Normalization Axiom for Stiefel-Whitney classes [24,
p38].
A.5 Orientable vector bundle over surfaces
We now combine the description of complex line bundles in terms of Cˇech cohomology and the
identification of some Cˇech cohomology groups with the singular ones to characterize orientable
vector bundles over surfaces and their trivializations.
Lemma A.8. Let Y be a paracompact locally contractible space. The homomorphism
c1 : LBCpY q ÝÑ H
2pY ;Zq, L ÝÑ c1pLq,
from the group of isomorphism classes of complex line bundles is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Section A.4, there is a natural bijection
LBCpY q ÝÑ qH1pY ;C˚q;
it is a group isomorphism in this case. By the proof of Proposition A.1, there are natural isomor-
phisms qHppY ;Zq « HppY ;Zq @ pPZ.
By the reasoning in [32, Section 5.10], SY pCq is a fine sheaf. Along with [32, p202], this implies thatqHp`Y ;SY pCq˘ “ t0u @ pPZ`.
Since Y is locally contractible, it is locally simple with respect to the short exact sequence
t0u ÝÑ Z ÝÑ C
exp
ÝÑ C˚ ÝÑ t0u
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of abelian Lie groups in the sense of Definition A.4. Thus, we obtain a commutative diagram
t0u“ qH1pCP8;Cq //
f˚

LBCpCP
8q
qδ1 //
f˚

H2
`
CP
8;Z
˘
f˚

// qH2pCP8;Cq“t0u
f˚

t0u“ qH1pY ;Cq // LBCpY q qδ1 // H2pY ;Zq // qH2pY ;Cq“t0u
(A.41)
of group homomorphisms for every continuous map f : Y ÝÑCP8.
Let γC ÝÑCP
8 be the complex tautological line bundle. By [24, Theorem 14.5], H2pCP8;Zq is
freely generated by c1pγCq. Along with the exactness of the top row in (A.41), this implies thatqδ1“ c˘1 in this row. By [24, Theorem 14.6], for every complex line bundle L over Y there exists a
continuous map f : Y ÝÑCP8 such that L“f˚γC. Along with the commutativity of (A.41), these
statements imply that qδ1“˘c1 in the bottom row in (A.41) as well. The claim now follows from
the exactness of this row.
Remark A.9. The statement and proof of Lemma A.8 apply to any paracompact space Y satisfying
the k“2 case of Definition 3.2 with Hpp¨;Z2q replaced by H
pp¨;Zq.
Corollary A.10. Let Y be a CW complex with cells of dimension at most 2. If H2pY ;Zq“t0u,
then every orientable vector bundle V over Y is trivializable.
Proof. Let n“rkV . If n“1, then V is an orientable line bundle and is thus trivializable. Suppose
ně2. Since the cells of Y are of dimension at most 2, there exists a rank 2 orientable vector bundle
L over Y such that
V « L‘
`
Y ˆRn´2
˘
. (A.42)
The real vector bundle L admits a complex structure i. It can be obtained by fixing an orientation
and a metric on L and defining iv PL for v PL nonzero to be the vector which is orthogonal to v
and has the same length as v so that v, iv form an oriented basis for a fiber of L. By Lemma A.8,
pL, iq is trivializable as a complex line bundle. Along with (A.42), this establishes the claim.
Corollary A.11. Let Σ be a surface, possibly with boundary, and ně3. The map
OVBnpΣq ÝÑ H
2pΣ;Z2q, V ÝÑ w2pV q,
from the set of isomorphism classes of rank n oriented vector bundles over Σ is a bijection.
Proof. We can assume that Σ is connected. If Σ is not compact or has boundary, then
H2pY ;Zq,H2pΣ;Z2q “ t0u.
By Corollary A.10, we can thus assume that Σ is closed and so H2pΣ;Z2q«Z2.
Let C Ă Σ be an embedded loop separating Σ into two surfaces, Σ1 and Σ2, with boundary C.
By Corollary A.10, a rank n oriented vector bundle V over Σ is isomorphic to the vector bundle
obtained by gluing Σ1ˆR
n and Σ2ˆR
n along CˆRn by a clutching map ϕ : CÝÑSOpnq. Since
ně 3, π1pSOpnqq « Z2. It thus remains to show that there exists an orientable vector bundle V
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over Σ with w2pV q‰0.
Let γC;1ÝÑCP
1 be the complex tautological line bundle. Since w2pγC;1q is the image of c1pγC;1q
under the reduction homomorphism
H2
`
CP
1;Z
˘
ÝÑ H2
`
CP
1;Z2
˘
,
w2pγC;1q ‰ 0 by the proof of Lemma A.8. If f : ΣÝÑCP
1 is a degree 1 map with respect to the
Z2-coefficients, then@
w2pf
˚γC;1q, rΣsZ2
D
“
@
w2pγC;1q, f˚rΣsZ2
D
“
@
w2pγC;1q, rCP
1sZ2
D
‰ 0.
Thus, w2 of the orientable vector bundle
V ” f˚γC;1 ‘
`
ΣˆRn´2
˘
ÝÑ Σ
is nonzero.
Corollary A.12. Suppose rΣ is a compact surface with two boundary components and pΣ is a closed
surface obtained from rΣ by identifying these components with each other. Let nPZ` and pV ÝÑ pΣ
be the orientable vector bundle obtained from rΣˆRn by identifying its restrictions to BrΣ via a
clutching map ϕ : S1ÝÑSOpnq. If pΣ is connected and ně3, then ϕ is homotopically trivial if and
only if w2ppV q“0.
Proof. By Corollary A.10, every rank n orientable vector bundle over rΣ is trivializable. Thus, every
rank n orientable vector bundle pV over pΣ is obtained from rΣˆRn by identifying its restrictions to
the two components of BrΣ via a clutching map ϕ : S1ÝÑSOpnq. Since
π1
`
SOpnq
˘
« Z2 and H
2ppΣ;Z2q « Z2,
the claim thus follows from Corollary A.11.
Corollary A.13. Let Σ be a compact connected surface with boundary components C,C1, . . . , Ck
and V be an orientable vector bundle over Σ. If rkV ě 3, then every trivialization of V over
C1Y. . .YCk extends to a trivialization Ψ of V over Σ and the homotopy class of the restriction
of Ψ to V |C is determined by the homotopy class of its restriction to V |C1Y...YCk .
Proof. Let n“ rkV and choose an orientation on V . Denote by pΣ the connected surface with one
boundary component C obtained from Σ by attaching the 2-disks D2i along the boundary compo-
nents Ci. Let pV be the oriented vector bundle over pΣ obtained by identifying each D2iˆRn with V
over Ci via the chosen trivialization φi. By Corollary A.10, the oriented vector bundle pV admits a
trivialization Ψ. Since there is a unique homotopy class of trivializations of pV |D2
i
, the restriction
of Ψ to V |Ci is homotopic to φi and thus can deformed to be the same.
Suppose Ψ,Ψ1 are trivializations of V ÝÑΣ restricting to the same trivializations φi of V |Ci for
every i“1, . . . , k. Denote by pΣ (resp. rΣ) the closed (resp. compact) surface obtained from two copies
of Σ, Σ and Σ1, by identifying them along the boundary components corresponding to C,C1, . . . , Ck
(resp. C1, . . . , Ck). Thus, rΣ has two boundary components, each of which corresponds to C, andpΣ can be obtained from rΣ by identifying these two boundary components. Let
rq : rΣ ÝÑ Σ and pq : pΣ ÝÑ Σ
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be the natural projections. The trivializations Ψ and Ψ1 induce a trivialization rΨ of rq˚V over rΣ
which restricts to Ψ and Ψ1 over Σ,Σ1Ă pΣ, rΣ. The bundle pq˚V over pΣ is obtained from rq˚V by
identifying the copies of V |C via the clutching map ϕ : S
1ÝÑSOpnq determined by the difference
between the trivializations of V |C induced by Ψ and Ψ
1. Since
w2
`pq˚V ˘ “ pq˚w2pV q “ 0 P H2ppΣ;Z2q,
Corollary A.12 implies that ϕ is homotopically trivial. Thus, Ψ and Ψ1 determine the same homo-
topy class of trivializations of V |C .
For an oriented vector bundle V ÝÑY , let TrivpV q denote the set of homotopy classes of trivial-
izations of V . For an oriented vector bundle V over a surface Σ, we define the map
εV : Triv
`
V |BΣ
˘
ÝÑ Z2 (A.43)
by setting εV pφq“0 for the trivializations φ of V |BΣ that extend to trivializations of V over Σ and
εV pφq“1 for the trivializations φ that do not.
Corollary A.14. Let Σ be a compact connected surface with BΣ‰H and V be an oriented vector
bundle over Σ. If rkV ě3, then the map (A.43) is surjective and changing the homotopy class of
a trivialization φ over precisely one component of BΣ changes the value εV pφq.
Proof. This follows from π1pSOpnqq«Z2 and Corollary A.13.
B Lie group covers
This appendix reviews basic statements concerning covers of Lie groups by Lie groups that are
Lie group homomorphisms. Lemma B.1 describes the structure of connected Lie group covers.
Lemma B.2 and Proposition B.3 do the same for covers of disconnected Lie groups with connected
restrictions to the identity component of the base. We conclude with examples involving the groups
Spinpnq and Pin˘pnq defined in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
B.1 Terminology and summary
We call a covering projection q : rGÝÑG a Lie group covering if rG and G are Lie groups and q is a
Lie group homomorphism. We call such a cover connected if rG is connected; this implies that so
is G. Lie group coverings
q : rG ÝÑ G and q1 : rG1 ÝÑ G
are equivalent if there exists a Lie group isomorphism ρ : rG ÝÑ rG1 such that q“q1˝ρ. For a
connected Lie group G, we denote by CovpGq the set of equivalence classes of connected Lie group
coverings of G and by π1pGq its fundamental group based at the identity 1. For any group H, we
denote by SGpHq the set of subgroups of H. The next lemma is established in Section B.2.
Lemma B.1. (a) Let G be a connected Lie group. The map
CovpGq ÝÑ SG
`
π1pGq˘ ,
“
q : rGÝÑG‰ ÝÑ q˚π1` rG˘,
is a bijection. For every rqsPCovpGq as above, q´1p1q is contained in the center of rG.
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(b) Let q : rG ÝÑG and q1 : rG1 ÝÑG1 be connected Lie group coverings. A Lie homomorphism
ι : GÝÑG1 lifts to a Lie group homomorphism rι : rGÝÑ rG1 if and only if
ι˚
`
q˚π1p rGq˘ Ă q1˚π1p rG1q. (B.1)
If such a lift rι exists, it is unique.
For a group G, we denote by AutpGq the group of automorphisms of G. For each kPG, let
cpkq : G ÝÑ G cpkqg “ k ¨g ¨k´1,
denote the conjugation homomorphism of k on G; it preserves every normal subgroup G0 of G.
If K and G0 are groups and
c : K ÝÑ AutpG0q (B.2)
is a homomorphism, the semi-direct product of G0 and K with respect to c is the group
G ” G0¸cK “ G0ˆK, pg1, k1q¨pg2, k2q “
`
g1 ¨cpk1qg2, k1 ¨k2
˘
.
The subsets t1uˆK and G0ˆt1u of G are then a subgroup isomorphic to K and a normal subgroup
isomorphic to G0, respectively. The conjugation action of t1uˆK on G0ˆt1u under the natural
isomorphisms is given by c. Furthermore, the map
K ÝÑ G
L`
G0ˆt1u
˘
, k ÝÑ rp1, kqs,
is a group isomorphism.
If G0 is a connected Lie group and K is (at most) countable, then G above is a Lie group and
G0ˆt1u is its identity component. Conversely, if G0 is the identity component of a Lie group G,
K is a subgroup of G such that the map
K ÝÑ G{G0, k ÝÑ rks, (B.3)
is a group isomorphism, and (B.2) is the homomorphism induced by the conjugation of G0 by the
elements of K, then the map
G0¸cK ÝÑ G, pg, kq ÝÑ gk,
is a Lie group isomorphism.
An extension of a group K by another group H is a short exact sequence
tr1u ÝÑ H ÝÑ rK jÝÑ K ÝÑ tr1u (B.4)
of groups. An extension of a group homomorphism ι : KÝÑK 1 by a group homomorphism rι0 : HÝÑH 1
is a commutative diagram
tr1u // H //
rι0

rK j //
rι

K //
ι

tr1u
tr1u // H 1 // rK 1 j1 // K 1 // tr1u
(B.5)
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of extensions of K by H and of K 1 by H 1. An extension of K by H as in (B.4) is isomorphic
to another such extension with p rK, jq replaced p rK 1, j1q if there exists a commutative diagram as
in (B.5) with K 1“H, ι“ id, and rι0“ id. We denote by ExtpK,Hq the set of equivalence classes of
extensions of K by H.
If H in (B.4) is abelian, the conjugation action of rK on HĂ rK descends to an action of K on H
by group isomorphisms. If H is abelian and c : KÝÑAutpHq is any homomorphism, denote by
ExtcpK,Hq Ă ExtpK,Hq
the subset of equivalence classes of extensions as in (B.4) so that
rk ¨rg ¨rk´1 “ c`jprkq˘rg @ rgPHĂ rK, rkP rK ; (B.6)
this condition is well-defined on the equivalence classes.
Suppose G is a Lie group, G0 is its identity component, and q0 : rG0 ÝÑ G0 is a connected Lie
group covering. In particular, G0 is a normal subgroup of G. If k P G and the conjugation
homomorphism cpkq of k on G0 preserves the subgroup q0˚pπ1p rG0qq of π1pG0q, then it lifts uniquely
to a Lie group automorphism rcq0pkq : ` rG0,1˘ ÝÑ ` rG0,1˘.
We denote by Covq0pGq the set of equivalence classes of Lie group coverings q of G that restrict
to q0 over G0. The next two statements are established in Section B.3.
Lemma B.2. Suppose G is a Lie group, G0 is its identity component, and q0 : rG0ÝÑG0 is a
connected Lie group covering. If Covq0pGq‰H, then the subgroup q0˚pπ1p
rG0qq of π1pG0q is preserved
by the conjugation homomorphism cpkq for every kPG.
Proposition B.3. Suppose G is a Lie group, G0 is its identity component, q0 : rG0ÝÑG0 is a
connected Lie group covering such that the subgroup q0˚pπ1p rG0qq of π1pG0q is preserved by the
conjugation homomorphism cpkq for every k PG, and K is a subgroup of G so that the map (B.3)
is an isomorphism.
(a) The map “
q : rGÝÑG‰ ÝÑ “t1uÝÑq´10 p1qÝÑq´1pKq qÝÑKÝÑt1u‰ (B.7)
is a bijection from Covq0pGq to Extrcq0pK, q´10 p1qq.
(b) If ι is a Lie group automorphism of G preserving the subgroup q0˚pπ1p rG0qq of π1pG0q and rι0
is the lift of ι0” ι|G0 to a Lie group automorphism of
rG0, then an extension rι of
ι : K ÝÑ ιpKq by rι0 : q´10 p1q ÝÑ q´10 p1q
induces a Lie group isomorphism rι, lifting ι and extending rι0, between the Lie group coverings
determined by the associated extensions of K and of ιpKq by q´10 p1q.
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B.2 Proof of Lemma B.1
By [27, Theorem 82.1], for every subgroup HĂπ1pGq there exists a connected covering projection
q : rGÝÑG such that q˚πp rGq“H. Since π1pGq is abelian and countably generated, the index of H
in G is countable and thus rG is a second countable topological space. The smooth structure on G
then lifts to a smooth structure on rG so that q becomes a local diffeomorphism and all deck trans-
formations of q are smooth.
Let r1 P rG be any preimage of the identity 1 PG. Since the images of π1p rGq and π1p rGˆ rGq under
the homomorphisms determined by the continuous maps
rG ÝÑG ÝÑ G, rg ÝÑ q`rg˘´1,rGˆ rG ÝÑGˆG ÝÑ G, `rg1, rg2˘ ÝÑ q`rg1˘¨q`rg2˘,
are q˚π1p rGq, the lifting property for covering projections [27, Lemma 79.1] implies that the in-
verse ´1 and product ¨ operations on G lift to continuous maps on rG and rGˆ rG so that the
diagrams
p rG, r1q
q

´1
// p rG, r1q
q

p rGˆ rG, r1ˆr1q
qˆq

¨ // p rG, r1q
q

pG,1q
´1
// pG,1q pGˆG,1ˆ1q
¨ // pG,1q
commute. Since q is a local diffeomorphism, the two lifts are smooth. By the next paragraph, they
determine a group structure on rG so that r1 is the identity element. By construction, q commutes
with the group operations ¨.
Since the maps ` rG, r1˘ ÝÑ ` rG, r1˘, rg ÝÑ rg ¨r1, r1¨rg,
lift the identity on pG,1q, they are the identity on p rG, r1q. Since the maps` rG, r1˘ ÝÑ ` rG, r1˘, rg ÝÑ rg ¨rg´1, rg´1 ¨rg,
lift the constant map on pG,1q, they are the constant map on p rG, r1q. Since the maps` rGˆ rGˆ rG, r1ˆr1ˆr1˘ ÝÑ ` rG, r1˘, `rg1, rg2, rg3˘ ÝÑ rg1 ¨`rg2 ¨rg3˘, `rg1 ¨rg2˘ ¨rg3, (B.8)
lift the maps`
GˆGˆG,1ˆ1ˆ1
˘
ÝÑ pG,1q,
`
g1, g2, g3
˘
ÝÑ g1 ¨
`
g2 ¨g3
˘
,
`
g1 ¨g2
˘
¨g3,
which are the same, the two maps in (B.8) are also the same. Thus, the lifted map ¨ on rGˆ rG
constructed in the previous paragraph defines a group structure on rG so that r1 is the identity
element and the lifted map ´1 is the inverse operation.
Let rhPq´1p1q. Since the map ` rG, r1˘ ÝÑ ` rG, r1˘, rg ÝÑ rh¨rg ¨rh´1,
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lifts the identity on pG,1q, it is the identity on p rG, r1q. Thus, q´1p1q is contained in the center of
the Lie group rG and is in particular abelian.
Let q, q1, and ι be as in Lemma B.1(b). By the lifting property for covering projections [27,
Lemma 79.1], ι lifts to a continuous map rι so that the diagram` rG, r1˘ rι //
q

` rG1, r11˘
q1

pG,1q
ι // pG1,11q
commutes if and only if (B.1) holds; if such a lift rι exists, it is unique. If it exists, rι is a smooth map
because q and q1 are local diffeomorphisms and ι is a smooth map. Since the maps` rGˆ rG, r1ˆr1˘ ÝÑ ` rG1, r11˘, `rg1, rg2˘ ÝÑ rι`rg1 ¨rg2˘,rι`rg1˘¨rι`rg2˘, (B.9)
lift the maps `
GˆG,1ˆ1
˘
ÝÑ pG1,11q,
`
g1, g2
˘
ÝÑ ι
`
g1 ¨g2
˘
, ιpg1q¨ιpg2q,
which are the same, the two maps in (B.9) are also the same. Thus, the map rι is a Lie group
homomorphism. This establishes Lemma B.1(b).
Suppose q : rGÝÑG is a connected cover of a connected Lie group with the identity 1PG as above
and r1, r11 Pq´1p1q. Since π1pGq is abelian, q is a regular covering and thus r11“ρpr1q for some deck
transformation ρ of q. If ¨ and ¨1 are Lie group structures on rG with the identity elements r1 and r11,
respectively, so that q is a group homomorphism with respect to both, then
ρ :
` rG,1˘ ÝÑ ` rG,11˘
is a Lie group isomorphism with respect to ¨ and ¨1 by the previous paragraph. Thus, the Lie
group structure on G (uniquely) determines a Lie group structure on rG so that q is a Lie group
homomorphism. This establishes Lemma B.1(a).
B.3 Disconnected Lie groups
We next establish Lemma B.2 and Proposition B.3 and then give some examples.
Proof of Lemma B.2. If q : rGÝÑG is a Lie group covering which extends q0, then
q0
`rk ¨rg ¨rk´1˘ “ c`qprkq˘ q0prgq @ rkP rG, rgP rG0 . (B.10)
Thus, cpkq lifts to a Lie group automorphism of rG0 for every kPG. By Lemma B.1(b), this implies
that cpkq preserves the subgroup q0˚pπ1p rG0qq of π1pG0q.
Proof of Proposition B.3. Suppose q : rGÝÑG is a Lie group covering which extends q0. The
subset q´1pKqĂ rG is then a subgroup so that
t1u ÝÑ q´10 p1q ÝÑ q
´1pKq
q
ÝÑ K ÝÑ t1u (B.11)
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is an extension of K by q´10 p1q. Since q
´1
0 p1q is abelian by Lemma B.1(a), the conjugation action of
q´1pKq on q´10 p1q descends to an action of K. By (B.10), the latter action is rcq0 . If q1 : rG1ÝÑG is
another Lie group covering which extends q0 and ρ is an equivalence from q and q
1, then ρ induces
an equivalence
t1u // q´10 p1q
//
id

q´1pKq
j //
ρ

K //
id

t1u
t1u // q´10 p1q
// q1´1pKq
q1
// K // t1u
(B.12)
between the extensions of K by q´10 p1q determined by q and q
1. Thus, the map (B.7) is well-defined.
Suppose conversely that
t1u ÝÑ q´10 p1q ÝÑ
rK jÝÑ K ÝÑ t1u (B.13)
is an extension of K by q´10 p1q such thatrk ¨rh¨rk´1 “ rcq0`jprkq˘rh @ rhPq´10 p1qĂ rK, rG0, rkP rK . (B.14)
The quotient
q : rG”` rG0 r¸cq0˝j rK L˘„, `rg,rk˘ „ `rg ¨rh,rh´1 ¨rk˘ @rhPq´10 p1q,
is then a Lie group so that the maps
rG0 ÝÑ rG, rg ÝÑ “rg,1‰, and ι : rK ÝÑ rG, ιprkq “ “1,rk‰, (B.15)
are a Lie group isomorphism onto the identity component of rG and an injective group homomor-
phism, respectively. The map
q : rG ÝÑ G, q`rrg,rks˘ “ q0prgq¨jprkq,
is a Lie group covering so that its composition with the first map in (B.15) is q0. Furthermore, the
image of ι is q´1pKq and the diagram
t1u // q´10 p1q
//
id

rK j //
ι

K //
id

t1u
t1u // q´10 p1q
// q´1pKq
q
// K // t1u
is an equivalence between extensions of K by q´10 p1q. Thus, the map (B.7) is surjective.
Let q1 : rG1ÝÑG1 be another Lie group covering and` rG,1˘
q

` rG0,1˘? _oo rι0 //
q0

` rG10,1˘
q10

  //
` rG1,1˘
q1

pG,1q
ι
33pG0,1q
? _oo ι0 // pG10,1q
  // pG1,1q
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be a commutative diagram of Lie group homomorphisms. Since ι is a group homomorphism,
ι0
`
cpkqg
˘
“ c
`
ιpkq
˘
ι0pgq @ gPG0, kPK. (B.16)
If rι : rGÝÑ rG1 is a Lie group homomorphism lifting ι and extending rι0, then the diagram
t1u // q´10 p1q
//
rι0

q´1pKq
q
//
rι

K //
ι

t1u
t1u // q1´10 p1q
// q1´1pιpKqq
q1
// ιpKq // t1u
(B.17)
is an extension of ι by rι0. Suppose conversely that (B.17) is an extension of ι by rι0. By (B.16) and
Lemma B.1(b), rι0`cprkqrg˘ “ c`rιprkq˘rι0prgq @ rgP rG0, rkP rK.
This in turn implies that the map
rι : rG ÝÑ rG1, rι`rg ¨rk˘ “ rι0prgq¨rιprkq @ rgP rG0, kPq´1pKq, (B.18)
is a Lie group homomorphism lifting ι and extending rι0.
We now apply the conclusion of the previous paragraph with G “ G1 and q0 “ q
1
0. If ι is as in
Proposition B.3(b), then ι0” ι|G0 lifts to a Lie group isomorphism
rι0 : ` rG0,1˘ ÝÑ ` rG0,1˘
by Lemma B.1(b). By the previous paragraph, an extension
t1u // q´10 p1q
//
rι0

rK j //
rι

K //
ι

t1u
t1u // q´10 p1q
// rK 1 j1 // ιpKq // t1u
(B.19)
of ι|K by rι0|q´10 p1q induces an isomorphism (B.18), lifting ι and extending rι0, between the Lie group
coverings q and q1 associated with the first and second lines in (B.19). This establishes Proposi-
tion B.3(b).
In particular, an equivalence between the extensions of K by q´10 p1q determined by two covers q
and q1 of G extending q0 as in (B.7) induces an equivalence between q and q
1. Thus, the map (B.7)
is injective. This concludes the proof of Proposition B.3(a).
Example B.4. The groups Pin˘pnq defined directly in Section 2.2 are the quotients of certain semi-
direct products Spinpnq¸Z 22 and Spinpnq¸Z4 by natural Z2-actions. The subgroup q
´1
0 p1q«Z2
of Spinpnq appearing in (B.13) is the subgroup generated by the element pIn in the notation of
Section 2.1. The subgroup K«Z2 of Opnq can be taken to be the subgroup generated by any
order 2 element of Opnq´SOpnq, i.e. an order 2 element of Opnq with an odd number of p´1q-
eigenvalues. Any two distinct order 2 elements of Opnq with precisely one p´1q-eigenvalue are
contained in a subgroup G isomorphic to Op2q and are interchanged by an automorphism ι of Opnq
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which preserves G. By Proposition B.3(b), ι lifts to an isomorphism rι between the Lie group
coverings Pin˘K1pnq,Pin
˘
K2
pnq determined by the extensions
t1u // Z2 //
id

Pin˘p1q
q
//
id

K1 //

t1u
t1u // Z2 // Pin
˘p1q
q1
// K2 // t1u
of the subgroups K1,K2 generated by the two elements. The restriction of rι to Pin˘K1pnq|G is an
isomorphism onto Pin˘K2pnq|G. By Example 2.5, this implies that
Pin˘K2pnq
ˇˇ
G
“ Pin˘K1pnq
ˇˇ
G
and so Pin˘K2pnq“Pin
˘
K1
pnq. Thus, the criterion for distinguishing between Pin´pnq and Pin`pnq
above Definition 1.1 and Example 2.5 does not depend on the choice of order 2 element of Opnq
with precisely one p´1q-eigenvalue used to generate the subgroup K. However, the first statement
in (2.30) implies that the subgroup of Pin`pnq generated by the preimages of an order 2 element
of Opnq with precisely three p´1q-eigenvalues is Z4. Thus, the criterion for distinguishing between
Pin`pnq and Pin´pnq depends on the choice of the conjugacy class of order 2 elements of Opnq. In
the notation of Example 2.5,
Pin`p2q “
`
R{2πZ¸c`Z
2
2
L˘
„, Pin´p2q “
`
R{2πZ¸c´Z4
L˘
„,
c`pa, bqpθ`2πZq “ p´1q
bθ`2πZ, c´paqpθ`2πZq “ p´1q
aθ`2πZ,`
θ`2πZ, pa, bq
˘
„
`
θ`π`2πZ, pa`1, bq
˘
,
`
θ`2πZ, a
˘
„
`
θ`π`2πZ, a`2
˘
.
Example B.5. In the case of the lift rιn;m of ιn;m in (2.32), (B.16) becomes
ι1n;mpAq “ cpIn;1qι
1
n;mpAq @ APSOpmq,
ι2n;n´mpcpIn´m;1qAq “ cpIn;1qι
2
n;n´mpAq @ APSOpn´mq.
These two conditions are equivalent to the two equations in (2.31). In the situation of Remark 2.6,
the diagram (B.17) would become
t1u // Z22
//
rι0

rKmˆ rKn´m q //
rι

KmˆKn´m //
ι

t1u
t1u // Z2 // rKn q1 // Kn // t1u
with Kn and rKn denoting the group generated by In;1 and its preimage in Pin˘pnq, respectively.
However, there is no group homomorphism rι making this diagram commute.
Example B.6. The connected Lie group double cover q0 of Spinp2q«S
1 does not extend to a Lie
group double cover q of
Pin´p2q ” R{2πZˆZ2,
¨ : Pin´p2qˆPin´p2q ÝÑ Pin´p2q, pθ1, k1q¨pθ2, k2q “
`
θ1`p´1q
k1θ2`k1k2π, k1`k2
˘
.
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Such an extension would be of the form
q : R{2πZˆZ2 ÝÑ R{2πZˆZ2, qpθ, kq “ qp2θ, kq, rg0”p0, 1q¨p0, 1q P  pπ{2, 0q, p3π{2, 0q(.
The conjugation homomorphism on the double cover of Spinp2q by p0, 1q is the lift of the conjugation
homomorphism on Spinp2q by p0, 1q and is thus given by
S1 ÝÑ S1, θ`2πZ ÝÑ ´θ`2πZ.
Since the lifted homomorphism does not fix rg0, rg0 cannot be the square of p0, 1q in a Lie group
double cover of Pin´p2q. Since every element of Pin´p2q´Spinp2q is of order precisely 4, Pin´p2q
contains no subgroup projecting isomorphically to Pin´p2q{Spinp2q and thus Proposition B.3 does
not apply in this case.
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